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Abstract

Multimedia content today can be considered as the composition of media elements in time and space into a coherent, interactive multimedia presentation. Personalization of such multimedia content means that it needs to reflect user's profile information and context information. To create such personalized multimedia content, a manual authoring of many different documents for all the different users’ needs, however, is not feasible not to mention economical. Rather a dynamic authoring process of selecting and assembling personalized multimedia content depending on the user's profile information and context information seems reasonable. A practical support for such a dynamic authoring of personalized multimedia presentations is neither provided by industrial solutions nor research projects today. To provide a general and at the same time practical support for the dynamic authoring process, a software engineering approach is pursued with the MM4U (short for “MultiMedia For You”) framework.

The aim of the MM4U component framework is to provide application developers with an extensive and domain independent support for the authoring of personalized multimedia content. The framework provides generic functionality for typical tasks of the general process chain for creating personalized multimedia content. This includes selecting media elements such as audio, video, image, and text according to the user's individual profile and context information. These media elements are then assembled and composed in time and space using an abstract multimedia content representation model. This model captures the different aspects of the multimedia presentation such as the temporal course, the spatial layout, and the interaction possibilities without instantiating these in a concrete syntax and format. Only in the subsequent transformation phase—called the last mile—the multimedia content is transformed into a concrete multimedia presentation format, like SMIL, SVG, and Flash, and delivered to the targeted (mobile) end device.

To reach the goal of a software framework providing generic support for developing personalized multimedia applications raises the question of a proper software engineering support to develop such a framework. A software framework, like the MM4U framework, typically constitutes a semi-finished software architecture for a specific domain. Since the introduction of object-oriented frameworks in the late eighties, the development of software frameworks is still costly and difficult to handle. To reduce development risk, process models and development methodologies have been developed. With the emergence of component technology also so-called component frameworks appeared. Component frameworks aim to overcome some drawbacks of object-oriented frameworks, such as problems that occur when combining object-oriented frameworks and changes at the bases classes of these frameworks become necessary. In contrast to object-oriented frameworks, a proper process model for component frameworks is still missing. To improve the development process of component frameworks, the dissertation contributes the ProMoCF approach (short for “Process Model for Component Frameworks”), a lightweight process model and development method for component frameworks. This process model has been developed in mutual benefit with the development of the MM4U component framework. While the ProMoCF approach has been evaluated by applying it for the development of the MM4U component framework, the component framework itself has given important feedback for improving and maturing the ProMoCF approach.
This mutual impact between the ProMoCF approach and the MM4U component framework has resulted in constant improvement of the ProMoCF approach and the MM4U framework over several iterations. For evaluating the ProMoCF approach it has not only been applied for the development of the MM4U component framework. However, the outcome of applying the ProMoCF approach, i.e., the MM4U component framework itself, has been applied and evaluated for the development of several applications in the domain of multimedia personalization.

The MM4U component framework provides generic support for the dynamic authoring of personalized multimedia content. It does not reinvent multimedia content adaptation but is targeted at incorporating and embedding existing research approaches and solutions in the field and allows for being extended by domain and application-specific solutions. With such a framework at hand, application developers can efficiently realize on-the-fly multi-channel generation of personalized multimedia content that meets the end user’s requirements and overcomes the last mile in multimedia presentation delivery. The MM4U framework has been employed for the development of several demonstrator applications from different domains. These demonstrator applications such as a personalized mobile multimedia city guide, a personalized multimedia sports news ticker, and a personalized picture albums generator show the applicability of the framework.
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1 Introduction

Lost in Information Space, the human capacity to absorb information is almost saturated. Today, there is too much information offered at the same time, so much information that is not suitable for the current situation of the user, and too much time is needed to find information that is really helpful. However, access to proper information resources is essential for a competitive position in global society [Ams02a, Ams02b]. The multimedia material is there, but the issue how the multimedia content is found, selected, and assembled such that it is most suitable for the user’s interest and background, the user’s preferred device, network connection, location, and many other settings too is far away from being solved. Technologies and approaches which are needed here range from multimedia data management, building user profiles, modeling of multimedia meta data, intelligent multimedia information retrieval and analysis, multimedia document modeling, and multimedia content adaptation and composition to a personalized delivery and rendering of multimedia information on an end user’s device [Ang03]. Consequently, with this thesis the challenge is tackled how today’s multimedia applications can reach the goal to provide the right information to the individual user at the right time [SC00]. For it, we need to consider how the multimedia content can be personalized to the needs and requirements to the individual user in an efficient fashion.

Although personalization has become hype [RSG01] and the science behind personalization has undergone tremendous changes in recent years [MAB00], there is a clear awareness for personalized content and products and proper technologies are evolving and developing [Bol02]. The basic goal of personalized applications is to provide users with what they want or need without requiring them to ask for it explicitly [MAB00]. However, the development of personalized multimedia applications is complicated, as the creation of personalized content is an extensive process and involves different phases and tasks [Ang03]. To provide application developers a comprehensive and at the same time application-independent and practical support for the development of personalized multimedia applications, a proper means needs to be provided. Today, there are different systems and solution approaches for multimedia personalization. Though, these systems and approaches find their limits in regard of required effort, applicability and practicability, as well as their power of expressiveness. Consequently, we argue in this thesis for the need of a novel software engineering approach. We pursue the development of a component framework for personalized multimedia applications, called the MM4U (short for “MultiMedia For You”) framework. The MM4U framework can be directly applied for an industrial like development of personalized multimedia applications. By this, it simplifies and improves the development process of personalized multimedia applications.
1.1 Background and Motivation

To illustrate the personalization of multimedia content, Figures 1.1 and 1.2 show a schematic depiction of a personalized city guide application for our home town Oldenburg in Germany. Figure 1.1 depicts an instance of the personalized tourist guide for Mr. Maier. He is interested in art and culture, i.e., likes to see and visit churches, museums, and theaters. The single spots on the city map indicate the sights selected according to his interests. The double encircled spot shows his current location. As he is currently in front of the palace of Oldenburg, he receives a presentation about this sight. The presentation includes some pictures of the sight and a textual description, according to Mr. Maier’s preferences. As Mr. Maier is German, he receives the descriptions in his mother tongue.

Figure 1.1: Personalized city guide application for Mr. Maier

Figure 1.2 shows the same personalized tourist guide application, however adapted to the needs of Mrs. Miller, a business woman from Great Britain visiting Oldenburg. Mrs. Miller is searching for a good restaurant in Oldenburg. Thus, nearby restaurants are recommended by the application, such as the one depicted in Figure 1.2. Mrs. Miller prefers an auditive presentation of the spots matching her profile. As she is Briton, she receives her presentations in English.

The small example of a personalized city guide for Oldenburg already shows that with personalization of multimedia content a multitude of variation possibilities are involved. The variation possibilities for our personalized city guide are depicted in Figure 1.3. The root of the tree represents the multimedia presentation for the personalized city tour. Assuming that this presentation was intended for both Tablet PCs and Pocket PCs, this results in two variants of the presentation. If then some tourists are interested only in churches, museums, or palaces and would

---

¹ The city map image is used with permission from CCV GmbH, Germany.
² http://www.oldenburg.de/ (Received March 14, 2006)
like to receive the content in either English or German this already sums up to twelve variants. If then the multimedia content should be available in, e.g., different modalities, targeted at different (mobile) end devices, and delivered in different presentation formats, the number of variation possibilities within a personalized city tour increases again and again. Each path through the tree of variation possibilities depicted in Figure 1.3 shows one concrete instance of personalizing the multimedia content for a specific user. Assuming that Mr. Maier uses a Tablet PC for his city tour, the path as depicted in the left hand part of the Figure 1.3 could be valid for him. However, for taking the needs of Mrs. Miller into account, the path as shown in the right hand part is applied.

Even though different variants are not necessarily entirely different and may have overlapping content, the example is intended to illustrate that the flexibility of multimedia content to personalize to different users quickly leads to an exponential increase, i.e., an explosion of different options. And still the content can only be personalized within the flexibility range that has been anchored in the content. However, the manual creation of such personalized multimedia content is not practical not to mention economical due to the huge variety of different variation possibilities involved [AMR96b]. Hence, a dynamic creation of personalized multimedia content needs to be provided [SRM97].

The reasons why applications should provide for personalized information are manifold. Generally speaking, human beings like to be individually treated, considered, advised, and entertained. However, in places, where no personal contact is available, e.g., in the web or in mobile situations, systems have to replace the task of adequately offering individual communication and information. Thus, personalization can be seen as a current trend in information society [ELVKB01] and is one of the defining concepts of a contemporary multimedia platform [LNK04].
Figure 1.3: Example of the variation possibilities within a personalized city guide application

Personalization has demonstrated its benefits for both the users and the providers of personalized services [Kob01]. Nevertheless, the dynamic creation of personalized multimedia content and the development of applications providing such content requires high effort. Consequently, research on the dynamic creation of personalized multimedia content has been conducted by different research groups worldwide, e.g., at the research institute CWI in the Netherlands (see http://www.cwi.nl/) and at the INRIA Rhône-Alpes in France (see http://www.inrialpes.fr/). After a decade of research on this issue, we are pleased to observe today that there exist many scientific approaches as well as industrial solutions that provide personalized content to the user. The existing systems and approaches typically use declarative languages, e.g., rules and constraints, or exploit style sheets, transformation sheets, templates, and similar, to express the dynamic, personalized multimedia content creation. However, today's systems in regard of dynamically creating and providing personalized content are mainly text-centric. In addition, we observe that the existing approaches find their limits in regard of required effort, applicability and practicability, as well as their power of expressiveness. Whenever a complex and application-specific personalization generation task is required, the systems find their limit and need additional programming to solve the problem. Many of these systems and approaches for content personalization and adaptation are solutions for a specific application domain in which they provide a very specific content personalization task and are therefore limited to this very specific application area only. Consequently, a generic support for the dynamic
creation of personalized multimedia content and an efficient development of personalized multimedia applications is needed (cf. [Kob01]). The question is, however, how can multimedia applications solve the tough and expectedly expensive task of creating and delivering multimedia content that meets all the different individual user's settings?

With the proposed MM4U framework [SB05c, SB05d, SB04b], we pursue a software engineering approach for the creation of personalized multimedia content. The MM4U framework provides generic support for the development of personalized multimedia applications. Even though a software engineering approach towards dynamic creation of personalized multimedia content may not be the obvious one, we are convinced that our framework fills the gap between dynamic personalization support based on abstract data models, constraints or rules, and application-specific programming of personalized multimedia applications.

1.2 Goal of this Work and Proposed Solution

The aim of the MM4U component framework is to provide application developers with an extensive and application-domain independent support for the dynamic authoring of personalized multimedia content. The framework provides generic functionality for typical tasks of the general process chain of creating personalized multimedia content. This process chain starts with the selection of media elements such as audio, video, image, and text according to the user's individual profile and context information. These media elements are then assembled and composed in time and space using an abstract multimedia content representation model. This model captures the different aspects of the multimedia presentation such as the temporal course, the spatial layout, and the interaction possibilities without instantiating these in a concrete syntax and format. Only in the subsequent transformation phase—called the last mile—the multimedia content is transformed into the concrete multimedia presentation formats such as the standardized Synchronized Multimedia Integration Language (SMIL) [ABC+01b], SMIL in the Basic Language Profile (BLP) for mobile devices [ABC+01b], Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG) [AAA+04b], Mobile SVG [AAA+04a], as well as the industry-standard Flash [Mac04]. Finally, the multimedia presentation is delivered to the targeted (mobile) end device. Employing standardized multimedia presentation formats allows for employing existing multimedia player software on the end user clients. Thus, application developers are alleviated from the burden of developing their own multimedia playback engine.

To reach the goal of a software framework providing generic support for personalized multimedia applications raises the question of a proper software engineering support to develop such frameworks. A software framework, like the developed MM4U framework, typically constitutes a semi-finished software architecture for a specific domain. Since the introduction of object-oriented frameworks in the late eighties, the development of software frameworks is still costly and difficult to handle. To reduce development risks, process models and development methodologies have been developed. With the emergence of component technology also so-called component frameworks appeared. Component frameworks are aimed to overcome some drawbacks of object-oriented frameworks, such as problems that occur when
combining object-oriented frameworks and when changes at the bases classes of these frameworks become necessary. In contrast to object-oriented frameworks, however, a proper process model for component frameworks is still missing. Consequently, the quality of today's component frameworks is eventually dependent on the experience and skills of the framework developers. To improve the development process of component frameworks, a proper process model is needed. Such a process model needs support by a development method for identifying and specifying the framework's components. The goal of the dissertation here is the development of a lightweight process model and development method for component frameworks, called ProMoCF (short for “Process Model for Component Frameworks”). For evaluating the ProMoCF approach it has not only been applied for the development of the MM4U component framework. However, the outcome of the ProMoCF approach, i.e., the MM4U component framework itself, has been applied and evaluated for the development of several applications in the domain of multimedia personalization.

The MM4U component framework aims at providing generic support for the dynamic authoring of personalized multimedia content. It does not re-invent multimedia content adaptation but is targeted at incorporating and embedding existing research approaches in the field and allows to be extended by domain and application-specific solutions.

Summarizing, the goals of this work lie in contributing for the research areas of multimedia content engineering and software engineering. The goals are to provide generic support for the dynamic authoring of personalized multimedia content and to improve the development process of component frameworks.

1. Personalization of Multimedia Content:
   - Framework support for the development of personalized multimedia applications
   - Dynamic generation of multimedia content
   - Support for different end devices and standardized multimedia presentation formats
   - Integration of existing solution approaches and systems on different levels
   - Independence of the actual application domain

2. Improvement of the Development Process of Component Frameworks:
   - Systematic development of component frameworks
   - Method for identifying and specifying the framework components

1.3 Summary of the Contributions to the Scientific Community

As presented above, the research conducted in this work aims at the fields of multimedia content engineering and software engineering. Thus, the contribution of this work lies in both research areas. The benefit for multimedia content engineering is the MM4U component framework, providing generic support for the dynamic authoring of personalized multimedia content. For the software engineering research
1.3 Summary of the Contributions to the Scientific Community

The dissertation contributes the lightweight ProMoCF approach improving the development process of component frameworks.

Benefits for Personalization of Multimedia Content  Towards the creation of personalized multimedia content, we pursue a software engineering approach with the MM4U framework. The framework does not re-invent personalized multimedia content creation but is targeted at embracing and integrating existing approaches and solutions in the field and allows to be extended by domain and application-specific solutions. So far, an integration approach like the MM4U component framework has not been conducted. Though, the benefits are very promising as the different existing approaches and solutions for multimedia personalization can be employed within the framework. As the single approaches for multimedia content personalization have their individual advantages and disadvantages, we can exploit the advantages of each approach without necessarily having also to deal with their disadvantages. In addition, since the framework is prepared at integrating future approaches and solutions in the field, it is also of lasting value. New approaches can be integrated and thus the framework can be kept up to date to the most current technologies for multimedia content personalization.

For creating the personalized multimedia content, the MM4U framework provides a multimedia content representation model that is independent of the different presentation formats we find today. This model abstracts from the central aspects of multimedia content, i.e., the temporal course, spatial layout, and interaction possibilities of the presentation with the user [SB05c]. It is designed to be easily transformable to the different concrete presentation formats. For it, an abstract and application-independent transformation algorithm is supplied by the MM4U framework that provides for transforming the content in the abstract content representation model to the features and syntax of the concrete presentation formats [SB05d].

However, the MM4U framework also provides an abstract architecture for the domain of personalized multimedia applications. With its distinct interfaces, the different approaches and solutions in the field can be integrated. Developers of concrete applications basing on this framework do not need to design their own application architecture but can rely on the pre-fabricated, semi-finished architecture the MM4U framework provides and adapt it to their own needs. With such a framework at hand, application developers can efficiently realize on-the-fly multi-channel generation of personalized multimedia content that meets the end user’s requirements and overcome the last mile in multimedia presentation delivery. Employing standardized multimedia presentation formats allows personalized multimedia applications to use and rely on existing multimedia players on the market. This is especially important in the heterogeneous mobile world, where we find new mobile devices such as cell phones and PDAs (Personal Digital Assistants) every six month.

Improvement of the Development Process of Component Frameworks  To reach the goal of a generic support for developing personalized multimedia applications by means of the MM4U framework, the question rises how such a component framework can be developed. As currently there exists no systematic support for the development of component frameworks, the development of such frameworks solely
depends on the skills and experience of the framework developers. The dissertation contributes the ProMoCF approach to improve the development process of component frameworks. The lightweight process model and development method bases on the hot-spot-driven approach for object-oriented frameworks developed by Wolfgang Pree [FPR02, Pre99].

ProMoCF extends the hot-spot-driven approach for object-oriented frameworks by activities and methodical support for identifying the framework’s components and defining the framework’s flexibility requirements by introducing so-called group-hot-spot-cards. Although the ProMoCF approach is not an all embracing process model solving all problems and challenges of developing and evolving component frameworks, it is a very valuable improvement towards a systematic software engineering support for component frameworks.

1.4 Overview

The following Figure 1.4 shows the structure of this work. Starting with the goal to provide a generic support for efficiently developing personalized multimedia applications with the MM4U component framework, two research traces are pursued. The left hand trace considers the challenge of personalizing multimedia content from the multimedia community point of view. It encompasses the conceptual design of the MM4U framework. In contrast, the right hand trace pursues the improvement of the development process of the component framework. It contains the development of our process model and a development method for component frameworks ProMoCF. Finally, both traces converge and result in the development and application of the MM4U component framework.

The dissertation is structured in three larger logical parts. These are the fundamentals and related work, the conceptual design of the MM4U framework and the design of the ProMoCF approach, as well as the development and evaluation of the MM4U framework and ProMoCF approach. As depicted in Figure 1.4, each part of this work consists of different blocks. Each block represents a distinct step to conduct to reach the goal of this work. The directed arrows between the blocks show the dependencies and influences of these steps. The numbers in parentheses on the bottom right side of each block indicate the associated chapters of this dissertation.

Based on the structure provided by Figure 1.4, the remainder of this work is organized as follows: Subsequent to this introduction, three representative application scenarios of personalized multimedia applications are described in Section 2. To review the notion of multimedia content and multimedia authoring, in Section 3 we present the requirements of multimedia content modeling and the authoring support we find today. Setting off from this, the same section introduces the reader into the tasks of creating personalized multimedia content and why such content can be created only in a dynamic fashion. Here, we also address the related approaches we find in the field of multimedia personalization. In Section 4, we introduce the notion of software frameworks. We distinguish between two kinds of frameworks, the object-oriented frameworks and component frameworks. The development of software frameworks in general is presented and the current support for the development of object-oriented frameworks and component frameworks is described. As the ProMoCF approach for component frameworks bases on the hot-spot-driven
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approach for object-oriented frameworks by Wolfgang Pree, the hot-spot-driven approach is presented in detail.

In Section 5, the general process chain for personalizing multimedia content is introduced. In addition, the requirements to the MM4U approach are identified as well as a layered architecture of the MM4U framework is defined. In Section 6, we present the conceptional design and data structures underlying to the framework layers in detail. The design of our lightweight process model for component frameworks ProMoCF is described in Section 7. For it, we first argue for the benefits of a lightweight process model for component frameworks. Then, the design of our ProMoCF approach on basis of the hot-spot-driven approach is described.

The concrete development and implementation of the MM4U component framework by applying the ProMoCF approach is presented in Section 8. Here, the development of the framework is described along the single activities defined by the ProMoCF approach. The specification, design, and implementation of each framework component is described and the general usage and deployment of the framework is presented. In addition, also the definition of a mobile subset of the MM4U framework, called the mobileMM4U framework, is introduced. The mobileMM4U
framework constitutes a specific configuration of the MM4U framework’s components specifically targeted at the development of mobile personalized multimedia applications. In Section 9, the impact of personalization to the multimedia software engineering process is presented. The MM4U component framework has been employed for the development of several personalized multimedia applications from different domains. These demonstrator applications, e.g., a personalized mobile multimedia city guide, a personalized multimedia sports news ticker, and a personalized picture albums generator, show the applicability of the framework and are presented in Section 10. The experiences and knowledge gained with developing the MM4U component framework by applying and evaluating the ProMoCF approach are summarized in Section 11. Finally, a summary of the thesis is given in Section 12, before we conclude this work with a view to future work.
2 Application Scenarios

In this section, three illustrative application areas in the domain of personalized multimedia applications are introduced and analyzed. Each application area has its individual focal point in regard of the issues of multimedia personalization. Together, they cover a broad spectrum of applications in the domain of multimedia personalization. The three application areas are:

- Mobile multimedia applications: The first application area deals with personalized, mobile, multimedia information systems. Within this application area, systems such as personalized mobile tourist guides and mobile games are considered.
- Multimedia information services: The second application area considers personalized, multimedia services and presentations. This area comprises among other things personalized multimedia advertisement and personalized multimedia news.
- E-learning applications: Within the third application area of personalized, multimedia, e-learning systems, approaches like adaptive hypermedia systems [WKDB01, DBBH99, Bru96] and intelligent tutoring systems [Sch97] are considered.

The three application areas as sketched above are presented in detail in the following Sections 2.1 to 2.3. For it, a representative application scenario for each application area is described. Each application scenario has a chief character. The role and situation of this character is introduced first, before the actual application scenario is presented.

2.1 Mobile Multimedia Applications

- Role: a day in life of business woman Mrs. Miller.
- Situation: Mrs. Miller is attending a multimedia conference in Oldenburg, Germany.

The first application area of mobile multimedia applications deals with a regular day in life with the business woman Mrs. Miller from Great Britain. The business woman Mrs. Miller is attending the fictive multimedia conference MMCO in Oldenburg, Northern Germany.

**Traveling to Oldenburg** The business trip of Mrs. Miller begins already early in the morning by flight from London to Bremen. While traveling by train from Bremen
to Oldenburg, she reads her personalized multimedia news-magazine via WLAN in the train using her Tablet PC (see also Section 2.2) and catches up on the latest daily news. Finished with reading the news, Mrs. Miller visits the city center of Oldenburg in a virtual tour through the pedestrian-zone. According to Mrs. Miller's interests, the virtual tourist guide recommends a set of interesting sights. For example, the tourist guide draws her attention to the south of the city center. Here, the Schlossplatz and the palace of Oldenburg is located. Mrs. Miller requests further information about the building and learns that a museum for art and cultural history is located in the palace of Oldenburg. Since Mrs. Miller is interested in art from the antiquity, she receives a message that currently an exhibition about art in the antiquity takes place in the state museum. As Mrs. Miller is planning to take a tour through Oldenburg's city center in the evening, she decides to add a visit of the exhibition into her current trip-plan.

Around twelve o'clock the train arrives at the main station in Oldenburg, early enough to reach the auditorium of the university by bus, where the multimedia conference is located. After attending some interesting presentations at the conference, she gets tired. So, Mrs. Miller relaxes by continuing the preparation of her tour through the city center in the evening, using her PDA this time. Of course the other listeners shall not be disturbed by it. Therefore, all auditory information is replaced by additional visualizations and textual information. When she finished her tour preparation and the first day of the conference ends, Mrs. Miller goes into her hotel in the city center.

The Personalized City Tour in the Evening

After a short rest in the hotel and a nice dinner, Mrs. Miller finally starts her city tour through Oldenburg, which she has prepared in the train and at the conference. Her personalized mobile assistant proposes a route through the city center and also takes the restricted opening hours of the exhibition in the state museum into account. On the city map on her mobile assistant, the individual sights of the city tour are indicated, like for example the Lamberti church and the palace at the Schlossplatz. In addition, also further sights are presented on the map, although they are not part of her current tour. However, these sights match the interests profile of Mrs. Miller and can be added to the current tour at any time.

Accompanied by her mobile assistant Mrs. Miller now explores the city center of Oldenburg. Thereby, she gets further multimedia information about the sights on request. As Mrs. Miller is Briton, her preferred language is English and thus receives the presentations in her mother tongue. Despite the already late evening hour, the sun still glares quite strongly over Oldenburg at that sunny summer day such that Mrs. Miller can't read the display of her mobile assistant very well. Therefore, she toggles the city tour application to purely acoustic output. During her tour, she receives presentations with further information about the sights she is visiting.

Arriving at the palace, the mobile assistant asks Mrs. Miller whether she would like to visit the exhibition in the state museum now. Since there is enough time left, Mrs. Miller approves and is automatically referred to the personalized exhibition guide of the museum. However, so much culture is very exhausting. Mrs. Miller therefore asks her mobile assistant for a nearby located, quiet pub where she—according to her personal preference—can drink a beer before she goes back to the hotel. The mobile assistant proposes Mrs. Miller the nearby located cellar of the old
2.2 Multimedia Information Services

- **Role:** an ordinary morning with family Maier having their breakfast at their home in Munich.
- **Situation:** Mr. Maier reads his multimedia-based daily newspaper.

The second application area considers a normal day in life with family Maier in Munich. It is an ordinary Monday morning and family Maier is having their breakfast at their home.

**Mr. Maier Reads His Multimedia-based Daily Newspaper** A usual day with family Maier having their breakfast. While Mrs. Maier eats her jelly-gem and her son stirs listlessly in his cocoa, Mr. Maier catches up on the latest news reading his daily multimedia newspaper on his laptop (see also Section 2.1). This newspaper is personalized in regard of his individual interests. This means that besides the main headlines and world news, the newspaper contains in particular those news directly on the title page that are important and interesting for Mr. Maier. His attention is attracted by the stock prices and the business news. Further below, an animation shows the current weather in Munich.

After Mr. Maier gained an overview about his personal news, he opens the article about the current situation in Middle East. The article is dynamically generated according to the user profile information of Mr. Maier. While a video within a multimedia presentation shows that the crisis becomes worse, further facts and information about the topic are presented from time to time, just like Mr. Maier's preferences determine it. His son, politically rather uninterested, but very familiar with his cell phone, has to prepare a presentation about Middle East for school. Therefore, Mr. Maier forwards the article to the cell phone of his son. Here however, the layout of the presentation is adapted to the cell phone's limited display size and network connection. In addition, the article's content is presented in a variant which is more suitable for children. Since it has become already quite late in the morning, Mr. Maier finishes his breakfast quickly and sets out for work.

**Mr. Maier Receives a Personalized Product Advertisement** At work, Mr. Maier receives an e-mail from the car manufacturer he bought his current car some years ago. As Mr. Maier is thinking about purchasing a new car for a while now, he decides to open and read the e-mail during his lunch break. When opening the advertisement, a personalized multimedia presentation for the recent sports car starts.\(^1\)

\(^1\) Before it starts, the technical characteristics of the client device's hardware and software are send to the server. That are among other things the name and the version of the applied multimedia player, the operating system, the speed of the Internet connection, the computing power of the processor, the displays characteristics as well as the size and type of the
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Varnished in Mr. Maier's favorite color and seat covering the powerful sports car drives in a video clip through a mountainous scenery, just like the place where Mr. Maier lives. While the video is playing, Mr. Maier can interactively retrieve further information about the car, e.g., the offered space, consumption, and handling characteristics. While exploring the car's characteristics, animations are exploited to explain the selected item in a better way. In addition, he can also interactively change the characteristics of the car, such as the interior of the vehicle, color, and other technical specifications. Mr. Maier notices that the advertised car virtually corresponds to what he has told his car dealer when he bought his current car in regard of color, equipment, and price. Stimulated by the appealing product presentation, Mr. Maier arranges a test drive with his car dealer.

Mr. and Mrs. Maier Watch Their Favorite Soap-opera  After an exhausting though successful working day, Mr. Maier and his wife drink a glass of wine and watch their favorite soap-opera on digital TV to let the day fade away. At a thrilling scene, the soap is interrupted by an advert break of course. Since Mr. and Mrs. Maier have no longer subscribed the bronze television program but changed to the more expensive silver subscription, the advert break is only half the time than it used to be before. As they voluntary stated some personal information to the broadcaster, e.g., their hobbies, type of music and literature they like, number of children, and which products they buy in the supermarket, the additional expenses for the silver subscription are similar to their previous bronze subscription. Consequently, the commercials are selected according to Mr. and Mrs. Maier's interests and preferences. By this, they avoid to get bored with uninteresting and inappropriate advertisement clips while saving at the same time money for the upgraded subscription. For example, for Mr. Maier a commercial about the new sports car is presented like he has seen in the e-mail advertisement during his lunch break. For Mrs. Maier a commercial is selected presenting the new Madonna album. Since it has already passed 8 p.m. in Munich and Mr. and Mrs. Maier like to drink beer also a commercial about a new flavored beer is added to the advert break. When the presentation of the advertisement break is finished, the TV program returns to the regular program and Mr. and Mrs. Maier continue watching their soap-opera.

2.3 E-learning Applications

- Role: an hour in the life of a pupil at elementary school and grammar school.
- Situation: Learning the mode of action of antibiotics with help of an adaptive e-learning system.

The third application area deals with an hour in life of a pupil at elementary school and grammar school. In this application scenario the pupils are learning the mode of action of antibiotics with the help of an adaptive e-learning system. Since Mr. Maier has a powerful multimedia computer and a broadband Internet connection, a high-resolution video is selected together with many further multimedia supplements.

The most expensive gold subscription would be without any advert breaks.
Pupil at Elementary School  Peter, a pupil at the third class of an elementary school, has been given the e-learning system *My body* as a birthday present. At the start-up screen of the application, a comic-like, virtual assistant asks Peter for his first name. By this, Peter is identified by the e-learning system. The virtual assistant greets Peter and leads him through the content of *My body* in a so-called guided tour. Peter is currently ill and thus his family doctor prescribed him some antibiotics. Although, Peter does not like to take the pills, he is interested in getting some information about *What is when I feel sick?* by his e-learning program.

When Peter clicks on this section of his e-learning program, the virtual assistant pops-up and asks him whether he is ill. The assistant consolates Peter with some warm words and leads him to a chapter about antibiotics. Here, Peter experiences in a guided tour by means of a rich multimedia presentation in a playful and for children suitable way why he needs to take antibiotics to become healthy. First, it is explained what bacteria are and how they can intrude into his body. Then, Peter gets to know what bacteria do in his body and that these multiply there. Finally, the mode of action of antibiotics is explained how they help him to recover.

Pupil at Grammar School  At a biology lesson at a grammar school, the pupils learn about the *Functionality of antibiotics* by employing the adaptive e-learning system called *The human being*. As the other pupils, also Benny logs into the e-learning system by his login and password. The degree of difficulty, i.e., the level of twelfth class, as well as the stereotype *pupil at grammar school* was selected by the pupils' teacher. Moreover, some settings of the e-learning system can be done by the pupils themselves, e.g., the preferred presentation style and the character of the virtual tutor they like most.

After successful log in, Bennie gets a multimedia questionnaire targeted at pupils level to investigate his prior knowledge about the functionality of the human body and antibiotics in particular. Benny answers the first questions successfully, but has some problems on the question *What are antibiotics?*. The system does not ask him any further questions about the functionality of antibiotics, but continues with some other ones.

Finished with the grading test, Benny selects the chapter *Functionality of antibiotics* in the e-learning system's navigation menu. Thereupon, a multimedia e-learning unit about antibiotics is generated. This e-learning unit is personalized to the prior knowledge of Benny. With the multimedia e-learning unit, Benny learns about antibiotics and their mode of action. When finished with the unit, some questions have to be answered by Benny. These questions are inserted by Benny's teacher into the e-learning unit and need to be successfully answered to continue with the learning process. If Benny answers almost all questions of an e-learning unit correctly, he can proceed with other e-learning units. The e-learning units are more or less interdependent, i.e., certain units rely on other ones building a dependency graph. With the adaptive e-learning system, only those units of the dependency graph can be learned by Benny he has the necessary prior knowledge acquired. If Benny has problems with answering the questions of an e-learning unit, he can ask his personal virtual tutor integrated in the e-learning system for some advice. The tutor helps Benny with answering the questions and proposes the most suitable e-learning units for review.
The same e-learning system is also available for students of medicine. In contrast to the pupils of a grammar school, however, this system provides arbitrary access to the e-learning units, i.e., all units and sections can be accessed anytime, serving the principle of self-determined adult learning.

2.4 Observations from the Application Scenarios

The three application scenarios introduce the subject matter of personalization. They were selected in order to cover a broad spectrum of personalized multimedia applications. Consequently, they consider a comprehensive amount of personalization features and comprise different aspects of personalization. Although these aspects and features are intersecting, one can clearly observe that each area has its own focal point and requirements in regard of multimedia personalization. In the following Sections 2.4.1 to 2.4.3, the observations from the three application scenarios are presented as well as the aspects of personalization involved are described. In Section 2.4.4, some final conclusions from these observations are drawn.

2.4.1 Mobile Multimedia Applications

The most important personalization aspect that mobile multimedia applications take into account are the location and information about the user’s surrounding and environment, such as weather and noise. This is often subsumed under the notion of context. Here, typically location-based information or location-based services are provided [Sne01, Sea06], such as the personalized tourist guide of Mrs. Miller presented in Section 2.1 presents information about sights she is standing in front of or gets recommendations about nearby located pubs.

Other personalization aspects that are taken into account are information about the users’ interests and preferences, which are typically exploited by mobile tourist applications. With the area of mobile applications, also a change of modality needs to be taken into account. For example, if the lighting is too high to read the display, only auditory information is possible (Mrs. Miller switches her tourist guide to auditory information) or if the surrounding requires it, only visual information must be provided (Mrs. Miller finishes the preparation of the sightseeing tour during a conference presentation). Changing modality is also important in the mobile context to reduce the workload of the user. For example, it is difficult to read a text or watching a video on a mobile device while walking through a crowded pedestrian zone.

However, another important challenge with mobile multimedia applications is to deal with the huge variety of different mobile end devices such as cell phones and PDAs. Serving this heterogeneous market of mobile devices is very difficult due to the varying technical characteristics and software settings of the devices. This is even amplified if personalized applications need to serve not only mobile devices but also stationary systems such as Desktop PCs (like Mrs. Millers tourist guide application is used on her notebook for pre-trip planning and on her PDA for the actual tour). Here, the content needs to be adapted to the different (mobile) end devices, taking their different technical characteristics into account.
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2.4.2 Multimedia Information Services

With multimedia information services, typically information and assumptions about the user's interests, preferences, habits, buying history, and the like are exploited. The aim here is to provide personalized information such as news and advertisement (for instance the car advertisement for Mr. Maier in Section 2.2) or to recommend new services and products (like the personalized advertisement break for Mr. and Mrs. Maier). For the latter also typical context information needs to be taken into account. For example, commercials for alcohol and cigarettes on TV (if allowed at all) will be shown in the evening rather than in the morning.

The main challenge with this application area is to convince the user that the benefits of the information and services provided by a personalized system are high enough to divulge the necessary information about his or her personal habits and preferences. Personalized multimedia information services are only accepted if benefits for the user are high enough, i.e., if the user gets important information at the right time and if he gets benefits from using it (cf. [PR93]).

2.4.3 E-learning Applications

In contrast to the other application areas, the area of personalized e-learning applications focuses on modeling the cognitive aspects of the user. The cognitive aspects are traditionally considered by the research area of user modeling, which is going on for some decades now. Although the user's preferences and interests exploited by the other application areas are also subsumed under the notion of user modeling [FKS97b], the area of e-learning considers further user modeling aspects such as goals and plans, abilities and disabilities, and in particular the knowledge of the user. Here, the challenge is how to convey the same information for different users and user groups by personalizing it in regard of their different knowledge levels, point of views, didactic model proper to learning habits, and prior knowledge.

Taking different knowledge levels into account means to convey information to different target groups within their individual degrees of difficulty such as beginner, intermediate, and advanced. The different target groups of the e-learning system presented in Section 2.3 are the pupils from elementary school and grammar school as well as the students at university. With the presented e-learning system, first the prior knowledge of the pupils is acquired. This is a complicated and difficult task [KG02, ABDG02, Rhe03]. On basis of an initial model about the prior knowledge (e.g., using a stereotype) an adaptive e-learning system can constantly adapt and improve its information and assumptions about the users' knowledge [XZM02].

In addition, the e-learning content possibly also needs to be presented from different point of views on the domain, i.e., it needs to be personalized in regard of profession, role, or education. For example, the pupil Benny at the grammar school needs rather common information about antibiotics while, e.g., a veterinary student at university is probably more interested in specific information taking the envisioned profession into account. Another example where different point of views need to be provided is to present the topic of antibiotics to the specific needs of a, e.g., medical doctor, hospital nurse, or patient.

While acquiring the e-learning content, different users have different learning habits and needs. Taking this into account, didactic models define how to orga-
nize and convey the e-learning content. The didactic concept is reflected, e.g., in the structure of the e-learning content and navigation structure. For example, with our e-learning system a pupil at elementary school receives a guided tour with only limited navigation possibilities, while a pupil at grammar school can select some e-learning units. However, the access to the e-learning units is restricted to those the pupils have already gained the necessary knowledge. With the student at a university, arbitrary access to the complete content of the e-learning system is provided.

2.4.4 Conclusion
From the application scenarios described above and their reflective analysis here, we conclude that an efficient and economic support for developing personalized multimedia applications necessarily needs to provide domain-independent support for creating personalized multimedia content. This means, it needs to be independent of the concrete application domain, such as mobile tourism, sports news, and e-learning. Consequently, we need a generic support for creating personalized multimedia content that can be applied by application developers to develop their concrete application in their specific domain. In order to provide such generic support for the most different application domains, we need to provide support for the most different personalization aspects and features in these domains. This includes not only the technical characteristics of the used end devices, the user’s current location and environment, but also the user’s individual preferences, interests, and needs. To provide support for these different personalization aspects and profile information a concrete user can have, an abstract user model is needed. This abstract user model allows to manage the user profile information in the different domains. From the application scenarios, we can further derive that the envisioned generic support for personalized multimedia applications must not only provide for authoring personalized content in the most different domains. It must also provide support to author personalized content for different end devices, including Desktop PCs, PDAs, and cell phones.
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The only man who behaves sensibly is my tailor; he takes my measure anew every time he sees me, whilst all the rest go on with their old measurements, and expect them to fit me.

George Bernard Shaw (1856-1950), Irish-born British playwright

Having introduced in the previous section representative application scenarios for personalized multimedia applications, this section now introduces the reader in the notions and issues of multimedia content modeling, multimedia content authoring, personalization, and personalized multimedia content authoring in Section 3.1. In Section 3.2, todays support for the dynamic authoring of personalized multimedia content is analyzed. A systematic categorization of this authoring support for multimedia personalization is conducted in Section 3.3. Finally, we draw some conclusions based on this analysis and categorization for the MM4U approach in Section 3.4.

3.1 Notions and Issues of Personalizing Multimedia Content

An understanding of requirements and characteristics for modeling and authoring multimedia content is a helpful prerequisite to our goal, the dynamic creation of personalized multimedia content. Therefore, we first present our notion of media and multimedia in Section 3.1.1. In the following Section 3.1.2, the notion of multimedia content, multimedia document models, and multimedia presentation formats are introduced. In addition, the central modeling characteristics of multimedia content are identified and presented. For the creation of multimedia content, the notion of multimedia content authoring in is introduced in Section 3.1.3 and the manual mul-
multimedia content authoring process is briefly described. In Section 3.1.4, our notion of personalization and the different aspects that are involved with it are presented. On basis of the definitions of multimedia content, multimedia content authoring, and personalization, the notion of personalized multimedia content is introduced in Section 3.1.5.

3.1.1 Media and Multimedia

With the increasing performance of modern computers and the support for a high quality playback of images, audio, and video in the beginning of the nineties, multimedia has entered numerous application domains. Today, we experience that multimedia is reaching mobile end devices, such as PDAs and cell phones. For the notion of multimedia, there exist many different definitions. Basically, multimedia is considered as a composed word consisting of “multi” (multiple) and “media” [SN95, Kje91]. This means that multimedia is the combination and usage of multiple media [Mer06a]. A medium can be either discrete or continuous. This is determined by its medium type (or medium form [HMHGK01, Koe94b]). Examples of media types for discrete media are text and image, e.g., computer graphics and pictures taken from a digital camera. Media types of continuous media are audio (e.g., sound and voice), video, and animation (cf. [Enc05]). An instance of such a medium type is called a medium element. Examples for continuous media elements are instances of the media types video, audio, and animation, while instances of the image type and text type constitute discrete media elements. Continuous media elements are also called time-variant media elements [GBE96], temporal media elements [GT95], or time-dependent media elements [BKCD98, SN95]. Discrete media elements are also known as time-invariant media elements [GBE96], non-temporal media elements [GT95], or time-independent media elements [BKCD98, SN95], respectively.

A concrete medium element can be of different media formats. A medium format is a defined data structure for a specific medium element. This data structure encodes the medium element. Typical media formats we find today for image elements are PNG [W3C03], JPG (or JPEG) [CCI93, W3C06b], and GIF [Com90]. Text elements are typically encoded by using ASCII characters. For encoding audio elements, typically media formats such as Fraunhofer IIS' MP3 [Fra06] or IBM's and Microsoft's WAV [Wik06] are employed. Typical examples of media formats storing a video element are AVI [Mic06b], QuickTime movie (MOV) [App06], and MPEG (MPEG or MPG) [MPE06].

Based on the analysis above, multimedia is seen as an interactive conveyance of information that includes (a seamless integration of) at least two media elements of the presented media types [HMHGK01, Tan98]. This definition is extended by Steinmetz et al. [SN95, HS91] in regard of storage and communication aspects of multimedia and refined towards the media types that need to be combined at least. This leads to a definition of multimedia that is characterized by the computer-controlled, integrated creation, manipulation (i.e., interaction of the user with the media), presentation, storage, and communication of independent information. This independent (multimedia) information is encoded at least through one continuous and one discrete medium element.
3.1.2 Multimedia Content and Content Representation

Multimedia is defined in the previous section as conveying information encoded in the combination of at least one discrete and one continuous medium element. Consequently, multimedia content is seen as the result of a composition of different media elements such as images, text, audio, and video into an interactive continuous multimedia presentation, comprising at least one discrete and one continuous medium element. Features of such a composition are the temporal arrangement of the media elements in the course of the presentation, the layout of the presentation, and the definition of its interaction features. Multimedia content builds on the modeling and representation of the different media elements that form the building bricks of the composition.

Based on this definition of multimedia content, we introduce a multimedia document as representation of multimedia content (also called multimedia object [ABH97]). A multimedia document that is composed in advance to its rendering is called pre-orchestrated in contrast to compositions that take place just before rendering that are called live or on-the-fly. A multimedia document is an instantiation of a multimedia document model that provides the primitives to capture all aspects of a multimedia document. The power of the multimedia document model determines the degree of the multimedia functionality that documents following the model can provide. Representatives of (abstract) multimedia document models in research can be found with Madeus [JLR +98, JLSI97], Amsterdam Hypermedia Model [Har98, HRJM94], CMIF [BRL91], COMMAND [GBE96], and ZyX [BK01, Bol01].

A multimedia document format or multimedia presentation format determines the representation of a multimedia document for the document's exchange and rendering. Since every multimedia presentation format implicitly or explicitly follows a multimedia document model, it can also be seen as a proper mean to “serialize” the multimedia document's representation for the purpose of exchange. Multimedia presentation formats can either be standardized such as the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) standards SMIL and SVG, the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) standard Lightweight Applications Scene Representation (LASeR) [ISO06, ISO05], or proprietary such as the widespread Flash format.

A multimedia presentation is the rendering of a multimedia document. It comprises the continuous rendering of the document in the target environment, the (pre)loading of media data, realizing the temporal course, the temporal synchronization between continuous media streams, the adaptation to different or changing presentation conditions, and the interaction with the user.

In the related work, there is not necessarily a clear distinction between multimedia document models and multimedia presentation formats. However, in this work we distinguish the notion of multimedia document models and multimedia presentation formats. Here, a document model is an abstract definition of multimedia composition capabilities and characteristics. An instance of a document model is called a multimedia document. A presentation format then constitutes a serialization of such a document for the purpose of exchange.

Independent of the actual document model or presentation format chosen for the content, one can say that a multimedia content representation has to realize at least three central aspects. These central aspects are the temporal
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course, spatial layout, and interaction possibilities of a multimedia presentation [BK01, BKW99b, IB05, HCV04, JB01, RBO+00, Koe94a]. However, as many of today’s concrete multimedia presentation formats can be seen as representing both a document model and an exchange format for the final rendering of the document, we use these as an illustration of the central aspects of multimedia documents. We present an overview of these characteristics in the following; for a more detailed discussion on the characteristics of multimedia document models we refer the reader to [BK01, BKW99b].

- **Temporal course:** A temporal model describes the temporal order between media elements of a multimedia document [BKW99b, BKL96, JB01, Fuh94, LG90a]. With the temporal model, the temporal course such as the parallel presentation of two videos or the end of a video presentation on a mouse-click event can be described. One can find four types of temporal models: point-based temporal models, interval-based temporal models [LG93, All83], enhanced interval-based temporal models that can handle time intervals of unknown duration [DK95, HFK95, WR94], event-based temporal models, and script-based realization of temporal relations. The multimedia presentation formats we find today realize different temporal models, e.g., SMIL 1.0 [BBB+98] provides an interval-based temporal model only, while SMIL 2.0 [ABC+01b] also supports an event-based time model.

- **Spatial layout:** For a multimedia document not only the temporal synchronization of these elements is of interest but also the spatial positioning on the presentation media, e.g., a window, and possibly the spatial relationship to other visual media elements [Ang03]. The positioning of visual media elements in the multimedia presentation can be expressed by the use of a spatial model. It defines the spatial organization, i.e., the spatial positioning of the visual elements [BKW99b, BKL96, JB01]. For example, one can place an image above a caption or define the overlapping of two visual media elements. Besides the arrangement of media elements in the presentation also the visual layout or design is defined in the presentation. This can range from a simple setting of background colors and fonts up to complex visual design and effects. In general, three approaches to spatial models can be distinguished: absolute positioning, directional relations [PTSE95, PS94], and topological relations [EF91]. With absolute positioning typically both the placement of a medium element at an absolute position with respect to the origin of the coordinate system as well as the placement of a medium element at a position relative to another multimedia composition element is subsumed. The absolute positioning of media elements with respect to the origin of the coordinate system can be found, e.g., with Flash [Mac04] and SMIL 2.0 in the Basic Language Profile (BLP) profile [ABC+01b], while relative positioning is realized, e.g., by SMIL 2.0 [ABC+01b] and SVG 1.2 [AAA+04b]. To make difference between the two possibilities explicit, we define in this work with absolute positioning the layouting of visual media elements with respect to the origin of the presentation’s coordinate system. The placement of the visual media elements at positions relative to other multimedia composition elements is called relative positioning.
Interaction possibilities: A very distinct feature of a multimedia document model is the ability to specify user interaction in order to let a user choose between different presentation paths [BKL96]. Multimedia documents without user interaction are not very interesting as the course of their presentation is exactly known in advance and, hence, could be recorded as a movie. With interaction models a user can, e.g., select or repeat parts of presentations, speed up a movie presentation, or change the visual appearance. For the modeling of user interaction, one can identify at least three basic types of interaction [BKL96]: navigational interactions, scaling interactions, and movie interactions. Navigational interaction provides for control of the flow of a presentation. It allows the selection of one out of many presentation paths and is supported by all the considered multimedia document models and presentation formats (cf. hyperlink in [JB01]). Scaling interaction and movie interaction allow the user to interactively manipulating the visible and audible layout of a presentation [BK01, BKW99b]. For example, one could define if a user is allowed to change the presentation’s volume or spatial dimension. However, scaling interaction and movie interaction are rarely used or not defined within today’s multimedia presentation formats. Typically, such type of interaction rely on the functionality offered by the actual multimedia player used for playback of the presentation.

Looking at existing multimedia document models and presentation formats both in industry and research, one can see that these aspects of multimedia content are implemented in two general ways: The standardized formats and research models typically implement these aspects in different variants in a structured fashion as can be found with SMIL 2.0, HTML+TIME [SYS98], SVG 1.2, Madeus [JLR+98, JLSI97], and ZyX [BK01] employing the Extensible Markup Language (XML) [W3C04]. Proprietary approaches, however, represent or program these aspects in an adequate internal model such as the Flash format [Mac04].

For the actual rendering and playback of the multimedia presentation, so-called multimedia player software is employed. Today, multimedia player software is available for the most different devices, operating systems, and presentation formats. Examples of multimedia player software are the RealPlayer [Rea06], Ambulant Player [BJK+04, CWI05], Adobe SVG plug-in [Ado06a], Adobe’s Flash plug-in [Ado06c] (formerly Macromedia), X-Smiles [X-S06], PocketSMIL [INR02], PocketSVG [CSI05], IBM’s MPEG-4 player [IBM06a], and TinyLineSVG [Gir06] for Desktop PCs and mobile devices, respectively.

### 3.1.3 Authoring of Multimedia Content

While multimedia content represents the composition of different media elements into a coherent multimedia presentation, multimedia content authoring is the process in which this presentation is actually created. The process of multimedia content authoring involves parties from different fields including domain experts, media designers, and multimedia authors.

Experts from the domain provide their knowledge in the field; this knowledge forms the input for the creation of a storyboard for the intended presentation. Such a storyboard often forms the basis on which creators and directors plan the imple-
mentation of the story with the respective media and with which writers, photographers, and camera persons acquire the digital media content. Media designers edit and process the content for the targeted presentation. Finally, multimedia authors (often represented by computer scientists) compose and assemble the preprocessed and prepared material into the final multimedia presentation. This composition and assembly task is typically supported by professional multimedia development programs, so-called authoring software or authoring tools. Such tools allow for the manual (possibly assisted or wizard-based) composition and assembly of media elements into an interactive multimedia presentation via a graphical user interface. The result of this manual authoring process is typically a multimedia presentation, which is targeted only at a specific user or user group.

Even though we described this as a sequence of steps, the authoring process typically includes cycles. In addition, the expertise for some of the different tasks in the process can also be held by one single person. This thesis is focusing on the part of the multimedia content creation process in which the prepared material is actually composed and assembled into the final multimedia presentation.

So far, we introduced and defined the notion of multimedia, presented the concepts of multimedia content, multimedia document models, and multimedia presentation formats. In the following section, we introduce the notion of personalization and discuss the impact that personalization has on the authoring of multimedia content.

3.1.4 Personalization

The World Wide Web has become a universal and borderless platform for the exchange and trade of information, services, and products [Spi00]. Its dimension and impact to our society could not necessarily been expected or foreseen to this extend [Bol05]. Today, arbitrary information, services, and products can be obtained and bought online. However, the personal contact between the providers and their users or customers that existed, e.g., in the traditional buyer-seller-relationship or when asking friends for some information or recommendation, is lost.

The nature of human beings likes to be individually treated, considered, advised, and entertained. In places, where no personal contact is available, e.g., in the web or in mobile situations, systems have to replace the task of appropriately offering individual information and communication by other humans. As a consequence, today's multimedia applications need to provide personalized content that actually meets the individual user's needs and requirements. This means that the multimedia content must reflect the user's situation, interests, and preferences, as well as the heterogeneous network infrastructure and (mobile) end device settings. Consequently, personalization is considered as a shift from a one-size-fits-all to a very individual and personal, i.e., one-to-one treatment [PR93] of customers and end users by the application [Bol03a].

The concept of personalization means different things to different people [Rie00a]. Consequently, a multitude of definitions can be found in literature, considering the notion of personalization from different point of views such as marketing, e-commerce, and computer science. The term personalization is often named together with the term of customization. However, the distinction between the both is not always clear [ELVKB01], are often intermixed, and sometimes considered equal
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or interchangeable. In this work, we clearly distinguish between the notion of personalization and customization as done by [All99, Nie98, Rep03]. As we will see in the following discussion, this distinction is not a mere academic one but provides for defining two different application families, the customized applications and the personalized applications. This is due to the different requirements customized and personalized applications have to realize their functionality.

Customization is considered as an activity that is conducted and under direct control by the user [Nie98, All99]. This means that a customized application is actively adapted by their users to their individual needs and requirements. However, the customized application does not provide to adapt itself to the users. For example, users can customize their cell phone's user interface by selecting individual content such as ring tones, screen savers, and wallpapers. As customized applications are not able to adapt itself to the needs and preferences of the users, there is no need for them to provide a user model, i.e., to gather and maintain information or assumptions about the users' needs and preferences. All customization activities are carried out by the users themselves.

In contrast, personalization is considered as a process driven by the application [Nie98, All99]. Here, the content provided to the individual users is adapted by the personalized application itself. Thereby, the personalized applications take, e.g., the users' interests, preferences, and background knowledge into account [FK02, All99]. For example, a personalized web application tries to provide web pages to the user based on information and assumptions of the user's information needs [Nie98]. As a consequence, a personalized application must contain a user model, i.e., it must gather and manage at least some information or assumptions about the user's needs and requirements. With it, the personalized application is able to adapt itself to the needs and requirements of the user, i.e., to individualize [MAB00, Enc05, Mer06b] or tailorize [MAB00, Koc02] its content to the user model.

We support our decision to clearly distinguish between customized applications and personalized applications by the distinction traditionally made between adaptable systems and adaptive systems. While an adaptable system allows the user to change certain system parameters and adapt its behavior accordingly, an adaptive system can automatically change its behavior according to the information and assumption about their users [BRHO99, FKS97b]. Consequently, a personalized application is sometimes also called a user-adaptive application.

However, the border between customization and personalization is not always clear to draw as it may require an in depth insight of the application. For example, an automated flight-planning system introduced in [Hod02] requires the user to enter a destination and preferred dates, times, and airline. The flight-planning system then displays a list of flights matching the desired itinerary-including fare, seat availability, type of airplane, meals, and the like. In this case, it is ambiguous whether the flight-planning system employs a user model or not. In addition, applications can also provide for both customization and personalization, e.g., the web portal My Yahoo! [Yah06, MPR00]. Here, the web portal allows the users to select different portlets such as for news, weather, money, health, and entertainment to customize their portal content. However, some of these portlets also personalize their content to the information the users have provided the My Yahoo! portal, e.g., the local weather or some settings in presenting news.
On basis of the discussion about the notions of personalization and customization, we can now provide our definition of personalization. Within this work, personalization is defined as the offer and opportunity for a special treatment in form of information, services, and products, provided by an application according to the interests, background, role, facts, requirements, needs, and any other information and assumptions about an individual. The personalization of these information, services, and products is conducted pro-actively by the personalized application and typically carried out to the user in an iterative process.

From the nature of personalization, three necessary prerequisites can be derived for personalized applications. These are briefly described in the following:

**Identifying the User** First, the personalized application must be able to identify the user. Without knowing the identity of the user, the application cannot personalize its content and services to the needs and requirements of the individual user. For identifying the users, web-based personalized applications today typically request the users to register and then to log in by providing a user name and password. This enables to identifying the users and at the same time to protecting their private data. Here, the identification of the users is independent of where and from which device they access the application. However, identifying the users does not automatically mean that they need to register and log in by name and password. It is also possible to identify the users anonymously, e.g., by using web browser cookies. Here, however, a user moving from one device to another cannot be recognized anymore.

**Implicit and Explicit Collection of Personalization Information** Second, to be able to personalize its content, services, and products, a personalized application needs to have at least some information and assumptions about the user’s needs and requirements. This information and assumptions can be acquired either by explicitly collecting or implicitly generating them [LNK04, BM02, CFMP99]. Here, the terms explicit personalization and implicit personalization are often used. With explicit personalization, the users are typically requested to fill out questionnaires when registering for a personalized service [CFMP99]. Consequently, the user gives information directly to the personalized application [BM02]. This is the case for example, when you register for the online bookstore Amazon [Ama06].

With implicit personalization merely the interaction of the user with the personalized application is observed [BM02]. Here, an interaction history of the user with the application is tracked, e.g., the mouse-clicks within a personalized web-based application [CFMP99]. Consequently, to obtain information and assumptions about the user’s needs, implicit personalization requires the use of advanced techniques for processing and analyzing the gathered interaction data [LNK04]. Such a processing of user data is often referred as click-stream analysis. It allows personalized applications to extract and to derive behavior patterns of the individual user. An example for implicit personalization is [LL02].

Both approaches have their advantages and disadvantages. For example, with explicit personalization by filling out web forms it is more visible to the user what and which kind of information is collected. However, such questionnaires tend to annoy the users very fast. The strength of implicit personalization by, e.g., an-
alyzing web logs is that it is non-intrusive. However, it is difficult and requires sophisticated techniques to obtain reliable information about the user’s needs (cf. [McC00]). Consequently, we often find a combined approach where initially some information about the user are collected explicitly by filling out a form and then the information and assumption about the user’s needs are constantly updated by implicit personalization techniques. This takes place, e.g., with the online bookstore Amazon [Ama06] mentioned above.

**Meta Data of the Personalized Information, Services, and Products** Third, in order to provide for personalized information, services, or products, the personalized applications not only need to have at least some information and assumptions about the user’s needs. In addition, to provide for personalization the objects, i.e., the information, services, and products, must carry a sufficient amount of meta data. This meta data is exploited by the personalized application in order to provide for personalized information, services, or product recommendations to the users according to their needs and requirements. For example, meta data a online bookstore requires are information about at least the content and subject of the books it sells in order to meet the user’s interests for a specific topic. Today, we are pleased to observe that there exist personalized systems and applications for a wide range of application domains. For example in the domain of online-recruitment [SBR02], finance and banking [DFG*04, WW00], medicine [BC02], (television) news [FKNS02, MLLR99], (mobile) tourism [PKK01, CMD02], e-learning and education [DB02, BSZM02, WB01, Kle06], entertainment [HLZ04], web portals [Yah06], electronic catalogs [AGPS02, LLHC01], and e-commerce [Ama06].

**Levels of Personalization** The levels of personalization applications provide today are wide-ranging [KNV00]. With name recognition a simple personalized greeting in web sites and e-mails like “Hello Mr. Jones, ...” is provided, e.g., by the business platform openBC [Ope06a]. Check-box personalization (also called user-provided information) uses explicit information about the users’ interests and preferences, gathered from questionnaires and registration forms. With segmentation and rule-based processing users are divided from a large population into smaller user groups [Pey03] based on information about demographic, geographic, psychographic and other data. (Behavioral) preference-based personalization employs implicit personalization techniques to derive some specific interests users could have in order to provide them with well-directed offers. Having discussed and defined the notion of personalization in this section and introduced the notion of multimedia content and content authoring in the previous sections, we introduce the notion of personalized multimedia content in the following section.

### 3.1.5 Personalization of Multimedia Content

Based on the definition of personalization and multimedia content, we consider personalized multimedia content as multimedia content targeted at a specific user or user group. It reflects the individual user’s or user group’s needs, background, interests, and knowledge, as well as the heterogeneous infrastructure of the (mobile) end device to which the content is delivered and on which it is presented. Consequently,
the authoring of personalized multimedia content is considered as a process of selecting and composing media elements into personalized multimedia content, i.e., into a coherent, continuous multimedia presentation that best reflects the needs, requirements, and system environment of the individual user.

The authoring process of multimedia content described in Section 3.1.3 represents a manual authoring of such content, often involved with high effort and cost. Typically, the result is a multimedia presentation targeted at a certain user group in a specific technical context. However, this one-size-fits-all fashion of the multimedia content created does not necessarily satisfy the different users' needs. Different users may have different preferences concerning the content and also may access the content in networks on different (mobile) end devices. Consequently, the authoring of personalized multimedia content raises new requirements. For a wider applicability, the authored content needs to "carry" some alternatives or variants that can be exploited to adapt the multimedia presentation to the specific preferences of the users and their technical settings. For example, Figure 1.3 in the introduction of this work shows the variation possibilities that are already involved with a simple personalized city guide application. In the following section, today's support for the authoring of personalized multimedia content is presented.

### 3.2 Analysis of Existing Authoring Support for Personalized Multimedia Content

In the following, we present the state-of-the-art in the field of personalized multimedia content authoring and analyze existing systems and projects for multimedia content adaptation and personalization. We present today's support for personalized multimedia authoring from different views and aspects. We begin with adaptive multimedia document models, followed by the manual authoring of (personalized) multimedia content by means of appropriate authoring tools. Along the way from manual authoring of multimedia content to dynamic authoring of personalized multimedia content, we consider distinct systems, projects, families of systems, and research directions. Among this are text-centric systems, projects that focus on single media elements, provide support for adaptive interaction, allow for authoring of mobile multimedia content, and personalized multimedia content. Following this fairly broad overview and analysis of today's support for personalized multimedia content, the considered systems, projects, families of systems, and research directions will be categorized in different approaches for multimedia personalization in Section 3.3.

#### 3.2.1 Adaptive Multimedia Document Models

Early work in the field of creating advanced hypermedia documents and multimedia documents can be found, e.g., with the Amsterdam Hypermedia Model (AHM) [Har98, HBR94] and the authoring system CMIFed [Bul95, RJMB93, HRJM94], working with events and timing-constrains. Constraints are also employed by the adaptive document model provided with the multimedia authoring environment Madeus [JLR+98, JLSI97] (see also Section 3.2.2.2).
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The Zyx [BK01, Bol01] multimedia document model provides—besides a temporal, spatial, and interaction model for multimedia content composition—an extensive support for reuse (of parts) of multimedia presentations and adaptability of the multimedia content. Here, an extensive analysis in the field of multimedia document models and formats has been conducted to bring together the benefits of the different models and formats. The Zyx model is used, e.g., for the content authored with the domain-specific authoring wizard Cardio-OP [KGF99] presented in Section 3.2.2.1.

In the field of standardized document models, the declarative description of multimedia documents with SMIL allows for the specification of adaptive multimedia presentations by defining presentation alternatives using the switch element. Some SMIL tools such as the GRiNS editor presented in Section 3.2.2.2 provide support for the switch element to define presentation alternatives; a comfortable interface for editing the different alternatives for many different contexts, however, is not provided. To close this gap, there has been work done on an approach, where a multimedia document is authored for one general context and is then “automatically” enriched by the different presentation alternatives needed for the expected user contexts in which the document will be viewed [BKW99a]. However, this approach is reasonable only for a limited number of presentation alternatives and limited presentation complexity in general.

3.2.2 Multimedia Authoring Tools

Multimedia authoring tools allow for the manual (possibly assisted or wizard-based) composition and assembly of media elements into an interactive multimedia presentation via a graphical user interface. For creating the multimedia content, the authoring tools follow different design philosophies and metaphors, respectively. These metaphors can be roughly categorized into script-based, card/page-based, icon-based, timeline-based, and object-based authoring [RB96]. All these different metaphors have the same goal, to support authors in manually creating their content. Looking at the field of multimedia authoring tools, we find a range from highly specialized domain expert authoring tools to generalized multi-purpose authoring tools.

3.2.2.1 Highly Specialized Domain Expert Authoring Tools

Domain expert tools hide as much as possible the technical details of content authoring from the authors. They let them concentrate on the actual creation of the multimedia content. The tools we find here are typically very specialized and targeted at a very specific domain. They are often organized in a wizard-like fashion that guide the expert in the field through the authoring process.

An example of a highly specialized domain expert authoring tool that supports the creation of personalized multimedia content is the page-based Cardio-OP Authoring Wizard [KGF99]. The wizard provides support for personalized content authoring in the field of cardiac surgery [KGF99, GR98, BKHW01]. It enables medical experts to compose an interactive multimedia book on operative techniques for three target groups, which are medical doctors, nurses, and students.
The Authoring Wizard guides the domain experts through the particular authoring steps by a digital storyboard for a multimedia book on cardiac surgery. It offers dialogs specifically tailored to the needs of each step and hides as much technical details as possible. Coupled tightly with an underlying media server, the authoring wizard allows use of every precious piece of media data available at the media server in all of the instructional applications at different educational levels. This promotes reuse of expensively produced content in a variety of different contexts. Personalization of the e-learning content is required here, since the three target groups have different views and knowledge about the domain of cardiac surgery. Therefore, the target groups require different information from such a multimedia book, presented on an adequate level of difficulty for each group.

### 3.2.2.2 Generalized Multi-purpose Authoring Tools

On the other end of the spectrum, we find highly generalized multimedia authoring tools such as Adobe's Authorware [Ado05b], Director [Ado05a], Flash Professional [Ado06b], and Toolbook [Sum06]. These domain-independent tools let the authors create very sophisticated multimedia presentations in a proprietary format. However, the generalized multi-purpose authoring tools today typically require high expertise in using them. Typically, they do not provide for personalization support. Everything "personalizable" needs to be programmed or scripted within the tool's programming language. Consequently, the multimedia authors need programming skills and along with this some experience in software development and software engineering.

However, some first steps how personalized multimedia content could be authored by generalized multi-purpose authoring tools, shows the icon-based authoring tool Authorware [Ado05b]. This tool allows an icon-based respectively flow chart oriented creation of multimedia content and supports the automatic control of the presentation's flow with its Decision Icon. The Decision Icon calculates the current value of a variable or expression that is attached to it and determines by this means which path of the decision structure is to be followed [Ado05b]. Thus, the Decision Icon can be used in principle to “personalize” the flow chart of a multimedia application developed with Authorware. However, an enhanced support for developing personalized applications is not provided.

In the field of adaptive multimedia models there exist authoring tools such as the GrINs editor [BHJ'98, Ora06b] from Oratrix for SMIL documents (see also editing of SMIL's switch elements in Section 3.2.1). Another tool that provides for the authoring of personalized multimedia presentations is the Madeus authoring environment [JLR'98, JLSI97]. Here, constraints are exploited to compose and assemble adaptable multimedia presentations. However, these constraints provide for a personalization support only within a limited range and do not support exchange of presentation fragments as it is supported, e.g., by SMIL's switch element (cf. Section 3.2.1). In addition, the generalized authoring tools are still tedious to handle and not practical for the domain experts, and following Bulterman in [BH05]: “Unfortunately, we have not seen the hoped-for uptake of authoring systems for SMIL or for any other format.”

In order to provide multimedia authors a comprehensive support for personalized multimedia content, the multi-purpose authoring tools need to offer an editor
that explicitly allows to define (abstract) user profiles. These user profiles need then to be matched with, e.g., Authorware's Decision Icon, in order to select those paths respectively alternatives of the flow chart that best fits the users.

### 3.2.3 Adaptive Hypermedia and Intelligent Tutoring Systems

On the step towards the creation of personalized multimedia content, we find interesting work in the area of adaptive hypermedia systems (AHS) which is going on for quite some years now [Bru96, Bru94, WKDB01, DBBH99, CP01, DBAHW00, DBBC02, DCRA‘98, DCRBM99]. The adaptive hypermedia system AHA! [DBHW99, DBASS02, DBAB‘03] is a prominent example, which also addresses the authoring aspect [SDB03], e.g., in adaptive educational hypermedia applications [SCDB04].

However, though these and further approaches integrate media elements in their adaptive hypermedia presentations, synchronized multimedia presentations are not in their focus. The main personalization techniques pursued are adaptive navigation support and adaptive presentation. With adaptive navigation [DBBH99] links are, e.g., enabled, disabled, annotated, sorted, and removed, according to the profile information about the user (also called link-adaptation [DBHW99]). The purpose of adaptive presentation [DBBH99] is to, e.g., show, hide, reorder, and highlight or dim specific fragments of the presented hypermedia content according to the user profile information (also called content-adaptation [DBHW99]).

Closely related to adaptive hypermedia systems are the so-called intelligent tutoring systems (ITS) [Sch97]. ITS provide personalized content according to the learners or students knowledge. The aim of ITS is that the learners gain new knowledge and skills in a specific domain by independently solving problems in that domain. An ITS provides a model of the student, a model of the knowledge domain, and modeled educational strategies [Sch97]. This means, it comprises explicit assumptions and information about the knowledge and level of knowledge of the user in the considered domain (student model or diagnosis model), an expert's knowledge in the domain (domain model or expert model), and a didactic concept of how to convey and present the learning materials to the learners (tutor model or educational model). Such models are also defined with adaptive hypermedia systems, e.g., [DBAB‘03, WDB02, WKDB01], although they are named differed there. Consequently, AHS are sometimes also regarded as an integration of ITS and hypermedia systems, e.g., in [Con00].

### 3.2.4 HotStreams

We also find a very interesting approach with the interactive video application framework proposed in [HVL01] and its concrete implementation, the HotStreams system. Within the HotStreams system developed by Siemens personalization takes place in regard of individually selecting and composing video clips into a personalized video stream. This video stream can be accumulated by personally selected advertisement clips. In addition, personalized interactivity is supported by providing individual hotspots and hyperlinks to the user. For actually merging the individually selected video clips, advertisements, and navigational interaction possibilities into the personalized video stream, SMIL templates are filled and send to the user.
3.2.5 COMET and MAGIC

A very early approach towards the dynamic authoring of adapted multimedia content is the Coordinated Multimedia Explanation Testbed (COMET), which bases on an expert system and different knowledge databases and uses constraints and plans to actually generate the multimedia presentations [FM93, MRT93, EFMS91]. Another approach that goes into the same direction is MAGIC (Multimedia Abstract Generation for Intensive Care) [DFM+96]. MAGIC uses expert systems with static knowledge bases and a content planer.

3.2.6 WIP and PPP

A very interesting approach to automate the personalization of multimedia content has been developed at the DFKI in Germany by the two knowledge-based systems WIP (Knowledge-based Presentation of Information) and PPP (Personalized Plan-based Presenter). WIP is a knowledge-based presentation system that automatically generates instructions for the maintenance of technical devices by plan generation and constraint solving. PPP enhances this system by providing a life-like character to present the multimedia content and by considering the temporal order in which a user processes a presentation [AMR96b, AMR96a, AR96, AR95, AFG+93].

3.2.7 Cuypers Multimedia Transformation Engine

Also a very interesting research approach towards the dynamic generation of multimedia presentations is the Cuypers Multimedia Transformation Engine [LH04, OHGR03, GOH01, OCG+00, Geu02] developed at the CWI. The Cuypers system is a generic application employing constraints for the description of the intended multimedia programming and logic programming for the generation of the multimedia content [GOH01]. This multimedia content is represented by and assembled in Hypermedia Formatting Objects (HFO) [OHGR03]. To actually present these HFOs, they are transformed into a SMIL presentation by applying an appropriate XSL style sheet [ABC+01a].

3.2.8 Opéra and WAM

The multimedia document group at INRIA in France developed within the Opéra project a generic architecture for the automated construction of multimedia presentations based on transformation sheets and constraints [Vil01, BJK01]. This work is continued within the succeeding Web, Accessibility, and Multimedia project (WAM) with the focus on a negotiation and adaptation architecture for multimedia services for mobile devices [LL03b, LL03a, LL04]. Further authoring support for mobile multimedia content is presented in the following section.

3.2.9 Mobile Multimedia Content

In regard of personalized mobile multimedia content, an interesting approach can be found with the adaptive multimedia middleware architecture developed in the
Princess project, which allows for the adaptation of media elements and user interfaces to different mobile devices [MLK+01]. Within this middleware architecture, the content is represented in an extended version of XHTML [KPMM01]. The content is carried out by the middleware into different formats such as HTML [RLHJ99] and WML [Ope01] employing different technologies. For example, XSLT [ABC+01a, W3C99] is used to transform the XHTML-based content into WML [KPMM01].

An approach that deals with the adaptation of streamed media content to mobile devices is the Media Stream Transcoding Project [Com06]. Here, high-quality media streams are transcoded to the capabilities of different mobile end devices. Another approach dealing with the transcoding of single media streams is the koMMa framework [JLTH06, LJH04]. The koMMa framework acts as a proxy for carrying out the personalized audiovisual media streams from the content providers to the (mobile) end users. It employs MPEG-7 [ISO99, ISO01f, ISO01b, ISO01c, ISO01d, ISO01e] and MPEG-21 [BWH+03] for the media content description and adaptation task. Also within the RETAVIC project [Fri06], a media transformation framework for audiovisual media content has been developed. Distinctive feature of this approach is the internal video format called LLV1 [SMMW05]. The LLV1 format abstracts from today’s video formats and aims at a lossless storage and processing of arbitrary audiovisual media content. It is independent of the format in which the audiovisual content is originally recorded as well as independent of the format in which it is deployed to the (mobile) clients.

In the more particular area of location-based services we find some tourist guide applications that deal with the adaptation of mobile content. The mobile city guide GUIDE [CMD02, DCMF99] for the city of Lancaster, UK, was one of the first systems to integrate personalized information to the user. Here, hypertext-based information is presented to the user, which is authored by employing templates augmented with some selection instructions in form of decision-rules to personalize the content [DCMF99]. Another mobile tourist guide application is LoL@ [UPNM03, PUM02, PKK01] for the city of Vienna, Austria. Here, XML-based templates are used to author the personalized content and XSLT is applied for transforming the content to HTML or WML.

### 3.2.10 Multimedia Calculi and Algebras

So far, only few work has been conducted in the area of multimedia composition by calculi and algebras (cf. [Sub98]). One example is the multimedia presentation algebra (MPA) by Adali et al. [ASS00, ASS99]. This algebra extends the relational model of data and allows for dynamically creating new presentations from (parts of) existing presentations. With the MPA, a page-oriented view on multimedia content is given. A multimedia presentation is considered as an interactive presentation that consists of a tree, which is stored in a database. Each node of this tree represents a non-interactive presentation, e.g., a sequence of slides, a video element, or a HTML page. The branches of the tree reflect different possible playback variants of a set of presentations. A transition from a parent node to a child node in this tree corresponds to an interaction.

The proposed MPA allows for specifying a query on the database based on the contents of individual nodes as well as querying based on the presentation's tree.
structure. For it, the MPA provides extensions and generalizations of the select and project operations in the relational algebra. However, it also allows to author new presentations based on the nodes and tree structure stored in the database. For it, the MPA defines operations such as merge, join, path-union, path-intersection, and path-difference. These extend the algebraic join operation to tree structures and allow to author new presentations by combining existing presentations and parts of presentations.

Another research approach comprises a multimedia calculus and algebra allowing for querying on tree-based multimedia content stored in multimedia databases [LSB+99, LSB+00, LO96]. Here, the new multimedia presentations are created on the basis of a given query and a set of inclusion and exclusion constraints stored in the database.

3.2.11 Standard Reference Model for Intelligent Multimedia Presentation Systems

Finally, we find with the Standard Reference Model for Intelligent Multimedia Presentation Systems (SRM for IMMPS) [SRM97, BFF+97, BFR+96, FR96] a generalized architecture for the domain of so-called intelligent multimedia presentation systems (IMMPS). The aim of IMMPS is to automate the authoring of multimedia presentations in order to enable on-the-fly personalization of presentations according to the individual needs of the user [SRM97]. Hereby, IMMPS exploit techniques originating from the research area of artificial intelligence (AI) [RN03] such as knowledge bases, planning, user modeling, and automated generation of media elements such as text, graphics, animation, and sounds [SRM97]. The goal of the SRM for IMMPS is to provide a common framework for the analysis, comparison, and benchmarking of IMMPS. The initial proposal of the SRM for IMMPS has been discussed during the ECAI'96 Workshop [FR96] by researchers within the AI research community. A revised version of the proposal [BFR+96] was presented to researchers from the multimedia community at the Multimedia Modelling Conference in the same year. An example of a system employing the SRM for IMMPS is the Berlage environment providing for a dynamic authoring of adaptive hypermedia content [RHOB98, ROHB98]. For the internal representation of the provided hypermedia content, the Berlage environment employs the Hypermedia/Time-based Structuring Language (HyTime) [ISO97]. It uses Document Type Definition (DTD) [W3C04] and Document Style Semantics and Specification Language (DSSSL) style sheets [ISO96] for encoding the hypermedia content in the final presentation format SMIL.

The SRM for IMMPS describes the structure of personalized multimedia applications on a high level. It describes different components and the communication between the components. However, the SRM for IMMPS does not provide a concrete software engineering support for actually designing and implementing IMMPS. This means that the SRM for IMMPS cannot directly be applied for an industry like development of personalized multimedia applications. As a consequence, the application developers need to design large parts of the application by themselves. Although we find with the Berlage environment an implementation of the SRM for IMMPS that provides for a readily implementation of adaptive hyperme-
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The related work for the authoring of personalized multimedia applications shows that there are different technologies employed to provide personalized content to the users. Analyzing the different solutions and projects for multimedia personalization, one can derive some general solution approaches pursued for the challenging task of multimedia personalization. Defining such general approaches for multimedia personalization and classifying the existing systems and projects into these approaches is a very difficult and challenging task. Thus, it is not very surprising that there is only little work done in classifying and comparing the different systems and projects. To the best of one's knowledge, the only known sources in literature is the work by Jourdan et al. [JB01, JLR99]. They provide a classification of existing systems and projects into different groups and evaluate these groups. In this work, we modify and extend the classification proposed in [JB01, JLR99] by suggesting the following six categories for classifying today's multimedia personalization approaches:

- personalization by programming,
- personalization by templates and selection instructions,
- personalization by adaptive document models,
- personalization by transformations,
- personalization by constraints, rules, plans, and knowledge bases, as well as
- personalization by calculi and algebras.

When considering the existing systems and projects, it is not always easy to decide to which of the proposed categories a specific solution should be associated. In addition, some of the existing systems and projects explicitly combine or synthesize different approaches and thus need to be associated to more than one category. This means that they employ more than one approach to actually realize their personalized multimedia functionality. Examples for such hybrid systems are [JB01] and [KYME03]. Consequently, the presented categories must be considered as coarse grained grouping and classification of the existing support of multimedia personalization by the different systems and projects rather than an exact sharing out among the proposed categories.

The single approaches for multimedia personalization are described in the following Sections 3.3.1 to 3.3.6. For each personalization approach, we first introduce the characteristics of this approach. Then, we refer to representative systems and projects for the considered approach. Finally, a valuation of the approach is given, i.e., the advantages and disadvantages of the approach are discussed. An overview of the valuation of the personalization approaches concludes this section.
3.3.1 Personalization by Programming

For the first category, the personalization by programming approach, regular programming languages are applied to develop the (multimedia) personalization functionality. Obviously, programming languages such as C++ and Java can be employed to develop a system that generates personalized multimedia content [JB01]. However, also logic programming, e.g., with Prolog, can be used to realize the personalization functionality.

Examples

Programming is typically employed with the generalized multi-purpose authoring tools presented in Section 3.2.2.2 to provide for personalized multimedia content. Here, languages that are applied are Director's Lingo [Ado05a] or Flash's ActionScript [Ado06b]. However, there exist with, e.g., the Madeus authoring environment and CMIFed, also generalized authoring tools that employ constraints for carrying out adaptable multimedia content. Besides the generalized authoring tools, probably also most specialized authoring tools today are programmed, such as the presented Cardio-OP Authoring Wizard presented in Section 3.2.2.1.

Programming is also employed for distinct personalization tasks such as laying out of visual media elements. For example, we find a straightforward layout adaptation algorithm with [BV03] and a layout approach that employs genetic programming in [GL03].

Valuation

With mere programming, every personalization functionality is feasible that can be implemented with a programming language. However, a well known disadvantage of this approach is the lack of independence between the programming code and the piece of information [JB01]. This makes it difficult to reuse some parts of an application for another one. In addition, as providers today typically develop their own specific solution, the provided personalization functionality is tailored and designed for their particular application domain. As a consequence, high effort is necessary when extending or adapting the solution to a different domain. Finally, as there is none or hardly reuse between the individually developed systems for multimedia personalization, it is very difficult if not unfeasible to integrate them.

3.3.2 Personalization by Templates and Selection Instructions

With the second category, personalization takes places with templates and selection instructions. A template can be considered as the static part of a multimedia presentation which is possibly designed in a concrete presentation language such as HTML or SMIL and that is enriched with some selection instructions [JB01]. These selection instructions are executed when the user requests the template. Executing selection instructions typically means that information is extracted from external data sources [JB01] according to the user’s profile information. The dynamically extracted information is then merged on-the-fly with the template. Merging the static part of the multimedia presentation with individually selected dynamic content on-demand allows the templates approach to provide for a personalized composition and delivery of information to the users.
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**Examples** The mobile tourist application GUIDE presented in Section 3.2.9 exploits templates augmented with some selection instructions in form of composition rules to provide its personalized hypermedia information. The mobile city guide LoL® also presented in Section 3.2.9 uses XML-based templates and employs XSLT to author the personalized mobile content. Another approach working with templates is the HotStreams system presented in Section 3.2.4. Here, the personalized audiovisual content is dynamically generated by enriching SMIL templates with video clips according to the profile information about the user. An approach for solving layout problems with adaptable templates employing constraints is presented in [JLS+04].

**Valuation** The template-based approach for multimedia personalization suits well for applications in which content selection can be split into several database requests [JB01]. However, such static templates are limited in their expressiveness. In addition, it is possibly very difficult to handle global content selection and assembly criteria when considering multiple database requests in order to choose those media elements that, e.g., best reflect the user's profile information or do not cross a maximum time limit of the presentation duration [JB01]. This could be implemented through successive database requests. However, the time performance of such a personalized application may become very slow.

3.3.3 Personalization by Adaptive Documents Models

Personalization by adaptive multimedia document models provides for specifying different presentation alternatives or variants of the multimedia content within the multimedia document. The presentation alternatives are statically defined within the adaptive multimedia document. During presentation time, the document's alternative or variant is determined that best matches the user's profile information. Finally, the selected presentation alternative is presented on the end device. Consequently, with the personalization approach by adaptive document models, the multimedia player on the (mobile) end device decides within the range of the available presentation alternatives which variant of the multimedia document is presented.

**Examples** Examples for adaptive document models are, e.g., the Amsterdam Hypermedia Model, SMIL, and ZyX, presented in Section 3.2.1.

**Valuation** Adaptive multimedia document models provide for an extensive support for the adaptation and reuse of multimedia presentations and parts of it. Another advantage of this approach is that there are W3C standards, such as SMIL. However, adaptive document models are not practicable when it comes to a comprehensive support for personalization, as all different presentation alternatives need to be specified in advance within the same document (cf. the variation possibilities involved with our tourist guide application sketched in Section 1.1).
3.3.4 Personalization by Transformations

With the personalization by transformations approach two kinds of transformations are involved [LL03b], the structural transformation and the media transformation. With structural transformation is meant to change the structure of the multimedia content. Here, the multimedia content is typically represented in a data structure or document based on XML [W3C04]. A structural transformation can be, e.g., to transform a XML-document into a (standardized) multimedia presentation format such as SMIL or SVG. Structural transformations also include changing the layout and arrangement of the media elements to different presentation styles (cf. personalization by style sheets in [JB01]), e.g., changing the spatial layout of the visual media elements. However, with structural adaptation, also a XML-document can be adapted to be presented on a Desktop PC and a mobile device, e.g., by dividing the content into different smaller screens or pages in the mobile situation. Consequently, structural transformations typically implicate an adaptation of the temporal and/or spatial layout of the multimedia presentation as well as possibly changing the interaction design of the presentation with the user.

Considering media transformation, this kind of transformation is concerned with changing the media type, e.g., switching from an image element to a text element describing the same content. It also includes adapting the media format, e.g., transcoding an image element from PNG to JPG, and conducting other binary operations on the media element such as resizing a video element or changing the color-depth of an image element.

Examples
As XML is typically employed to represent the multimedia content for the personalization by transformation approach, very often XSL is used to actually transform the content. XSL consists of two parts, XSLT and XSL-FO. XSLT is used to change the structure of the multimedia document, while XSL-FO targets at providing for different presentation styles such as it is provided by Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) [W3C06a]. For media transcoding and other binary operations on the media elements external libraries and systems are employed.

Prominent examples for the personalization by transformation approach are the projects Opéra and WAM, presented in Section 3.2.8. Here, XSLT is employed for structural transformations. External media transcoders are used for media transformations. Transformations are also used by the Cuypers multimedia presentation engine presented in Section 3.2.7 to transform the multimedia content represented in their HFOs into the final multimedia presentation format. Another system that employs transformation is the adaptive multimedia middleware architecture presented in Section 3.2.9. XML and XSLT are employed to generated SMIL documents within the Course Authoring and Management System (CAMS) [CKAH02] in the domain of e-learning. The automatic generation of hypermedia content with the KIWIS system [VOGME02] employs XSL. Another approach employing XSL transformation for multimedia presentation generation is the Hera design method [FHBPO3].

Approaches that focus on media transformations are typically found in the area of mobile multimedia presentation generation, as to be found with the Media Stream Transcoding Project, the koMMa framework, and the RETAVIC project's LLV1 approach presented in Section 3.2.9. Other approaches for transcoding and manip-
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Valuation One advantage of the personalization by transformation approach is that the adaptation of the multimedia content can be described in the W3C standard XSL, employing XSLT and XSL-FO. With [Uni01] a touring machine exists for XSLT. Thus following the Church–Turing thesis [EB90, Cou90, Sal89], XSLT is computational complete, i.e., arbitrary transformations can be conducted with XSLT that can be described by an algorithm.

For example, with XSLT it is possible to describe transformations between different presentation formats, e.g., HTML and WML [Oes04]. However, due to recursive structures involved with it, such transformation descriptions are very complex and difficult to handle. Having a multitude of sequentially executed (simpler) transformations is also not easy to handle, as there is no encapsulation mechanism available in XSLT that provides for hiding some transformation details at higher levels.

3.3.5 Personalization by Constraints, Rules, Plans, and Knowledge Bases

With this approach, personalization takes place by using constraints, rules, plans, and knowledge bases. Here, creating the personalized multimedia content is typically considered as optimization problem [RN03] where constraint solving needs to be applied to find the optimal selection and arrangement of content. The creation of the personalized multimedia content is explicitly described by using rules, constraints, and the like, which are, e.g., stored in different knowledge bases. The personalized multimedia presentation is generated on basis of such a declarative description and by taking the profile information about the user into account. Such a presentation generation can also be regarded as planning problem [RN03]. Here, the user's request is decomposed in some subgoals to reach. The results of these subgoals are then accumulatively assembled together to the final multimedia presentation (cf. [JB01]).

Examples A prominent example of a system that employs constraints and rules for the personalized multimedia content generation is the Cuypers Multimedia Transformation Engine presented in Section 3.2.7. Although, it also employs transformation sheets, the main means for generating the personalized multimedia content are constraints and rules. With COMET and MAGIC, we find two knowledge-based systems for personalization, presented in Section 3.2.5. Further systems are WIP and PPP described in Section 3.2.6, as well as the research area of adaptive hypermedia and intelligent tutoring systems considered in Section 3.2.3. With the Standard Reference Model for Intelligent Multimedia Presentation Systems, we find a very generic approach for the so-called intelligent multimedia presentation systems. Here, multiple knowledge bases are exploited for the personalization task as well as constraints for layouting. The authoring environments Madeus and CMIFed described in Section 3.2.2.2 employ constraints for determining adaptable multime-
dia presentations. In [CFMP99] the well known event-condition-action rules are used for a one-to-one web personalization. Here, the rules can have different priority. Constraints-based personalization of multimedia content is also provided by the Nsync toolkit [BKCD98, BK97]. It provides for specifying the synchronization and interaction properties of the multimedia presentation. In the area of personalized media summaries there exists, e.g., a rules-based approach for generating personalized music sports videos [WXC+05] and IBM's Video Semantic Summarization System providing personalized summaries of videos taking time-constraints and display size constraints into account [IBM04a]. With the multinational project SmartKom [Wah02, WRB01, DFK06], we find a very interesting and prominent approach for providing personalized multimedia content via multimodal input and output devices. One result of this project is the intelligent tourist guide Deep Map [MZ00], providing personal guided walks for tourists through the city of Heidelberg in Germany by employing knowledge bases and planning systems.

Constraints and knowledge bases are also often used to solve layouting tasks in personalized applications. Very first work in this area is LayLab [Gra95], a constraint-based layout manager for multimedia presentations. This layout manager is employed, e.g., for the two systems WIP and PPP presented in Section 3.2.6. Another work conducted in the area of automatic layouting is the generic model for Intelligent Multimedia Layout Manager (IMMLM) [Gra97] developed in the context of the SRM for IMMPS. Further work is the support for a knowledge-based adaptive layout of dynamic web pages by Kröner [Krö01] and the Intelligent Multimedia Application GENerator (IMAGEN) project [KS04, RKB02]. The latter provides a tool set for the creation of personalized presentation services in the Internet.

**Valuation** Systems applying personalization by constraints, rules, plans, or knowledge bases work on a declarative level describing the personalization functionality. However, due to their declarative description languages, only those multimedia personalization and generation problems can be solved that can be covered by such a declarative specification. Consequently, these systems and projects find their limits when it comes to more complex or application-specific multimedia personalization functionality and additional programming is required to solve that problem.

### 3.3.6 Personalization by Calculi and Algebras

With the last solution approach, calculi and algebras are applied to select media elements and merge them into a coherent multimedia presentation. This approach emerged from the database community with the aim to store, process, and author multimedia presentations within databases. Consequently, work based on calculi and algebras are applied on the database level and provide for specifying queries that are send to a database system. The database system executes the queries and determines the best match of the different media items and presentation alternatives stored in the database. The result is then send back to the querying application.
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Examples Examples of calculi and algebras providing for the querying and automatic assembly of multimedia content such as the multimedia presentation algebra are presented in Section 3.2.10.

Valuation The main advantage of the personalization by algebras approach is that the requested multimedia content is specified as a query in a format language. However, typically high effort is necessary to learn the algebra and their operators. Consequently, it is very difficult to apply such a formal approach.

3.3.7 Summary of Multimedia Personalization Approaches

The classification of the existing systems and projects to the different categories of personalization approaches is not always easy and unambiguous. Nevertheless, we presented a categorization of today's support for the authoring of personalized multimedia content. This provides for a more systematic management and examination of the tasks and challenges involved with the creation of such content. After having introduced the different personalization approaches, representative systems and projects have been referred and presented, respectively. In addition, a valuation of each approach is conducted. Table 3.1 summarizes the valuation and provides a basis for some conclusions for the envisioned MM4U approach. These are presented in the following section.

3.4 Conclusions for the MM4U Approach

In the previous sections, we presented the notion of authoring (personalized) multimedia content, analyzed existing systems and projects in the field of multimedia content personalization, identified and valuated different approaches for multimedia personalization, and categorized the existing solutions into the identified approaches. From this analysis and categorization, we conclude that the envisioned MM4U approach needs to fulfill the following requirements.

- Provide support for a dynamic authoring of personalized multimedia content.
- Provide a generic software engineering support to develop personalized multimedia applications.

Need for a Dynamic Authoring of Personalized Multimedia Content The example of our personalized tourist guide presented in Section 1.1 shows the variation possibilities involved with the authoring of personalized multimedia content. As it is illustrated there, the number of variants explodes with an increasingly comprehensive personalization support. From our point of view, a manual authoring of personalized multimedia content is not feasible due to the huge variety of different variation possibilities involved [AMR96b, SB05c]. Hence, the creation of personalized multimedia content needs to be automated and carried out dynamically [SRM97]. Only by providing support for a dynamic authoring of personalized multimedia content, we will be able to best reflect the individual user's needs and requirements.
### Table 3.1: Evaluation of the six categories of multimedia personalization approaches

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Personalization approach</th>
<th>Valuation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Programming                     | + Arbitrary personalization functionality is feasible  
- Providers develop their own (mostly) complex solution  
- High effort necessary for extending or adapting the solution to a different domain |
| Templates and selection         | + Suits well for applications in which content selection can be split into several database requests  
- Static templates are limited in their expressiveness  
- Difficult to handle global content selection and assembly criteria |
| instructions                    |                                                                                                                                          |
| Adaptive document models        | + Extensive support for adaptation and reuse of multimedia documents and parts of them  
+ W3C document standards exist  
- Not practical since all presentation variants need to be specified in advance |
| Transformations                  | + Description of content and transformation in W3C standard  
+ XSLT is calculation complete  
- Difficult to handle multiple or complex transformations |
| Constraints, rules, plans, and  | + Declarative description of the personalization functionality  
- Power of expression limited to declaratively describable personalization problems  
- Additional programming is unavoidable for complex and application-specific personalization functionality |
| knowledge bases                 |                                                                                                                                          |
| Algebras                         | + Formal description of the multimedia composition  
- High effort necessary to learn the algebraic operators  
- Application of the formal operators is difficult |

**Need for Pursuing a Software Engineering Approach** Summarizing the existing systems and projects, we see that most apply to text-centered information only. Many of these systems for content personalization are targeted at a specific application domain in which they provide a very specific content personalization task. The existing systems and approaches typically use declarative languages, e.g., rules and constraints, or exploit style sheets, transformation sheets, templates, and the like, to express the dynamic, personalized multimedia content creation. Additionally, the systems and applications we find today usually rely on fixed data models for describing user profiles, structural presentation constraints, technical infrastructure, rhetorical structure, and the like. A change of the input data models as well as an adaptation of the presentation generator to more complex presentation generation tasks is difficult if not unfeasible. In addition, the border between the declarative descriptions of the content personalization constraints, rules, and the like and the additional programming employed is not clear and differs from solution to solution.

Consequently, we observe that the existing approaches for multimedia content personalization find their limits in regard of required effort, applicability and prac-
ticability, or power of expression. Whenever a complex and application-specific personalization generation task is required, additional programming becomes unavoidable anyway to solve the problem. However, if programming is unavoidable for complex or application-specific personalization tasks, the question raises for providing a unified software engineering support for creating personalized multimedia content.

Consequently, we pursue with the MM4U framework [SB05c, SB05d, SB04b] a software engineering approach that provides generic and domain-independent support for the development of personalized multimedia applications. With its components, the MM4U framework provides comprehensive support for the typical tasks of personalized multimedia authoring. The framework relieves application developers from the general tasks in the context of multimedia content personalization and lets them concentrate on the application-specific tasks. It does not re-invent multimedia content adaptation but is targeted at incorporating and embedding existing research approaches in the field and allows to be extended by domain-specific and application-specific solutions. We support our decision for a software engineering approach by the assumption that analyzing personalization from a software engineering point of view will allow for designing more modular personalized applications, which are easier to maintain and to extend [RSG01]. In addition, as we have shown in Section 3.3, each personalization approach has its individual advantages as well as disadvantages. By pursuing a software engineering approach that allows for integrating these different approaches for personalization into a single framework, we can exploit the advantages of each approach without necessarily having also to deal with their disadvantages.
4 Software Frameworks for Reuse of Design and Code

You can’t keep everything flexible; some things have to be made of stone. Add flexibility, where you expect that flexibility comes; set things static, where you expect that nothing changes.

Bertrand Meyer at the 2nd Int. Workshop on Practical Problems of Programming in the Large, Glasgow, Scotland, 2005

Targeting at a software framework for providing generic support for personalized multimedia applications raises the question of a proper software engineering support to develop such a framework. A software framework typically constitutes a semi-finished software architecture [IEE00] for a complex application domain [SGM02] that can be adapted to the needs and requirements of a concrete application in the domain. This reuse of the framework architecture in different concrete applications enables the software framework to serve for the important and challenging issue of reuse in the large [DW99, Gla04]. In addition to the architectural reuse, a software framework typically also provides for reuse of its code by the concrete applications.

The motivation for developing a software framework is often based on very good expertise in a specific domain and the possibility to sell several similar software products sharing common code. The knowledge application developers have gained by developing applications in a specific domain for years is abstracted into a software framework to ease reuse and to define a common architecture for the domain. Employing a framework is especially useful in those cases, where flexible but easy to reuse software architectures need to be developed [Pre97d]. The effort for developing a framework is significantly higher than with the conventional application development. However, in return the effort needed for developing the single concrete applications will be significantly reduced (cf. [RJ97]). Consequently, developing a software framework must be considered as long-term investment that returns the effort only if the framework is applied within multiple applications [Pre97b].
In the following Section 4.1, we introduce the reader into the notions and issues of software frameworks. We present the characteristics of software frameworks and introduce the two kinds of object-oriented frameworks and component frameworks. Frameworks do not emerge overnight but are the results of a longer development process. Hence, in Section 4.2 some general issues in regard of the development process of software frameworks are considered and today’s support for developing object-oriented frameworks and component frameworks is presented. In particular, the well-known and proved hot-spot-driven design process for object-oriented frameworks by Wolfgang Pree is described and today’s lack of a proper software engineering support for developing component frameworks is discussed. Based on this, we finally draw some conclusions for our ProMoCF approach for developing component frameworks presented in Section 7.

4.1 Notions and Issues of Software Frameworks

In this section, we introduce the notions and issues of software frameworks. In Section 4.1.1, the general characteristics of frameworks are presented. Basing on this, the term of framework is clarified in Section 4.1.2. Here, we distinguish between object-oriented frameworks and component frameworks.

4.1.1 Characteristics of Software Frameworks

The central characteristics of software frameworks are the reversal of control flow, the definition of a concrete architecture for a specific domain, and the adaptability of this architecture through predefined variation points. These characteristics are briefly discussed in the following.

**Inversion of Control Flow** Traditionally developed software applications typically use a set of (object-oriented) class libraries to realize their own functionality. The control flow of such applications, i.e., the order of executing the operations [BD00], is controlled by themselves. The class libraries are merely called by the application and never possess the main control of the application. This calling of external class libraries is called call-down-principle and is depicted in Figure 4.1(a). The upper part of the figure shows the concrete application and the lower part depicts the different functionalities that are provided by an external class library. Whenever the application needs some functionality of the class library, it calls the functionality provided by the library. A class library typically does not define a concrete application architecture, i.e., application developers have to design the architecture of their application by themselves.

Software frameworks however invert the application’s flow of control [Has02]. In contrast to conventionally developed applications, the main control of an application developed by using a software framework is governed by the framework [Ack96]. This mechanism of calling is called call-back-principle or Hollywood-principle (“Don’t call us, we’ll call you!”) and is depicted in Figure 4.1(b). The corpus of the application architecture is already defined by the framework.

---

1 Enervated saying of film producers to get rid of permanently calling starlets [Ack96].
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Figure 4.1: Depiction of the (a) call-down- and (b) call-back-principle (from [Ack96, FPR02])

application-specific functionality of a concrete application that is using the framework is called from within the framework. Consequently, the framework possesses the main control of the application [JF88].

**Definition of a Concrete Application Architecture** Well designed frameworks already define the corpus of the concrete application architecture [Pre97d] and keep it flexible only at specific points. At these points—and only there—application-specific functionality can be integrated into the framework (see also the following paragraph and, e.g., [FPR02, Ack96]). The reversal of control allows software frameworks to serve as generic, extensible, semi-finished software architectures (“skeletons”) for concrete applications in the domain. The functionality that is added by the application developers adapts the generic algorithm that is defined within and implemented by the framework to the needs and requirements of a specific application [JF88]. The concrete software architecture defined by a framework can also be considered as a standard architecture for the framework’s domain.

**Adaptation by Variation Points** To serve for a multitude of applications in a specific domain, software frameworks provide flexible variation points at which the framework can be adapted and extended to the requirements of a concrete application. To be more precisely, these variation points are so-called open variation points, since the number of concrete instances for these variation points is not specified by the framework and can be extended by new instances when developing concrete applications. Variation points are those parts in the framework architecture, where the decision for a specific functionality is already defined or typed to several options. However, the actual implementation of this functionality is left open and will be determined by the concrete applications (cf. [CBB+03]).
4.1.2 Types of Software Frameworks

Historically grown, there exist two kinds of software frameworks, the object-oriented frameworks and the component frameworks. They differ in the technology used for adapting to the requirements of a concrete application: In case of object-oriented frameworks, the adaptation and specialization for a concrete application is conducted by overriding abstract classes or by different implementations of predefined interfaces. With component frameworks, specialization only takes place by composing different software components that implement the component framework’s interfaces. In addition, also hybrid frameworks exist, which use both technologies for adaptation.

4.1.2.1 Object-oriented Frameworks

Since the introduction of object-oriented frameworks in the late eighties, they have gained a lot of attention. Today, object-oriented frameworks exist for a variety of application domains [Bos00, BMM+99]. In regard of defining the concept of object-oriented frameworks most authors agree that an object-oriented framework is a reusable software architecture. The reuse of a framework includes both reuse of design as well as program code [BMM+99, Ack96]. Apart from this congruence many definitions differ. For example, in [Bos00] object-oriented frameworks are divided into smaller constituents and in [Gov99] some specific subtypes of frameworks are defined. According to Bosch [BMM+99] the probably most cited definition of object-oriented frameworks is the one by Johnson and Foote in [JF88] describing an object-oriented framework as a set of classes defining an abstract solution for a family of similar problems. This set comprises concrete and—in particular—abstract classes [WBJ90] providing an incomplete design and implementation for applications in a specific domain [Bos00, Pre95a]. Consequently, a software framework constitutes an incomplete design and an incomplete implementation for an application in a specific domain and problem area, respectively [Bos00]. The variation points of object-oriented frameworks are the abstract framework classes (with the white-box object-oriented frameworks) and the framework interfaces (with the black-box object-oriented frameworks), respectively. Many authors follow this definition, e.g., [SGM02], [GHJV04], [BD00], [BMR+96], [Ack96], and [Pre95a]. The object-oriented framework defines the structure of the classes and objects as well as their responsibilities. It determines the collaboration of the classes and objects as well as the control flow [GHJV04, Pre95a]. An object-oriented framework predetermines the architecture of an application such that the application developers can concentrate on the details of the application. The application developers extend the object-oriented framework with application-specific functionality by defining concrete subclasses of the abstract framework classes [Bos00]. These self-defined subclasses are called by the framework following the call-back-principle (see Section 4.1.1).

The Open/Close-Principle An object-oriented framework should meet the open/close principle [Zü105, Mey97]. This means, it shall be open in regard of (future) extensions and closed concerning modifications. Open in regard of (future) extensions means that the object-oriented framework can be extended by new functionality, even such functionality that has not been predictable when designing the frame-
work. Closed in regard of modifications means that it shall not be able to change the abstract application logic provided by an object-oriented framework by inheriting concrete subclasses in order to obtain a different application behavior than intended by the framework developers. As a consequence, the concrete subclasses only implement the abstract methods defined in the super-classes of the object-oriented framework. The concrete classes and methods already implemented in the framework shall not be overridden or modified. Otherwise, inheritance would break the encapsulation of the object-oriented frameworks [WS96]. This can be achieved, e.g., in the programming language Java by using final-methods [Sun06].

Reuse of Object-oriented Frameworks The behavior of an object-oriented framework can be adapted to the requirements of a concrete application in two different ways [JF88, BD00]. These are provided by the white-box reuse and the black-box reuse of frameworks.

With white-box reuse or white-box frameworks [BD00], the behavior of an object-oriented framework is adapted by inheriting concrete classes from the abstract framework classes. Here, the abstract methods of the framework class are implemented in the concrete subclasses of the application [JF88]. Parts of the implementation of the white-box framework are open for inspection, however, without allowing for any modifications in the internal implementation (cf. [SGM02, p. 555]).

In contrast to white-box frameworks, the adaptation mechanism for black-box reuse or black-box frameworks does not base on abstract classes but on a set of pre-fabricated, i.e., concrete classes that implement the framework’s interfaces. With black-box frameworks, reuse takes exclusively place on basis of well-defined interfaces of the framework classes [BD00] and their contractual specification (cf. design-by-contract in [Mey92]). This means that changing the framework’s behavior is realized by different compositions of concrete classes and not by inheritance. For it, application developers implement new, application-specific functionality against the external framework interfaces. Consequently, the quality of the contractual specification is crucial with black-box reuse [Pre97d].

By partially opening a black-box-framework towards white-box usage “arbitrary shades of gray” can be build [SGM02]. Actually, most object-oriented frameworks are neither pure black-box nor pure white-box ones. However, white-box frameworks typically mature to a black-box framework when often reused [RJ97, JF88]. Typically, this takes place with numerous reuse of a white-box framework within concrete applications. Some authors further distinguish between white-box frameworks and glass-box frameworks (see [SGM02, 40ff.]). While white-box frameworks allow for manipulation of the implementation, glass-box frameworks merely allow for studying it.

Composition of Object-oriented Frameworks Originally, it was assumed that for the construction of an application only one object-oriented framework will be employed. However, in the last couple of years one can observe that increasingly several frameworks are used for the construction of an application [SGM02, Bos00, Mat00, MB97]. So in most of today’s fully functional software systems multiple software frameworks are employed [SGM02]. The reason for this lies in the fact that today’s applications more and more need to embrace multiple domains. An object-
oriented framework, however, is only designed for one application domain. Using multiple, independently developed object-oriented frameworks for the construction of a single application often leads to crucial framework integration problems (see, e.g., [BMM+99, Pre96b]). Due to the nature of object-oriented frameworks, each framework intends to overtake the main control flow of the application [SGM02]. The reason for this lies in the inversion of the control flow (see Section 4.1.1). In addition, the functionality of the employed object-oriented frameworks can overlap [BMM+99]. Here, specific parts of the considered application domain are modeled and covered by multiple frameworks. This often also concerns the base classes of the object-oriented frameworks. As a consequence, one tries to make the object-oriented frameworks compatible by adapting and modifying the base classes of the frameworks. However, this adaptation process can result in requiring numerous modifications in the derived classes. This can lead to discard fundamental design decisions of the object-oriented frameworks [Pre96b]. The problem that occurs when a class and its subclasses are evolving independently is called the fragile base class problem [SGM02, WS96].

The interaction between different object-oriented frameworks can only be managed on a higher abstraction level. For it, a level of using object-oriented frameworks is necessary which describes where, when, and how parts of the frameworks overlap or interact [SGM02]. The idea here is to develop so-called frameworks of second order. In the way an object-oriented framework uses abstract classes and interfaces for combining sets of concrete classes, frameworks of second order could be used to combine abstract subsystems that are realized by frameworks of first order. Like a regular object-oriented framework supports the combination of concrete classes, high-order subsystem frameworks—the frameworks of second order—could serve for combining more complex subsystems. Each of these subsystems could be structured and implemented as traditional object-oriented framework (of first order) [SGM02]. Efforts towards this direction are component frameworks, which are presented in the following section.

4.1.2.2 Component Frameworks

When considering component frameworks, we first need to introduce and define the concept of software components. In literature, many different definitions of software components can be found. What a software component is and what it is not is still subject of dispute, e.g., whether a single object can be a software component or not [SGM02].

However, in recent years some characteristic properties of software components have been reinforced. These characteristic properties are [SGM02, Szy00]:

- A software component is a unit of independent deployment.
- A software component is a unit of third party composition.
- A software component has no (externally) observable state.\(^2\)

Following these characteristics, it is essential that a software component encapsulates its implementation and interacts with the environment by means of well-defined interfaces [SGM02]. Therefore, a software component needs to come with a

\(^2\)This means that a software component cannot be distinguished from copies of its own.
clear specification of what it requires and provides. Based on these principal characteristics, software components are defined within this work as modular units of a software system that encapsulate their content and thus their internal (complex) behavior. They appear to the environment as exchangeable units and interact with the environment via well-defined (contractually specified) interfaces.

Based on the definition of software components, we can now consider and determine the concept of component frameworks: While object-oriented frameworks are defined by the structure of their classes and objects and the responsibilities between them, the focus of component-based frameworks or component frameworks lies on the single software components and their interfaces. Consequently, component frameworks are defined as a collection of different components with a predefined cooperation behavior and the aim to fulfill tasks in a specific domain [Pre97b]. Szyperski et al. state in [SGM02] more precisely that a component framework—there denominated as contextual framework—is a collection of rules and interfaces, which control the interaction of components within a component framework (q. v. [Wec97, FSJ99b]). These rules and interfaces constitute the contractual-like agreements between the provider of a “service” (the software component) and its “user” (the component framework and the concrete application, respectively). These contractual agreements can comprise besides functional aspects also non-functional (or extra-functional [RS02]) aspects of the services. As a component framework is designed to provide “standardized” support for a specific domain [Bos00], it is also called a domain-specific component framework.

A component framework allows to combine independently developed instances of the framework components [SGM02]. These component instances, which implement the framework component’s interfaces and follow the component’s contract, are plugged in at specific extension points and executed by the framework. These extension points are defined and typed by the framework components’ contracts. The component framework controls the interaction between the instances of the components [Wec97]. Consequently, the main control flow of the application resides—like with the object-oriented framework—at the component framework. The single components of a component framework do not provide for a concrete application architecture. However, the component framework itself, i.e., the organization and the structure of the single components emerged from the requirements of the considered application domain does. In contrast to object-oriented frameworks, adapting the component framework’s behavior to the requirements of a concrete application is only allowed by composition. However, instead of single concrete classes, different instances of the framework components (and their classes) are composed. Consequently, the components constitute the variation points of a component framework.

Frequently, the single components of a component framework are developed by means of object-oriented frameworks [Bos00]. Here, only one object-oriented framework should be employed for the development of exactly one framework component. In addition, the object-oriented framework should not be divided over multiple components in order to avoid class inheritance relationships between components. Such an inheritance breaks encapsulation and thus is considered harmful [SGM02, WS96]. One of the most important characteristics of software components is violated, namely the issue that a component shall be independently deployable (see Section 4.1.2.2).
A component framework can be employed alone or cooperate with other components or component frameworks. In the first case, the application is determined by the single component framework. To be able to cooperate with other component frameworks, they should be modeled as software components. The concept of component frameworks can also be applied hierarchically. Component frameworks that are realized as components are—in contrast to object-oriented frameworks—designed such that they can cooperate with other component frameworks. Thus, component frameworks are more easier to integrate [Sih01]. Component frameworks are currently considered as the highest level of software architecture reuse [Bos00].

4.1.2.3 Hybrid Software Frameworks

Besides the presented kinds of software frameworks also hybrid forms are possible. Hybrid frameworks possess characteristics of both object-oriented frameworks and component frameworks. This means that one part of the framework is adapted to the requirements of a concrete application by inheritance while another part is conducted by implementing interfaces and composing concrete classes and components. By shifting the proportion of the parts adapted by inheritance and composition any variants of hybrid forms are possible.

4.2 Development of Software Frameworks

In the previous section, we introduced the concepts of object-oriented frameworks and component frameworks. Now, we discuss in Section 4.2.1 some general issues in regard of developing software frameworks. In Section 4.2.2, we present today’s support for developing object-oriented frameworks. Here, the well-known and proved hot-spot-driven approach for designing object-oriented frameworks is presented. In Section 4.2.3, we discuss the lack of an appropriate support for developing component frameworks today.

4.2.1 Development Process for Software Frameworks

Due to the complexity of frameworks and the frequent changes of the framework’s flexibility requirements [BMM’99] is the development of software frameworks characterized by an iterative and incremental development process. Frameworks are developed in many small iterations. The architecture and interfaces of the framework have to be redesigned again and again. Beginning with some example applications in the considered domain, relevant functionality is gradually abstracted and integrated into the framework. During the analysis of the application domain, it has to be kept in mind that the behavior and the configuration of the framework can change for different concrete applications. On account of this, a process model for framework development should provide an explicit activity for identifying and specifying the framework’s variation points, i.e., those parts of the framework, where application-specific functionality can be integrated (cf. [CBB’03]). This activity should be supported by an appropriate framework development method.
The development of an object-oriented framework as well as component framework is a challenging task. It is profitable only, when multiple applications are developed with this framework. From experience it is known that at least three applications are necessary to gain a return of investment of the higher development efforts of a framework compared to the development of traditional applications. A high-quality software framework is typically the result of a long development process. Hence, software frameworks should be developed by using a proper process model supported by a corresponding development method. This is essential to building a successful framework [CC02]. The process model describes which activities for developing the framework have when to be conducted. Such a process model needs to provide support for the framework developers to consistently create the artifacts that the framework consumer, i.e., the application developers need [CC02]. The corresponding development method supports the framework developers in how to conduct the process model's activities for creating the artifacts.

The development process of frameworks is characterized by an iterative and incremental procedure due to changing requirements and the complexity of frameworks (cf. [BMM+99]). The relevant framework functionality is abstracted from example applications and other existing software products in the domain by stepwise abstraction. This includes structuring the framework in regard of the supported adaptation possibilities, i.e., the provision of flexible variation points to adapt and extend the framework. These variation points can be identified and refined in the iterative framework development process [JN99]. The experience gained with applying the framework for the development of concrete applications are the input for the next iteration of the framework development process. This iterative development of frameworks can be coarsely divided into the following phases (see [BMM+99]): development, usage, composition as well as evolution and maintenance of frameworks. The characteristics and challenges of these phases are presented in the following sections.

**Development of Frameworks** The development of frameworks differs very much from the conventional development of applications. The main reason for it lies in the fact that a framework needs to consider and support all concepts of a specific domain. However, with the development of a particular application only those concepts are of interest that are necessary to realize this specific application. The development of frameworks comprises those activities that are typically to be found with process models for the traditional software development (see [BMM+99]): analysis of application domain, definition of an architecture, design, implementation, test, and documentation of the framework. However, the development methodologies for the traditional application development do not sufficiently support the design and implementation of frameworks. The design of frameworks requires some new concepts that need methodological support [BMM+99]. For example, during the analysis of the application domain, one needs to take into consideration that in contrast to the regular application development the behavior and configuration of a framework can change in different applications. In addition, a requirements analysis for the framework is typically not feasible, as the concrete functionality of the framework is not known in advance and only emerges with iteratively refining and evolving the framework.
With developing a framework, appropriately determining the considered domain scope is crucial. If the domain of the framework is selected to large, then the development team will not have the necessary experience and knowledge in this domain in order to develop a framework for it. This can result in higher development costs as well as restrict the applicability and usability of the framework. The development of a small framework is financially less risky and easier to conduct. However, here there is the peril that the framework is susceptible to changes of the application domain [BMM+99]. Applications that use such a small framework can quickly grow up above its limits [BMM+99] and adding new functionality is costly.

**Usage of Frameworks** Using a framework means to apply and adapt it for the development of a concrete application. Learning how to use a framework possibly takes a lot of time [BMM+99] and is directly dependent to the size and number of the provided variation points.

A fundamental prerequisite for the successful application of frameworks is good documentation. Here, so-called framework cookbooks are a good means to support application developers with applying and adapting a framework to the requirements of a concrete application [Pre97e, Pre95b]. The “recipes” of these “cookbooks” describe in an informal way the single steps that are necessary to conduct typical tasks in order to applying and adapting the framework. However, these recipes do typically not explain the internal design and implementation details of the framework. Besides a framework cookbook, another possibility to learn the usage of a framework is to obtain support by a mentor. This mentor was ideally involved in the development of the framework.

**Composition of Frameworks** With the composition of frameworks, multiple frameworks are applied for the development of a concrete application. Here, the employed frameworks need to be adapted to the architecture of the application as well as to the other frameworks, in order to be able to collaborate. The composition of frameworks can lead to enormous problems, since frameworks by their nature endeavor to gain full control about the application (see Section 4.1.1). In extreme case, the architectural styles [SG96] of the frameworks are so different, that it is unlikely to compose them. This incompatibility of architectures is termed architectural mismatch [GAO95]. A first step for solving this problem seems to be to explicitly specify the architectural style underlying a framework [BMM+99]. If for the development of an application multiple frameworks are applied, it can happen that the frameworks partially overlap in their provided functionality. Here, specific parts of the application are modeled in multiple frameworks, each from its own point of view. Consequently, these different views need to be brought together (see [BMM+99, p. 73]).

**Evolution and Maintenance of Frameworks** The development of software frameworks needs to be considered as a long-term investment. As such, software frameworks should be advanced and maintained accordingly. With the evolution and maintenance of software frameworks is understood the modification and adaptation of frameworks to changing requirements of the employing applications and the considered domain (cf. software evolution and maintenance in [Som04]). The evolution
and maintenance of a framework begins already during the development and not
subsequent to the first release of the framework (cf. [Som04, 82ff., 488ff.]). Already
in the early development of a software framework many iterations are necessary for
designing the framework. The reason for it lies in the goal of frameworks to provide
for reuse. The only possibility to proof this is applying the framework for the develop-
ment of concrete applications and identifying and improving the weak points of
the design (cf. [BMM+99]).

For a successful development of frameworks, not only software engineering
knowledge is important. However, also organizational aspects must be taken into
account (cf. [RE99]). The development of frameworks requires a change in the orga-
nization structure of the developer team. The team should be divided into one part
concerned with the development of the framework and a second part that applies
and evaluates the developed framework by employing it for the development of con-
crete applications in the domain. This is a consequence of Weinberg's law [ER03]
saying that a developer is unsuited to test his or her code.

4.2.2 Development of Object-Oriented Frameworks

Designing an object-oriented framework requires a lot of experience and experi-
mentation [JF88]. A well designed object-oriented framework is typically the re-
sult of many design iterations and a lot of hard work [WBJ90]. The strive for
adding more and more flexibility does not automatically lead to a high-quality
framework. Rather, it is important to deliberately implement flexibility into the
framework reflecting the requirements of the considered domain in a reasonable
manner [Pre97d]. Actually, adding unnecessary flexibility noticeably increases the
complexity of the framework [FPR02].

The hot-spot-driven approach by Pree is a well-known and proved process model
with corresponding development method for designing object-oriented frameworks.
It is multiple published in literature, e. g., [FPR02, Pre99, Pre97c, Pre96a, Pre95a].
As we will see in Section 7, this process model is employed as basis for our app-
proach to improve the development process of component frameworks. Therefore,
this process model is presented in detail in Section 4.2.2.1. In addition, other design
methods for object-oriented frameworks are briefly presented in Section 4.2.2.2.

4.2.2.1 Pree’s Hot-spot-driven Approach

When designing a framework, the challenge is to identify the points where the
framework should be flexible, i. e., to identify the semantic aspects of the frame-
work's application domain that have to be kept flexible. These points are the so-
called hot-spots and represent points or sockets of the intended flexibility of a frame-
work [Pre95a]. Since the quality of an object-oriented framework is—as described
in the introduction of Section 4.2.2—highly dependent on the flexibility character-
stics in regard of the considered domain, there is an explicit activity in the hot-
spot-driven design process for identifying variation points [FPR02]. A carefully con-
ducted identification of variation points, the so-called hot-spots, can be a valuable
support for developing good frameworks [Pre97d]. The single activities of the hot-
spot-driven design process are described in the following. As notation for the class
Definition of a specific object model
(domain experts and software engineers)

Identification of hot-spots
(domain experts and software engineers)

Design and revision of object-oriented framework (software engineers)

Application of the framework
(software engineers and domain experts)

[hot-spots suitable]

Object model (divided into cluster)

Hotspot-cards

Appliance of meta-patterns

Framework cookbook

Figure 4.2: The hot-spot-driven design of object-oriented frameworks [FPR02, Pre95a, Pre97d]

Definition of a Specific Object Model  The critical first step with the development of an object-oriented framework is the identification of the main abstractions of the considered application domain [FPR02], the so-called key abstractions or archetypes [BB99, LBHB99]. For object modeling chiefly application-specific knowledge is required. The computer scientists support the domain experts with conducting this activity. However, the differentiation between the both roles is only hypothetical and shall express that different kind of knowledge is necessary for conducting this activity.

The initial object model forms the basis of the hot-spot-driven framework approach. For creating this object model, e.g., CRC-cards (Class Responsibility Collaboration cards) can be used [FPR02]. CRC-cards [BC89] are generally suited for identifying classes, objects, and their associations [Pre97d]. Besides the CRC-cards it is recommended to create a separate set of cards that capture only the abstract classes of the developed object-oriented framework. These are referred as aCiRC-cards (abstract Class/interface Responsibility Collaboration cards). The initial object model is divided into several clusters [Mey90] on basis of the identified key abstractions. A cluster is a group of classes and/or interfaces. The framework development process is divided according to the clusters into several, chronologically overlapping and independent software life cycles. The single clusters can be in dif-
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Different development phases, independent of the phase in which the hot-spot-driven design of the developed framework currently is. This procedure reflects the fact that for an iterative design of abstract classes and interfaces some of the clusters need be in the implementation phase. For example, if during the implementation of a cluster is realized that one abstraction of another cluster is not appropriate, redesign of this abstraction needs to be conducted in parallel with the implementation of the other cluster [FPR02].

Before the main cycle of the process is conducted, it is helpful to have several object models of similar applications in the considered domain. These object models allow for an easier identification of common features and their abstraction by the framework. However, such object models are typically not available, as the development of an application-specific software solution itself is a complex and iterative task in which object models need to be created and refined.

Identification of Hot-spots and Writing of Hot-spot-cards

The main problem with identifying hot-spots is that application experts are not used to abstract and generalize from a concrete software system. Typically, application experts are not familiar with object-oriented concepts such as objects, classes, inheritance, patterns, and frameworks. Instead, they are good in modeling software functionalities. They typically also know what the fundamental elements of their application area are. Consequently, a common basis for communication between the computer scientists and the domain experts needs to be established. This communication needs to base on the functionality of the framework and does not need to be concerned with placing the functionality into the framework classes and interfaces [FPR02, Pre97d]. One possibility to communicate the framework functionality are hot-spot-cards or variation point cards. Hot-spot-cards are another variant of the CRC-cards. They provide a simple but effective means for documenting and communicating the flexibility requirements between the domain experts and the framework developers [Pre97d]. In a first step, they are used to identify the hot-spots of the framework. In a second step, they support designing the framework.

In principle, functionality as well as data can be identified as hot-spots. However, most hot-spots will probably be functionality [Pre97d]. Depending on the type of the identified hot-spot, either a function- or data-hot-spot-card is created. The structure of these cards is depicted in Figure 4.3. Function-hot-spot-cards document the functionality that shall be kept flexible with the object-oriented framework. With data-hot-spot-cards the elements of the application domain are captured that need to be generalized in the course of the framework development. For concrete examples of function- and data-hot-spot-cards, we refer to the literature, e.g., [Pre96a].

For implementing a data-hot-spot-card, typically an abstract class is added to the object model of the framework. Consequently, the documentation of data-hot-spots by corresponding cards can be omitted and the object model of the framework can be directly manipulated [Pre96a]. For that reason, we will concentrate in the course of this work on realizing the function-hot-spots of a framework. In addition, for the remainder of this work we agree that with a hot-spot(-card) implicitly a function-hot-spot(-card) is meant.

For transforming the object model by means of hot-spot-cards into an object-oriented framework, the granularity of hot-spots should be exactly one method in
the programming language. This recommendation deviates from the literature for the hot-spot-driven design of object-oriented frameworks [Pre95a, Pre97d], which defines the granularity of hot-spot-cards to represent approximately one method. The reason for this deviation defining the granularity of hot-spots to be exactly one method is supported with the introduction of so-called group-hot-spot-cards in Section 7. These group-hot-spot-cards are used to identify the components of a component framework and to define the flexibility requirements to these components.

(Re-)Design of the Framework with Meta Patterns The initial hot-spots are identified and written down on hot-spot-cards. Now, the object model is modified by the computer scientists according to the flexibility requirements recorded on the hot-spot-cards. For each hot-spot that is described on the hot-spot-cards, a distinct hook is defined in the design of the object-oriented framework, i.e., the computer scientists define where to place the methods—that belong to the hot-spot-cards—in the class hierarchy of the framework [FHLS99]. These methods are called hook methods. Framework-centric construction patterns, the so-called meta patterns,
support the computer scientists in the concrete implementation of the hot-spot-cards [Pre95a]. Meta patterns constitute essential construction patterns for object-oriented frameworks [Pre97d] and describe how to design a framework independent of a specific domain [Pre95a]. They are formed of template methods and the already mentioned hook methods [Pre95a]. The hook methods constitute the abstract placeholder in the object-oriented framework that are called by the already implemented template methods of the framework. Template methods can describe abstract behavior, generic control flow, or the interaction behavior of objects in the framework. The principle idea of hook methods is that the behavior of the object-oriented framework is modified by the application developers by overriding the hook methods [BD00]. A specialization, i.e., adaptation of the object-oriented framework takes exclusively place by the framework’s hook methods [Pre95a, Pre97d]. This ensures the observance of the open/close principle (see Section 4.1.2.1). Template methods describe the abstract application logic of the object-oriented framework that must not be modified for further adaptations and are thus also called frozen-spots.

Figure 4.4 presents an example of the concept of template methods and hook methods. The template method \texttt{t()} of class \texttt{A} calls—as depicted in Figure 4.4(a)—the hook method \texttt{h()}. The class \texttt{B} in Figure 4.4(b) overrides the hook method \texttt{h()} by inheriting from class \texttt{A}. The corresponding UML class diagram is depicted in Figure 4.4(c).

As depicted in Figure 4.5, template and hook methods can be defined either in a common class or in two separate classes. A class that contains hook methods is called a hook class and a class that contains template methods is called template class. Thereby, the hook class parameterizes the template class. The class \texttt{A} in Figure 4.4(c) contains template methods as well as hook methods. It is both, template class and hook class and parameterizes itself. The UML-F [FPR02, FPR00] provides two tags to make template and hook methods in the design of an object-oriented framework explicitly recognizable.
vided with the tag `<hook>` and template methods have a `<template>` tag. These tags are also used to label hook and template classes.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 4.5:** (a) Unification and (b) separation of template and hook methods [Pre99]

Defining the hook and template methods in a common class or in two separate classes depends on whether adaptation during runtime shall be supported or not. Here, either the unification principle or the separation principle is applied [Pre97d]. As depicted in Figure 4.5(a), the template and hook methods are defined following the unification principle in a common class $TH$. Here, adaptations can be conducted by creating corresponding subclasses and requiring a restart of the application. To provide for adaptation during runtime, the hook and template methods are divided according to the separation principle as depicted in Figure 4.5(b) into two classes. The behavior of the template class $T$ can be modified by compositions with different $H$-objects, i.e., instances of the concrete classes that implement $H$. The directed association between $T$ and $H$ expresses that a $T$-object refers to an $H$-object. This is typically realized by an (instance) variable in the template class $T$, here ref. Consequently, the $H$-objects can be exchanged during runtime without restarting the application. It is important to note that the abstract class $H$ can also be an interface, e.g., in the programming language Java. In principle, the realization by an abstract class is on a par with an interface [PAS98]. However, in case of doubt whether adaptation during runtime is necessary, using an interface is to be preferred (cf. [RJ97]). In addition, a configuration tool needs to be developed when an adaptation by the end users shall be provided.

Besides the meta patterns presented so far, the template and hook classes can also be combined recursively. As depicted in Figure 4.6(a), the template class $T$ can be a subclass of the hook class $H$. In the extreme case, template and hook class coincide and are merged into a single class like it is depicted in Figure 4.6(b). The template class $T$ can—as subclass of $H$—manage another instance of itself as an implementation of the hook class $H$. However, the reverse is not possible. The abstract hook classes cannot be subclasses of concrete template classes. This recursive nesting is not only of theoretical interest but also relevant for practice as examples show, e.g., in [Pre95a, Pre96a]. In addition, the meta patterns exist also in another variant where the template class not only manages one instance of the hook class but carries a list of object references to manage an arbitrary set of hook classes (see [Pre95a, Pre94]).

The design of the classes’ interfaces generally requires multiple iterations. This is primarily caused by the different use of an object-oriented framework in different concrete applications. During one of these iterations it can emerge that the template
methods are too rigid and thus the framework is becoming inflexible. Consequently, new hook methods need to be defined and added to the framework. On the other hand, new template methods can emerge by a repetitive application of the object-oriented framework. For example, if several application developers implement a similar control flow when adapting the framework, this control flow should possibly be added as template method to the framework.

**Usage of the Object-oriented Framework** An object-oriented framework needs to be reused several times, i.e., it needs to be employed by concrete applications, in order to identify the weak points of its design (cf. [BMM+99, p. 63]). The weak points of the design of an object-oriented framework are those where the hot-spots are inappropriate. This means that either hook methods are missing or providing an inappropriate abstraction. Weak points can also be template methods encapsulating too much or less (abstract) behavior. The cycle depicted in Figure 4.2 constitutes an evolutionary process for designing object-oriented frameworks by the means of hot-spot-cards. The explicit identification of hot-spots provides for a significant reduction of iterations needed for framework development.

**4.2.2.2 Other Design Methods**

In the previous section, we presented in detail the hot-spot-driven design process for object-oriented frameworks. Besides this approach, there exist also other approaches in literature. For example, the framework design by systematic generalization as described in [Sch99], the application of templates for specifying frameworks proposed in [DW99], a role-based approach for developing object-oriented frameworks presented in [Rie00b, RG98], and a process model with a comprehensive guideline comprising 71 steps for the framework development is described in [LN95]. A survey of methods for developing and applying object-oriented frameworks has been conducted by Mattsson [Mat96]. In his further work, he evaluated,
improved, and validated methods for the evolution of object-oriented frameworks [Mat00].

4.2.3 Development of Component Frameworks

For the development of component-based software, there exist many process models like [Som04, CJC02, Bos00, CD01]. Most of these process models define the following phases: identify components, specify components, search for existing components, design components, implement components, test components, and finally use the components. To adequately support these process models, an appropriate method is needed, e.g., for identifying and specifying components.

In contrast to object-oriented frameworks, for which we find with the hot-spot-driven approach an elaborated process model, a proper approach for developing component frameworks is still missing. Currently, the development of component frameworks is conducted ad hoc. Consequently, the quality of component frameworks is eventually dependent on the experience and skills of the framework developers [Sih01].

To improve the development of component frameworks, the design of software components could be directed in such a way that flexible and adaptable components are created. This means that software components are to be developed such that they can be easily used to assemble component frameworks. By implementing such flexible components, one hopes that this automatically leads to well designed component frameworks. However, these components are developed without taking the requirements to a concrete component framework in a specific domain into account. Thus, there is the peril of adding more and more flexibility to the components that is not appropriate to the framework domain. However, it is important to deliberately implement flexibility into a component framework reflecting the requirements of the considered domain in a reasonable manner [Pre97d]. Like with the object-oriented frameworks, flexibility should be well considered when added to the framework. Actually, adding unnecessary flexibility increases the complexity of a framework noticeably [FPR02]. Consequently, the flexibility requirements to a component framework—like with the object-oriented frameworks—should be identified and specified by employing a proper process model and development method.

4.3 Conclusions for the ProMoCF Approach

In the previous sections, we presented the notion and issues of software frameworks. We described the characteristics of frameworks and introduced two kinds of frameworks, the object-oriented frameworks and component frameworks. These two kinds of frameworks differ in the technology used for adapting the framework to the requirements of a concrete application. We presented the elaborated and proved hot-spot-driven design approach for object-oriented frameworks and expounded the problems that arise with composing multiple object-oriented frameworks. To overcome this drawback of object-oriented frameworks and to obtain the benefits of component technology, such as independently deployable and exchangeable components, the development of component frameworks is pursued. However, in contrast to object-oriented frameworks, the development of component frameworks is currently
conducted *ad hoc* and thus dependent on the experience and skills of the framework developers only. What is needed is a systematic software engineering support for the development of component frameworks. This is pursued with the envisioned ProMoCF approach. It is composed of a process model, determining which activity for developing a component framework is when to be conducted. The process model needs to be accompanied by an appropriate development method supporting the framework developers in conducting the activities. The development method needs in particular to provide support for identifying the framework components and specifying the flexibility requirements to these components. Summarizing, the following demands are made on the envisioned ProMoCF approach.

- Provide a process model for the systematic development of component frameworks.
- Provide an appropriate development method for identifying the framework components and specifying the flexibility requirements to these components.
5 The MM4U Approach

Having presented the foundations, the related work, and the challenges of generating personalized multimedia content in the previous sections, we now present our approach for a dynamic authoring of personalized multimedia content. From the existing systems for multimedia personalization presented and analyzed in Section 3.2 and their systematical categorization in Section 3.3, we deduce that a two-step multimedia content creation approach is needed to provide for an efficient and economic support for personalized multimedia content. This two-step approach is presented in Section 5.1 and is extended on the basis of the systems analyzed and categorized to a general process chain for multimedia content personalization. From this general process chain for multimedia personalization and the application scenarios introduced in Section 2, we derive in Section 5.2 the requirements to the envisioned MM4U approach. Finally, the layered architecture of the MM4U framework is defined and introduced in Section 5.3, based on the general process chain and the requirements to the MM4U approach.

5.1 The General Multimedia Content Personalization Process

With the MM4U framework, we pursue a two-step approach for creating personalized multimedia content. As depicted in Figure 5.1, in a first step media elements are orchestrated into personalized multimedia content using an abstract multimedia content representation model. In a second step, this content is transformed to the requirements and characteristics of different concrete multimedia presentation formats.

![Figure 5.1: A two-step approach for multimedia presentation creation](image)

Extending the two-step multimedia content creation approach, we identified on the basis of the related work the general process of creating personalized multimedia content [SB05c, SB05d]. This process is depicted in Figure 5.2. It involves
different phases and tasks from media selection to the final delivery of the personalized multimedia presentations. We identify the central tasks in this process that need to be supported by a suitable solution for personalized multimedia content creation. As shown in Figure 5.2, the core of this process is an application called “personalization engine”. The input parameters to this engine can be divided in three groups:

- Media elements and meta data: The first group of input parameters comprises the media elements with the associated meta data. They constitute the content from which the personalized multimedia presentations are selected and assembled.
- User profile and context information: The second group enfolds information about the user's “personal profile” and “context”. The user profiles include information about, e.g., the users' current task, their knowledge, goals, preferences, interests, abilities and disabilities, as well as demographical data. The user context comprises information about the users' location, current time, and environment, like weather and loudness. It also enfolds information about the characteristics of the used (mobile) end device such as the device's hardware and software, e.g., available amount of memory and installed multimedia players, as well as supported network connections and input devices.
- Document structures and layout information: The third group of input parameters influences the structure of the resulting personalized multimedia presentation and subsumes other preferences such as style and layout a user could have for the multimedia presentation. Here, e.g., predefined document structures (templates), rules and constraints, as well as any other layout and style information are embedded to determine among others the temporal course and spatial layout of the personalized multimedia presentation.

Within the personalization engine, these input parameters are used to author the personalized multimedia presentations. Here, the following steps as illustrated in Figure 5.2 are conducted:

**Select** First, the personalization engine exploits all available information about the user's preferences, needs, situation, and characteristics of the used end device to select by means of media meta data those media elements that are of most relevance for the user and the requested presentation. Result of this step is a personalized selection of media elements. These media elements are used as input for the assembly step.

**Assemble** In the next step, the selected media elements are assembled and arranged by the personalization engine—again in regard of the user's personal profile and context information—into personalized multimedia content. The personalized multimedia content is represented in an internal multimedia content representation model or internal multimedia document model [SB05c]. This internal representation model abstracts from the syntax and different characteristics of today's multimedia presentation formats. Even though the abstract model does not reflect the fancy features of some of today's multimedia presentation formats, it captures
the very central aspects of multimedia presentations without instantiating these in a concrete syntax and format. These central aspects of multimedia modeling are the definition of the temporal course, the spatial layout, and the interaction possibilities of the multimedia presentation with the users (see Section 3.1.2). The representation model is designed to be efficiently transformed to the concrete syntax and features of the different (standardized) presentation formats, like SMIL, SVG, and Flash. This enables our approach to serve different target multimedia presentation formats and reach multiple and diverse end user devices such as Desktop PCs, PDAs, and cell phones, by a single source and suitable transformations rather than allowing for very specific animation features and the like.

For the assembly, the personalization engine uses the parameters for document structure, the layout and style parameters, and other rules and constraints that describe the structure of the personalized multimedia presentation to determine among others the temporal course and spatial layout of the presentation. The center of Figure 5.2 sketches this temporal and spatial arrangement of selected media elements over time in a spatial layout following the document structure and other preferences. The tasks for selecting and assembling relevant media elements are not necessarily conducted in a sequential manner as the Figure 5.2 shows. However, typically the selection of media elements and their assembly into personalized multimedia content is conducted in many small steps.

**Transform and Present** Only in the transformation phase—which we call the last mile—the multimedia content in the abstract representation model is transformed to the syntax and features of the concrete presentation formats [SB05d]. The concrete output format of the multimedia presentation is selected according to the
user's preferences and the capabilities of the end device, i.e., the available multimedia players and the multimedia presentation formats they support. Finally, the just generated personalized multimedia presentation is delivered to the (mobile) end device for the actual rendering and consumption by the users.

The process chain in Figure 5.2 depicts the general steps and phases for creating personalized multimedia content. Although it draws a very general picture of the authoring process for personalized multimedia content, it illustrates the support needed to develop applications generating personalized multimedia content for different (mobile) end devices. We find appreciated solutions and technologies in the field of personalized multimedia content generation. However, a solution approach for an efficient and simple creation of the actual personalization engine as shown in Figure 5.2 is still lacking [Bol03a].

It is important to note that the transformation step is not mandatory and thus does not exist in some systems. This is the case, when applications do not need to deliver multimedia content in more than one presentation format. In such systems, the multimedia content is already composed in the final multimedia presentation format. For example, the HotStreams system [HVL01] presented in Section 3.2.4 employs the SMIL format for internally composing the provided multimedia content.

5.2 Requirements to the Envisioned MM4U Approach

The overall goal of the MM4U approach is to improve and to simplify the development process of personalized multimedia applications by providing a comprehensive support for creating personalized multimedia content. By this, the development of personalized multimedia applications shall be made more efficient and economic. From the application scenarios presented in Section 2, we conclude that such a comprehensive support for an economic development of personalized multimedia applications needs to provide for the most different personalization aspects and features. This means, that the content not only needs to be adapted to the technical characteristics of the used end device as well as the location and environment. However, it also needs to be adapted to the user's preferences, interests, and needs. As a consequence, the proposed MM4U approach needs to be applicable for different personalized multimedia applications and thus needs to be independent of the concrete applications' domain, e.g., mobile tourism, sports news, and e-learning. We further aim at integrating the different approaches for multimedia personalization identified in Section 3.3, which are personalization by programming, templates and selection instructions, adaptive document models, transformations, constraints, rules, plans, and knowledge bases, as well as calculi and algebras. This means that we not only aim to be independent of the application domain but also allow to integrate and embrace different approaches for the actual personalization with our work. From the requirement of providing application-independent support for the authoring of personalized multimedia content and our aim to integrate the different approaches for multimedia content personalization, we conclude that for the MM4U approach the development of a software framework should be pursued. As the employed functionality shall be integrable on different levels of the MM4U framework and the
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functionality provided shall be exchangeable, a component framework seems to be
best suitable.

In contrast to the development of traditional software, it is not possible to pro-
vide a detailed requirements specification (see, e.g., [Som04, ch. 6]) to a software
framework in advance. This is due to the typical characteristic with developing
software frameworks that the abstract framework functionality emerges during the
development process (see Section 4.2.1). Thus, only a high-level description of the
requirements to the envisioned MM4U approach can be provided.

The requirements to the envisioned MM4U approach are derived from the ap-
lication scenarios presented in Section 2. They are also derived from the previous
analysis of related work, i.e., the systems for personalized multimedia content au-
thoring presented in Section 3.2, and the systematic categorization of the related
work in Section 3.3, which led to the general process chain for personalized multi-
media content presented above. Following the terminology of Sommerville [Som04],
the requirements to the MM4U approach distinguish functional as well as non-
functional aspects. These are presented in the following Sections 5.2.1 and 5.2.2.
In addition, in Section 5.2.3 the product requirements and organizational require-
ments to the MM4U approach are described.

5.2.1 Functional Requirements

The functional requirements to the MM4U approach are derived from and concerned
with the different tasks and phases involved with the general process chain for
authoring personalized multimedia applications presented in Section 5.1. These
requirements are described in the following along the phases of the general process
chain, beginning with the access to user profile information and media data, the
composition of multimedia content, up to the transformation and delivery of the
final multimedia presentations.

Access to User Profile Information and Media Data To provide authoring of per-
sonalized multimedia content, the MM4U approach needs access to user profile
information as well as media elements with their associated meta data (see Sec-
tion 3.1.4). Only by integrating user profile information, i.e., information and as-
sumptions about, e.g., the user's interests, preferences, needs, as well as environ-
ment, situation, and used end device, a multimedia application is able to provide for
personalized content. This user profile information and assumptions can be either
explicitly collected or implicitly generated (see Section 3.1.4). To actually author
the desired personalized multimedia content, the media elements must carry a suf-
ficient amount of meta data. This meta data allows the personalized application to
select the most appropriate media elements for a specific user from the media pool
storages. It provides the basis for composing and assembling the selected media
elements into a coherent multimedia presentation that best meets the user profile
information and context information.

Basic Multimedia Composition Support and Extensibility The MM4U approach
must provide for the composition of media elements into coherent multimedia pre-
sentations. Here, an abstract multimedia content representation model shall be
employed (see Section 5.1), in order to provide a basis for the generation of the multimedia content into different presentation formats and for different end devices. The MM4U approach shall support a set of basic functionality for multimedia composition and multimedia personalization. In addition, it shall be extensible in regard of more complex and application-specific multimedia composition and multimedia personalization functionality. For creating such complex or application-specific multimedia personalization functionality, the multimedia composition support of the MM4U approach shall provide for exploiting the different personalization approaches as identified in Section 3.3, as they have their individual advantages and disadvantages.

Multi-channel Provision of Multimedia Content From the related work, we derive that more and more applications share the problem that they face a big variety of heterogeneous devices, platforms, multimedia presentation formats, and players for multimedia [SB05d]. Consequently, the MM4U approach shall provide support for different (mobile) end devices and presentation formats. Although, we see a predominance of some platforms and multimedia formats on the market, it is a clear observation that not one single platform or multimedia format will prevail but rather a set of device settings and configurations will peacefully coexist [SB05d]. As a consequence, the MM4U approach shall provide support for transforming the multimedia content represented in the internal content model into different (mobile) presentation formats in order to provide a multi-channel generation of multimedia presentations to different (mobile) end devices [BH05, Top02].

5.2.2 Non-functional Requirements

Besides the application independence, we derived in regard of non-functional requirements three further aspects that shall be considered by the MM4U approach. These are concerned with the dynamic authoring of the personalized multimedia content, the issue of presentation independence, as well as the application of standardized presentation formats and existing multimedia player software. The non-functional requirements are presented in the following.

Dynamic Authoring of Personalized Multimedia Content The MM4U approach shall provide on-the-fly authoring of personalized multimedia content. This requirement is derived from the related work (see Section 3.2) and the fact that a manual authoring of personalized multimedia content is not feasible due to the huge number of different variation possibilities involved (see Section 1.1). By this, concrete personalized multimedia applications will be able to reflect the latest user profile and context information immediately and thus present the most appropriate multimedia content to the end user. With personalized multimedia applications, i.e., when collecting and exploiting user profile information, it is important that the latest profile information is reflected immediately by the application’s personalized content and user interface. Otherwise a user might not be satisfied by the application’s personalization results.
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**Presentation Independence** Another very central non-functional requirement is that the MM4U approach shall provide for presentation independence in regard of, e.g., the characteristics of the end devices, their network connection, and the different multimedia presentation formats that are available. With presentation independence is meant that the MM4U approach shall support the dynamic authoring of equivalent multimedia content for the different users and output channels, i.e., presentation formats and end devices, and their individual characteristics.

**Employ Standardized Presentation Formats and Existing Player Software** To provide for an efficient and economic development of personalized multimedia applications, the personalized multimedia content shall be generated by the multi-channel approach (see Section 5.2.1) in standardized multimedia presentation formats. Under standardized multimedia presentation formats, we summarize formats that are defined by the W3C such as SMIL and SVG but also the ISO standard LASeR. However, also the industry-standard Flash shall be supported. In addition, supporting profiles of the standardized formats such as the Basic Language Profile of SMIL and Mobile SVG targeted at mobile devices such as PDAs and cell phones will enable the MM4U approach to reach the goal of supporting different end devices. By providing support for standardized formats, personalized multimedia applications can use and rely on existing multimedia presentation software. Thus, we avoid to develop just another new multimedia presentation format. In addition, we are also alleviated from the burden of developing yet another multimedia player.

5.2.3 Product Requirements and Organization Requirements

In this section, the product requirements and organization requirements to the MM4U approach are considered. The product requirements [Som04] include the requirements in regard of performance and portability of the MM4U approach. The organizational requirements [Som04] comprises the design and implementation requirements, process improvement requirements, as well as external requirements.

**Performance and Portability Requirements** Concerning performance requirements, the generation of multimedia content shall be fast (high performance) in order to employ the MM4U approach on web servers with high load and to execute the MM4U approach on devices with limited resources, such as PDAs and cell phones. In regard of portability requirements, the MM4U approach shall be portable to different stationary platforms and mobile devices (with some restrictions on the functionality on the mobile device). It shall be executable on different Java-enabled operating systems such as UNIX, Macintosh OS X, Microsoft Windows, as well as Microsoft Windows CE and Symbian OS.

**Design and Implementation Requirements** The design and implementation of the MM4U approach shall follow modern software engineering concepts. This includes using component technology and applying design patterns. In addition, a modern and sophisticated integrated development environment (IDE) shall be used. The implementation of the MM4U approach shall be conducted by using Java [Sun06].
Java is a widely used programming language and software platform which is available for almost every operating system and hardware platform today. The implementation shall follow common Java style guides in regard of coding conventions [VAB+00, Sun99] and source code documentation [Sun04].

Process Improvement Requirements The envisioned MM4U approach shall provide support for a more efficient and economic development of personalized multimedia applications in order to improve the development process of such applications. Consequently, this shall lead to reduced development time and development costs of such applications. In addition, with pursuing the development of a software framework, the MM4U approach shall provide for a better maintenance and extensibility of personalized multimedia applications.

External Requirements In regard of external requirements, the interoperability of the MM4U approach with systems from other organizations is considered [Som04]. From the related work, we see that the most different data models, formats, and approaches are used for the different tasks of authoring personalized multimedia content. In order to provide for a big variability, the MM4U approach shall provide for integrating different existing and future solution approaches and systems on different levels. For example, different storage solutions for user profile information and media data shall be integrated. In addition, it shall also support the integration of other existing systems and approaches for multimedia composition and personalization (see basic multimedia composition functionality and extensibility in Section 5.2.1) as well as existing multimedia presentation software.

The MM4U approach shall provide for deploying the tasks and phases of the general process chain for authoring personalized multimedia content on different (possibly remotely connected) computers. This enables the MM4U approach to serve for, e.g., digital rights management of media data and managing intellectual property rights in the case of very specific multimedia composition and personalization functionality by an external organization. The provided functionality shall also be exchangeable. This means that the implementation of the tasks and phases of the general process chain shall be substitutable by other approaches and implementations.

As the existing approaches and solutions shall be integrable at different levels of the MM4U framework, the provided functionality shall be deployable on different computers, and the functionality shall be exchangeable, a component-based approach seems to be best suitable for the MM4U framework. Consequently, the tasks of the general process chain for creating personalized multimedia content shall be encapsulated by appropriate software components. Each component provides distinctive support for one of the single tasks in the general process chain for creating personalized multimedia content.

5.2.4 Summary

In this section, we identified the requirements to the envisioned MM4U approach. Having analyzed the related systems in Section 3.2, we can say that so far there is no existing (off-the-shell) solution to buy nor research approach available that serves
all the requirements described above. In particular, there is no all-embracing research solution like the proposed MM4U approach that integrates all the different approaches for multimedia personalization presented in Section 3.3. On the basis of the general process chain for multimedia content personalization and the requirements identified, we present in the following section the architectural design of the MM4U approach.

5.3 The Layered Architecture of the MM4U Framework

Having introduced the steps and phases involved with the general process chain of multimedia content personalization and the identified requirements to the integrated MM4U approach, we now determine the architecture of the MM4U approach and describe its functionality. As stated in the introduction of Section 5.2, we aim at pursuing with the MM4U approach the development of a software framework, the MM4U framework, to provide a dynamic authoring of personalized multimedia content. The general idea of the MM4U software framework is illustrated in Figure 5.3. A personalized multimedia application uses the functionality of the framework to create personalized multimedia content and extends this functionality by whatever application dependent functionality is needed.

![Figure 5.3: The general idea of the MM4U framework](image)

The overall goal of the MM4U approach is to simplify and to improve the development process of personalized multimedia applications. Thus, the MM4U approach has to provide application developers with an extensive support for the different tasks and phases involved with the general multimedia content personalization process as presented in Section 5.1. For supporting the different tasks and phases, it seems to be best suited to employ a layered architecture for the MM4U framework. This layered architecture evolves from the general process chain for creating personalized multimedia content and is illustrated in Figure 5.4. Each layer provides modular support for the different tasks of the multimedia personalization process. The access to user profile information and media data are realized by the layers (1) and (2), followed by the two layers (3) and (4) for composing the multimedia content in the internal representation model and transforming it into the concrete presentation formats. The top layer (5) realizes the rendering and display of the multimedia presentation on the end device. To be most flexible in regard of the different requirements concrete personalized multimedia applications can have, the
framework’s layer allow for extending the functionality of the MM4U framework by embedding additional functionality as indicated by the empty boxes with dots.

![Layered architecture of the MM4U framework](image)

**Figure 5.4:** Layered architecture of the MM4U framework

In the following, the features, i.e., the functionality and objectives of the framework are described along its layers. We start from the bottom of the architecture and end with the top layer:

- The User Profile Connectors and Media Data Connectors layer (1) bring the user profile data and media data with their associated meta data in the framework. They integrate existing systems from research and industry for user profile stores, media storage, and media retrieval solutions. As there are many different systems and formats available for user profile information, the User Profile Connectors layer abstracts from the actual access to user profile information and provides a unified interface to the profile information. With this layer, the different formats and structures of user profile models can be made accessible via a unified interface. For example, a flexible URIUserProfileConnector we developed for our demonstrator applications gains access to user profile information over the Internet using the ftp protocol and on the local hard drive using the file access. However, as shown in Figure 5.4 also a User Profile Connector for the access to, e.g., a Composite Capability/Preference Profile (CC/PP) [KRW+04] server could be plugged into the framework.

On the same level as the User Profile Connectors, the Media Data Connectors abstract from the access to media elements and their associated meta data. Here, the Media Data Connectors layer provides access to different media storage and retrieval solutions that are available today via a unified interface. For
example, a URIMediaElementsConnector we developed for our demonstrator applications provides a flexible access to media objects and their associated meta data from the Internet via the http and ftp protocol. By analogy with the access to user profile information, another Media Data Connector plugged into the framework could provide access to other media and meta data sources, e.g., an image retrieval system like IBM’s QBIC [IBM04b]. The Media Data Connectors layer supports the query of media elements by the client application (client-pull) as well as the automatic notification of a personalized multimedia application when a new media object arises in the media database (server-push).

- The User Profile Accessor and the Media Pool Accessor layer (2) provide the internal, abstract data models of the user profile information and media data information with the associated meta data within the framework. Via this layer, the user profile information and media data needed for the desired content personalization is accessible and processable for the application.

The Connectors and Accessors layers are designed such that they are not reinventing existing systems for user modeling or multimedia content management. They rather provide a seamless integration of the systems by distinct interfaces and comprehensive data models. In addition, when a personalized multimedia application uses more than one user profile database or media database, the Accessor layer encapsulates the resources so that the access to them is hidden from the client application.

- The Multimedia Composition layer (3) resides on top of the User Profile Accessor and Media Pool Accessor layer. It comprises generic composition operators in compliance with the composition capabilities of multimedia composition models like SMIL [ABC+01b], Madeus [JLR+98], and ZYX [BK01, Bol01], which provide for complex and flexible multimedia composition functionality. With these composition operators and the information this layer gains from the User Profile Accessor and the Media Pool Accessor layer, an application can carry out the actual composition of the personalized multimedia content. As introduced in Section 5.1, the multimedia content is composed and assembled in an internal multimedia representation model abstracting from the different, concrete presentation formats we find today. The Multimedia Composition layer is developed such that it enables to develop additional, possibly more complex or application-specific composition operators. These newly developed operators can be seamlessly “plugged-in” into the framework’s composition layer and can be used by any personalized multimedia application.

- The Presentation Format Generators layer (4) works on the internal representation of the multimedia content provided by the Multimedia Composition layer. It transforms this content into the different (standardized) presentation formats like SVG, SMIL, and Flash, which can be displayed by the corresponding multimedia player software on the (mobile) client device. In contrast to the Multimedia Composition layer, the Presentation Format Generators layer is completely independent of the concrete application domain and only relies on the targeted output formats.
In the Presentation Format Generators layer, personalization takes place such that the output format of the multimedia presentation is selected according to the user’s preferences and the capabilities of the end device, i.e., the available multimedia players and the multimedia presentation formats they support.

- The Multimedia Presentation layer (5) on top of the framework realizes the actual rendering and playback of the personalized multimedia presentation. The goal here is to integrate existing presentation software of the common multimedia presentation formats the underlying Presentation Format Generator layer produces. Here, the application developers benefit from the fact that only players for standardized multimedia formats need to be installed on the user’s end device and that they must not invest any time and resource in developing an own render and display engine for their personalized multimedia application.

Following the requirement of integrating different existing and future solution approaches and systems in Section 5.2.3, the layered architecture of the MM4U framework allows being easily adapted to the particular requirements that can occur in the development of personalized multimedia applications. For example, special User Profile Connectors as well as Media Data Connectors can be embedded into the MM4U framework to integrate the most diverse and individual solutions for storage, retrieval, and gathering for user profile information and media data. With the ability to extend the Multimedia Composition layer by complex and application-specific composition operators, arbitrary personalization functionality can be added to the framework. The Presentation Format Generators layer allows integrating any output format into the framework to support the most different multimedia players that are available for the different end devices.

The framework does not re-invent multimedia content adaptation and personalization but is targeted at incorporating existing research in the field and also allows to be extended by domain and application-specific solutions. The MM4U framework solves typical, often reoccurring tasks of the multimedia personalization process on an abstract level. By this, it provides application developers with a substantial support for the single tasks of the general multimedia personalization process. Although, we defined a coarse-grained architecture of the MM4U framework with the layers here, it is at this point not clear how many components this framework will finally have. In addition, it is not known how these framework components relate to the presented layers. These software engineering aspects and questions of selecting and defining appropriate MM4U framework components are discussed when the actual development and implementation of the framework is presented in Section 8.

5.4 Summary

In this section, the general multimedia personalization process has been introduced. Based on this process, the general requirements to the MM4U approach have been derived. This process and the derived requirements lead to the presented layered architecture of the MM4U framework. The functionality of each of these layers has been briefly described. The conceptual design and underlying data structures to the framework’s layers are presented in the following section.
6 Design of the MM4U Framework

Having introduced an overview of the layered architecture of the MM4U framework and its functionality, we present in this section the conceptual basis and data structures forming the layers in full detail. In the following Section 6.1, the modeling of media data and meta data is considered. In Section 6.2, the modeling of user profile information and context information is described. In Section 6.3, the multimedia composition functionality of the MM4U framework is presented. Finally, the transformation to the final presentation formats is considered in Section 6.4. For realizing the top layer of the framework, i.e., for presenting the personalized multimedia content, existing multimedia players are exploited. For each layer of the MM4U framework, we discuss the modeling options that stem from the application scenarios and the existing approaches in the field, before we present the data models for the framework layers.

6.1 Modeling of Media Data and Meta Data

For modeling media data, we consider today’s media types and media formats used in multimedia documents, such as the formats PNG, JPG, and GIF for the image type, MP3 and WAV as formats of audio type, and AVI, MOV, and MPEG of video type. We identified a set of four media types that can be used as input to the multimedia personalization framework. Following the distinction between discrete and continuous media elements in Section 3.1.1, these four media types are the two discrete media types image and text and the two continuous media types video and audio. As defined, an instance of such a medium type is called medium element.

- Image type: The image type is a two-dimensional array of pixels [GT95] determining the image elements’ content as well as spatial extension in regard of their width and height. Examples for image elements include photos and hand-drawn items [HMHGK01]. These can be, e.g., taken by a digital camera or created with an image editing application. An image element is typically included into a multimedia document by providing a reference to the image medium in form of a Uniform Resource Locator (URL) [Net94a]. However, some multimedia document models do also allow for embedding the image element’s media data directly into the multimedia presentation, e.g., SVG and Flash.

The image type is also called graphics [BJSF94] or is distinguished between image elements and graphic elements. For example Gibbs and Tsichritzis [GT95] differentiate between the both by introducing images as defined above
and consider graphics as visual entities with some rendering options defined on it and which are typically used for displaying three-dimensional objects. Rakow et al. [RNL95] consider images also as defined above, however define graphics as consisting of lines, regions, and texts elements.

- **Text type:** The text type is a representation of information using an alphabetical symbol system [HMHGK01]. As an image element, also a text element has a two-dimensional spatial extension. However, in contrast to image elements, until today there is no commonly used format for describing text elements. This holds especially for formatted text that contains information about the text's style, font, character size, text color, and background color. Here, today's multimedia presentation formats pursue different solutions for modeling formatted text. For example, HTML-tags are used with the Flash format, RealText [Rea01] is employed for SMIL documents in conjunction with the RealPlayer [Rea06], and with SVG other format specific tags are used. A text element is usually directly embedded into today's multimedia presentation formats.

- **Audio type:** The purpose of the medium type audio is to carry audible information. It includes spoken words (speech) as well as generated tones forming music or other sound effects (see sound in [HMHGK01]). An audio element has a temporal extension defined by its playback duration. It has no visual part. Like image elements, also audio elements are embedded into today's presentation formats by providing a URL. However, Flash also allows embedding the audio elements' media data directly into the presentation. We do not distinguish between an audio type and music type, like for example done in [GT95] for distinguishing digital audio streams and MIDI-based music. In addition, we also do not distinguish between the sound type and speech type [BJSF94] or the audio type and speed type [RNL95].

- **Video type:** The video type captures motion pictures or animations (see motion in [HMHGK01]). As the visual media types image and text, also the video type has a spatial extension in regard of the video elements' width and height. In addition, it has also a temporal extension defined by its playback duration. By this, it combines the properties of the media types image and audio [RNL95]. A video element is typically included into today's multimedia presentation formats by providing a URL. Animations are associated to the video type, as their basic attributes are identical. Both have a width, height, and duration. An example for animations are Flash files, which are widely used in the Internet today.

With modeling of meta data for describing the media elements and by providing access to this meta data, the MM4U framework enables concrete personalized multimedia applications to select the most appropriate media elements for a specific user from the media pool storages (see the requirement for accessing user profile information and media meta data in Section 5.2.1). In regard of meta data modeling for media data, we studied different approaches of modeling meta data as well as approaches for meta data standards for multimedia. The considered approaches are, e.g., Dublin Core [Dub02] for (X)HTML [XHT05, RLHJ99] and Dublin Core Extensions for Multimedia Objects [Hun99], Resource Description Framework [BM03] used by the meta-information module.
of SMIL [ABC+01b], and the MPEG-7 Multimedia content description standard [ISO99, ISO01f, ISO01b, ISO01c, ISO01d, ISO01e].

For the media types defined above, we determined a set of meta data attributes that are minimally required to apply the media elements in the multimedia composition task. To support the management of other meta data, e.g., Dublin Core, EXIF header information [Tec02] extracted from JPGs, and any other additional meta data provided by a media source, a generic concept of media elements meta data is defined. As shown in Figure 6.1, arbitrary key-value-pairs of meta data can be associated to a medium type. This allows for integrating the most specific and application-dependent meta data into the framework. These meta data key-value-pairs can also be recursively defined.

The UML diagram in Figure 6.1 depicts the four media types and their associated meta data attributes. The four media types are derived from the generic medium type Medium. This generic medium type defines an attribute for specifying the media data source in form of a Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) [Net94b]. A URI is a more generalized version of a URL. According to the definition above, the media types derived from the abstract Medium have additional type-specific meta data attributes such as width, height, or duration.

![UML diagram of the media types defined in the MM4U framework](image-url)

**Figure 6.1**: UML diagram of the media types defined in the MM4U framework
6.2 Modeling of User Profile Information and Context Information

Taking information about the user's personal profile and context into account is a necessary prerequisite for creating and providing personalized applications and services. However, in literature there are many different definitions of what user profile information and context information is. Pieces of information that are considered here are among many others information about the user's knowledge, preferences, abilities and disabilities, as well as information about the user's current situation, environment, and surrounding, including the current location as well as the characteristics of the used end device.

In the following Section 6.2.1, we first clarify the meaning of user profile information and context information and provide a definition of a unified user model that includes both. Following this definition of user model, we present in Section 6.2.2 our comprehensive abstract user model. The definition of this abstract user model bases on an extensive study of related approaches and standards in the area of user modeling and context modeling. This flexible and hierarchical user model is independent of a concrete application domain. Due to its flexibility and extensibility, the user model can be applied for arbitrary personalized systems. The abstract user model can be used as basis to develop application-specific user models by extension and refinement.

6.2.1 Unified Approach to User Modeling

For determining the notion of user profile information and context information, we first analyze what user profile information is and present the concept of a user model. Then, we analyze context information and introduce the concept of context and context model, respectively. Finally, we present our definition of a unified approach for user modeling, which includes both user profile information and context information.

User Model For modeling user profile information and context information appropriate data structures need to be applied. For modeling user profile information the corresponding data structure is called user model. For the term user model, an abstract definition is given by Wahlster and Kobsa [WK89, Kob96] for the area of natural-language dialog systems, where the research on user modeling originated [Kob93b]. They define a user model as a distinct part of an application that contains explicitly modeled information and assumptions on all aspects of the user that may be relevant in regard of the dialog behavior of the user with the application (see also [FKS97a, Kob95]). This means that with a user model information about the user is represented within a computational environment and thus is made machine processable (cf. [Fis01]). Consequently, employing a user model enables applications to differentiate and distinguish among different users [BM02, All90].

The focus of the research done in the area of classic user modeling lies in the modeling of mental and cognitive characteristics of a user (see, e.g., [BM02, KKP01, FKS97b, Kob96]). The goal is to gain information about the users and their behavior, interests, preferences, and knowledge by monitoring and analyzing the users’
interaction with the application [BC01]. Consequently, the core aspects modeled are the users’ (existing and missing) knowledge, goals, plans, interests, preferences, (physical, sensorial, and cognitive) abilities, misconceptions, and other individual features [BM02, Kob95, Bru94, Kob93b, Kob93a].

Which pieces of information and assumptions about the user are actually stored and processed in a user model of a concrete application cannot be generally defined as it depends on the actual application’s domain. Consequently, an enumeration of distinct user modeling aspects would not be able to cover all aspects a concrete personalized application could need to model about a user and by this it cannot be complete.

**Context**

With the emergence of small, sophisticated mobile computers in the nineties, such as PDAs and enhanced cell phones (e.g., smart phones), also the aspect of modeling contextual information emerged [BM02]. The single pieces of contextual information are usually subsumed under the notion of context. Analogously to the user model, we introduce here the concept of a context model [SBG99] as an appropriate data structure for modeling context information. For the term of context or context model, we find many different definitions in literature. A first approach could be to define context by an enumeration of its single modeling elements. However, as with the user model, this is quite difficult since many aspects can be understood and subsumed by context. An abstract definition of context is provided, e.g., by Dey and Abowd [DA99], saying that it comprises any information that can be used to characterize the situation of an entity. An entity constitutes a person, place, or object which is relevant to the interaction between a user and an application, including the user and applications themselves. Schmidt et al. [SBG99] introduce the concept of context in a similar way as a model describing a situation and the environment a device or user is in. This context model has for each context a set of relevant features. The presented definitions consider context from different point of views, including the user, the application, and the environment. The latter includes objects, e.g., the end device, and/or persons. Schilit et al. [SAW94] provide a similar definition of context. However, it is clearly motivated by the user’s current environment and situation only:

“Three important aspects of context are: where you are, who you are with, and what resources are nearby. Context encompasses more than just the user’s location, because other things of interest are also mobile and changing. Context includes lighting, noise level, network connectivity, communication costs, communication bandwidth, and even the social situation; e.g., whether you are with your manager or with a co-worker.” [SAW94]

In this work, we consider context from the user’s point of view, since the user is the starting point and the trigger for modeling context information. Consequently, for the definition of context, we follow Schilit et al. regarding the user context as information about their environment and situation. This includes objects as well as persons that are with you or nearby.

**Unified User Modeling Approach**

From the analysis and discussion above, we draw the conclusion that user profile information is typically information that “comes
from and is about the user”. In contrast, context information are typically information that are “gathered from the user’s environment and situation”. However, the distinction is not always clear and both user profile information and context information run into each other. For example, gathering and analyzing the interaction history with the application can be considered as information that is gathered by the application within the user’s computational environment but as well allows to draw some conclusions about the user’s behavior and knowledge.

Context information has a strong relation to the individual user of the application, e.g., the location and the used end device. Therefore, we define context information to be a specific part of the user profile information. Consequently, we define like Fink, Kobsa, and Schreck [FKS97a] the context model to be a sub-part of the user model. We support this decision by the fact that the reason for collecting context information is triggered by the goal of providing information and services that best meet the user’s preferences and needs. Consequently, we pursue a unified user model approach that embraces and unifies both classic user profile information and context information. With it, we are able to simultaneously consider both, the aspects we have learned to deal with in the past decades to model information and assumptions about the cognitive aspects of the user [Jam01] and the different environments and situations a mobile user can be in today. Following, we present our definition of a user model.

A user model is described by an abstract data structure. This data structure defines what kind of information and assumptions about a user and his or her environment and situation is modeled and processed by a software system. The user model’s data structure includes the aspects of both user modeling and context modeling, i.e., user profile information and context information.

On the conceptual level of managing user profile information and context information, i.e., for storing, processing, and retrieving such information, we distinguish between user models and their profiles. The user model defines an abstract data structure, whereas a user profile contains the actual information about the individual user of a concrete personalized application. Hence, user profiles can be seen as “instances” of a user model, filled in with the concrete values of an individual user.

The abstract user model can be considered as a machine-readable and machine-processable representation of the user. It captures all information that are necessary to personalize the provided services and content to the individual user needs. The extent to which personalized applications are able to individually create and deliver their content and services to the users depends on the information captured by the user model and how this information is utilized [Ped00].

6.2.2 Definition of an Abstract User Model

When designing user models, the result is often an application-dependent solution that is only applicable for a specific application scenario. However, one requirement to the MM4U framework stated in Section 5.2 is to provide support for the most different personalization aspects and features and not rely on one single user model only. We conclude that the MM4U approach must be applicable for the most different multimedia applications and thus be independent of the concrete applications’ domain. This is reflected by the MM4U framework with the ability to provide access to specific solutions by developing appropriate user profile connectors and integrate
them in the framework's connector layer. However, with the user profile accessor layer, we aim at providing an internal abstract data model for the accessed user profile information, i.e., we target at providing an abstract user model. Abstract means that the user model is not designed in regard of the requirements of a specific application area but is applicable for applications from different domains.

To serve different application areas and by the fact that an enumeration of the most different aspects of user profile information and context information (as argued in Section 6.2.1) cannot be complete, the abstract user model must be most flexible. This means, that the abstract user model must provide the ability for arbitrary extensions and refinements in regard of application-specific user modeling and context modeling aspects that are required by a concrete application. Although a complete list of modeling aspects for the most different domains and applications cannot be provided, the key aspects in regard of possibly relevant user profile information shall be provided by such an abstract user model.

The data structure used for the abstract user model is a tree structure, where the single pieces of information about the users are hierarchically ordered. The nodes in this tree structure determine the kind and type of information the user model stores about the users. This are, e.g., information about the user's preferences, interests, current location and environment, demographical data, and used end device. Subtrees in this data structure constitute refinements of the parent nodes. For example, the demographical data can be refined into pieces of information such as name, address, gender, date of birth, place of birth, family status, and others. Consequently, the edges of this tree structure denote an is-part-of-relationship between the child nodes and their parent node. As the abstract user model is organized in a hierarchical tree-like data structure, it can be easily extended and refined to specific requirements of a concrete personalized multimedia application.

For depicting the abstract user model's data structure, UML class diagrams are applied. The root node of the abstract user model is a UML class that represents the individual user as depicted in Figure 6.2. This User class possesses an attribute that holds the identity of the user and has five other classes associated via UML's composition functionality. These five classes constitute the five main nodes of the user model, which are the users' demographical data, physical characteristics, mental characteristics, situation, and used end devices.

The abstract user model defines more than 200 nodes, from both for classic user modeling and context modeling, covering an extensive set of user profile information a concrete personalized multimedia application may need to exploit. The five main nodes and the corresponding sub-nodes of the abstract user model, i.e., the five main classes and the associated classes are presented in detail in the following Sections 6.2.2.1 to 6.2.2.5. To provide for very particular personalization aspects, the user model is extensible and refineable in regard of the characteristics and requirements of specific applications.

6.2.2.1 Demographical Data

The demographical data about the users includes information that is typically printed on business cards or is found in letter-headings. Here, vocabularies such as the Platform for Privacy Preferences (P3P) [CLM02], Customer Profile Exchange (CPExchange) [BH00], and vCard [DH98] comprise the most important pieces of in-
formation that needs to be considered when describing the demographical data. Figure 6.3 shows the demographical data node and its child elements, i.e., the classes associated to the DemographicalData class. These classes are described in the following.

**Name** Within the class Name, all information are considered that can be used to identify and to name the user. To this class, further nodes or classes are associated (not shown in Figure 6.3) that include among others the academic title, forename, surname, nickname, as well as names used to identify the user for login and registration procedures.

**Contact** The note Contact contains information that can be used to contact the user, e.g., by physical mail, e-mail, (mobile or Internet) phone number, or instant messaging. Consequently, the ContactData class has further classes associated, which comprise among others the address of the user, consisting of the street name, street number, zip code, and country, as well as regular phone number, cell phone number, e-mail address, but also the fax number and Internet homepage of the user.

**Gender, Birthplace, Date of Birth, Nationality, and Denomination** These nodes comprise information about the gender, birthplace, date of birth (which allows to determine the user’s age), nationality, and denomination of the user. The corresponding classes constitute leaf nodes of the abstract user model. This kind of information is used, e.g., in the domain of tourism to adapt the style, layout, and colors used to the cultural area of the user [Zip02].

**Family** To the node Family, further classes are associated that carry information about the parents of the user, children, the partner, and the martial status of the user.
### Vocational Data
The node `VocationalData` comprises all information that correlates with the profession of the user. This information is modeled by associated classes that include among others the occupational title, the employer, the department or division the user works with, the line of business, as well as information about the professional experience and education.

### Friends and Acquaintances
The node `FriendsAndAcquaintances` holds a list of associated nodes describing the friends and acquaintances of the user. This kind of information can be used, e.g., to notify the user when a friend or acquaintance enters or leaves the user's context (also referred as buddy function).

#### 6.2.2.2 Physical Characteristics of the User's Body
The second main node of the abstract user model is the `PhysicalCharacteristics` class. It comprises all information that are in relation with the physical characteristics of the user's body. As depicted in Figure 6.4, this information is divided into five parts.

---

**Figure 6.3**: Demographical data of the user
Characteristics of the Body  The general characteristics of the body embrace the outer and inner characteristics of the user’s body. These are associated to the CharacteristicsOfTheBody as further nodes and comprise information such as body height, weight, hair color, eye color, dress size, size of shoe, as well as blood type.

Vital Signs  Within the child nodes associated to the node VitalSigns information about the electrical skin resistance, blood pressure, breathing frequency, pulse rate, body temperature, and pupil widening are stored. Possible applications here are, e.g., automatically calling an emergency medical assistance service if specific vital signs exceed or fall below of threshold values. From vital signs, also information and assumptions about the emotional state of the user can be derived [Pic98].

Parts of the Body  The node PartsOfTheBody has further nodes associated that describe the current state of the singular parts of the body such as head, arms, and legs, as well as the position of the body, e.g., upright position or horizontal position. This kind of information has a short term validity, such as the current agitation of the left hand or the angle of vision of the head. A possible application scenario is that the user is offered to provide a natural language input to a system instead of using some haptic input devices, if the user has currently no hands free [Jam98].

Health  This node of the user model embraces further nodes associated that carry information relating to the user’s health. These are among others diseases, allergies, and vaccinations. A personalized system that compiles the daily food of the user can take food allergies of the user into account. Information about the user’s health is considerably sensitive data. Consequently, a personalized application gathering and exploiting such critical information needs to take corresponding security issues into account.

Disabilities  The node Disabilities comprises associated classes with information about physical disabilities of the user, e.g., amputation of extremities, color-
blindness, and visually or auditory handicaps. Exploiting this information, the user interface of the application can be adapted to the abilities and disabilities of the user [KLCR02]. A personalized application would take care of these disabilities of the user, e.g., by using large font sizes for visually impaired, switching the presentation's modality to visual for auditory handicapped, using appropriate colors for users with color-blindness, or choosing a route without stairs for a person in a wheelchair.

6.2.2.3 Mental Characteristics of the User

The mental characteristics of the user comprises information as defined from the classical user modeling research community. This includes information about the user's knowledge, goals, plans, interests, preferences, abilities, and misconceptions (see Section 6.2.1). It also comprises information about the habits, personality, emotional state, mood, and current ability to pay attention. This results in a Mental Characteristics node as depicted by the UML diagram in Figure 6.5.

In contrast to the other core modeling nodes of the abstract user model, the mental characteristics of the user described in this section are considered as soft information. This means that this kind of information, e.g., knowledge, personality, mood, and emotions, is not directly measurable or determinable. In contrast, hard information is typically directly measurable, e.g., the body weight, height, and blood type.

Knowledge From a psychology point of view, knowledge is considered as relatively long-lasting information in the user's long-term memory. Hence, knowledge is understood as subjective, justified true belief [RN03]. The knowledge a user has is modeled by the name of the domain or the specific topic and the corresponding knowledge level [BE98] the user has in this domain or topic. These are modeled in the abstract user model as a list of nodes associated to the Knowledge class. Acquiring information about the knowledge a user has in a specific domain or topic is highly complex and thus the reliability of the results is less than certain [KKP01]. Consequently, information about the user's knowledge is often referred as assumptions an application has about the user's knowledge. Thus, in this work knowledge is considered as the information and assumptions a personalized multimedia application has about the user's beliefs about concepts, relationships between concepts and facts, and rules with regard to the considered domain [KKP01]. For example, a personalized multimedia application could have the assumption that a user's knowledge level in the domain of mathematics is beginner.

In addition to the structure of knowledge described so far, knowledge can be organized hierarchically. The knowledge about a subject can be refined by knowledge about specific topics in this subject. For example, the user mentioned above could have basic knowledge in the field of mathematics in general, however high knowledge about the theorem of Pythagoras in particular.

As knowledge is defined as the subjective (although justified) belief of the user, it is possible that the user's beliefs are wrong. Thus, the user's knowledge can include misconceptions, e.g., a user believes that a specific construct is correct although it is proved that it is not. For example, the user could have a misconception about the
Theorem of Pythagoras, i.e., he or she has a notion of the theorem which contradicts to its mathematical definition.

An application scenario where information and assumptions about the user’s knowledge is exploited, is, e.g., in the area of e-learning applications an automatic help system. Such a help system could answer questions on the basis of the knowledge level of the user. If the application knows that the user has none or only little prior knowledge in the domain, then the answers are presented in full detail that do not require any prior knowledge. However, if the user is an expert in the domain, the application can assume that the user has some foreknowledge and the answer can be formulated accordingly (cf. [Chi89]).
Goals  The notion of goal is dependent on the area in which it is used. Opwis [Opw96] distinguishes between the two areas of motivation and problem solving: In the area of motivation, a goal is the intention for acting or behaving in a certain way to reach an anticipated notion of the impact of one’s action. For the area of problem solving, a goal is typically seen as a solution state, which is predetermined by the way of posing a specific problem. It is desired to reach the solution state or also called goal state and one shall aspire for it [RN03]. In addition to an overall goal of a specific problem, a goal hierarchy can be build [RN03]. This is achieved by decomposing a goal into sub-ordinate targets or sub-goals. Single sub-goals are connected by and- or or-operations and can themselves comprise further sub-goals [RN03]. The and-operation means that the goal is reached, when all of its sub-goals are accomplished. For the or-operation the accomplishment of one sub-goal is sufficient to reach the superordinate goal.

In this work, the notion of goal is defined on the basis of both areas motivation and problem solving. A goal is defined as possessing a motivation as well as a list of sub-goals, connected by the described operators. These are modeled in further sub-nodes associated to the Goals node. As sub-goals themselves can contain other sub-ordinate targets, also a hierarchical tree structure of arbitrary depth can be defined. Examples where assumptions about the user’s goals can be exploited are when users aim to find information about a specific topic or if they gain for shop some kind of product [KKP01].

Plans  The notion of plan is defined as structure that is targeted for representing actions and goals. A plan is used to argue about the impact of future actions and to affect the goal-oriented actions of a user [RN03]. By this, a plan consists of several concurrent or sequential actions modeled as child nodes of the Plans class in the abstract user model. Each action may be influenced by its predecessors in the plan [Pea00]. Actions can be either reactive or deliberative. A reactive interpretation sees an action as a consequence of the user’s beliefs, disposition, and environmental inputs. The deliberative interpretation sees action as an option of choice in contemplated decision making, usually involving comparison of consequences [Pea00].

Abilities and Disabilities  Abilities are skills learned by education and training. They are modeled in the abstract user model as a list of associated nodes carrying the abilities’ name and grade. For example, a user could have the ability driving a car with the grade expert [Ric89]. Besides the mental abilities, also the user’s mental disabilities need to be modeled. Such disabilities can be, e. g., learning disabilities [SB92]. In the abstract user model, the disabilities are modeled in the same way like abilities. Thus, they are also described by their name and a grade of disability.

Interests  The interests describe what the individual user likes and dislikes. Information and assumptions about interests are vital for and exploited by many personalized systems [KKP01], e. g., by the tourist guide Deep Map [FK02]. Typically, a personalized tourist guide application models assumptions about the topics a user is interested in, e. g., art, architecture, museums, or natural parks [CGL+02]. Modeling of user interests is also a central aspect for recommender systems [KKP01].
Recommender systems [SKR01, RV97] are a specific type of personalized applications targeted at making recommendations for products, goods, or services a user might be interested in, e.g., the Internet bookstore Amazon.com [Ama06].

Within the abstract user model, the user's interests are described by a name and a value in the interval \([-1, 1]\). These are modeled as a list of associated nodes of the Interests class. A value of \(-1\) represents that the user is not interested in a particular topic, while a value of \(1\) shows a high interest. The value of \(0\) indicates that the user has no specific interest or lack of interest in that particular topic. In addition, hierarchies of interests can be build. For example, the assumption that a user has general interest in mathematics can be refined in a second-level hierarchy describing the user's particular interest for geometry.

**Preferences** The notion of interests and preferences is often considered to be equal. However, they are slightly different as the following example shows. A user's preference is that a user has English as preferred language for receiving multimedia content, instead of, e.g., German or Japanese. However, to the user's interest belong that a user likes art from a particular period, e.g., the antiquity. Besides this semantic difference, preferences are modeled in the same manner as the interests in our abstract user model consisting of a name and a value determining how much the user prefers or dislikes it. An example of typical assumptions about the user's preferences a personalized tourist guide application could exploit are the preferred type of hotel or restaurant [CGL+02].

**Habits** Typically, users show some habits, i.e., specific patterns of behavior. These can be modeled and stored within nodes associated to the abstract user model's node Habits. Example for a specific pattern of behavior is that the user usually drinks coffee for breakfast or is used to watch sports on Saturday's TV afternoon.

**Personality** For modeling the user's personality we base on the work done by Egges, Kshirsagar, and Magenat-Thalmann [EKMT04, Ksh02, KMT02]. Here, personality is considered to be constant [EKMT03], i.e., it is practically not changing over time [Ksh02]. The user's personality causes deliberative reaction and affects how the user's mood changes over time [Ksh02]. Considering the modeling of the user's personality from psychology research, there are many personality models to be found [EKMT04]. These personality models consist of a set of dimensions, each describing a specific property of the personality. As the personality theories provided by the psychology research have different numbers of dimensions, it is useful to abstract from the provided personality models and assume that personality has \(n\) dimensions [EKMT04, EKMT03]. Each dimension is represented by a value in the interval \([0, 1]\). The personality dimensions are modeled as a list of nodes associated to the abstract user model's Personality node. The value of \(0\) denotes the absence of the specific dimension in the user's personality. On the other end of the interval, the value of \(1\) corresponds to a maximum presence of the specific dimension in the user's personality [EKMT04, EKMT03]. The framework proposed in [EKMT04, EKMT03, KMT02] for simulating personality, mood, and emotion of virtual humans employs the widely accepted five factors personality model [MJ92, Dig90]. For our abstract user model, we also employ this five factor model.
for the modeling of the user’s personality. The five personality aspects or personality dimensions defined in the five factors model are openness, conscientiousness, extraversion, agreeableness, and neuroticism.

**Mood**  With mood, a conscious and prolonged state of mind is understood that directly controls the user’s emotions [Ksh02, KMT02, Wil99]. It is clearly distinguished between mood and personality. Personality is considered as causing deliberative reactions. These reactions in turn causes the mood to change [Ksh02]. In addition, the user’s mood is also affected by the momentary emotions as a cumulative effect [Ksh02, KMT02, Wil99]. Mood is considered as a mid-term characteristic of the user’s mental state as it is less static than the user’s personality. However, it is also less fluent than the user’s emotions, which can change very quickly and thus are considered as short-term characteristics [EKMT04].

For modeling mood a one-dimensional structure can be applied, such as the user feels good or bad, or something between [Ksh02]. However, like the user’s personality the mood can be multi-dimensional, like a user feeling in love and being paranoid [EKMT03]. Whether mood should be modeled one-dimensional or multi-dimensional is beyond the scope of this work (cf. [EKMT04]). However, to provide for most flexibility it is reasonable to model mood as possibly having multiple dimensions [EKMT03]. Each dimension is described by a value that is either negative or positive and lies in the interval $[-1, 1]$. These dimensions are described in the abstract user model by a list of nodes associated to the user model’s **Mood** node. Using the one-dimensional structure for modeling mood from above, a value of $-1$ would represent that the user is in a bad mood, the value of $1$ is interpreted as feeling good, and the value of $0$ is considered that the user is in a neutral mood.

**Emotions**  Emotions are an integral part of the human’s decision making system. They are short-lived and decay quickly [Wil99]. Hence, they are associated to the user’s short-term characteristics. For the modeling of the user’s emotions, we base—like with the notion of personality and mood—on the work by Egges et al. [EKMT04, EKMT03]. The structure used to model the emotional state of the user is similar to the structure for modeling the personality [EKMT03]. The emotional state is considered as a set of emotions where each emotion is representing a distinct dimension in the emotional state [EKMT03]. Each emotion has a certain intensity, represented by a value in the interval $[0, 1]$. The emotions are modeled as a list of child nodes associated to the **Emotions** node. The size of the set of emotional dimensions describing the user’s emotional state depends on the psychological theory that is used as basis for it [EKMT04]. For our abstract user model, we employ a set of 24 basic emotions as defined in [Ksh02, KMT02]. These 24 emotions are an extension of the 22 basic emotions defined in [OCC88]. They are arranged into six groups of basic emotion expressions [Ksh02], which are joy, sadness, anger, surprise, fear, and disgust.\(^1\)

**Attention**  For the mental characteristic Attention it is important to consider the time the users have for a specific task. The possibility to pay attention is influenced

---

\(^1\) In [Ksh02] these six groups are exploited for visualizing a virtual human’s mood.
by (stress) factors from the outside world (situational distractions [Jam98]) such as if the user is currently driving a car. It is also influenced by the current state of mental exhaustion, e.g., if the user is tired. The node Attention is not specified in detail in the abstract user model and it is left to the concrete personalized multimedia application to further determine it.

6.2.2.4 Situation of the User

Within the Situation node of the user model, the current situation of the user is modeled. The user’s situation is strongly related to what is defined as context in Section 6.2.1. Different aspects can be identified that correlate with the situation of the user. The most common aspects are time, location, and the characteristics of the physical environment, as defined by, e.g., [DA99, CK00, GS01]. In addition to these aspects, it is also important to consider the user’s social situation. This includes information about the current role and the people that are nearby or with the user [CK00]. The definition of the corresponding Situation class in our abstract user model is depicted in Figure 6.6. The different aspects of the user’s situation are described in the following.

![Diagram of Situation class]

**Figure 6.6**: Situation of the user

**Time and Date** The node Time contains values describing the current time as well as the time zone the user is in. The node Date holds a value describing the date of the location of the user. Exploiting information about time and date offers, e.g., a personalized sightseeing application to add only those sights to the user’s personal route that are currently open and can be visited at that specific time of day and season.

**Location** The location is an important part of the user’s context [SHGN04]. It is typically exploited by mobile personalized applications, such as tourist guides. Typically, the users’ location is understood as their current position. In this work, we extend the notion of location by comprising not only information about the user’s
current position but also the current movement. Both are modeled as further classes associated to the abstract user model’s Location node.

The user’s position is modeled by the class Position and can be described either by providing a coordination-tuple or an hierarchical description [JS02]. Both types of information are associated to the Position node as further classes of the abstract user model. When providing a coordination-tuple, the user’s position is stored in the user model as triple consisting of longitude, latitude, and altitude in a specified system of coordinates. An example for a hierarchical description of the position is the address of a building the user is currently in. This building is located in a particular city, region, and country on the earth. This allows for a hierarchical description of the position that can be provided, e.g., by employing the Getty Thesaurus of Geographic Names [The06c]. However, the hierarchical description of the position can also be refined. For example, the position can be enhanced by information about, e.g., the floor and the room of the building the user is currently in. Consequently, the position can be described by a hierarchy that reaches from the country up to the room the user is currently in. Such an hierarchical approach allows personalized applications to get different levels of details describing the user’s physical location and surrounding. For example, one application might be interested in the room the user is currently in, while another application only needs to know the city the user is currently visiting. In addition to the coordination-tuple and the hierarchical description of the position, it can also be explicitly stated if the user is inside or outside a building. This information is important, as the relevant context within a building and outside a building can strongly differ. For example, the context information about the current weather is probably more important if the user is going to be outside the next couple of hours than if he or she is in a building.

The presented hierarchical description can not only be used for determining the user’s current position. In can also be employed for describing the position of other people or objects that are relevant to the users. Such an approach is pursued with the augmented world model developed in the Nexus project [LBBN04, NGS+01, GLMR01].

Within the class Movement the second aspect of location, i.e., the movement of the user is modeled. The class comprises information about the direction and velocity of the movement as well as the used means of transportation (cf. [CGL+02]). This information is modeled as nodes associated to the Movement node. The direction of the movement is determined by a three-dimensional vector. The means of transportation is described by a name, e.g., bus, car, taxi, train, airplane, and the like, together with further information about the characteristics of the means of transportation. Information about the movement can be used, e.g., to adapt the output modality. For example, if the user is walking, the system could provide information via acoustic output rather than a visual presentation of a sightseeing spot. Consequently, the users do not need to stop their movement or reduce velocity in order to read the information on the screen (cf. [Jam98]).

Characteristics of the Physical Environment The node CharacteristicsOfThePhysicalEnvironment embraces different measurable physical characteristics of the environment relevant for the user. This includes weather information such as temperature, wind strength, rain, barometric pressure, air humidity, lighting conditions as well as loudness of the environment. All characteristics of the physical environment
are modeled by corresponding classes of the abstract user model, which are associated to the CharacteristicsOfThePhysicalEnvironment node. An example of exploiting information about the characteristics of the physical environment is, e.g., adapting the background lightning of the display according to the lightning conditions of the environment [Sch00]. Or if the loudness of the environment is very high, the output modality can be changed from auditory to haptic, e.g., a cell phone could switch to vibration alarm for an incoming call instead of using an acoustic signal.

**Social Situation**  The social situation of the user is described among others by information about the user’s current role and the people that are nearby or with the user [CK00, SAW94]. In regard of the role, it is important, e.g., if the user is on business or private. The current role is also strongly related to the current task. For example, if a user is on private, a role can be, e.g., going shopping in the pedestrian zone, going to a concert, or visiting a medical doctor. For the business role, it can be important to know whether you are with your boss or with a co-worker [SAW94]. These people that are with the user are modeled by appropriate nodes associated to the SocialSituation class of the abstract user model.

### 6.2.2.5 Device

The node Device models the technical context of the user. A device can be a stationary Desktop PC, notebook, PDA, cell phone, and the like. Since a user can simultaneously carry more than one of these devices, a set of Device nodes is provided by the abstract user model (see Figure 6.2). The attributes defined in our abstract user model to describe the end devices’ characteristics mainly base on the vocabularies such as User Agent Profile (UAProf) [Ope06b], FIPA Device Ontology-Specification [FIP02], and CC/PP [KRW '04]. Figure 6.7 shows the modeling of the user’s devices within our abstract user model.

![Figure 6.7: Characteristics of the devices](image)
6.2 Modeling of User Profile Information and Context Information

General Characteristics of the Device With the general characteristics of the device, we subsume the nodes describing the device's type, status, and further information. The class DeviceType denotes the kind of device. Possible values for the device type are, e.g., Desktop PC, PDA, and cell phone. The node DeviceStatus determines whether the device is currently in operation and in which state the device is currently in. The class DeviceInfo embraces further information about the device such as the name and version, the manufacturer, and the firmware version.

Hardware The description of the hardware embraces information about the single physical parts of the device. This includes information such as the available input and output devices, CPU, network interfaces, and power supplies. These characteristics of the end device's hardware are modeled by classes associated to the Hardware node. In addition, there are further hardware characteristics described such as the pixel aspect ratio and screen size char of the end device display, like to be found with CC/PP [KRW+04].

One of the central questions pursued in regard of exploiting information about the characteristics of the end device is to adapt the content of web sites and multimedia presentations to the limits of the end device's display. Another example for exploiting information about the hardware characteristics of the end device is adapting an image element to the offered resolution and color-depth of the display or using a slideshow of image elements instead of a video element, if the end device is not capable of rendering video clips.

Software The node Software comprises information such as the name and version of the operating system, the available run-time environments, and supported network protocol of the device. In addition, it also includes a list of applications that are available. This information about the end device's software is modeled as classes associated to the Software node. For the single applications installed on the device, information can be stored such as the type of the application, its name, version, support for internationalization, supported file types, and manufacturer. In addition, further possibly application-specific information can be stored for each application. For example, information stored about the installed web browser could consider characteristics such as the supported HTML version, support for frames and tables, as well as if Java or JavaScript is available.

An example for exploiting information about the available software on a device is to check which types of data can be interpreted by a specific application on the device. For example, the mobile multimedia players typically allow only a limited set of media formats for rendering image, audio, and video elements. By exploiting this information, the multimedia content can be adapted to the file formats supported by the device’s software.

6.2.2.6 Summary

In the previous sections, the abstract user model and its single nodes have been introduced. The user model is defined as a combination of the core aspects of classical user modeling research as well as the aspects appeared with the availability of powerful mobile end devices, such as PDAs and cell phones, typically subsumed
under the notion of context. However, such an abstract user model can never define all (application-specific) aspects a personalized application might like or need to model about a user. To provide for such very particular aspects, the user model is extensible and refineable in regard of application-specific characteristics and requirements. By this, it provides support for the most different applications and domains of personalized multimedia applications.

6.3 Abstract Multimedia Content Representation Model

In the previous two Sections 6.1 and 6.2, the data models for media elements and meta data as well as user profile information have been presented. These models are exploited by the multimedia composition task to actually create the personalized multimedia content. From the general process chain for personalized multimedia content authoring presented in Section 5.1, we derived the central requirement that an abstract multimedia content representation model is needed to provide for a multi-channel generation of multimedia content into different presentation formats and for different platforms (see Section 5.2.1). For determining this abstract multimedia content representation model, we need to analyze today’s (standard) multimedia presentation formats. Even though an earlier comparison of existing presentation formats was conducted by Boll et al. [BKW99b], this analysis is not helpful here, as it was directed towards identifying new and fancy multimedia modeling features.

At this point, we could have considered to use any of the existing sophisticated multimedia document models, which have been developed from the application point of view, as basis of our multi-channel approach to generate all the other presentation formats. But this would not ensure that the syntax and multimedia modeling characteristics of the selected model can be optimally transformed to the syntax and multimedia modeling characteristics of the different presentation formats. As the subsequent analysis shows, multimedia document models of the modern multimedia presentation formats such as SMIL and SVG unfortunately intermix the different aspects of multimedia composition, e.g., the definition of media elements and their temporal synchronization. For example, SMIL presentation specifications intermix the media elements definition and the determination of the temporal course of the presentation with the beginClip and endClip attributes. As shown in Figure 6.8, the former approaches we find in the area of multimedia document models and presentation formats are targeted at identifying sophisticated requirements and fancy features for multimedia presentation, e.g., [Pih03, BKW99b]. In contrast, with our approach we aim at analyzing the existing presentation formats for multimedia in order to abstract from these formats to obtain an abstract multimedia content representation model. Once determined such an abstract multimedia content representation model, it allows to be transformed into the syntax and features of the different concrete multimedia presentation formats.

Thus, in contrast to the research activities so far, where usually the ideas and requirements in regard of the desired multimedia composition functionality result in a proper document model, we have performed a backwards analysis. We start at the state-of-the-art of today’s presentation formats to obtain the required char-
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Research approaches for the sophisticated modeling of multimedia presentations such as Madeus and AHM (see Section 3.2.1) have been contributing to the different facets of composing complex multimedia content but are less significant for this work, since there is no or only limited multimedia player support for the different end user devices today. Research projects that work on abstract internal models are, e.g., the Cuypers engine and WAM project (see Sections 3.2.7 and 3.2.8). The Cuypers engine focuses on high level modeling and sophisticated creation of personalized multimedia content. However, it remains with the delivery of SMIL content for Desktop PCs for the final presentation. The WAM project works on transforming XML-based multimedia content into SMIL with the specific focus of negotiating and meeting the technical constraints of the client device. Supporting a variety of different platforms and formats is not in their focus. The work in [KW06] proposes the Extensible MPEG-4 Textual (XMT) format [ISO01a] for cross-standard interoperability and remains in the field of SMIL-near multimedia document models. Cross-standard transformation among different standards cannot be done lossless and favors often one of the standards, here, SMIL.

6.3.1 Analysis of Existing Presentation Formats for Central Multimedia Features

As introduced above, we pursue in this work an analysis of existing multimedia presentation formats in order to find a greatest common denominator that joins the format-spanning central aspects of the different multimedia presentation formats. As multimedia applications today can use many different presentation formats to display their multimedia content on the user’s end device, we selected a wide range of state-of-the-art presentation formats for our analysis. The analyzed presentation formats include SMIL 2.0 and SMIL 2.0 in the Basic Language Profile (BLP) for mobile devices [ABC01b]. We also considered SVG 1.2 [AAA04b] and Mobile SVG 1.2 [AAA04a] comprising SVG Tiny for multimedia-ready cell phones and
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SVG Basic for pocket computers like PDAs. The further, we analyzed the formats Flash [Mac04], MPEG-4's XMT-Ω [KWC00, KW06, ISO01a], which is an extension of SMIL aimed as high-level description format for MPEG-4 [KWC00], HTML+TIME [SYS98], and the 3GPP SMIL Language Profile [3rd03a], which is a subset of SMIL targeted for the Multimedia Messaging Service (MMS). The 3GPP SMIL Language Profile is a superset of the SMIL 2.0 Basic Language Profile and is used for scene description within the MMS interchange format [3rd03b].

The earlier comparison and analysis of multimedia document models by Boll et al. [BKW99b] had its focus on finding specific compositional features for multimedia modeling rather than finding an abstract content model. However, in this former analysis and comparison of multimedia presentation formats and document models, the central aspects of multimedia modeling were identified (see Section 3.1.2) that are important in regard of an analysis that aims at finding an abstract multimedia content representation model. These central aspects are among others the definition of the temporal course and visual layout of the multimedia presentation as well as the interaction possibilities provided by it. Within the following analysis, we consider in detail how the syntactic elements of the presentation formats support each of these aspects. Embedding the central characteristics of multimedia modeling, the abstract multimedia content model allows for the transformation into all the different final presentation formats. In the following Sections 6.3.1.1 to 6.3.1.3, the results of the analysis in regard of the temporal model, the spatial model, and the interaction possibilities of the formats are presented. The final section summarizes these results and gives some further conclusions.

6.3.1.1 Analysis of Temporal Models in Multimedia Presentation Formats

The temporal model allows to define the presentation's temporal course, i.e., temporal dependencies between the media elements within a multimedia document (see Section 3.1.2). For this, the media elements need to be arranged along the presentation's timeline [GT95]. The arrangement of the media elements into the presentation's timeline can be conducted by, e.g., determining the single media elements' presentation intervals, employing the specification of timing events, and other approaches. Although, the methods applied for determining the playback time of the media elements can be different, the result is always a playback of the media elements for a specific period of time. The presentation of a medium element begins at a specific point in time within the presentation's playback and lasts for a specific duration. Abstracting from the different methods for determining the playback time of media elements as well as abstracting from the syntax of the different presentation formats, one can see that there are in principal two concepts followed how to model the temporal course of a multimedia presentation.

As depicted in Figure 6.9 by a small slideshow example, the temporal model can be realized by defining absolute positioning in time on a global timeline or by using local timelines (cf. [GT95]). In the first case, one single, global timeline is used as basis to define the temporal synchronization of the media elements (cf. [BKCD98]). This means that all media elements used for the slideshow are placed on the global timeline by distinct points in time, which always refer to the zero point of the global time axis. This concept is realized, e.g., by the SVG family.
The other possibility for temporal positioning of media elements is by using multiple local timelines (cf. [BKCD98]). Here, the media elements refer no longer to the zero point of the global timeline but to the beginning of a local timeline. Local timelines can be nested to build arbitrary relative temporal dependencies between the presentation’s media elements. In our example, each slide has its own local timeline where the corresponding image and text elements are placed. These local timelines are then arranged on the global one. The concept of local timelines is supported, e.g., by SMIL and XMT-Ω.

![Figure 6.9: Example of a slideshow to illustrate global and local points in time](image)

### 6.3.1.2 Analysis of Spatial Models in Multimedia Presentation Formats

The spatial model expresses the arrangement and style of the visual media elements in the multimedia presentation, i.e., it determines the spatial layout of the presentation (see Section 3.1.2). Analyzing the syntax of the different presentation formats, we can see that they allow both absolute positioning of visual media elements with respect to the origin of the coordinate system as well as relative positioning of visual media elements at positions relative to other multimedia composition elements. The difference between the two is depicted in Figure 6.10. The top of the figure shows a schematic diagram of a sightseeing application and the visual media elements that are used for it. In the case of absolute positioning the visual media elements always refer to the origin of the coordinate system of the entire multimedia presentation. With relative positioning visual media elements are placed within local areas. In the example given, the medium “Sight’s name” and “Image of sight” belong to the coordinate system of the “Info panel”. These logical areas can be nested to build arbitrary spatial dependencies between the visual media elements.
6.3.1.3 Analysis of Interaction Possibilities in Multimedia Presentation Formats

The third central aspect in multimedia presentations is interaction. Here, navigational interaction provides for control of the flow of a presentation. It allows to select one out of many presentation paths that can be followed (see Section 3.1.2). This interaction type is realized by, e.g., interactive hyperlinks, menus, and hotspots. Common to these different elements is that they represent one or more interactive external or internal links. External links refer to external multimedia presentations or to a particular medium element within. Internal links, however, refer to a distinct element within the same presentation. Following an internal link means to jump to a specific point in time on the multimedia presentation’s timeline. Therefore, they are a proper means to create interactive multimedia presentations in a single document.

All considered presentation formats support unidirectional internal links and unidirectional external links. This means that they provide an element to define a link to a distinct target, within the same document or to other presentations. A link back from the target to the source is thereby not provided (that would be bidirectional linking).
In the following, the definition of navigational links is also called the interaction model of the multimedia content. Such an interaction model allows for determining the possible user interaction with the multimedia presentation in order to let the user choose different playback paths of a presentation.

Although all presentation formats define the considered internal and external navigational interaction, the reality shows something different: For example, not all multimedia players support the internal navigational interaction defined by the standards, i.e., the player does not support jumping to the presentation time of a particular element within the presentation. This is the case, e.g., with Adobe's SVG plug-in [Ado06a] and the SVG 1.2 presentation format. In addition, besides the support for calling external presentations by using external navigational interaction, the current multimedia players do not support for jumping to a particular element within the external presentation, e.g., the RealPlayer [Rea06] displaying a SMIL 2.0 presentation. Finally, not all of the considered multimedia presentation formats define a mechanism for accessing a specific part within a medium element, e.g., the SVG 1.2 format. Here, it would be interesting to provide support to jump at a specific point in time within the playback of a medium element, e.g., a video element, which is used for the presentation. Work in the direction of accessing specific parts of a single medium element is conducted by the Continuous Media Web (CMWeb) project and the Annodex technology [CSI06].

6.3.1.4 Summary of Presentation Format Characteristics

The results of our analysis of the considered presentation formats and their individual characteristics in regard of the discussed temporal, spatial, and interaction models are shown in Table 6.1. One can see that most presentation formats support local timelines to determine the temporal model. Only SVG and its profiles provide a temporal model based on a global timeline. Also most of the presentation formats support relative positioning of media elements in space. Only the profiles of SMIL aimed for mobile devices and Adobe's Flash format use absolute positioning of media elements. In regard of the interaction model all formats support external and internal links. This distinction becomes important when actually generating the multimedia content in final presentation format.

This analysis of the existing presentation formats is targeted to develop a single, presentation-format independent multimedia content representation model. This model is optimally suited for transformation to all the different presentation formats. The design of the internal multimedia content representation model is introduced in the next section.

6.3.2 Definition of the Modeling Characteristics of the Internal Model

For the representation of multimedia content one can find the most different notations, e.g., petri nets in [WSDSS96, BM95, LG90b], flow chart like diagrams with decision operators in [Ado05b, BKCD98], scenario views following the temporal axis paradigm in [JLR+98], activity diagrams with an own extension for the visual layout in [HBR94], hyperchart diagrams which are an extension of statechart diagrams
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#### Table 6.1: Characteristics of different multimedia presentation formats

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Presentation format</th>
<th>Temporal model</th>
<th>Spatial model</th>
<th>Navigational interaction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SMIL 2.0</td>
<td>local</td>
<td>relative</td>
<td>internal and external</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMIL 2.0 BLP</td>
<td>local</td>
<td>absolute</td>
<td>internal and external</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SGPP SMIL 1.0.0</td>
<td>local</td>
<td>absolute</td>
<td>internal and external</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVG 1.2</td>
<td>global</td>
<td>relative</td>
<td>internal and external</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVG Basic</td>
<td>global</td>
<td>relative</td>
<td>internal and external</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVG Tiny</td>
<td>global</td>
<td>relative</td>
<td>internal and external</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XMT-Ω</td>
<td>local</td>
<td>relative</td>
<td>internal and external</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flash</td>
<td>local</td>
<td>absolute</td>
<td>internal and external</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTML+TIME</td>
<td>local</td>
<td>relative</td>
<td>internal and external</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

in regard of describing time sequencing and synchronization requirements for multimedia in [PTOM98], or tree-like notations in [Bul95]. Since many of today's presentation formats like SVG, SMIL, and XMT-Ω apply XML for their specification and documents based on XML can be represented in a tree structure, a document tree model seems to be best suitable and most intuitive to represent multimedia content. For the development of our abstract multimedia model first the concrete characteristics of the model must be determined to meet the characteristics of the different presentation formats. These are the definition of the temporal, spatial, and interaction model. From the analysis of the presentation formats in Section 6.3.1, we conclude that our abstract document model must provide a temporal model that allows to define local timelines and a spatial model that supports relative positioning. These are requirements that in the end call for a tree structure for our multimedia content representation model. In addition, a tree structure forms a good basis for transforming into the syntax of the often XML-based presentation formats. Our abstract multimedia model is introduced in more detail in the following sections along the central aspects of multimedia document models. We motivate our design decisions by concrete examples.

#### 6.3.2.1 Definition of the Temporal Model

The temporal model of our abstract multimedia content representation model has to be chosen such that we can best generate local and global timelines to support the temporal model of the different presentation formats. A temporal model that bases on local timelines can be directly mapped to the temporal model of a presentation format that also supports local timelines. If the presentation format supports only a global timeline, these local timelines can be automatically transformed into global
positions in time. If we used a global timeline for our abstract model, we could not sufficiently support the creation of semantically reasonable local timelines. Consequently, we decided for our abstract document model in favor of a temporal model with local timelines. These local timelines can be created by defining nested time-intervals as it can be found in, e.g., [DK95]. For the representation of local timelines a tree structure as can be found with SMIL and XMT-Ω forms a reasonable representation. The multimedia document tree represents the time from its left to its right nodes which can be converted to a global timeline.

6.3.2.2 Definition of the Spatial Model

For our abstract multimedia model a spatial model has to be chosen such that it can arrange visual media elements by relative and absolute positioning to provide best support for the different presentation formats’ spatial models. A spatial model that supports relative positioning can be directly mapped to a presentation format whose spatial model also supports relative positioning. Such a relative positioning model can also be transformed into absolute positioning of a global coordinate system, as supported by SVG for example. If we used a single global coordinate system for our abstract model, we could not sufficiently support the semantically reasonable creation of local coordinate systems with relative positioning of the media elements. As a consequence, we decided for our abstract spatial model in favor of relative positioning that uses a hierarchical model for specifying the spatial layout and positioning of the media elements.

6.3.2.3 Definition of the Interaction Model

In regard of navigational interaction, the abstract document model supports the definition of both internal links and external links: With internal links navigational interaction within a single multimedia presentation can be created like it is supported by SMIL for example. With external links navigational interaction between different multimedia presentations is modeled as it is supported by the considered formats. The distinction between internal links and external links is important for the later transformation of the multimedia content in the concrete presentation format. Internal links might be considered elegant and desirable in some cases, because the entire multimedia presentation is created within a single document. However, the target of internal links is embedded in the document at transformation time and cannot be changed subsequently. With external links one can refer to external presentations and distinct elements within them. Presentations referred by external links could also be generated on-the-fly with reflecting the latest user profile information just when the user clicks on the respective link. Providing both internal and external links gives the abstract document model the flexibility which is needed to satisfy the different applications’ requirements.

6.3.2.4 Summary

In this section, we have defined the characteristics of the models for determining the temporal course, spatial layout, and interaction possibilities of the multimedia presentation with the user in our internal multimedia content representation model.
In the following Sections 6.3.3 to 6.3.5, the basic, complex, and sophisticated multimedia composition support of this internal representation model are presented. This multimedia composition support serves the requirement for providing a set of basic multimedia composition functionality as well as being extensible in regard of more complex and application-specific multimedia composition and multimedia personalization functionality (see Section 5.2.1).

6.3.3 Basic Multimedia Composition Functionality

Since our multimedia representation model has been designed to support local timelines, relative positioning, and interactive linking, it serves the different central modeling characteristics of today's presentation formats. It provides support for creating arbitrary personalized multimedia content in a tree-like fashion abstracting from the features and syntax of the concrete multimedia presentation formats. For it, the abstract representation model provides a set of application-independent basic composition elements. The basic composition elements provide support for the basic functionality for multimedia composition (see requirements to the multimedia composition in Section 5.2.1) and form the primitive building blocks for assembling and composing the selected media elements into personalized multimedia documents (cf. [GT95]).

The set of basic composition elements can be divided into the following groups: media elements, basic composition operators, and projectors. These groups of basic composition elements are introduced in the following.

6.3.3.1 Media Elements

The MM4U framework provides support for discrete as well as continuous media elements. As introduced and defined in Section 3.1.1, discrete media elements are images and texts and continuous media elements are video clips and audio clips. These are represented in the internal multimedia content model by the media elements Image, Text, Video, and Audio. The duration of discrete media elements is defined per default to infinite. Continuous media elements have an intrinsic playback duration, which is given implicitly by the length of their raw media data. In addition, visual media elements such as Image, Text, and Video have a spatial position as well as spatial extension.

6.3.3.2 Basic Composition Operators

A basic composition operator or short a basic operator can be regarded as an atomic unit for multimedia composition, which cannot be further broken down. Basic operators are quite simple. However, they are applicable for arbitrary application areas and therefore most flexible. As depicted in Figure 6.11, the basic composition operators are specialized into three groups: basic temporal operators, basic selector operators, and basic interaction operators. These different types of basic composition operators are introduced in the following.

**Basic Temporal Operators** The temporal course of a multimedia presentation is determined by basic temporal operators or short temporal operators. The Parallel
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Figure 6.11: The three types of basic composition operators

Operator

TemporalOperator  SelectorOperator  InteractionOperator

operator is one specialization of the temporal operator. It is used to present its children, which are either media elements or other multimedia document trees, at the same time. It represents the functionality of the <par> element in presentation formats like SMIL. The Parallel element is not contradictory to presentation formats that only support a global timeline, because in that case the children of the Parallel element would just be placed at the same point in time on the presentation format's global timeline. The corresponding UML class diagram defining the Parallel operator is depicted in Figure 6.12. It has one or more multimedia composition operators or media elements associated. Within the representation model, composition operators and media elements are subsumed under the notion of multimedia composition variables or short composition variables. Thus, as depicted by the UML diagram in Figure 6.12, the media elements and composition operators are specific subtypes of the composition variable. The projectors depicted at the right hand side of Figure 6.12 are used to determine the spatial, typographic, temporal, and acoustic layout of the multimedia presentations. They are introduced later in Section 6.3.3.3.

The basic temporal composition operator Sequential represents the functionality as can be found with the <seq> element of SMIL. The children of the Sequential operator are the same as for the Parallel operator, but the Sequential operator's semantics is to show them in a sequence, one after the other. The corresponding UML class diagram defining the Sequential operator is shown in Figure 6.13.

With the composition operator Delay, a distinct gap within a presentation can be determined, i.e., a period of time where the respective presentation sub-tree pauses (delays). As defined in Section 6.3.2.1, the internal multimedia content representation model represent time from its left to its right nodes. Consequently, the Delay operator shifts the subsequent nodes on the right side in the document tree by the determined duration on the timeline. The Delay operator can be placed between any media elements and composition operators and has no child node. An example of the Delay operator in the notation of ZYX (see Section 3.2.1) is shown in Figure 6.16. The corresponding UML class diagram defining the Delay operator as well as the class diagrams defining the following temporal composition operators are listed in Appendix B.

The Loop operator has exactly one child node, representing an arbitrary presentation subtree. Its semantics is to repeat the associated presentation subtree for a
specified times. Consequently, it can be considered as a Sequential operator where the single child nodes are a \( n \)-times duplicated presentation subtree and therefore the presentation subtree is presented \( n \)-times.

With the Jump operator, a non-interactive link to a specified target can be defined. The Jump operator is automatically activated when the playback of the multimedia presentation reaches the operator. The target of a Jump operator can be a specific presentation element within the current presentation (internal jump) but it can also be an external multimedia presentation or a specific medium element within this external presentation (external jump).

**Basic Selector Operators** The basic selector operators or short selector operators are used to cut parts of a single medium element or a presentation tree in regard of its temporal or spatial dimension. There are three selector operators defined in our internal multimedia content representation model. These are described in the following.

The TemporalSelector operator is applied to shorten the playback duration of a medium element or multimedia document tree. It realizes the specific temporal multimedia composition functionality that is introduced, e.g., in SMIL with the \texttt{clip-begin} and \texttt{clip-end} attributes. A TemporalSelector operator cuts a distinct time-interval of the intrinsic presentation duration of a medium element or multimedia document tree. As the presentation duration of the discrete media elements Text and Image is infinite per default, the TemporalSelector is used to shorten it to a finite duration.
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**Figure 6.13**: The basic temporal operator Sequential

For reasons of clarity the TemporalSelector and the Delay operator abandon the intermix of media element definitions and temporal synchronization as it has been introduced with attributes such as begin into models like SMIL and SVG for reasons of convenience. The UML class diagram defining the TemporalSelector operator is depicted in Figure 6.14.

Like the TemporalSelector operator is used to select a distinct time interval, the SpatialSelector is used to cut a specific spatial region of a single medium element or multimedia document tree. Both, the TemporalSelector and SpatialSelector can be applied recursively. With the TextualSelector a distinct part of a text medium can be cut out and used for composition. However, in contrast to the TemporalSelector and SpatialSelector, a TextualSelector can only be applied to a text element and not be applied recursively. The UML class diagrams of the TemporalSelector and SpatialSelector are shown in Appendix B.

**Basic Interaction Operators** With basic interaction operators or short interaction operators the navigational interaction possibilities of a multimedia presentation are realized. The internal multimedia representation model defines three interaction operators. These are presented in the following.

A Link operator defines an interactive link—represented by a single medium element or a fragment of a multimedia presentation that is click-able by the user—and a target presentation the user receives if he or she clicks on the link. The corresponding UML class diagram of the Link operator is presented in Figure 6.15. The
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Figure 6.14: The basic selector operator TemporalSelector

target of the Link operator can be an external multimedia presentation represented by a URI. It can also be an internal reference to a specific part of the multimedia presentation identified by a composition variable, i.e., a medium element or composition operator. The Link operator’s attribute mode determines what happens to the original presentation when the user clicks on the link to start the target presentation. In the case of mode = vanish, the current presentation is stopped and replaced by the presentation determined by the Link operator’s target. If mode = prevail, the playback of the current presentation is continued and simultaneously the presentation defined by the Link operator’s target is presented. Here, the current presentation and the target’s presentation are “merged” together.

With the Hotspot operator a second type of interaction operator is defined within the internal representation model. Like the Link operator, the Hotspot operator has one child node associated, which is presented when the playback engine reaches the Hotspot operator. However, in contrast to the Link operator, the Hotspot operator has defined multiple targets. Each target is defined by a click-able rectangle area within the Hotspot operator’s associated child node, which is like with the Link operator either a medium element or presentation fragment.

With basic composition operators and media elements multimedia presentations can be created such as the slideshow depicted in Figure 6.16. The notation of the tree-like diagram is based on [Bol01, BK01]. The basic composition operators are represented by white rectangles and the media elements by gray ones. The relation between the media elements and the basic operators is shown by the edges beginning with a filled circle at an operator and ending with a filled rhombus respectively a diamond at a media element or another operator. Time is represented within the tree-like diagram from left to right. The diagram at the bottom depicts the local timelines of the slideshow presentation.

The semantics of the slideshow shown in Figure 6.16 is that it starts with the presentation of the root element, which is the Parallel operator. As the semantics of
the Parallel operator is that it shows the operators and media elements at the same
time, the audio file starts to play while simultaneously the Sequential operator is
presented. The semantics of the Sequential operator is to show the attached media
elements one after another, so while the audio file is played in background the three
slides are presented in sequence after an initial delay of five seconds due to the
Delay operator. If the user clicks on a slide, the presentation immediately jumps
to the Link operator's target, i.e., the next slide. When the slideshow presentation
is finished, the Jump operator is activated and the presentation continues with the
external multimedia presentation.

As the slideshow example shows, each temporal composition operator defines
its own local timeline for determining the global temporal synchronization of the
presentation. For example, the timeline of the audio medium begins at $0s$ and ends
at $35s$, while the local timeline of the second slide image begins at $15s$ and ends
with $25s$. Since the temporal composition elements can be nested, multimedia pre-
sentations of arbitrary temporal layout can be created with the basic multimedia
composition elements.

### 6.3.3.3 Projectors

Besides the basic composition operators also so-called projectors are part of basic
multimedia composition functionality the representation model provides. Projectors
can be attached to media elements and composition operators to define, e.g., the
visual layout and acoustical layout of the multimedia presentation. As shown in
Figure 6.17, there exist four different types of projectors.

The SpatialProjectors are used to determine the relative spatial positioning as
well as the width and height of visual media elements and multimedia document
sub-trees. They realize the visual layout of the multimedia presentation following the `region`-concept of SMIL and embracing the hierarchically assignment of layout to media elements in SVG, respectively. The positioning as well as width and height of the spatial projection can be provided in different units such as cm, inch, and pixel. Default value for the `unit` attribute is pixel. In addition, the z-order value can be determined with the `priority` attribute. It is required, e.g., to determine the presentation order of two partially overlapping image elements.

The acoustic layout of the multimedia presentation is defined by attaching an `AcousticProjector` to an audio element or video element. With it, the volume and balance of an audio medium or presentation sub-tree can be determined.

Figure 6.18 shows a slightly enhanced version of the slideshow example from above with projectors attached (the `Link` and `Jump` operators as well as the image elements' and audio element's temporal selectors are not depicted for reasons of simplicity). As the figure shows, each `SpatialProjector` defines its own (local) coordinate system within the visual media elements can be placed. For each `SpatialProjector` the diagram at the bottom of Figure 6.18 shows its spatial extension in the presentation. As composition operators can be nested, also the projectors can and influence each other. For example, the projectors marked with 3 place the slide's image elements into the local coordinate system that is spawn by projector 2. Consequently,
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Figure 6.17: The projectors of the internal multimedia content representation model

with nesting SpatialProjectors multimedia presentations of arbitrary hierarchically organized spatial layout can be realized.

As Figure 6.17 shows, the internal representation model defines besides the SpatialProjector and AcousticProjector two other projectors. With the TemporalProjector the temporal course of a presentation can be modified in regard of the playback speed and the playback direction. When two or more TemporalProjector are used within a multimedia presentation tree, the values of the speed attribute are appropriately accumulated. For example, if one TemporalProjector determines the playback speed to be 2 and another TemporalProjector in the presentation sub-tree determines the playback speed to be 3, the total playback speed of the multimedia presentation sub-tree associated under the second TemporalProjector is $2 \times 3 = 6$.

With the TypographicProjector, the typographic layout of text elements can be modified. This regards typographic attributes such as the used font, font size, font style including bold, italics, and the like, as well as text color and background color.
As Figure 6.17 shows, not all projectors are reasonable for all the four media elements defined in our internal multimedia content representation model. The reasonable relations between media elements and projectors are defined by the directed associations from the media elements to the projectors.
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6.3.3.4 Summary

The description above presents the basic multimedia composition functionality the internal multimedia content representation model offers. It provides customary composition operators for creating multimedia content as provided by modern multimedia presentation formats like SMIL and SVG. Even though the basic composition functionality does not reflect the fancy features of some of today's multimedia presentation formats, it supports the very central multimedia features of modeling time, space, and interaction. This allows the transformation of the internal multimedia content representation model into many different multimedia presentation formats for different end devices.

With the media elements, the basic composition operators, and the projectors, the multimedia content representation model provides the basic bricks for composing and assembling arbitrary personalized multimedia content. However, so far the MM4U framework provides "just" basic multimedia composition functionality. In the same way as one would use an authoring tool to create SMIL presentations, for example the GRiNS editor [Ora06c], one can also use a corresponding authoring tool for the basic composition operators the MM4U framework offers to create multimedia content. Such an authoring tool for the internal multimedia content representation model exists with the context-driven smart authoring environment xSMART presented in Section 10.6. For reasons of reusing parts of the created multimedia presentations, e.g., parts of the presentation's layout, and for convenience, there is a need for more complex and application-specific multimedia composition functionality for creating personalized multimedia content. Consequently, we show in the subsequent Section 6.3.4 how this basic composition functionality the internal representation model provides can be extended by more complex and application-specific multimedia personalization support.

6.3.4 Complex Multimedia Composition Functionality

For creating more complex multimedia presentations, the internal multimedia content representation model provides the ability to abstract from the set of basic composition elements to more complex operators. A complex composition operator or complex operator encapsulates the composition functionality of an arbitrary number of media elements, basic operators, and projectors. Employing such complex operators, application developers can create more complex bricks for realizing their multimedia composition functionality. Besides encapsulating media elements, basic operators, and projectors, complex composition operators can also contain other complex operators. Consequently, complex composition operators provide a means for reusing composition operators and parts of multimedia presentations, respectively. Thus, the abstract multimedia content representation model provides with the complex composition operators for the requirement to provide for more complex multimedia composition functionality (see Section 5.2.1). The UML diagram in Figure 6.19 shows this functionality. A complex operator can embed an arbitrary number of media elements, basic operators, and projectors, as well as it can include an arbitrary number of other complex operators.

In contrast to the basic operators, the complex composition operators can be dismantled into their individual parts. Figure 6.20 depicts a complex composition
Figure 6.19: The concept of complex composition operators in the internal multimedia content representation model

operator for our slideshow example above (the temporal selectors as well as the projectors are not shown for reasons of simplicity). The complex composition operator encapsulates the media elements, operators, and projectors of the slideshow (the latter are omitted in the diagram to reduce complexity). The complex operator Slideshow, indicated by a small "c"-symbol in the upper right corner, represents an encapsulation of the former slideshow presentation in a complex object and forms itself a building block for more complex multimedia composition.

Complex operators as described above define fixed encapsulated presentations. Their temporal course, spatial layout, and the used media elements cannot be changed subsequently. However, a complex composition operator does not necessarily need to specify all media elements, operators, and projectors of the respective multimedia document tree. Instead, to be more flexible, some parts can be intentionally left open. These parts constitute the parameters of a complex composition operator and have to be filled in for concrete usage of these operators. Such parameterized complex composition operators or short parameterized complex operators are one means to define multimedia composition templates within the MM4U framework. However, only pre-structured multimedia content can be created with these templates, since the complex composition operators can only encapsulate presentations of a fixed structure.

Figure 6.21 shows the slideshow example as a parameterized complex composition operator. In this case, the complex operator Slideshow comprises the two basic operators Parallel and Sequential. The Slideshow's parameters are the place holders
for the title screen, Delay operator, three image elements “Image 1” to “Image 3”, and the Jump operator. The slideshow’s audio file is already preselected and encapsulated by the complex operator.

In addition, the parameters of a complex composition operator can be typed, i.e., they expect a special type of operator or media element. The Slideshow operator would expect an image element for the title screen, followed by a Delay operator, three slide images, and a Jump operator to a subsequent presentation. However, the Slideshow operator could also be configured such that it requires an image element as title screen and arbitrary media elements or multimedia composition operators for the five following parameters, each determining an individual slide. To indicate the complex operator’s parameters, they are visualized by rectangles with dotted lines in Figure 6.21. Only by providing concrete media elements for the single slides, the complex operator Slideshow can be used.

In the same way as projectors are attached to basic operators in Section 6.3.3, they can also be attached to complex operators. The SpatialProjector attached to the Slideshow shown in Figure 6.21 determines that the slideshow’s position within a multimedia presentation is at the position of $x = 100$ pixel and $y = 50$ pixel in relation to the position of its parent node.

With basic composition operators and complex composition operators one can build multimedia composition functionality that is equivalent to the composition functionality of advanced multimedia document models like Madeus [JLR+98] and ZyX [BK01]. Though parameterized complex composition operators can have an arbitrary number of parameters and can be configured individually each time they are used, the internal document structure of complex operators is still static, like with the complex composition operators without parameters. This means that the structure of the multimedia presentation is hard-wired within the parameterized complex operator. Once a parameterized complex composition operator is defined, the number of parameters and their type are fixed and cannot be changed. Using a parameterized complex composition operator can be regarded as filling in fixed
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composition templates with suitable media elements. Personalization can only take place in selecting those media elements that best fit the user profile information. For the dynamic creation of personalized multimedia content, as stated in the requirements in Section 5.2.2, even more sophisticated composition functionality is needed that allows the composition operators to change the structure of the generated multimedia content at runtime. To realize such sophisticated composition functionality additional (application-specific) composition logic needs to be included into the composition operators, which cannot expressed anymore even by the mentioned advanced document models we find in the field. Consequently, the sophisticated operators presented in the following section enhance the concept of complex operators by determining the structure and layout of the multimedia presentation during runtime and the depending on the user profile information.

6.3.5 Sophisticated Multimedia Composition Functionality

With basic and complex composition functionality, we already provide the dynamic composition of pre-structured multimedia content by parameterized multimedia composition templates. However, such templates are only flexible concerning the selection of the concrete composition parameters. To achieve an even more flexible dynamic content composition, the framework provides sophisticated composition operators or short sophisticated operators, which allow determining the document structure and layout during creation time by additional composition logic. Multimedia composition templates defined by using such sophisticated composition
operators are no longer limited to create pre-structured multimedia content only. However, they allow, e.g., to determine the concrete temporal course, the document structure, spatial and acoustic layout, and the number of used media elements for the multimedia presentation on-the-fly and depending on the user profile information and any further additional information such as a database containing sightseeing information.

Such sophisticated composition operators exploit the basic and complex composition functionality. In addition, they allow more flexible, possibly application-specific multimedia composition and personalization functionality with their additional composition logic. Thus, the sophisticated composition operators serve the requirement for providing application-specific multimedia personalization functionality (see Section 5.2.1). The provided application-specific multimedia composition logic can be realized by different approaches for multimedia personalization (see Section 3.3) and using, e.g., generic document structures, templates, style sheets, layout constraints and rules, or plain programming code. Consequently, the sophisticated composition operators also serve the requirement for exploiting different personalization approaches (see Section 5.2.1). In our graphical notation, sophisticated composition operators are represented in the same way as complex operators, but are labeled with a small “s”-symbol in the upper right corner. Besides the complex and basic composition functionality, a sophisticated composition operator can also embed other sophisticated composition operators. Like the complex composition operators, also the sophisticated composition operators can be parameterized. Such a composition operator is called parameterized sophisticated composition operator or short parameterized sophisticated operator.

Figure 6.22 shows an example of a parameterized sophisticated composition operator, the SightPresentation. This operator provides the generation of a multimedia presentation about a sight. The parameters of this sophisticated operator are the sophisticated operator SightContent, representing a sequence of image elements or video elements together with either textual descriptions or auditive information about the sight, as well as an optional parameter for determining a background music for the presentation. Optional parameter means that the parameter is not necessary for applying the sophisticated composition operator. If the parameter is provided, the application-logic of the SightPresentation operator integrates the background music. If it is not provided, the operator changes the appropriate part of the sight presentation. The SightPresentation operator is used within our personalized city guide application presented in Section 10.1 and serves there for Desktop PCs as well as mobile devices.

The multimedia document tree generated by the SightPresentation operator is shown in the bottom part of Figure 6.22. Its root element constitutes the Parallel operator. Attached to it are the title image of the sight presentation and a Link operator for returning to the tourist guide’s main page, which is a map of the city with a personalized selection of spots on it. Also attached to the Parallel operator is another Link operator referring to the sight’s homepage (if applicable) and the sophisticated operator BackgroundMusic. The sophisticated operator BackgroundMusic is carrying the actual sight presentation content in form of the sophisticated operator SightContent as well as a piece of music. Thus, the optional parameter determining a background music is provided in this case.
At this point it is important to note, that independent of how the sophisticated multimedia content composition functionality is actually realized and independent of the input parameters given to such a sophisticated operator, the result of this composition process is always a multimedia content representation tree that only consists of basic multimedia composition elements, i.e., media elements, basic operators, as well as projectors as introduced before. This holds also if complex operators are used within a sophisticated operator, since these can be dismantled into their basic composition bricks. Consequently, in regard of specifying the sophisticated operators' functionality, the UML class diagram depicted in Figure 6.19 also holds for this kind of multimedia composition support. No additional specification is required.

Figure 6.22: Insight into the sophisticated composition operator SightPresentation

The SightPresentation operator is one example of extending the multimedia composition and personalization functionality of the Multimedia Composition layer by a sophisticated application-specific multimedia composition operator, here in the area of (mobile) tourism applications. This operator, e.g., is developed by programming the required dynamic multimedia composition functionality. However, the realization of the internal composition logic of sophisticated operators is independent of the used technology and programming language. The same composition logic could also be realized by using a different technology, as for example a template or constraint-based approach. Though the actual realization of the SightPresentation...
tion operator would be different, the multimedia document tree generated by this personalization approach would be the same as depicted in Figure 6.22. Two example result of applying the sophisticated operator SightPresentation are depicted in Figure 6.23. The left hand side of the figure shows a sight presentation about a museum targeted at a Desktop PC, comprising video elements and text elements, however, no auditive information. The right hand side of the figure shows the application of the same sophisticated operator SightPresentation, however, with different parameters provided. The result is a sight presentation targeted at a mobile device and carrying a slideshow of images and some auditive information about a restaurant.

Figure 6.23: Results of applying the sophisticated composition operator SightPresentation

Sophisticated composition operators allow embracing the most different solutions for realizing personalized multimedia composition functionality. This can be plain programming as in the example of the SightPresentation operator, document structures and templates that are dynamically selected according to the user profile information and filled in with media elements relevant to the user, or systems describing the multimedia content generation by constraints and rules. As stated above, it is important that the result of applying such a sophisticated composition operator is always a multimedia document tree that consists (dismantled to its lowest units) only of a basic multimedia composition elements, i.e., media elements, basic operators, and projectors. Thus, the personalization of the multimedia content takes place within the sophisticated composition operator and not with the resulting document tree.
Our multimedia content representation model with its basic composition elements provides the basis needed to develop arbitrary sophisticated multimedia composition and personalization functionality. Thus, sophisticated composition operators can be seen as a “small personalized multimedia application” itself that can conduct a particular multimedia personalization functionality. This small application can be re-used within others and thus extends the functionality of the framework. With the sophisticated composition operators the Multimedia Composition layer provides its most powerful and flexible functionality to generate arbitrary personalized multimedia content.

6.3.6 Alternative Representations of the Internal Model

Besides the presented semi-formal specification of the internal multimedia content representation model by means of UML diagrams, the internal representation model is also fully specified in the enhanced entity-relationship model (EER model) [EN03]. The EER model also allows for defining the presented basic, complex, and sophisticated multimedia composition functionality. However, for reasons of uniformity with the presentation of the unified user model and the software engineering figures basing on UML, we decided to favor the specification in UML rather using the EER model.

In addition, also steps have been undertaken to provide a formal specification of the internal representation model. Here, the textual Object Constraint Language (OCL) of the UML is applied. The OCL allows for specifying additional constraints on UML models in a more precise and concise way than it is possible with the graphical means provided by UML [Ric02]. Richters [Ric02] has specified a formal syntax and semantics of types, operations, expressions, invariants, as well as pre-/postconditions of OCL. Together with an appropriate tool support called USE [Uni06], it is possible to analyze and validate UML models and OCL constraints. The benefit that can be achieved with such a formal specification of the internal multimedia content representation model compared to UML and EER is that the recursive structures and dependencies of the multimedia content tree can be fully captured. With adding OCL constraints to the UML model one can check with the USE tool constraints on the recursive structure of the multimedia content tree. For example, constraints can be specified that allow to determine whether all media elements have an appropriate projector in the composition tree. For example, an image element needs at least one SpatialProjector along the path from the medium element to the root node of the composition tree. In addition, a vice versa constraint can be specified to guarantee that a projector in the multimedia document tree has effect on at least one medium element in its subtree. For the internal multimedia content representation model, we specified among others the constraints above and evaluated them with the USE tool. What we observed is that not surprisingly the efforts are very high for providing a formal specification of the representation model. Thus, we decided in favor of the semi-formal specification of the representation model as presented above. In cases where, e.g., the constraint for having at least one appropriate projector per medium is violated, we assume that default values are applied instead. For example, if a spatial projector is missing for an image element, the default position of the image element is at $x = 0$ pixel and $y = 0$ pixel. The de-
6.3.7 Summary

With the internal multimedia content representation model, we introduced different level of multimedia composition support: the basic, complex, and sophisticated multimedia composition functionality. This multimedia composition functionality is reflected by the UML diagram in Figure 6.19. Besides the relation of the basic composition elements such as media elements, basic composition operators, and projectors to the complex operators including complex and sophisticated multimedia composition functionality, the diagram also shows that the composition elements in the internal representation model each have a unique ID. This allows for identifying the composition elements within the multimedia content representation tree. For modeling these IDs, e.g., the concept of DeweyIDs [HHMW06] can be applied allowing for uniquely referring nodes in XML documents.

Applying the basic, complex, and sophisticated multimedia composition functionality, the multimedia content is represented in an abstract representation model and has to be transformed into a presentation format that can be rendered and displayed by multimedia players on the end devices. This transformation to the final multimedia presentation formats is described in the following section.

6.4 Multi-Channel Multimedia Content Transformation

The personalized multimedia content authored in the internal multimedia content representation model is transformed by applying a multi-channel transformation approach into standardized multimedia presentation formats targeted at different (mobile) end devices (cf. [BH05, Top02]). Thus, we serve the requirement to use and rely on existing multimedia presentation software (see Section 5.2.1) to render and display the generated presentation on the (mobile) client device.

The multi-channel transformation of the internal multimedia content representation model consists of different tasks resulting from the different characteristics of the target formats that have to be considered: how is the temporal and spatial model defined, what interaction possibilities are provided, and which syntactic elements does the targeted format support to actually realize the multimedia composition functionality? For each of the target options, we discuss in the following how they are realized in our MM4U framework.

If the targeted presentation format's temporal model supports local timelines, then the abstract content tree already holds the time model of the targeted format. Analogously, if the target format supports relative spatial positioning, then the abstract content model already reflects the spatial model of the presentation format. If the presentation format supports both internal and external linking, then the abstract content model already reflects its interaction model. In any other case the temporal, spatial, or interaction model have to be adapted to the features of the respective model(s) of the concrete presentation format. For example, the transformation from local timelines to a global timeline is needed for target formats such as
the SVG family and is presented in Section 6.4.1. The transformation from relative positioning to absolute positioning as needed, e.g., for SMIL 2.0 Basic Language Profile (BLP), is presented in Section 6.4.2. The transformation of the interaction model to the features of a concrete presentation format is described in Section 6.4.3. Finally, the actual mapping of the abstract content representation model to the concrete syntax of the target formats by means of transformation rules is described in Section 6.4.4. The transformation rules applied for mapping the basic multimedia composition elements to the syntax of the target formats SMIL, SVG, and Flash are presented in Sections 6.4.5 to 6.4.7.

At this point, it is important to note that from one abstract multimedia document (in the internal multimedia content representation model) not necessarily all of the different presentation formats are reasonable for transformation. For example, if the multimedia document is designed for a Desktop PC with a minimum screen resolution of $1024 \times 768$, reasonable target formats are SMIL 2.0, SVG 1.2, and Flash. To present the same multimedia document on a mobile device by using Mobile SVG or SMIL 2.0 BLP, typically media assets of smaller resolution have to be selected and the spatial layout of the presentation has to be changed. This is supported by our multimedia personalization framework with its ability for a personalized and with it end device dependent selection of media elements (via the framework’s Media Pool Accessor and Media Data Connectors layers) and its extensibility in regard of integrating arbitrary (possibly application-specific) multimedia composition and multimedia layout functionality via the sophisticated composition operators.

### 6.4.1 From Local Timelines to a Global Timeline

If the presentation format's temporal model supports local timelines, then the abstract document tree already holds the time model of the targeted format. If the presentation format supports a global timeline, the local timelines are transformed by the algorithm presented in Listing 6.1. The syntax of this algorithm bases on the pseudo-code notation used in [RN03].

The algorithm for transforming the local timelines to a global timeline starts at the root element of the document tree and the zero point in time with the initial call $totalDuration \leftarrow \text{CalculateGlobalTimeline( rootnode, 0 )}$. It traverses the nodes of the document tree from left to right in depth first order. On traversing, the algorithm accumulates the global time of the presentation from the local timelines. The duration value added to the global presentation time depends on the node type. For the node types Medium (which includes Image, Text, Audio, and Video), TemporalSelector, and Delay the type’s intrinsic duration is added to the global time (lines 8 to 10). The composition element Sequential itself does not add to the global time. The time progresses by the traversal of the Sequential element’s child elements (lines 11 to 18). The duration of the Parallel element is determined by the duration of one of its child elements. This can be the child element with the maximum presentation time (lines 19 to 27), the element with the minimum presentation time, or a particular element $i$ (not shown in Listing 6.1). With traversal of the leaf nodes, i.e., the media elements, for each medium element its position on the global timeline is captured (not shown in the listing).
function CalculateGlobalTimeline( node, time ) returns time
inputs: node, the current node in the multimedia document tree
time, the current value of the global timeline

5 type ← GetNodeType( node )
case type of
   Medium, TemporalSelector, Delay:
      time = time + GetDuration( node )
      return time
   Sequential:
      subnodes ← Subnodes( node )
      loop do
         subnode ← Remove-Front( subnodes )
         if subnodes is empty then break
         time ← CalculateGlobalTimeline( subnode, time )
      end loop
      return time
   Parallel:
      startTime = time
      subnodes ← Subnodes( node )
      loop do
         subnode ← Remove-Front( subnodes )
         if subnodes is empty then break
         endTime ← CalculateGlobalTimeline( subnode, startTime )
         time ← Maximum( time, endTime )
      end loop
      return time
end case

Listing 6.1: Algorithm to calculate the global timeline from the local timelines

6.4.2 From Relative Positioning to Absolute Positioning

For presentation formats that allow the relative positioning of media elements, as it is supported by SVG and XMT-Ω for example, the internal multimedia content model represents already the spatial model of the target format. Here, the projectors of the internal multimedia content representation model are directly converted to the syntax of the presentation format. If a target format provides a spatial model with absolute positioning, the projectors are recalculated to absolute positions in space by applying the algorithm in Listing 6.2. The algorithm starts with the root element of the document tree. The initial reference point to calculate the absolute positions of the visual media elements constitutes the origin of the global coordinate system, i.e., the coordinate system of the entire multimedia presentation. The corresponding initial call of the algorithm is CalculateAbsolutePositions( rootnode, 0, 0 ). As the transformation from local timelines to a global timeline, the algorithm traverses the document tree from left to right and depth first. For each visual element the projectors determine the position in space. Each time when a SpatialProjector is attached to a node (lines 6 and 7) the projector's x and y value are added to the accumulated current absolute position (lines 8 and 9). The new absolute position (lines 10 and 11) are the reference values for the further traversal of the nodes children (lines 14 to 18). For each visual medium element its absolute position in space is stored during traversal. So, for each visual medium element the scope is mapped
from its prior local coordinate system to the global coordinate system of the entire multimedia presentation.

```java
function CalculateAbsolutePositions( node, x, y )
inputs: node, the current node in the multimedia document tree
        x, position of the current node on the x-axis
        y, position of the current node on the y-axis

5   if node has SpatialProjector then
    spatial−p ← GetSpatialProjector( node )
    x ← x + GetXPosition( spatial−p )
    y ← y + GetYPosition( spatial−p )
7   SetXPosition( spatial−p, x )
8   SetYPosition( spatial−p, y )
end if

10  subnodes ← Subnodes( node )
loop do
    if subnodes is empty then break
    subnode ← Remove−Front( subnodes )
    CalculateAbsolutePositions( subnode, x, y )
end loop
```

Listing 6.2: Algorithm to calculate absolute positions from local coordinate systems

6.4.3 Transforming the Interaction Model

If the targeted presentation format supports external and internal links, both can be mapped by using the respective syntactic elements of the target format. Ideally the transformation process would merely translate every navigational link node in the multimedia document tree into the syntax of the targeted presentation format. Whereas the transformation of the temporal and spatial model into the target formats listed in Table 6.1 results in an accurate rendering of the presentation by available players this does not hold for navigational links. Not all multimedia players support internal links even though the specification of the presentation format defines them, e.g., the Internet Explorer in conjunction with Adobe’s SVG Viewer 6.0 Pre-Release plug-in [Ado06a]. Also referring to a distinct medium element of an external presentation is not supported by all players, e.g., the RealPlayer 10.5 presenting SMIL [Rea06]. Consequently, for practical reasons the transformers have to be not only format specific, but also player specific: If internal links are not the supported, the document tree is split up into separate document trees for the target of each internal link. The internal links are thereby converted to respective external links referring to newly created external multimedia documents (each representing an internal link’s target). If the player does not support linking to a particular fragment of an external presentation, there are two options: Either the external link is changed to refer just to the entire external presentation or the fragment of the external presentation needs to be extracted and presented as a single external document.
6.4.4 Mapping of Abstract Model to the Syntax of the Presentation Format

Besides the transformation of the temporal, spatial, and interaction model, the internal multimedia content representation model is mapped to the concrete syntax of the targeted format. Our internal representation model consists only of a small set of domain independent and therefore universally applicable multimedia composition elements. For each of these composition elements there exist adequate syntactic elements in the targeted presentation formats such as SMIL and SVG. Consequently, a mapping of the abstract composition elements to the syntax of a concrete presentation format by means of some distinct sets of transformation rules and mapping rules is possible. Figure 6.24 gives an example how the syntactic transformation is actually realized. It depicts a simple slideshow presentation represented in our abstract multimedia content representation model. We show how this example is transformed in the presentation formats SMIL 2.0, SMIL 2.0 BLP, and SVG 1.2. For SMIL 2.0 the abstract document tree reflects already the temporal and spatial model of this presentation format. In contrary SMIL 2.0 BLP does not support relative positioning and SVG 1.2 does not support local timelines. These target formats cover the different presentation characteristics as identified by our analysis and listed in Table 6.1 on page 102. In Figure 6.24, the encircled numbers at the edges of the graph indicate the order in which the nodes are transformed to the target format. The transformation results for SMIL 2.0, SMIL 2.0 BLP, and SVG 1.2 are depicted in Listing 6.3 to 6.5. The numbers at the beginning of each line indicate which lines are created by which step of the transformation process and allow to keep track of the transformation process.

![Figure 6.24: Slideshow in abstract model that is transformed to different presentation formats](image-url)
transformation of all basic composition operators, e.g., the interactive operator Link. In the case of the Link operator, the corresponding syntactic element of the targeted presentation formats are in the case of SMIL, SVG, and (X)HTML the <a> tag. In addition, the example does also not show the transformation to all the different presentation formats.

The transformation process starts at the root element of the multimedia document tree. It traverses the document tree from left to right in depth first order. Each time the algorithm reaches a node which has only media elements as children, these media elements and their associated projectors are transformed into the corresponding syntactic elements of the target format.\footnote{In fact, these are two sequential steps if the targeted presentation format defines an explicit area for determining the layout, e.g., within the <head> tag in SMIL and XMT-Ω. However, we consider them here as being processed at the same time for reasons of simplicity. In case that there is no explicit header tag, such as with the SVG family, the transformation of the content and the layout is conducted in parallel.} The first time this is the case is for “Image 1” and “Text 1”. The image element “Image 1” is syntactically represented in SMIL by using the <img> tag and in SVG by <image> (1). For the Text medium “Text 1” a particular instance of the <text> element is used (2). At the same time the syntactic elements that determine the spatial layout of the presentation are created. Therefor, the SpatialProjectors that are attached to the media elements are transformed to respective <region> elements in SMIL and <g> tags in SVG. Then, the composition element Parallel itself is transformed (3). In the case of SMIL the element <par> is used, which has the same semantics as the abstract composition element Parallel in our representation model. Since SVG does not provide an appropriate syntactic element for Parallel, the media elements “Image 1” and “Text 1” are just placed at the same point in time on the global timeline to simulate its functionality. These global points in time are calculated by the algorithm presented in Section 6.4.1. The transformation process continues with the second child of the Sequential element and transforms it analogously to the first one (4 to 6). Then the composition element Sequential is mapped to the target format: Here, the <seq> tag is used in the case of SMIL. For SVG the media elements of the two slides are placed on the global timeline in a row by setting the values of the begin attributes to the corresponding global points in time. As the media elements, also the Sequential element has a SpatialProjector attached. This projector affects all the projectors of the media elements in the sub-tree. To realize such a nested spatial layout in the target formats, SMIL 2.0 and SVG 1.2 allow nesting the respective <region> and <g> elements. Therefore, with the SpatialProjector attached to the Sequential element a sub-region is created that shifts the scope of the coordinate system to a particular point in space to which the visual media elements of the sub-tree then refer to (7). This is syntactically realized in the target formats by embracing the <region> respectively <g> tags of the media elements with a <region> respectively <g> tag of the projector attached to the Sequential element. In the case of SMIL 2.0 BLP where only absolute positioning of media elements is supported, the <region> tags cannot be nested. Therefore, the absolute positions calculated by the algorithm presented in Section 6.4.2 are used for the region's attributes left and top. After the Sequential element is successfully transformed, the transformation process continues with mapping the medium element “Title” and the root element Parallel to the
target format (8 and 9). Finally, the transformation process finishes with creating the syntactic frame of the entire presentation (10).

<smil xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2001/SMIL20/Language">
  <head title="Slideshow — (C) 2006 Ansgar Scherp, OFFIS, Oldenburg, Germany">
    <layout type="text/smil-basic-layout">
      <root-layout width="720" height="597"/>
      <region id="title" left="0" top="0" width="125" height="37"/>
      <region id="slide_region" left="0" top="37" width="720" height="560"/>
      <region id="slide" left="0" top="720" width="720" height="540"/>
      <region id="text" left="0" top="540" width="720" height="20"/>
    </region>
  </layout>
</head>
<body>
  <par>
    <img region="title" src="title.png" begin="0s" dur="20s"/>
  </par>
  <seq>
    <par>
      <img region="slide" src="slide1.jpg" begin="0s" dur="10s"/>
      <text region="text" src="text1.txt" begin="0s" dur="10s"/>
    </par>
    <par>
      <img region="slide" src="slide2.jpg" begin="0s" dur="10s"/>
      <text region="text" src="text2.txt" begin="0s" dur="10s"/>
    </par>
  </seq>
</body>
</smil>

Listing 6.3: The slideshow transformed to SMIL 2.0

<smil xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2001/SMIL20/Language">
  <head title="Slideshow — (C) 2006 Ansgar Scherp, OFFIS, Oldenburg, Germany">
    <layout type="text/smil-basic-layout">
      <root-layout width="720" height="597"/>
      <region id="title" left="0" top="0" width="125" height="37"/>
      <region id="slide_region" left="0" top="37" width="720" height="540"/>
      <region id="slide" left="0" top="720" width="720" height="20"/>
    </region>
  </layout>
</head>
<body>
  <...>
</body>
</smil>

Listing 6.4: The slideshow transformed to SMIL 2.0 BLP

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1" standalone="yes"?>
<svg xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2000/svg" width="720" height="597" version="1.2">
<title>Slideshow — (C) 2006 Ansgar Scherp, OFFIS, Oldenburg, Germany</title>
<image x="0" y="0" width="125" height="37" xlink:href="title.png" style="visibility:hidden;"/>
<set attributeName="visibility" attributeType="CSS" to="visible" begin="0s"/>
This small example of a slideshow presentation illustrates already how the transformation of the abstract document tree to the syntax of a concrete presentation format is realized. Since arbitrary multimedia content can be created with our internal document model, the transformation process is very flexible and also applicable for any application area.

In the following sections, we present a semi-formal description of the transformation rules that are used for mapping the basic composition elements exploited by the slideshow example into the syntax and features of the considered presentation formats. We start in Section 6.4.5 with the presentation of the transformation rules to the SMIL 2.0 format. Where necessary, we point out the particularities of the SMIL 2.0 BLP format as well as the RealPlayer [Rea06] specific characteristics. In Section 6.4.6, the transformation rules to SVG are presented. Besides the transformation rules for SMIL and SVG, we present in Section 6.4.7 the rules for transforming the internal representation model to the Flash Markup Language. The Flash Markup Language is a textual representation of the binary Flash format [Mac04]. The transformation rules presented in the following sections comprise selected multimedia composition elements of the internal multimedia content representation model.

Listing 6.5: The slideshow transformed to SVG 1.2
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6.4.5 Transformation Rules to SMIL

The transformation rules applied for mapping the internal multimedia content representation model to the syntax of the multimedia presentation format SMIL are presented in the following tables. The mapping of the media elements Image, Text, Video, and Audio are presented in Table 6.2. In addition to the media elements defined in the internal representation model, also the mapping of the composition operator TemporalSelector is presented. Where appropriate, also the application of the SpatialProjector and/or AcousticProjector is shown in the table.

As shown in Table 6.2, the W3C standard SMIL does not allow for formatting text elements. However, only unformatted plain text is supported. In the case that the text content is formatted in HTML-style, at best plain black text will be displayed by SMIL players which do not support for such formatted text [Pih03]. In worse case, the playback of a presentation including formatted text fails. Formatted text content can be displayed and is provided in SMIL, e.g., with the RealPlayer [Rea06]. However, the formatted text content rendered by the RealPlayer needs to be encoded in the proprietary RealText format [Rea01]. As Table 6.3 shows, RealText uses a specific \texttt{<window>} tag containing HTML-formatted text. The text's spatial extension is determined by the attributes \texttt{width} and \texttt{height} of the \texttt{<window>} tag.

The transformation of the temporal composition operators Sequential, Parallel, Delay, and Loop are shown in Table 6.4. In addition, the transformation of the composition operators for navigational interaction Jump and Link are presented. Finally, in Table 6.5 the transformation of the SpatialProjector and AcousticProjector to the SMIL 2.0 format are presented. The table also shows the particularities that have to be taken into account when transforming the projectors to the SMIL 2.0 BLP format.

In regard of the latest W3C recommendation of SMIL 2.1 [SMI05], there are some changes to the SMIL 2.0 standard. The SMIL 2.1 recommendation defines for example new transition effects and some other fancy features. However, there is nothing crucial new that needs additional consideration of SMIL 2.1 for the transformation rules. It is interesting to observe that with SMIL 2.1 two new profiles are defined. The first profile called SMIL 2.1 Mobile Profile is aimed for standard mobile devices and the second for extended mobile devices is named SMIL 2.1 Extended Mobile Profile. The main difference between the two profiles from the transformation rules point of view is that the SMIL 2.1 Mobile Profile only supports a flat spatial layout like the SMIL 2.0 Basic Language Profile does. With the SMIL 2.1 Extended Mobile Profile nesting of \texttt{<region>} tags like with the SMIL 2.0 full standard is supported.

6.4.6 Transformation Rules to SVG

The transformation rules applied for mapping the internal multimedia content representation model to the syntax of SVG are depicted in the following tables. The transformation of the representation model's Image and Text element are shown in Table 6.6. The mapping of the media elements Video and Audio are presented in Table 6.7. As shown in the table, there is no support by SVG for starting the playback at a specific point in time within a video element or audio element, like it is supported with, e.g., the \texttt{clipBegin} attribute in SMIL.
### Basic composition elements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image</th>
<th>SMIL tag and attributes</th>
<th>Values of the attributes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- id</td>
<td>- id</td>
<td>Image element ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- uri</td>
<td>- src</td>
<td>URI of the image element</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- description</td>
<td>- alt</td>
<td>Image element description (optional)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- width, height</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>See transformation rule for SpatialProjector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TemporalSelector</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>Attribute is not needed for discrete media elements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- start</td>
<td>- dur</td>
<td>Duration of image element playback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- duration</td>
<td>- region</td>
<td>SpatialProjector’s region ID</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Text</th>
<th>SMIL tag and attributes</th>
<th>Values of the attributes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- id</td>
<td>- id</td>
<td>Text element ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- uri</td>
<td>- src</td>
<td>‘data:,’ + unformatted text content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- description</td>
<td>- alt</td>
<td>Text element description (optional)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- width, height</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>See transformation rule for SpatialProjector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TemporalSelector</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>Attribute is not needed for discrete media elements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- start</td>
<td>- dur</td>
<td>Duration of text element playback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- duration</td>
<td>- region</td>
<td>SpatialProjector’s region ID</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Video</th>
<th>SMIL tag and attributes</th>
<th>Values of the attributes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- id</td>
<td>- id</td>
<td>Video element ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- uri</td>
<td>- src</td>
<td>URI of the video element</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- description</td>
<td>- alt</td>
<td>Video element description (optional)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- width, height</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>See transformation rule for SpatialProjector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TemporalSelector</td>
<td>- clipBegin</td>
<td>Start within the video element</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- start</td>
<td>- dur</td>
<td>Duration of the video element playback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- duration</td>
<td>- region</td>
<td>SpatialProjector’s region ID</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AcousticProjector</th>
<th>SMIL tag and attributes</th>
<th>Values of the attributes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- id</td>
<td>- id</td>
<td>Audio medium ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- uri</td>
<td>- src</td>
<td>Audio medium ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- description</td>
<td>- alt</td>
<td>URI of the audio medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- clipBegin</td>
<td>- dur</td>
<td>Audio medium description (optional)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TemporalSelector</td>
<td>- region</td>
<td>Start within the audio clip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- start</td>
<td>- region</td>
<td>Duration of the audio medium playback</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 6.2: Transformation rules for mapping the media elements to SMIL

The transformation of the temporal composition operators to SVG is shown in Table 6.8. In addition, the table depicts the transformation rules to support navigational interaction within SVG. In Table 6.9, an example of a player specific transformation rule for SVG is presented. It shows the mapping of the image element to the TinyLine SVG player [Gir06]. The TinyLine SVG player is targeted at mobile devices with limited resources and thus aims at providing support for SVG Tiny [AAA+04a]. Some tags specified in the respective profile of the SVG standard
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Basic composition elements</th>
<th>SMIL tag and attributes</th>
<th>Values of the attributes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Text</td>
<td><code>&lt;text&gt;</code></td>
<td>Text element ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- id</td>
<td>- id</td>
<td><code>&lt;window width=&quot;&quot; height=&quot;&quot;&gt;</code> +</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- url</td>
<td>- src</td>
<td>HTML-formatted text + <code>&lt;window&gt;</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- description</td>
<td>- alt</td>
<td>Text element description (optional)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- width, height</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>Is used within <code>&lt;window&gt;</code> tag (see also transformation rule for SpatialProjector)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TemporalSelector</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>Attribute is not needed for discrete media elements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- start</td>
<td>- dur</td>
<td>Duration of text element playback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SpatialProjector</td>
<td>- region</td>
<td>SpatialProjector region ID</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.3: Transformation rule for mapping the Text element to RealText

are not supported by the TinyLine SVG player, e.g., the `<set>` tag. Thus, we had to replace the `<set>` tag used for the SVG transformation rules by the more complicated solution of four `<animate>` tags.

6.4.7 Transformation Rules to Flash

Adobe’s Flash format is currently the most important multimedia presentation format on the Internet. Although, it is a proprietary format, today the Flash player [Ado06c] is available on almost every computer connected to the Internet [Mac03, Ado06d]. The Flash player software is available for a huge variety of platforms, including Desktop PCs, PDAs, and cell phones, as well as for many operating systems. Consequently, the developed MM4U framework shall also be capable of creating personalized Flash presentations.

Flash is a simple-structured binary multimedia presentation format [Mac04]. Being a binary format is the most obvious difference between the Flash format and the other XML-based presentation formats such as SMIL and SVG. For creating personalized multimedia presentations in Flash, we could directly generate the binary Flash content. However, debugging would be difficult as only the binary presentation would be available for troubleshooting. Consequently, we divide the creation of Flash presentations in two steps. First, we generate a XML-based representation of the binary Flash content, before the actual binary Flash file is created. For it, we define a XML-based representation of the binary Flash format called the Flash Markup Language (FML). The FML is designed to be easily transformed to the binary format. This is achieved by targeting at a low-level and closely to the binary format oriented XML-representation.

In the following Section 6.4.7.1, a brief introduction to the binary Flash format is presented. This is necessary in order to define and introduce the FML in Section 6.4.7.2. The transformation rules to map the internal multimedia content representation model to the FML are described in Section 6.4.7.3. In Section 6.4.7.4,
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#### Table 6.4: Transformation rules for mapping the composition operators to SMIL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Basic composition operator</th>
<th>SMIL tag, attributes, and elements</th>
<th>Values of the attributes and elements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sequential</strong></td>
<td><code>&lt;seq&gt;</code> id <code>.id</code> Child elements</td>
<td>Sequential operator ID Arbitrary number of media elements or other presentation fragments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Parallel</strong></td>
<td><code>&lt;par&gt;</code> id <code>.finish</code> <code>.endsync</code> Child elements</td>
<td>Parallel operator ID 'first', 'last' (default), or particular child element ID Arbitrary number of media elements or other presentation fragments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Delay</strong></td>
<td><code>&lt;seq&gt;</code> id <code>.delay</code> <code>.dur</code></td>
<td>Delay operator ID Delay time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Link</strong></td>
<td><code>&lt;a&gt;</code> id <code>.target</code> <code>.mode</code> Child elements</td>
<td>Link operator ID Link to internal or external resource Open in new window or replace current presentation: 'new' or 'replace' One arbitrary visual medium element or presentation fragment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Table 6.5: Transformation rules for mapping the layout elements to SMIL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Projector</th>
<th>SMIL tag, attributes, and elements</th>
<th>Values of the attributes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>SpatialProjector</strong></td>
<td><code>&lt;region&gt;</code> id <code>.x</code>, <code>.y</code> <code>.width</code>, <code>.height</code> <code>.priority</code> <code>.unit</code> Child elements</td>
<td>Spatial projector ID x-position, y-position Width and height of projector Z-order priority Selected unit, e. g., 'px' for pixel; added to left, top, width, and height attributes Other <code>&lt;region&gt;</code> tags (SMIL 2.0) or nothing (SMIL 2.0 Basic Language Profile)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AcousticProjector</strong></td>
<td><code>&lt;region&gt;</code> id <code>.volume</code> <code>.balance</code> Child elements</td>
<td>Acoustic projector ID Volume of audio element or video element Other <code>&lt;region&gt;</code> tags (SMIL 2.0) or nothing (SMIL 2.0 Basic Language Profile)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the relation of the FML to other approaches abstracting from the binary Flash format is presented.

6.4.7.1 Brief Introduction of the Binary Flash Format

Before we come to the presentation of our Flash Markup Language in the next section, it is crucial to gain some knowledge about the fundamental structure of the binary Flash format [Mac04] first. Besides being a binary format, also the internal structure of a Flash presentation is very different to the other formats, as it bases on a sequence of so-called frames for modeling the temporal course of the multimedia presentation. Consequently, with Flash a medium element cannot be associated directly to a specific time interval like, e.g., provided with the begin attribute and dur attribute of SVG for determining when the playback of a medium element starts and for specifying its presentation duration.

A Flash file starts with a header, containing information about the presentation's frame rate, the total number of frames, and the file size. Although Flash is a binary format, its internal structure is tag-based. Subsequent to the header, the remainder of a binary Flash file consists of a sequence of binary Flash-tags. A Flash file is closed by a so-called end-tag. Each binary-tag defines a data structure, containing the type, length, and unique identifier of the tag. In addition, it also contains tag-specific attributes [Mac04]. For the spatial positioning of visual media elements, Flash uses an absolute positioning model (see Section 3.1.2). These absolute positions in space must be defined in an own unit called TWIP (short for “TWentIeth of a Point”) and is a $1/20$ of a logical pixel of the display. As stated above, the temporal course of a Flash presentation is modeled by using the concept of frames. In Flash, each frame has the same duration, i.e., the duration of a frame is constant within the presentation. It is possible to add frames at arbitrary positions in the Flash presentation. Thereby, all the following frames are shifted $n$ frames to the back. Consequently, a time model of local timelines is provided.

For realizing interaction of the presentation with the user, Flash provides extensive scripting functionality with its build-in script language ActionScript. The navigational interactions required for the MM4U framework are provided by “invisible buttons” laying over the visual media elements. Once a user clicks on such a button, the corresponding ActionScript-code is executed and the navigational link is followed. In addition to the active navigational interaction, also non-active navigational jumps are provided by Flash that are executed without the user clicking on it.

The binary tags of the Flash format can be divided into two categories (the only exception is the tag for setting the background color). The first category comprises the definition tags. With these tags, the media elements used within the Flash presentation are defined. The second category is the control tags. These determine when and where the media elements shall be presented during the playback of the presentation, i.e., they define the temporal course and spatial layout of the presentation. In addition, they determine the interaction possibilities of the user with the presentation. Before using the control tags, the corresponding media elements must be defined within the presentation header by using the definition tags.

\[^3\text{However, this constant is adjustable by the frame rate determined in the header.}\]
For managing the media elements used within a Flash presentation and for specifying the temporal course of presenting these media elements, the so-called display list is provided by Flash. The display list is an internal data structure comprising the tags of all media elements that are presented with the next frame of a Flash presentation. Thus, adding and removing media elements from the display list changes the playback of the Flash presentation over time. When a medium element shall be presented with the next frame and it is not already registered in the display list, the corresponding tag is added to the list. For stopping the playback of a specific medium element with the next frame, its tag is removed from the display list. If a medium element shall be presented over multiple frames, the medium element’s tag does not need to be registered for each new frame. Once it is registered in the display list it is left there over the specified period of time. Only with the last frame of the medium element’s playback, the corresponding tag needs to be removed from the display list.

6.4.7.2 Definition of the Flash Markup Language (FML)

The Flash Markup Language (FML) defines a XML-based representation of central parts of the binary Flash format [Mac04]. The FML provides support for image, text, video, and audio elements. However, it does not provide for modeling geometric shapes such as circles and rectangles. The binary Flash format provides with its scripting language ActionScript support for navigational interaction. The FML employs this scripting functionality by defining tags, e.g., for opening an external multimedia presentation determined by a URL and jumping to a specific position within the presentation (i.e., jumping to a specific frame). To keep the FML as closely as possible to the internal structure of the binary Flash format, the temporal course of the presentation is defined in the FML on the basis of Flash frames and not by points in time of a global timeline as to be found with the multimedia presentation format SVG.

However, we also conducted some simplifications of the binary Flash format where necessary. For example, for creating an image element in Flash, two tags of the binary Flash format are required (these are DefineJPEG2 or DefineBitsLossLess2 and DefineShape2). In the FML, this is shortened by introducing the tag <DefineImage>. In addition, the basic unit used for determining spatial positions in the FML is pixel, although the binary Flash format requires TWIP for defining the spatial positions of the visual media elements. However, despite of the simplifications conducted, the FML still carries all necessary information required by the binary Flash format.

The structure of an FML-document consists of the root element <FlashMovie> and three main nodes. These three main nodes are, corresponding to the binary Flash format, the <Header>, <Define>, and <Body> tag and are described in the following.

1. <Header>: The header node comprises the following tags:
   - <FrameSize>: Determines the width and height of the Flash presentation.
   - <BackgroundColor>: Defines the background color of the presentation in RGB-values.
2. **<Define>**: Within this node, the media elements that are used for the Flash presentation are defined. For it, the FML provides the following tags:

- **<DefineImage>**: This tag defines an image element. It possesses the two identifier attributes `imageID` and `characterID`, as well as attributes for determining the width and height, and the resource location of the image element (in form of a URL). The two identifiers are required since the binary Flash format internally needs two binary tags to display an image element. One for the image element's raw media data and the second one to draw a rectangle of a corresponding size which is filled with the image element's media data. The FML-tag `<DefineImage>` can be used for both lossy and lossless image formats such as JPG as well as GIF and PNG.

- **<DefineText>**: With the `<DefineText>` tag, an arbitrary XHTML-formatted text element can be defined in FML. The formatted text is embedded in the `<DefineText>` tag. The tag also provides attributes for determining the width and height of the text element and has a unique identifier.

- **<DefineVideo>**: This tag is used to define a video element within a multimedia presentation. The `<DefineVideo>` tag possesses a unique identifier and provides attributes for determining the width and height of the video element. The video elements resource can be specified by a URL.

- **<DefineSound>**: Defines an audio element, e.g., in the MP3 format. The `<DefineSound>` tag has a unique identifier and specifies the audio element resource in form of a URL.

3. **<Body>**: The third main node of an FML-document is the `<Body>` tag. Within this tag, the temporal course, spatial layout, and interaction possibilities of the multimedia presentation are specified. For determining the temporal course, the media elements defined in the `<Define>` section, are arranged on the global timeline of the Flash presentation, i.e., they are arranged on the sequence of the single Flash frames. For each medium element it is determined at which frame the playback of the medium element starts and at which frame the playback of the medium element stops. For defining a frame in the FML the `<ShowFrame>` tag is provided. This tag is described in the following.

- **<ShowFrame>**: The `<ShowFrame>` tag defines a new frame within a Flash presentation. Consequently, a sequence of `<ShowFrame>` tags determines a sequence of frames. Within a `<ShowFrame>` tag, an arbitrary number of tags can be embedded for adding and removing distinct media element from the presentation, i.e., for manipulating the display list of the Flash presentation (see Section 6.4.7.1). These tags include defining navigation interaction in the presentation. The `<ShowFrame>` tag provides two attributes, which are both optional. With the attribute `name` a label or anchor can be defined for a `<ShowFrame>` tag. This is required for realizing navigation within the presentation. Thus, the `<ShowFrame>` tag's label needs to be unique. The attribute `duration` determines how many Flash frames shall be presented until the next `<ShowFrame>` tag in the FML is processed. Thus, the `duration` attribute determines the number of frames following the current frame in which the display is not manipulated. This avoids the definition of a distinct `<ShowFrame>` tag for each Flash frame
and allows for easily presenting a determined sequence of equal Flash frames. Within a $<\text{ShowFrame}>$ tag, the following control tags can be embedded for manipulating the display list of the Flash presentation.

- $<\text{PlaceObject}>$: This tag is used to add a visual medium element to the display list. Which medium element is added is determined by the media element’s unique identifier specified in the $<\text{Define}>$ section. The $<\text{PlaceObject}>$ tag refers to the medium element’s identifier by the attribute characterIDRef. Further attributes of the $<\text{PlaceObject}>$ tag are the depth attribute determining the z-order value and the attributes $x$ and $y$ specifying the spatial position of the visual medium element in form of an absolute x,y-coordinate. In contrast to the other presentation formats such as SMIL and SVG, the z-order value must be unique in Flash as it is used internally by the Flash player for stopping the playback of media elements in the presentation.

  The $<\text{PlaceObject}>$ tag provides two optional attributes target and mode. If the target attribute is defined, the referred visual medium element is click-able, i.e., if the user clicks on the image element the presentation jumps to the defined target. The target can be either an external multimedia presentation or a specific point in time (i.e., $<\text{ShowFrame}>$ tag) within the presentation. The attribute mode determines whether the presentation is opened in a new window or if it is presented in the same window of the current presentation.

  To provide for some specific parts of the visual medium element to be click-able only, an arbitrary number of $<\text{Hotspot}>$ tags can be embedded in the $<\text{PlaceObject}>$ tag. Each $<\text{Hotspot}>$ tag defines a rectangle area within the visual medium element that is click-able. This rectangle area is defined by the attributes $x$ and $y$ for specifying the area’s upper left corner and the attributes width and height determining the spatial extension of the rectangle. In addition, each $<\text{Hotspot}>$ tag has a target and mode attribute as defined above.

  In the case that a video element is referred by the $<\text{PlaceObject}>$ tag, also the optional attribute volume is provided. This attribute allows for determining the volume of the video element’s audio track. In addition, also the start within the video element can be determined by the optional attribute clipBegin.

- $<\text{RemoveObject}>$: The $<\text{RemoveObject}>$ tag removes a medium element from the display list with the next Flash frame. The medium element to be removed is identified by its unique z-order value (see $<\text{PlaceObject}>$ tag). Like the $<\text{PlaceObject}>$ tag, the $<\text{RemoveObject}>$ tag can only be applied for visual media elements.

- $<\text{StartSound}>$: This tag starts an audio element, determined by its unique identifier. The optional attributes volume and balance determine the volume and balance of the audio element. With the optional attribute clipBegin, the start within the audio element can be determined. The $<\text{StartSound}>$ tag can be applied for audio elements only.
<StopSound>: This tag is applied to stop the playback of an audio element. Which audio element shall be stopped is determined by the audio element’s identifier.

<Jumpto>: With this tag, external and internal navigation can be realized that does not require user interaction. The attribute target determines, whether an external or internal target resource is addressed. The resource is specified in form of a URL. An external resource can be either a multimedia document, such as a SVG or SMIL presentation, a standard-HTML web page, or another (possibly dynamically generated) Flash presentation. For an internal resource, the label name of the corresponding <ShowFrame> tag is referred. The optional mode attribute determines whether the targeted presentation shall be opened in a new window or presented in the same window of the current Flash presentation.

<DefineLoop> and <LoopTo>: The semantics of a loop is related to the semantics of the <Jumpto> tag. However, it provides a counter that is decreased each time the loop is executed. This counter is defined in the FML by the <DefineLoop> tag, which is determining a placeholder in the binary Flash format for the loop counter. It has an attribute loopName determining the unique name of the loop. The binary Flash format requires that this counter is defined in a frame prior to that frame where the actual loop starts. This is ensured by setting the <DefineLoop> tag in the <Define> section of our FML. For defining the start of a loop, i.e., for determining the frame where a loop begins, the attribute name is added to the corresponding <ShowFrame> tag. The value of the name attribute is the loop’s unique counter name as defined in the <DefineLoop> tag. The end of a loop is determined by the <LoopTo> tag. Within this tag, the number of repeats of the loop is determined by the repeat attribute and thus holds the initial value of the loop’s counter. Each time the <LoopTo> tag is executed, the counter is decreased by one until the loop finishes. The target attribute holds the name of the <ShowFrame> tag, where the start of the loop is defined.

Listing 6.6 shows an example of a multimedia presentation defined in the FML. The presentation is the slideshow example presented in Section 6.4.4. For a complete DTD of our FML we refer the reader to Appendix D.

```xml
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="no"?>
<!DOCTYPE FlashMovie SYSTEM "fml.dtd">
<FlashMovie>
  <Header flashVersion="7" frameRate="12">
    <FrameSize width="720" height="597"/>
    <BackgroundColor green="FF" red="FF" blue="FF"/>
  </Header>
  <Define>
    <DefineImage imageID="2" characterID="3" width="125" height="37" src="title.png"/>
    <DefineImage imageID="4" characterID="5" width="720" height="540" src="slide1.jpg"/>
    <DefineText characterID="6" width="720" height="20">
```
Listing 6.6: The slideshow transformed to Flash Markup Language

6.4.7.3 Transformation from the Internal Representation Model to FML

In the previous sections, we introduced the fundamental structure and concepts of the binary Flash format. We have defined a XML-based markup language for Flash with the FML. The FML is defined as closely as possible to the binary format to allow for an easy transformation to the binary Flash format. In this section, we introduce the rules applied for mapping the composition elements of the internal multimedia content representation model to the FML. In Table 6.10, the mapping of the media elements Image and Text to the FML is depicted. The mapping of the media elements Video and Audio is shown in Table 6.11.

The Flash format provides for a global timeline determined by the sequence of its frames. The basic multimedia composition operators Sequential, Parallel, and Delay are internally realized by the algorithm for calculating the global timeline (see Section 6.4.1). This allows for appropriately applying the <PlaceObject> and <RemoveObject> as well as the <StartSound> and <StopSound> tags on the Flash frames of the presentation's temporal course. In addition, the navigational interaction is provided by the <PlaceObject> tag, which is part of the transformation rules for the media elements shown in Tables 6.10 and 6.11.

6.4.7.4 Relation of FML to Similar Approaches

Besides the FML, there exist also other approaches that provide for an abstraction from the binary Flash format. These related approaches are Flex [Ado06e] provided
by Adobe and the open source platform OpenLaszlo [Las06] originally developed by Laszlo Systems. The FML distinguishes from these approaches as both are targeted at providing a complete development environment for developing interactive web-based applications on the basis of Flash movies, e.g., an online web shop. In addition, both approaches define a programming language for abstracting from the binary Flash content. They are equipped with an appropriate compiler and runtime class library. Finally, both come with a sophisticated deployment mechanism targeted at well-equipped Internet servers.

In contrast to Flex and Open Laszlo, our FML is very slim. It only defines a straight-forward XML-based representation of the binary Flash format. A multimedia presentation defined in FML can be directly mapped to the binary Flash format. Employing our FML allows for generating Flash presentations also on limited devices such as PDAs, as it does not come with the burden of a sophisticated development environment and runtime library.

6.5 Summary

In this section, we have presented the concepts and data models underlying to the MM4U framework in detail. We have presented the modeling of media data and associated meta data. A unifying approach for user modeling has been introduced, which embraces the issues of both the area of classical user modeling as well as the area of context modeling. An abstract multimedia content representation model has been defined as well as an application-independent transformation algorithm. Transformation rules are introduced that allow for transforming the abstract representation model into the features and syntax of today’s concrete presentation formats. This multimedia content representation model and application-independent transformation algorithms allow for a presentation independent generation and distribution of personalized multimedia content (see requirement for presentation independence in Section 5.2.2).

In the following, the actual development and implementation of the MM4U framework is described. For it, state-of-the-art software engineering technology shall be applied. Thus, we aim at employing component technology as the currently most promising approach for implementing reusable software architectures. Consequently, we target at developing a component framework for personalized multimedia applications. As described in Section 4.2.3, a proper process model and development method for component frameworks is still missing. To improve the development process of component frameworks, we developed the ProMoCF approach. This constitutes a lightweight process model and development method for component frameworks and is described in the following Section 7. The employment of the ProMoCF approach for the development of the MM4U component framework is presented in Section 8.
### Table 6.6: Transformation rules for mapping the Image element and Text element to SVG

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Basic composition elements</th>
<th>SVG tag, attributes and elements</th>
<th>Values of the attributes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Image</strong></td>
<td><code>&lt;image&gt;</code></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- id</td>
<td>- id</td>
<td>Image element ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- uri</td>
<td>- xlink:href</td>
<td>URI of the image element</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- description</td>
<td>- alt</td>
<td>Image element description (optional)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- width, height</td>
<td>[- width, height]</td>
<td>Only used if no SpatialProjector is provided</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SpatialProjector</strong></td>
<td><code>- x, y</code></td>
<td>Image element’s x,y-position</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- width, height</td>
<td>- width, height</td>
<td>Width and height of image element</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TemporalSelector</strong></td>
<td>Embedded <code>&lt;set&gt;</code> tag:</td>
<td>Used to show and hide the image element:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- start</td>
<td>- begin</td>
<td>Global start time when the image element shall be presented (calculated by the global timeline algorithm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- duration</td>
<td>- dur</td>
<td>Duration of image element playback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Text</strong></td>
<td><code>&lt;text&gt;</code></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- id</td>
<td>- id</td>
<td>Text element ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- uri</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>List of nested <code>&lt;tspan&gt;</code> tags for formatted text content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- description</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>Text element description (optional)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- width, height</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>Width and height is realized implicitly by <code>&lt;tspan&gt;</code> tags</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SpatialProjector</strong></td>
<td><code>- x, y</code></td>
<td>Text element’s x,y-position</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- width, height</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>Width and height is realized by <code>&lt;tspan&gt;</code> tags</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TemporalSelector</strong></td>
<td>Embedded <code>&lt;tspan&gt;</code> tags:</td>
<td>Default text format: ’visibility:hidden;fill:#000000;font-size:14px; font-family:Times;font-weight: normal; text-decoration: none;’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- start</td>
<td>- font-family</td>
<td>Provides for HTML-like formatted text content (each row of the text content is realized as single <code>&lt;tspan&gt;</code> tag).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- duration</td>
<td>- style</td>
<td>’font-family:’ + <code>&lt;font name&gt;</code>, e.g., Times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Text</strong></td>
<td>Embedded <code>&lt;tspan&gt;</code> tags:</td>
<td>Parameters of style attribute are: ’font-size:’ + <code>&lt;font size&gt;</code>, ’font-weight:’ + `&lt;bold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- x</td>
<td>The <code>&lt;tspan&gt;</code> text content x-position</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- dy</td>
<td>Delta y-position to the previous <code>&lt;tspan&gt;</code> tag</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **Table 6.6**              |
|----------------------------|----------------------------------|---------------------------|
| **Text**                   | Embedded `<set>` tag             | Embedded `<set>` tag as with the image element above |
### Table 6.7: Transformation rules for mapping the Video element and Audio element to SVG

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Basic composition elements</th>
<th>SVG tag and attributes</th>
<th>Values of the attributes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Video</td>
<td>&lt;video&gt;</td>
<td>Video element ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- id</td>
<td>- id</td>
<td>URI of the image element</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- uri</td>
<td>- xlink:href</td>
<td>Video element description (optional)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- description</td>
<td>- alt</td>
<td>Only used if no SpatialProjector is provided</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- width, height</td>
<td>[- width, height]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TemporalSelector</td>
<td>- begin</td>
<td>Global start time when the video element shall be presented (calculated by the global timeline algorithm). However, clip-begin is not supported by SVG.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- start</td>
<td>- dur</td>
<td>Duration of video element playback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- duration</td>
<td>- x, y, width, height</td>
<td>Video element's x,y-position as well as width and height</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SpatialProjector</td>
<td>- volume</td>
<td>Volume of video element</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- x, y, width, height</td>
<td>- balance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Audio                      | <audio>                | Audio element ID         |
| - id                       | - id                   | URI of the audio element|
| - uri                      | - xlink:href           | Audio element description (optional) |
| - description              | - alt                  |                          |
| TemporalSelector           | - begin                | Global start time when the audio element shall be presented (calculated by the global timeline algorithm). However, clip-begin is not supported by SVG. |
| - start                    | - dur                  | Duration of audio element playback |
| - duration                 | - audio-level          | Volume of audio element  |
| AcousticProjector          | n/a                    |                          |
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SVG tag, attributes and elements | Values of the attributes
--- | ---
Sequential
-SpatialProjector
- x, y | <g>
- id
- transform
Child elements
Sequential operator ID
'\text{translate(}<x\text{-position}, <y\text{-position}>')with
x-position = x and y-position = y
This attribute is set only, if there is a SpatialProjector
directly associated to the Sequential operator.
All composition elements of the Sequential operator are
embedded in the <g>-tag. The timing of these elements is
realized by the global time model of SVG.
Parallel
- SpatialProjector
- x, y | <g>
- id
- transform
Child elements
Parallel operator ID
Is implicitly realized by the global time model of SVG.
See Sequential operator above.
See Sequential operator above.
Delay
- id
- delay | n/a
Is implicitly realized by the global time model of SVG.
Link
- id
- target
- mode | <a>
- id
- xlink:href
- xlink:show
Child element(s)
Link operator ID
Link to internal or external resource
Open in new window or replace current presentation:
'new' or 'replace'
One arbitrary visual medium element or presentation
fragment

Table 6.8: Transformation rules for mapping basic composition operators to SVG
### Table 6.9: TinyLine SVG player specific transformation rule for mapping the Image element to SVG

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Medium element</th>
<th>TinyLine SVG tag, attributes and elements</th>
<th>Values of the attributes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Image</strong></td>
<td><code>&lt;image&gt;</code></td>
<td>Image element ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- id</td>
<td></td>
<td>URI of the image element</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- url</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- width, height</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TemporalSelector</strong></td>
<td>-<em>duration</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SpatialProjector</strong></td>
<td>-<em>x</em></td>
<td><code>-173741</code> (Position used to hide image element)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- y</td>
<td><code>-173741</code> (Position used to hide image element)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Four `<animate>` tags embedded as follows:

1. `<animate>` tag
   - attributeName
   - attributeType
   - from
   - to
   - begin
   - dur
   - fill
   `<XML>`
   `x`-position as provided by SpatialProjector
   `(calculated by the global timeline algorithm)`
   `'1ms'`
   `'freeze'`

2. `<animate>` tag
   - attributeName
   - attributeType
   - from
   - to
   - begin
   - dur
   - fill
   `<XML>`
   `y`-position as provided by SpatialProjector
   `(calculated by the global timeline algorithm)`
   `'1ms'`
   `'freeze'`

3. `<animate>` tag
   - attributeName
   - attributeType
   - from
   - to
   - begin
   - dur
   - fill
   `<XML>`
   `-173741` (Position used to hide image element)
   `(calculated by the global timeline algorithm using the presentation duration provided by TemporalSelector)`
   `'1ms'`
   `'freeze'`

4. `<animate>` tag
   - attributeName
   - attributeType
   - from
   - to
   - begin
   - dur
   - fill
   `<XML>`
   `-173741` (Position used to hide image element)
   `(calculated by the global timeline algorithm using the presentation duration provided by TemporalSelector)`
   `'1ms'`
   `'freeze'`
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Basic composition elements</th>
<th>FML tags and attributes</th>
<th>Values of the attributes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Image</strong></td>
<td><code>&lt;DefineImage&gt;</code></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- id</td>
<td>- characterID</td>
<td>Character ID of the image element’s shape</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- uri</td>
<td>- src</td>
<td>URI of the image element</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- description</td>
<td>- n/a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- width, height</td>
<td>- width, height</td>
<td>Width and height of the image element</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional attributes:</td>
<td>- imageID</td>
<td>ID of the image medium (internal ID required by Flash to fill the shape with the image medium)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SpatialProjector**
- x, y
- priority
- id
- target
- mode

- `<PlaceObject>`
  - x, y
  - depth

  Additional attributes:
  - characterIDRef

  - n/a

  - n/a

  - n/a

  - n/a

  - n/a

  - characterIDRef

  (1) Unique z-order value of the image element

  Link to internal or external resource (optional)

  Open in new window or replace current presentation: ‘new’ or ‘same’ (optional)

  Reference to the character ID above

| **TemporalSelector**      | `<RemoveObject>`        |                         |
| - start                   | - depth                |                          |

  Reference to the character ID above

| **Text**                  | `<DefineText>`          |                         |
| - id                      | - characterID          | Character ID of the text element |
| - uri                     | n/a                    | Text element’s content is embedded inline (see below) |
| - description             | n/a                    | Width and height of the text element |
| - width, height           | n/a                    | Embedded element |

  The actual text content, formatted in HTML-style.

**SpatialProjector**
- x, y
- priority
- id
- target
- mode

- `<PlaceObject>`
  - x, y
  - depth

  Additional attributes:
  - characterIDRef

  (2) Unique z-order value of the text element

  Link to internal or external resource (optional)

  Open in new window or replace current presentation: ‘new’ or ‘same’ (optional)

  Reference to the character ID above

| **TemporalSelector**      | `<RemoveObject>`        |                         |
| - start                   | - depth                |                          |

  Reference to the character ID above

| Attribute is not needed for discrete media elements |

Table 6.10: Transformation rule for mapping the Image element and Text element to FML
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Basic composition elements</th>
<th>FML tags and attributes</th>
<th>Values of the attributes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Video</strong></td>
<td>&lt;DefineVideo&gt;</td>
<td>Character ID of the video element</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- id</td>
<td>- characterID</td>
<td>URI of the video element</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- uri</td>
<td>- src</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- description</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- width, height</td>
<td>- width, height</td>
<td>Width and height of the video element</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SpatialProjector</strong></td>
<td>&lt;PlaceObject&gt;</td>
<td>Video element’s x,y-position</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- x, y</td>
<td>- target</td>
<td>(3) Unique z-order value of the video element</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- priority</td>
<td>- depth</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Link</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- id</td>
<td>- target</td>
<td>Link to internal or external resource (optional)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- target</td>
<td>- mode</td>
<td>Open in new window or replace current presentation:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>'new' or 'same' (optional)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Additional attributes:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- characterIDRef</td>
<td>Reference to the character ID above</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Audio</strong></td>
<td>&lt;DefineSound&gt;</td>
<td>(4) Unique character ID of the audio element</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- id</td>
<td>- characterID</td>
<td>URI of the audio element</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- uri</td>
<td>- src</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- description</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AcousticProjector</strong></td>
<td>&lt;StartSound&gt;</td>
<td>Volume of the playback of the audio element</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- volume</td>
<td>- volume</td>
<td>Balance of the playback of the audio element</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- balance</td>
<td>- balance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Additional attributes:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- characterIDRef</td>
<td>Reference to the character ID above</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TemporalSelector</strong></td>
<td>&lt;RemoveObject&gt;</td>
<td>Video element’s z-order value as defined above at (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- start</td>
<td>clipBegin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- duration</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **Table 6.11**: Transformation rule for mapping the Video element and Audio element to FML |
7 ProMoCF—A Lightweight Process Model and Development Method for Component Frameworks

The development of the MM4U framework shall not be conducted ad hoc but base on applying a systematic process model accompanied by a proper development method for software frameworks. Hence, during the analysis and systematic categorization of related work in the field of personalizing multimedia content (see Sections 3.2 and 3.3) and the identification of the requirements to the MM4U framework (see Section 5.2), also a process model for software frameworks was selected. We decided in favor of the hot-spot-driven approach by Wolfgang Pree presented in Section 4.2.2, since it is a mature and proved process model and development method for the development of object-oriented frameworks. However, to provide support for the development of component frameworks, we need to modify Pree's original hot-spot-driven approach towards a lightweight process model and development method for component frameworks. In Section 7.1, we argue for the benefits of such a lightweight process model and development method for the development of software frameworks, before we present in Section 7.2 our modification of the Pree approach. This modification is called ProMoCF and extends the Pree approach by activities and methodical support for identifying the framework's components and specifying the framework's variability by group-hot-spot-cards.

7.1 Need for a Lightweight Process Model for Component Frameworks

As we considered in the beginning of Section 4, the development of software frameworks is an iterative process and should be conducted by applying an appropriate process model [CC02]. However, there are different kinds of process models, like heavyweight models, lightweight models, and agile models. From our experience, we argue that lightweight process models are most suitable for the development of software frameworks.

With agile process models, e.g., the very popular eXtreme Programming (XP) [Bec00], Cockburn's Crystal Family [Coc06], and De Luca's Feature Driven Development [Neb04], the software is developed and delivered in increments and anything beyond programming code is minimized [Som04]. Consequently, agile models do not provide a real system specification. For example, in the case of XP only rudimental use cases, so-called stories, are defined to describe the application's functionality.
This functionality, however, is only incrementally added to the application’s design and only “the simplest thing that could possibly work” is implemented. Further flexibility requirements and the aspect of reuse of design are not considered. It is assumed that it is easier to change the original source code than adding flexibility in advance to provide support for reuse. This means that only as much flexibility is added to the application’s design as it is needed to realize the actually required functionality. In other words, agile models do not target at developing reusable software architectures in the sense of the reuse characteristics of software frameworks. Although, agile process models like to exploit existing components to actually realize the required functionality and by this provide reuse of existing components, this does not help for developing reusable architectures, like component frameworks. As a consequence, we conclude that agile process models should not be used for developing frameworks.

Heavyweight process models, like the Rational Unified Process (RUP) [Kru00] and the Domain Specific Software Architecture (DSSA) engineering process [TTC95, Has02], provide a fully-fledged support for developing reusable software applications (in a specific domain). With the RUP, we find a process model that carries out the development of the application over several phases and iterations applying different workflows, e.g., for requirements analysis, design, implementation, test, and project management. These workflows can be tailored to the requirements of a specific domain. In the case of the DSSA engineering process, a domain model as well as a reference architecture for the considered domain is developed [TTC95] to support efficient application development in the domain. This is reflected by two concurrent processes for domain engineering and application engineering [Has02]. When adapting a heavyweight process model to the requirements of a specific domain, e.g., the RUP tailored and extended to the domain of virtual laboratories [Sch02], it provides for an efficient development of applications in that domain.

Applying a heavyweight process model for developing reusable software applications can be conducted in two different ways. First, the development of the reusable parts of the applications, e.g., a software framework, can be conducted in a proactive manner. With a proactive heavyweight process model, the software framework is developed prior to the concrete applications employing the framework. Second, the reusable parts can be developed in a reactive manner. In this case of a reactive heavyweight process model, first several concrete applications are developed in the domain. Only then in a second step, the abstract framework architecture is derived from the concrete applications. In principle, both variants are possible for the development of a software framework. However, when applying a proactive heavyweight process model for the development of a software framework, it has two significant drawbacks. First, it is difficult to develop a framework in advance without having already developed several applications in the domain. The framework developers might also not have the necessary experience in the considered domain to actually develop a framework for it. Second, a proactive process model requires a high initial investment in the development of the software framework. With developing the framework first, it takes a long time until the initial development effort for the framework yields in a return of investment by, e.g., selling concrete applications developed on basis of this framework. Thus, applying a proactive heavyweight process model for the development of a software framework is involved with a high initial investment and financial risk if the concrete applications miss the expected results.
Applying a reactive heavyweight process model for evolving frameworks would be a much more appropriate approach here, as first several applications are developed in the domain. In a second step, the desired framework architecture would be abstracted from these applications. However, creating a reactive process model for a specific domain requires high effort and expertise, which is not reasonable in all cases. Thus, it is debatable whether such a process model should be created for the specific framework domain at all. Although the applications applying a particular software framework are from a common domain, the requirements to these concrete applications can be very diverging. Consequently, a process model for the considered framework domain could possibly describe the application development only on a very high level.

Lightweight process models typically only define a few artifacts and require few management effort. When evolving a software framework, its design and implementation is in constant change. All artifacts describing the framework and its functionality must be revised again and again. Consequently, it is not reasonable to write all artifacts documenting the framework in parallel to its development. Thus, to reduce effort to evolve the framework, only as much documentation should be written, as it is required to complete the documentation when finishing a framework development milestone, e.g., an official release of the framework for usage by external organizations (cf. [CC02]). Consequently, using a lightweight process model provides for an efficient management of evolving software frameworks at less cost. In the following section, we present our ProMoCF approach, a lightweight process model for developing component frameworks.

7.2 Modification of Pree’s Approach for Object-oriented Frameworks towards Component Frameworks

The motivation for modifying Pree’s hot-spot-driven approach for object-oriented frameworks towards a process model and development method for component frameworks is twofold [SB05a, SB06]. These both arguments for modifying the original approach are presented in the following:

- With the original hot-spot-driven approach aCiRC-cards (abstract Class/Interface Responsibility Collaboration cards) are used to identify the abstract classes of the framework’s object model. Also framework clusters are defined on the basis of key abstractions (see [FPR02]). Both could be useful to identify the framework’s components, however after defining them, they are reconsidered during the remainder of the process. To provide support for developing component frameworks, an explicit activity for identifying the framework’s components is needed.
- From our experience using the hot-spot-driven approach, it became apparent that the guideline in respect of the granularity of hot-spots of about one method (see [Pre95a]) is not precisely enough. It is not clear, how much and which functionality actually corresponds to each hot-spot. Therefore, we define the granularity of hot-spots and hot-spot-cards, respectively, to be exactly
one (hook) method in the programming language. We support this decision by introducing so-called group-hot-spot-cards. A group-hot-spot-card comprises an arbitrary number of hot-spot-cards of the granularity of one hook method. With the original Pree process, the number of hook methods that belong to one hot-spot is only implicitly defined by the respective hot-spot-card. However, the concept of group-hot-spot-cards allows for explicitly determining the number of hook methods by the number of their hot-spot-cards. These group-hot-spot-cards are used to identify the framework’s components and to specify the flexibility requirements of these components. In addition, with defining the hot-spots’ granularity to represent exactly one hook method, the framework developers have to be accurate with defining their hot-spots’ functionality.

In the following, the ProMoCF approach (short for “Process Model for Component Frameworks”) is presented. It is the result of our modification of the original Pree approach towards a lightweight process model and development method for component frameworks [SB05a]. Figure 7.1 depicts an overview of the ProMoCF approach. The single activities of this process model are described in the following sections.

7.2.1 Definition of a Specific Object Model

With the component-based software development and the process models we find in this area, e.g., [CD01], [Som04], [Nin96], and [DT03], the development of component-based applications typically begins with defining and specifying the components of the application. Thus, applying these process models, first the components and their interfaces are determined. Then, the object-oriented design and implementation of the inside of the components, i.e., the development of component instances (also called component objects [CD01, p. 6]) is conducted. This procedure, although successful for the development of traditional component-based software, is not applicable for developing component frameworks. Thus, in contrast to the process models for component-based software development, our ProMoCF approach for developing component frameworks begins with creating an initial object model of the framework (like it is conducted for object-oriented frameworks with the original Pree process described in Section 4.2.2.1). This initial object model is created on basis of the object models of example applications in the framework’s domain.

Starting with an initial object model in order to develop a component-based software architecture is quite unusual. However, this approach is necessary as the components needed for the framework are not known in advance. Thus, the framework components cannot be specified like with the traditional process models for developing component-based applications. There is only the chance to determine the framework components by analyzing the object models of already existing applications in the framework’s domain, building an initial object model for the framework on basis of these applications, and then to stepwise abstract from this object model in order to evolve the functionality of the component framework. By this, also the appropriate framework components emerge.

Thus, with the ProMoCF approach, we first conduct an object-oriented analysis of the future inside of the component framework, without knowing the distinct framework components that will emerge. Only by stepwise abstracting and evolving
from the initial object model, we can identify and determine the individual framework components and receive the framework’s specification.

For creating the initial object model, the models of the existing example applications in the framework domain are accumulated. If the considered example applications already base on component technology, the specific object model is created by accumulating the object models of the example applications’ components. In this
case, also an initial component model can be created. The initial component model can help identifying the framework's components.

Using an initial object model to create a component framework entails some disadvantages: Existing components cannot be used as input to the ProMoCF approach without dismantling them into their basic bricks. Thus, the divide-and-conquer-principle of component technology cannot be applied. As a consequence of starting with an initial object model, only such systems can be considered that are limited in regard of their size and complexity and for which a (flat) object-oriented analysis and modeling approach is in principle feasible and can be conducted with a reasonable effort.

On the other hand, there are some advantages when employing an initial object model (actually a class diagram) for developing a component framework: With employing appropriate re-engineering tools, the source code of the existing applications in the framework's domain can be analyzed and reused by generating class diagrams from it. This allows the framework developers to directly fall back on the existing applications for designing the framework. The created class diagrams are employed to identify the framework's hot-spots and to insert these hot-spots into the framework. Creating an initial object model first and then abstracting from it is a reactive approach (see Section 7.1) allowing to exploit the knowledge and expertise of the existing applications in the domain. The framework developers can exploit this knowledge and (stepwise) abstract the framework's functionality and identify the framework's components from the initial object model.

7.2.2 Identification of Hot-spots and Writing of Hot-spot-cards

As the original Pree process, the iterations of the process model's main cycle begin with the identification of hot-spots and writing of hot-spot-cards. As introduced in Section 4.2.2.1, hot-spot-cards constitute a simple but effective means for documenting and communicating the flexibility requirements to the framework between the domain experts and the framework developers. By this, hot-spot-cards bring the specific knowledge of the domain experts into the framework development process. For examples of hot-spot-cards see [Pre96a, Pre99].

7.2.3 Grouping of Hot-spot-cards and Identification of Components

In contrast to the original Pree process, the hot-spot-cards are arranged into logical groups and so-called group-hot-spot-cards are written. Arranging the hot-spot-cards into logical groups requires a lot of cognitive work by the framework developers. It is the most subtle activity of the ProMoCF approach. For grouping the hot-spots, the flexibility requirements described on each hot-spot-card are compared. Then, the hot-spot-cards are arranged into logical groups.

For arranging the hot-spot-cards, it might seem reasonable at first glance to arrange the hot-spot-cards into groups dealing with similar services. However, it is not reasonable to put similar services into one group-hot-spot as this will not lead to reasonable framework components. For example, arranging the service for opening a data connection to a user profile server with the service for opening a data
connection to a media data server will probably not yield in a reasonable framework component.

Rather than arranging hot-spot-cards describing similar services, a criteria for arranging hot-spot-cards into logical groups is the hot-spot-cards’ cohesion predefined with the framework’s domain. This means that those hot-spot-cards are grouped that have a high affinity in regard of solving a particular problem in the framework’s domain (cf. eating the elephant pattern in [CC02]). Thus, those hot-spot-cards should be arranged into logical groups that describe flexibility requirements for a common problem. Another good indicator for arranging hot-spot-cards into logical groups is to identify those cards that work on the same data. These hot-spot-cards are likely to belong to the same framework component.

For example, within a framework for managing files and folders, one would probably group the hot-spot-card to Add an arbitrary document to a folder with its counterpart, the hot-spot-card Remove an arbitrary document from a folder.\footnote{Note: In principle, hot-spot-cards can be divided into data-hot-spot-cards and function-hot-spot-cards as described in Section 4.2.2.1. To be more precisely, the presented hot-spot-cards are data-hot-spot-cards (see [Pre96a]).} The corresponding group-hot-spot-card could be called Manage arbitrary items in a folder. The framework could then call the files in the folders to obtain their size in bytes, independently of whether they are a text file, program file, or of any other domain-specific file type. This could be used to accumulate the file sizes over arbitrary folders and types of files.

For each logical group of hot-spot-cards dealing with the flexibility requirements for a common problem, a corresponding group-hot-spot-card is written. Basing on this analysis and arrangement of hot-spot-cards, it seems reasonable to realize each of the logical groups written down on the group-hot-spot-cards as a self-contained framework component. By this, the modeling aspects of the framework’s domain are separated into different framework components (cf. [CC02]).

Consequently, the initial object model of the framework is partitioned into the different framework components defined by the group-hot-spot-cards. Such a partitioning of a software system into bounded units of analysis is necessary in general when the system becomes too large for a global analysis to be feasible [SGM02]. However, it is especially important when a system is meant to be independently extensible [SGM02] such as a component framework. Thus, with the ProMoCF approach, the initial object model is partitioned with the group-hot-spot-cards into reasonable units of analysis. The partitioning activity for finding reasonable framework components is crucial and has a large impact to the success of the developed component framework (cf. [SGM02, p. 139]). Only a good partitioning into reasonable components allows us to construct a complex software system such as a component framework (cf. Szyperski et al.’s units of analysis [SGM02, p. 141]).

As hot-spot-cards capture framework flexibility requirements, the group-hot-spot-cards define and specify the flexibility requirements to the framework components. By this, the ProMoCF approach not only provides for identifying the framework’s components, but also for developing flexible instances of the framework components. Flexible instances means that the framework components are prepared to be specialized in the traditional object-oriented framework way, i.e., that they are developed by using an object oriented framework. As we will see in Section 8, each
group-hot-spot-card identified for our MM4U framework corresponds to one component within this framework and is responsible for conducting a specific task within the general multimedia personalization process.

Grouping of hot-spot-cards to logical groups provides a means for abstracting from some flexibility requirements to the framework if they are not necessary to discuss in detail. For example, not every single hot-spot-card needs to be discussed with the domain experts. However, it is important that the software developers know which hot-spot-cards and corresponding flexibility requirements are hidden by the group-hot-spot-cards.

By building logical groups of hot-spots and writing them down on group-hot-spot-cards automatically a coarser and with it a more concise view to the framework's flexibility requirements is created. The hot-spot-cards can be attached to their corresponding group-hot-spot-card, e.g., by using a paper clip. Also new group-hot-spot-cards can be added in this activity for which no corresponding hot-spot-card could be determined in the previous activity so far, as it is not clear which hot-spots this group-hot-spot-card might have. Finally, group-hot-spot-cards can be build of other group-hot-spot-cards to provide an even more abstract view. As a consequence, nesting group-hot-spot-cards means to build a hierarchy of framework components.

The structure of group-hot-spot-cards is similar to the structure of hot-spot-cards. They have a name, a one-sentence description of what the group-hot-spot-card is about, a brief description of the group-hot-spot-card's behavior for at least two concrete situations, and two check boxes for determining whether adaptation during runtime is necessary and whether a configuration tool for end users is needed. Optionally, a list of the attached hot-spot-cards is added. Examples of group-hot-spot-cards written for our component framework MM4U are depicted in Figure 7.2.

### 7.2.4 Specification, (Re-)Design, and Implementation of the Framework Components

In this activity, the specification, design, and implementation of the component framework is conducted. The major difference to the original hot-spot-driven process is that it has sub-activities for developing framework components. For each component that shall be (re)designed and improved in the current main cycle iteration, the sub-activities as described in the following are conducted.

So far, not all hot-spots are necessarily already identified and additional, previously undiscovered hot-spots can emerge. Therefore, in the first sub-activity of the (re-)design and implementation for the framework components, further hot-spots of the component's group-hot-spot-card are identified. This results in a refined group-hot-spot-card.

In the next sub-activity, the component's interfaces are specified and an instance of the framework component is designed and implemented. For it, the group-hot-spot-cards provide input for specifying both the "outside" and the "inside" of the components. They support the application developers in determining the component's provided interface as well as the component's realization (and with it implicitly the required interface of the framework component). The provided interface [OMG05] describes the services offered by a component [RS02]. The realization [OMG05] determines the framework component's internal behavior, i.e., its implementation.
7.2 Modification of Pree’s Approach

The required interface [OMG05] specifies which other external services and components shall be employed for realizing the component’s internal implementation, i.e., what services are needed by a framework component to fulfill its own functionality [RS02]. A detailed description of the provided interfaces, required interfaces, and realization of software components will be presented later in Section 8.5, when it comes to the actual specification, design, and implementation of the components of the MM4U framework.

For the design and implementation of the framework component instances, each hot-spot-card of the group-hot-spot-card is considered and it is determined, whether the flexibility requirement described on it constitutes a service that shall be part of the provided interface of the framework component or if it is for the internal realization only. For example, consider a group-hot-spot-card specifying the flexi-
bility requirements for providing accounting data stored in an arbitrary database. Some hot-spot-cards of this group-hot-spot-card could describe the service to open and close the database connection and read and write some accounting information. These hot-spot-cards should clearly be part of the provided interface of the component. However, another hot-spot-card could specify some abstract functionality to map the internal data structure of the concrete accounting object to the features of the used database. Such a flexible mapping functionality is necessary when different concrete databases can be used for implementing an accounting data component instance. This mapping functionality provides valuable information for the realization of the component. It should be clearly not part of the provided interface.

For specifying the component, the framework developers need to decide which of the hot-spot-cards are associated to the provided interface and which to the realization. This can also be determined prior to the specification, (re-)design and implementation activity by stating the corresponding interface on the hot-spot-card.

As the description and example above shows, the contribution of the group-hot-spot-cards is twofold. First, they provide for describing the provided interface of the framework components. Second, they also provide information for the realization determining how to design and implement a flexible instance of the framework component. Besides the provided interface and the realization, it is also very important to specify the required interface [OMG05] of the framework components. For example, a framework component for analyzing accounting data within a component framework for financial software will probably require access to data stored in some databases. Consequently, for the required interface of this component it is specified that an appropriate component for storing and retrieving accounting data needs to be available. These dependencies between framework components are provided by the framework's domain.

The design and implementation of the framework component instances can be revised and improved in the following main cycle iterations. Implementing the framework components' instances also includes writing the documentation that is needed to use the components. Then, the concrete implementations of the framework component instances are tested in the next sub-activity in an appropriate test environment, e.g., by applying the automatic test approach.

Since not all components are improved in each iteration, they can have different maturity (cf. clusters in [FPR00]). For example, while some components are already in the implementation phase, others can still be in the requirements or design phase. In addition, the development of the framework components can also be concurrently conducted (not shown in Figure 7.1). The result of this activity is a (revised) design and an (improved) implementation of the framework components.

With the ProMoCF approach, well-designed framework components emerge. The framework component instances are designed with the group-hot-spot-cards as traditional object-oriented framework. Consequently, the framework component instances are prepared to be adapted to the requirements of the different concrete applications in the traditional object-oriented framework way. The framework components specification shield the single components instances and their traditional object-oriented frameworks and encapsulate them into independently deployable and employable units.
7.2.5 Employment of the Framework

In this activity, the (revised) framework is tested and evaluated in regard of the quality and reusability of its design. The only way to identify errors and weak points in the framework’s design is to develop concrete applications that use the component framework [BMM’99]. Weak points in the design of the component framework are those where the selected hot-spots are inappropriate (cf. Section 4.2.2.1). This means that parts of the framework’s design are too static and thus additional hot-spots or even group-hot-spots need to be added. Or some parts of the design are too flexible such that the component framework does not provide for the desired standardized architecture for the considered domain. To provide for a more fixed architecture, some framework hot-spots need to be modified or removed. Consequently, the component framework is iteratively improved and the framework as whole is evolving.

Developing a concrete application by applying the evolving component framework means composing instances of the framework components (that meet the requirements of the application’s domain) according to the rules defined by the framework. For specifying and identifying these components and for developing the concrete application, one of the standard component-based software development processes such as [Som04] or [Bos00] can be applied. The framework component instances can be adapted to the requirements of the concrete application by, e.g., modifying existing ones, reusing them in different configurations only, or developing new ones. The more concrete applications are developed by using the component framework, the more different concrete instances of the framework components exist that can be used for composition and reuse in other applications. As the ProMoCF approach provides for developing flexible framework component instances by designing and implementing them as traditional object-oriented frameworks, they can be reused and adapted to the requirements of the concrete applications by means of traditional object-oriented technology. Errors in the component framework and the concrete applications employing the framework are corrected immediately. Weak points in the framework design are improved in the next main cycle iteration. In regard of documentation, only as much as needed to develop the framework and the concrete applications is written. Only for finishing a framework milestone, i.e., a release of the framework to an external organization, a complete documentation is written.

Like with the regular component-based development where the developer team should be divided into two parts, one part providing the components and the other part using the components, the development team of component frameworks shall be divided. Here, one part of the developer team provides the component framework and the other part uses and applies the framework for the development of concrete applications. In general, this approach is useful to apply when reuse of the developed software artifacts is important.

7.2.6 Criteria for Repeating the Process Model’s Main Cycle

As described in the previous section, some of the identified group-hot-spots and their associated hot-spots may emerge to be inappropriate when developing concrete applications employing the just developed component framework. Then, the main cy-
The ProMoCF approach is not an all embracing process model for the development of component frameworks. It is not the silver bullet solving all problems and challenges of developing and evolving component frameworks. In the following, it is described for what kind of software family the ProMoCF approach is applicable. As Prechelt motivates with his claim for a Forum for Negative Results [Pre97a], it is not only important when a software engineering approach is applicable; it is also as much important to know when it does not work. Consequently, the limits of the ProMoCF approach will be drawn. Both will help potential applicants of our approach to decide whether ProMoCF is appropriate for their project.

The ProMoCF approach yields at developing component frameworks that are targeted at a specific domain. Input to this component framework development process is an initial object model of the framework. This object model is accumulated by the object models of existing applications in the domain of the framework. For it, existing applications in the domain are analyzed. If an object model is small enough to be conveniently handled and analyzed with merely object-oriented technology, this technology might be the best choice for implementing the system. However, if an object model is becoming too large for a global analysis and an object-oriented implementation is becoming to be practically infeasible, component-based technology needs to be applied. This is especially important if other requirements are made such as partitioning the object model into major aspects of the considered domain with the goal to obtain reusable and independently deployable and extensible units. One of the central non-functional requirements to the MM4U framework is to be independently extensible in regard of integrating existing solution approaches and systems at different levels for providing application-specific multi-
media personalization functionality. In addition, the functionality provided by the single MM4U framework's components should also be independently deployable. To provide support for such problems, the ProMoCF approach is designed for. It is applicable for software systems, for which in principle an initial object model can be defined. However, this object model is too large for a global analysis and its implementation as object-oriented framework would be impractical as it is very difficult if not unfeasible to independently deploy and extend the framework (see the fragile base class problem that emerges with composing object-oriented frameworks in Section 4.1.2.1). With the ProMoCF approach's group-hot-spot-cards, the initial object model is partitioned into reasonable units of analysis and implementation. Each group-hot-spot-card is aimed at specifying and is resulting in a distinct framework component solving a specific task in the considered framework domain. By the nature of component technology, the framework's components as well as the component framework itself are independently deployable and extensible units. Consequently, the ProMoCF approach serves for considering Szyperski et al.'s different aspects of scale and granularity for designing software components in regard of the different units of analysis [SGM02, 140ff.].

In the case that the considered existing applications already base on component technology, the components of these applications have to be dismantled into their object models first. Only by this, existing component-based applications can be taken into account for the development of the component framework. As a consequence, the ProMoCF approach does not provide for COTS-reuse (short for "commercial off-the-shelf reuse") of existing components in the domain.

As the ProMoCF approach is a lightweight process model, its application is heavily limited to software projects with a small development team only. Otherwise it will not be possible to keep all members of the development team up to date with the design decisions and development progress of the framework.

### Summary

With the ProMoCF approach we presented a modification of the hot-spot-driven approach for object-oriented frameworks by Pree towards a process model for component frameworks. The ProMoCF approach provides methodical support for identifying framework components and specifying the flexibility requirements to these components. This is achieved by introducing the concept of group-hot-spot-cards.

For evaluating the ProMoCF approach, it has been applied for developing and evolving the MM4U component framework. Thus, the MM4U framework can be considered as a case study of the proposed development process. While the ProMoCF approach has been evaluated by applying it for the development of the MM4U component framework, the component framework itself has provided important feedback to the development process. By this a mutual benefit between improving and maturing the ProMoCF approach and developing and evolving the MM4U component framework emerged.

To ensure the quality and to prove that the developed framework is well-defined, the ProMoCF approach defines in its activity Evolution of the framework to employ the created component framework for the development of concrete applications. Thus, the ProMoCF approach is not only applied for the development of the MM4U
component framework. Also the outcome of the ProMoCF approach, i.e., the MM4U component framework itself is tested and applied for various demonstrator applications in different domains. The developed demonstrator applications provided for improving the design of the MM4U framework and ensure that the outcome of applying the ProMoCF approach is an applicable and well-designed component framework. In addition, with developing the demonstrator applications we obtained feedback for maturing the ProMoCF approach.

In the following Section 8, the design and implementation of the MM4U component framework along the single activities of the lightweight process model ProMoCF are presented. In Section 9, the impact of personalization to the software development process in general and the design of multimedia applications in particular are considered. In addition, the MM4U framework support for developing personalized multimedia applications is described. The employment of the MM4U component framework in multiple applications in the domain of multimedia personalization is presented in Section 10.
8 Development of the MM4U Component Framework

In this section, we present in detail the experiences gained with applying the ProMoCF approach for developing and evolving the MM4U framework and its components. This includes the basic organization of the framework, represented by its components, and the relation of the components to each other and to the environment. By applying the ProMoCF approach for developing and evolving the MM4U component framework, we conducted an evaluation of our process model and development method for component frameworks. The goal here is to develop a well-defined and applicable component framework. However, it is only the first step in evaluating the ProMoCF approach. The second step in evaluating the ProMoCF approach is the development of concrete applications on the basis of the MM4U framework. By this, the outcome of the ProMoCF approach, i.e., the quality of the MM4U component framework itself is evaluated. The concrete applications using the MM4U framework are presented in Section 10.

According to the design and implementation requirements in Section 5.2.3, the development of the MM4U component framework is conducted in the programming language Java and by applying a sophisticated IDE. In the following sections, the development of the MM4U component framework is described along the different tasks and activities defined by our process model and development method ProMoCF presented in Section 7. We start with the definition of an initial object model for the MM4U framework in Section 8.1. This object model is determined on the basis of prototypical applications as well as the related work in the field of multimedia personalization. In Section 8.2, the identification and writing of hot-spot-cards and group-hot-spot-cards is described, holding the flexibility requirements to the MM4U framework. The group-hot-spot-cards lead to the identification of the framework components as presented in Section 8.3 and the definition of the MM4U framework component architecture introduced in Section 8.4. The general issues involved with specifying, (re-)designing, and implementing the MM4U framework and its components are presented in Section 8.5. In Section 8.6, the underlying component-based software engineering concepts for developing the MM4U framework components and their instances are introduced, before the development these components and instances are presented in detail in Sections 8.7 to 8.12. Other design issues of the MM4U framework in regard of performance and a common exception concept for the framework are briefly described in Section 8.13. In Section 8.14, the general usage of the MM4U component framework by a concrete personalized application is presented. In Section 8.15, the deployment of the MM4U framework components are described. With mobileMM4U, a specific subset of the MM4U framework targeted
at mobile devices is presented in Section 8.16, before this section concludes with a short summary.

8.1 Definition of a Specific Object Model

For defining the initial object model of our MM4U framework, we analyzed the source code of three prototypes developed in the area of personalized multimedia applications. These first prototypes are a personalized sightseeing tour through Vienna [Bol03b] and Oldenburg [BK03], a GPS-based mobile paper chase game [BKW03, KKRB04], and a personalized music newsletter, generating personalized multimedia music news letters in HTML and SMIL in regard of the user’s favorite genres and artists [Ric03].

Having the possibility to analyze three object models of related applications is a quite unusual situation, as the development of such object models itself is a complex task. The object models of these prototypes were studied in full depth in regard of similarities and dissimilarities. On basis of the analysis of our prototypes as well as the extensive study of related systems and solution approaches for creating personalized multimedia content (see Section 3.2 and 3.3), we defined an initial object model for the MM4U framework.

8.2 Identification and Writing of Hot-spot-cards and Group-hot-spot-cards

According to the ProMoCF approach, an initial set of hot-spots has been identified and corresponding hot-spot-cards have been written. For identifying the hot-spots, our experiences gained in developing the prototypes of personalized multimedia applications as well as the analysis of related work in the area of generating personalized multimedia content have been helpful. The initial hot-spot-cards were arranged and re-worked by conducting several iterations of ProMoCF’s main cycle. This identification of hot-spots and the (re-)arrangement of the corresponding hot-spot-cards led to five logical groups. Correspondingly, five group-hot-spot-cards were written. Each of these five group-hot-spot-cards addresses a particular task of the general multimedia personalization process as described in Section 5.1. Thus, the identified group-hot-spots with the associated hot-spots constitute the domain model of the framework. The identified group-hot-spot-cards and their task within the multimedia personalization process are described in the following.

- The first group-hot-spot-card specifies the flexibility requirements needed for integrating existing systems and solutions for storage, retrieval, and access to user profile information and context information.
- The second group-hot-spot-card specifies the flexibility requirements needed for integrating existing systems and solutions for storage, retrieval, and access to media elements and their associated meta data.
- The third group-hot-spot-card specifies the flexibility requirements for composing arbitrary personalized multimedia content in the internal multimedia content representation model.
The flexibility requirements for transforming the multimedia representation model to the syntax and features of different (standardized) multimedia presentation formats are written down on the fourth group-hot-spot-card.

Finally, the fifth group-hot-spot-card specifies the flexibility requirements for integrating different existing player software for multimedia presentation.

During the iterative framework development process further hot-spot-cards were identified. These hot-spot-cards were attached to one of the existing group-hot-spot-cards identified for the MM4U framework above. In addition, some of the identified hot-spot-cards were redefined and others were removed. For all group-hot-spot-cards and their subsidiary hot-spot-cards neither an adaptation of the functionality during runtime nor a software tool to support end users with adapting the functionality is necessary.

The five group-hot-spot-cards emerged during the identification and rework process of the hot-spot-cards. In the beginning of the development process of the MM4U framework it was not clear how many group-hot-spot-cards would eventually be necessary. However, with continuously developing and evolving the framework and applying it for the development of concrete applications, the number of group-hot-spot-cards finally meet to five.

8.3 Identification of the Framework’s Components

The group-hot-spot-cards divide the flexibility requirements to the MM4U framework in five logical groups, each addressing a particular task in the multimedia personalization process. Following our ProMoCF approach, we defined for each group-hot-spot-card a distinct component within the MM4U component framework. On basis of the group-hot-spot-cards, we specified the interfaces of the framework components and implemented a concrete instance of each component.

At the beginning of the development of the MM4U framework there had been some imagination of the flexibility requirements and demands to be made to the component framework. However, it was not clear, how many components would be necessary to realize these requirements and how to reasonably divide the flexibility requirements into components. By identifying the hot-spot-cards and arranging them to the five group-hot-spot-cards, we are sure that all necessary framework components have been identified. Another framework component cannot emerge, as all requirements to the framework (defined with the hot-spot-cards) have been successfully mapped to the identified framework components. Even more important is, however, that we are sure that the emergent components are the right ones, i.e., that the flexibility requirements to the framework are reasonably divided into (the identified) components.

8.4 Definition of the Framework’s Component Architecture

In Section 5.3, we presented a functionality-driven layered architecture of the MM4U framework. The different layers of the framework provide modular sup-
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port for the different tasks of the personalization process of multimedia content as shown in Figure 5.1. The following Figure 8.1 also shows this architecture. However, the five components of the framework are indicated by five boxes surrounding the framework’s layers. The MM4U framework layer (3) to (5) each constitute a single software component within this architecture. However, the Accessor layer and Connectors layer do not. Instead the left side and the right side of the layers (1) and (2), i.e., the User Profile Accessor and User Profile Connectors as well as the Media Pool Accessor and Media Data Connectors, each form a distinct software component in the MM4U framework.

![Figure 8.1: Combined functional and component view of the MM4U framework](image)

Consequently, Figure 8.2 depicts a UML component diagram of the MM4U framework. The diagram shows the five components of the MM4U framework and the components’ central interfaces of the provided and required data, respectively. The two components at the bottom of the figure depict the access and connectors to user profile information and media data. The central interfaces here are IUserProfile for the user profile information and IMedium as well as IMediaList providing a medium element and set of media elements together with their associated metadata. The user profile information and media data is exploited for the multimedia composition task in the Multimedia Composition component. This component provides an object-oriented representation of the generated personalized multimedia content tree. The root node of this multimedia content tree, which is of type IVariable, is passed to the Presentation Format Generators component. Here, the content is transformed into the concrete multimedia presentation formats. The multimedia presentation in final presentation format is passed as object of the interface IMultimediaPresentation to the Multimedia Presentation component. This component actually renders and displays the presentation on the end device of the user.
8.5 Specification, (Re-)Design, and Implementation of the MM4U Framework and its Components

The framework, its components, classes, and interfaces, are specified using the UML. The implementation of the framework component instances is carried out in Java (using the JDK 1.4 and JDK 1.1.8, respectively, for the mobile variant of the framework). As we applied the ProMoCF approach for developing the MM4U framework, we implemented a first prototype of the framework which then has undergone constant review, re-design, and re-implementation iterations for a stepwise refinement and enhancement of the framework’s components. This redesign was triggered by the experience gained with employing the framework for the development of several demonstrator applications to prove the applicability of the MM4U framework in different application domains (see Section 10 for demonstrator applications). The demonstrator applications were used as valuation of the framework. They provided feedback in regard of the comprehensiveness and applicability of the framework to improve it in subsequent iterations. The demonstrator applications pinpointed the weak points of the MM4U framework’s architecture, i.e., they identified those parts of the framework design where it was too inflexible and additional hot-spots needed to be added. In addition, also those parts of the framework design with too much flexibility were identified such that the control flow of the application was unclear and ambiguous to the application developers and additional frozen-spots needed to be added.

Many iterations have been conducted for (re)designing and improving the MM4U component framework. During these iterations, the single components had
different maturity. For example, during redesign of the Media Pool Accessor and Connectors component, the implementation of the Multimedia Composition component has been finished. And while implementing the Multimedia Composition component, the Presentation Format Generators component was still in its initial design.

For the (re)design and implementation task, we employed the Eclipse [Ecl06] IDE. This IDE provides powerful refactoring functionality, which is very useful for the design and implementation of a software framework. Without applying such a sophisticated IDE, the development of the MM4U component framework would probably not have been feasible due to the many redesign iterations and refactoring sessions that were necessary.

8.6 Development of the MM4U Framework Components and Component Instances

Before we present the specification of the framework components and the development of the component instances in detail, we introduce the underlying component-based software engineering concepts that are used as basis for specifying the components and developing the instances. In addition, we introduce how these component-based concepts are mapped to the development of the MM4U framework in the object-oriented programming language Java.

When developing software components, two parts of the components are to be considered [WRBS05, section 3.3], the “outside” and the “inside” of a component. The “outside” of a software component describes the component’s behavior for usage by other components as well as the services and components required to fulfill its own services. It is characterized by the preconditions and postconditions of the component’s contract. Depending that the preconditions of a component are fulfilled by offering the right execution environment, the component offers its services as described in the postcondition [RS02]. The services offered by a component are specified in the provided interface [OMG05, RS02]. Thus, the provided interface determines the postconditions of a component [RS02]. The provided interfaces of the components of the MM4U framework, i.e., the services the framework components offer are basically specified and described by employing Java interfaces. As Java interfaces do not allow for specifying the order in which the services of a component can be used, i.e., they do not allow for specifying the provided protocol of a component, finite state automata (FSA) are applied here. The provided protocol of each component of the MM4U framework is determined by using a FSA. The FSA specifies the allowed call sequences to the component’s services. The notation for the FSA is taken from [Reu01b].

Which services from other components are used by a component to actually realize and provide its own services are described in the requirements part of the component’s specification, i.e., they are specified in the required interface [OMG05]. Thus, the required interface defines the preconditions of a component [RS02]. For example, an application-specific component needs to store some information in a persistence system, e.g., a database. This storage functionality can be specified in the required interface. Any persistence component implementing this interface can
then be used by the application-specific component to actually realize its storage functionality.

As the preconditions of a component might not be fully satisfied by a specific execution environment and the postconditions of a component are not necessary to their full extend by all components using it, also subsets of the preconditions and postconditions can be modeled in the component's contract describing the component's behavior to its "outside" world. Such a component contract that can be adapted to different specific execution environments of a component is called parameterized contract [RS02, Reu01b, Reu01a].

The "inside" behavior of a software component is described by the realization [OMG05]. It can be considered as the private design of the component, describing how the component fulfills its provided interface [ABB+02]. To model the components internal behavior, different approaches can be applied, e.g., formal methods such as state chart diagrams, petri-nets, pi-calculi, and algebras. As the formal methods tend to be complex and difficult to handle, we use semi-formal and informal methods for modeling and describing the internal realization of the MM4U framework's components. Here, textual descriptions, sequence diagrams, and UML class diagrams are employed. Textual descriptions introduce the component's behavior on a mere verbal level. However, they aim to be easy to understand and compact in their length. Sequence diagrams are used to depict communication flows. UML class diagrams are employed to specify the internal design of a component instance on a mere functional level. However, they provide for defining the general structure of a component and are a good means for developing component instances. The realization describes the internal behavior of a component and can require some services that are provided by other components. Thus, the provided interfaces of the other components are employed and used to realize the component's functionality. As a consequence, the required interface can be associated to both the inside and outside of a component. As the required interface serves as basis for realizing the component's provided interface, i.e., for realizing the provided services, it refers to the internal implementation of a component. However, as the required services have to be specified such that they are visible by other external components providing them, they can also be associated to the outside of the component.

The components' provided interfaces and required interfaces are considered as first-class entities. This means that they are independent of the framework's components. The interfaces do not belong to one distinct component only, but can appear at multiple places in the component framework. This means, that the interfaces can be associated to an arbitrary set of the framework components. As a consequence of being first-class entities, the interfaces are stored in a separate place from the framework component instances. This follows the separated interface pattern [FRF+02] postulating the definition of the interfaces in a separate package from their implementation or following Szyperski et al. [SGM02] "separation of the immutable plan from the mutable instances is essential".

The implementation of a software component is often realized by means of an object-oriented framework [Bos00]. As we will see in the subsequent sections, almost all component instances of the MM4U framework components are designed and implemented as traditional object-oriented frameworks. Only the Multimedia Composition component, with its initial design of an object-oriented framework, ma-
tured over time to a flexible and extensible toolbox for composing and assembling arbitrary personalized multimedia content.

The development of concrete instances of the MM4U framework components is a complex and challenging task in itself. Consequently, the development of the components and their instances is described in detail in the following Sections 8.7 to 8.11. The description of each component is structured as follows: First, the functionality and objectives of the component as introduced in Section 5.3 are briefly repeated. Second, the underlying concepts used for developing and designing the component are presented. Third, the contractual specification of the component is presented. As the description of the required interfaces of the MM4U framework components is only of minor importance for the presented development of the MM4U framework, we concentrate here on the provided interfaces. As the provided interfaces are specified in Java, we enrich each with a corresponding FSA describing the sequence of how to use the corresponding component's services. Finally, the design and implementation of a concrete instance of the framework component is described.

A component framework itself should be designed and implemented as single software component. Thus, a sixth group-hot-spot-card is introduced in Section 8.12 for developing the MM4U component. The MM4U component embraces the framework components presented in Sections 8.7 to 8.11. In addition, also the contractual specification of the MM4U component and the development of an instance of this component is presented in Section 8.12.

8.7 Development of the Media Pool Accessor and Connectors Component

For creating personalized multimedia content those media elements have to be selected from the media databases that are most appropriate to the user's profile information. This personalized media selection is realized by the Media Pool Accessor and Connectors component of the framework. It provides concrete applications of the framework access to media elements and associated meta data.

8.7.1 Underlying Concepts

To retrieve those media elements that are of most relevance to the user and the requested presentation, the media pool accessor provides passing the user profile information to the media data connector. An example for user profile information exploited by the Media Pool Accessor and Connectors component is, e.g., for the domain of mobile tourist guide applications information about the user's interests and preferences in regard of the provided sights, the display size of the end device, and the current location of the user. This and further user profile information is exploited by our demonstrator application Sightseeing4U presented in Section 10.1.

To specify additional parameters for querying the media pool storages, further query options can be defined within a query object implementing the Media Pool Accessor and Connectors component's IQueryObject interface. Such a query object is typically created within the Multimedia Composition component (this component is presented later in Section 8.9). The query object is carrying a list of application-specific parameters used for determining the media elements for the multimedia
composition task. For example, the authoring wizard for creating personalized photo albums implemented in our xSMART tool (see Section 10.6) can specify a query object such that only those image elements are selected for the photo album that fulfill specific criteria. These selection criteria are, e.g., that the photos must be taken within a specific area and time, are an indoor or outdoor shot, have a minimum and maximum exposure, and possess a sufficient sharpness.

With this query object and the user profile information, the Media Pool Accessor and Connectors component is called by the Multimedia Composition component for retrieving the most relevant media elements. As the Media Pool Accessor and Connectors component aims at integrating and embracing existing multimedia databases and content-based multimedia retrieval solutions, the retrieval of the “best match” can only be left to the underlying storage and management systems. Consequently, within the media data accessor the query object is mapped to the meta data associated with the media elements in the concrete underlying media store. Then, the query object is handed over to the concrete media data connector of the connected media storage solution. The concrete media storage solution determines the result set, i.e., an ordered list of media elements that best match the given query object. Finally, the result set of the query is handed back to the calling component.

8.7.2 Specification of the Component

For the access to media elements and their associated meta data, the Media Pool Accessor and Connectors component defines the narrow provided interface IMediaElementsAccessor shown in Listing 8.1. The provided interface offers services such as openConnection() and closeConnection() for opening and closing a connection to the media storage. The Media Pool Accessor and Connectors component supports active (client-pull) and passive (server-push) retrieval of media elements. For actively querying media elements by a given user profile and application-specific query object as described above, the service getMediaElements(...) is provided. However, also a single medium element can be retrieved by calling the service getMediumElement(...) with the medium element’s unique identifier as parameter. To provide support for an automatic notification for new media elements, the Media Pool Accessor and Connectors component offers to add and remove media observers to the media elements connector. For it, the services addObserver(...) and removeObserver(...) are provided.

The provided protocol of the Media Pool Accessor and Connectors component is defined by the FSA depicted in Figure 8.3. First, media element observers can be added (and removed), before a connection to a concrete media elements storage solution is opened and a connection to the underlying media server is established. After establishing a connection to the media storage solution, arbitrary media elements can be retrieved actively by using the corresponding getMediumElement(...) and getMediaElements(...) services. In addition, now the media elements observers start working and notify the personalized multimedia application when relevant media elements occur in the media storage solution. While the media elements connection is established, also further media elements observers can by dynamically added and removed. Finally, the connection to the concrete media storage solution is closed.
public interface IMediaElementsAccessor {
    public void openConnection() throws MM4UCannotOpenMediaElementsConnectionException;
    public void closeConnection() throws MM4UCannotCloseMediaElementsConnectionException;
    public abstract IMedium getMediumElement(String mediumID) throws MM4UMediumElementNotFoundException;
    public IMediaList getMediaElements(IQueryObject queryObject, IUserProfile userProfile) throws MM4UMediumElementNotFoundException;
    public boolean addMediaElementsObserver(IEventListener observer);
    public boolean removeMediaElementsObserver(IEventListener observer);
}

Listing 8.1: Provided interface of the Media Pool Accessor and Connectors component

Figure 8.3: Finite state automaton defining the provided protocol of the Media Pool Accessor and Connectors component

8.7.3 Design and Implementation of a Component Instance

The UML class diagram shown in Figure 8.4 depicts the principal design of our instance of the Media Pool Accessor and Connectors component. The abstract class MediaElementsAccessorToolkit implements the provided interface IMediaElementsAccessor. As the suffix Toolkit indicates, the class is implemented by applying the design pattern abstract factory [GHJV04, Mar98]. To create a connector for a particular media elements storage solution, a personalized multimedia application calls the getFactory(IMediaElementsConnectorLocator) method of the abstract factory with a so-called locator object as parameter. Here, the corresponding factory class is instantiated, e.g., URIMediaElementsConnectorFactory, which creates all internal objects needed for an instance of the Media Pool Accessor and Connectors component.

As the parameter IMediaElementsConnectorLocator of the getFactory(...) method shows, we use a slightly modified version of the abstract factory pattern. Instead of passing an integer value for identifying the requested concrete user profile connector, as it is done with the original abstract factory pattern, we use the more flexible mechanism of locator objects. A locator object is a list of properties targeted at holding the parameters necessary to instantiate a concrete media elements connector.
Therefore, the aim of a locator object is twofold: First, the concrete locator object is used within the `getFactory(...)` method of the `MediaElementsAccessorToolkit` class to determine the concrete factory for the corresponding connector. Second, the parameters defined in the concrete locator object are used to initialize the determined media elements connector factory, i.e., the locator object’s parameter values are used to instantiate the concrete connector for the specific media elements storage solution.

The more flexible concept of locator objects is necessary, as the parameters required to instantiate the connectors to the different media elements storage solutions can be very different. For example, the parameters required for our concrete media elements connector `URIMediaElementsConnector` presented in the following Section 8.7.3.1 are the URL of the media server’s root path and the name of an index file storing meta data about the media elements. However, a JDBC-based connector to a relational database such as Oracle 10g with interMedia extension [Ora06a, Ora04] for managing media elements such as images, audio, and video elements, would require some different parameters. Here, information about the used driver class and driver name, the database’s URL, and the login and password must be provided.

For realizing the automatic notification of personalized multimedia applications when new media elements are available, i.e., to provide for retrieving media elements via server-push mode, we employ the design pattern observer [GHJV04]. This is reflected in the provided interface by the services `addObserver( ...)` and re-
moveObserver(...). Here, media element observers can be added that provide for (possibly application-specific) notification of emerging media elements matching the user profile information.

As mentioned in Section 8.6, the instance of the Media Pool Accessor and Connectors component is designed and implemented as object-oriented framework. The concrete connectors for the specific media storage solutions can be added to the component instance by creating a concrete Factory class of the abstract MediaElementsAccessorToolkit class. In addition, a corresponding locator class must be provided. The control flow within the component instance is held by the MediaElementsAccessorToolkit class and not by its concrete extensions for the specific media storage solutions, provided by the corresponding Factory classes. We developed among others the four concrete media elements connectors shown in Figure 8.4 and integrated them in our Media Pool Accessor and Connectors component’s instance. These concrete connectors are described in the following Sections 8.7.3.1 to 8.7.3.4. In addition, another media elements connector has been implemented that integrates an arbitrary set of concrete media elements connectors and thus provides a transparent access to multiple connectors. This connector is described in Section 8.7.3.5.

8.7.3.1 URIMediaElementsConnector

The URIMediaElementsConnector provides a flexible client-pull access to media elements and their associated meta data from the Internet via the http-protocol and ftp-protocol as well as the access to such data from the local hard drive. The meta data of the media elements are stored in a so-called index file. An index file is a text file containing the meta data of the single media elements. For each medium element, it describes the technical characteristics such as width, length, and playback duration and contains the location where to find the medium element in the Internet by a URI. The index file can also comprise any additional information about the media data, e.g., a short description of what is shown in a picture or keywords one can search for. The technical meta data of the media elements can also be automatically extracted from the medium element’s media data. Thus, the index file does not need to provide the media element’s width, height, and duration.

The URIMediaElementsConnector also provides a set of simple features for image retrieval. For it, the connector supports the exploitation of meta data from an underlying meta data extraction and enhancement architecture for image elements. This meta data architecture supports the extraction of EXIF data [Tec02], which includes among others contextual information about the time, location, and the camera settings when a photo was taken. The meta data architecture also supports for content-based meta data extraction such as calculating the exposure and sharpness of an image element as well as its similarity to other images on the basis of histograms. In addition, it also allows to determine whether a photo is taken indoor or outdoor basing on information about the light condition, daytime, exposure, and if the camera’s flash is fired or not. The connector allows for retrieval of image elements according to these meta data. Following a list of features the URIMediaElementsConnector provides.

- Automatic transcaling of image elements, i.e., changing the size of the requested image elements.
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- Automatic transcoding of image elements, i.e., conversion between different media formats [LNK04, GT95] such as PNG, JPG, and GIF.
- Support for identifying pictures that are underexposed or overexposed.
- Identification of pictures that are blurred or fuzzy.
- Detection of similar pictures on the basis of color histograms.
- Determination whether a picture is an indoor shot or outdoor shot.
- Provision of clustering information such as temporal relationships to other images.

Media elements are typically referred by today's presentation formats such as SMIL and SVG by providing a URI to the media resource. For accessing transcoded and transscaled image elements, which are not directly accessible by a URI, the URIMediaElementsConnector provides a download servlet. This download servlet enables the access to arbitrary transcaled or transcoded media elements. The download servlet also provides a caching mechanism to increase retrieval speed. For example, once a particular image element is transcaled and transcoded to a specific parameter setting, this manipulated image element is stored in the media cache. The next time, the same media element is requested with the same parameter setting, the original image element is not manipulated again but the manipulated variant stored in the media cache is retrieved instead. Transcaling and transcoding of media elements is necessary when, e.g., a photo taken by a digital camera shall be embedded in a Flash or SMIL presentation targeted at a mobile device. Transcoding of media elements is necessary, when specific media format requirements need to be fulfilled, e.g., to adapt to player specific constraints. For example, the Ambulant Player [BJK+04, CWI05] currently does not support all different versions of PNG-images. Here, the URIMediaElementsConnector can provide, e.g., JPG-images instead.

The features of the URIMediaElementsConnector are extensively used by our demonstrator application Pictures4U, a personalized photo album generator in the web presented in Section 10.5. They are also used by the interactive authoring wizard for personalized photo albums integrated in our context-driven smart authoring tool xSMART presented in Section 10.6.

8.7.3.2 MediÆther Event Space

The MediÆtherMediaElementsConnector is an implementation of a media elements connector for integrating the multimedia event space MediÆther [BW03] into the MM4U framework. The MediÆther is a decentralized peer-to-peer infrastructure that allows to publish, find, and notify about any kind of multimedia events. Consequently, the MediÆtherMediaElementsConnector is used to actively notify personalized multimedia applications via the server-push mechanism when new media elements appear in the MediÆther event space. This functionality is used, e.g., by our demonstrator application Sports4U, a personalized sports news ticker presented in Section 10.2. The MediÆtherMediaElementsConnector does not only allow for a server-push brokerage of media elements, but also supports the client-pull retrieval of media elements.
8.7.3.3 VizIR—Visual Information Retrieval Framework

Within the CoCoMA (short for “Content and Context Aware Multimedia Content Retrieval, Delivery and Presentation”) project [CTB’05, DE05] of the DELOS Network of Excellence [DEL06] on digital libraries, a VizIRMediaElementsConnector has been developed for integrating the visual information retrieval framework VizIR [EB03, Eid03] into the MM4U framework. The VizIR framework, developed at the Technical University of Vienna (TUV) in Austria, provides a generic architecture for developing visual information retrieval systems [Tec06]. It can be applied for any querying model that bases on the extraction of visual information from visual media elements and the computation of similarities of these elements by distance measurement in a feature space. A generic querying language for the VizIR framework has been developed with concrete instances for particular querying models. For the integration of the VizIR framework into the instance of the Media Pool Accessor and Connectors component, currently the k-nearest neighbor model is used. However, the interfaces between the two frameworks are kept generic to allow for future adaptation of the model and the extension to different models.

The VizIRMediaElementsConnector uses the query object (see Section 8.7.1) for specifying the parameters of a content-based media elements retrieval query. The query object is passed from the MM4U framework via the VizIRMediaElementsConnector to the VizIR framework. The VizIR framework determines a ranked list of the most suitable media elements according to the given query and returns the query result back to the media connector. The retrieved query result is then converted within the VizIRMediaElementsConnector to the MM4U compliant representation of the media elements. With the integration of the VizIR framework, we enhance the MM4U framework with sophisticated support for content-based retrieval.

8.7.3.4 Multimedia Database METIS

The Digital Memory Engineering group at the Research Studios in Austria [RSA06] developed with the multimedia database METIS a sophisticated storage and management solution for multimedia data [RWP04, KPW04]. The METIS database provides a flexible concept for the definition and management of arbitrary media elements and their meta data. The METIS database is adaptable and extensible to the requirements of a concrete application domain by integrating application-specific plug-ins. This is supported by the possibility for defining domain-specific (complex) media types. For it, the semantic relationship of specific media elements and their meta data can be described to form new, independent multimedia data types. Finally, those domain-specific media types can be bundled up and distributed in form of so-called semantic packs.

With developing a METISMediaElementsConnector for the MM4U framework, the METIS database can be used by concrete personalized multimedia applications as sophisticated multimedia storage and management solution. The METISMediaElementsConnector is flexible in regard of the used semantic packs and the (application-specific) queries that can be executed. For our demonstrator application Pictures4U, a personalized photo albums generator in the web (see Section 10.5), we developed a domain-specific semantic pack for managing photos and photo albums. With this semantic pack, the photos and their descriptions are organized. The personalized
photo album application exploits this information to dynamically generate albums in different presentation formats and for different end devices.

The METIS database has not only been integrated into the MM4U framework via the METISMediaElementsConnector. In addition, also the MM4U component framework itself has been integrated into the METIS multimedia database. Here, the MM4U framework is exploited by the METIS database to provide multimedia content in different presentation formats. This integration direction is provided by the Transformation4U service, described in Section 10.4.

8.7.3.5 Transparent Connection to Multiple Connectors

For our instance of the Media Pool Accessor and Connectors component, we not only implemented connectors to provide access to concrete media storage solutions. We also developed with the TransparentConnectionToMultipleMediaElementsConnectors a media elements connector that integrates multiple arbitrary media elements connectors. This media elements connector provides a transparent access to an arbitrary set of concrete media element connectors like those described above. By this, the TransparentConnectionToMultipleMediaElementsConnectors enables our Media Pool Accessor and Connectors component instance to employ more than one media elements connector at the same time. The transparent connection to the multiple media elements connectors is achieved by a locator object that stores as its parameters an arbitrary set of media connectors' locator objects. Thus the locator object mechanism is applied recursively. When calling the openConnection() service of the TransparentConnectionToMultipleMediaElementsConnectors, it is propagated to all media elements connectors specified in the locator object. This means, that internally a connection is established to all media element connectors that are specified in the locator object. For retrieving media elements by this transparent connection to multiple media elements connectors, the corresponding services getMediumElement( ...) and getMediaElements( ...) are analogously propagated to the hidden concrete media elements connectors. Here, the concrete media elements connectors are successively called in the order they are specified in the TransparentConnectionToMultipleMediaElementsConnectors' locator object. In the case of the getMediumElement( ...) service, this sequential calling stops once a medium element with the requested ID is found. However, with the getMediaElements( ...) service, the result sets returned by the concrete media elements connectors are accumulated to a unified result set of the TransparentConnectionToMultipleMediaElementsConnectors. With it however, the ordering of the media elements in the single result sets is lost. A future more sophisticated solution of the transparent connection to multimedia media elements connectors could provide for automatically rearranging the media elements in the unified result set according to the ordering within the single connectors result set. Analogously to the openConnection() service, calling the closeConnection() service of the transparent media elements connector closes all connections of the concrete media elements connectors.

8.7.4 Summary

The Media Pool Accessor and Connectors component is designed for integrating different concrete media elements storage solutions into the MM4U framework. Im-
implementing an instance of the Media Pool Accessor and Connectors component by using the abstract factory pattern and the locator mechanism is only one possibility. In contrast, each of the concrete media element connectors described above could also be developed as distinct instances of the Media Pool Accessor and Connectors component.

Future extensions of our instance of the Media Pool Accessor and Connectors component could be to add digital watermarks to the retrieved media elements on the basis of the user profile information. Also accounting functionality could be provided for billing media content. Such a watermarking and accounting functionality could be build on top of the different concrete connectors for the media elements and meta data. This would enable a transparent usage of the watermarking and accounting functionality, even for media element connectors that do not support it.

8.8 Development of the User Profile Accessor and Connectors Component

The User Profile Accessor and Connectors component provides access to and processing of arbitrary user profile information. It aims at integrating different solutions for storage and processing of user profile information and providing access to that information by a unified interface. The unified user model defined in Section 6.2.2 is used as conceptual basis for specifying the User Profile Accessor and Connectors component and developing our component instance.

8.8.1 Specification of the Component

On basis of the component's group-hot-spot-card and its associated hot-spot-cards, we specified the User Profile Accessor and Connectors component. The provided interface I UserProfileAccessor of the component is shown in Listing 8.2. The services the component provides allows concrete personalized multimedia applications to access, manipulate, and store user profile information and to manipulate, i.e., extend, refine, and consolidate the underlying user model. The provided interface also supports importing and exporting existing user profiles from and to different profile formats.

```java
public interface IUserProfileAccessor {
    public void openConnection () throws MM4UCannotOpenUserProfileConnectionException;
    public void closeConnection () throws MM4UCannotCloseUserProfilesConnectionException;
    public boolean existUserProfile (String profileID) throws MM4UCannotOpen UserProfileConnectionException;
    public IUserProfile createUserProfile (String profileID) throws MM4UCannotCreateUserProfileException;
    public IUserProfile getUserProfile (String profileID) throws MM4UUserProfileNotFoundException, MM4UInvalid UserProfileException;
    public void setUserProfile (IUserProfile profile) throws MM4UCannotStoreUserProfileException;
    public void deleteUserProfile (String profileID) throws MM4UCannotDeleteUserProfileException;
}
```
public IUserModelNode getUserModelRoot();
public TreeSet getRemovable UserModelNodes();

public abstract void extendUserModel(IUserModelNode nodeToExtend, String name) throws MM4UCannotExtendUserModelException;
public void removeUserModelExtension(IUserModelNode extensionNode) throws MM4UCannotRemoveUserModelExtensionException;

public void exportUserProfile(String exportFormat, String profileID, String outputProfileID) throws MM4UCannotExportUserProfileException;
public IUserProfile importUserProfile(String importProfileID, String importFormat) throws MM4UCannotImportUserProfileException;
}

Listing 8.2: Provided interface of the User Profile Accessor and Connectors component

For using the User Profile Accessor and Connectors component a provided protocol for the IUserProfileAccess interface is defined. The provided protocol is similar to the protocol of the Media Pool Accessor and Connectors component presented in Section 8.7.2. It is determined by the FSA shown in Figure 8.5. First, a connection to a concrete user profile server is opened with the openConnection() service. Then, the services of the provided interface can be used for getting, setting, creating, and deleting concrete user profiles as well as checking if a specific user profile exists. Here, the services getUserProfile(...), setUserProfile(...), createProfile(...), existsProfile(...), and deleteUserProfile(...) are provided. In addition, the abstract user model can be extended and refined by application-specific nodes. The root node of the abstract user model can be retrieved by the service getUserModelRoot(...). From this root node, the single associated child nodes of the user model can be recursively accessed. The service extendUserModel(...) is used to actually extend a specific user model node. To obtain a list of all nodes of the abstract user model that are in principal removable, the service getRemovable UserModelNodes() is called. A node in the abstract user model is removable, if the considered node and none of its associated child nodes is employed by a concrete user profile. For importing and exporting concrete user profiles from and to other profile formats, the services importUserProfile(...) and exportUserProfile(...) are applied. Finally, the connection to the concrete user profile server can be closed with the service closeConnection().

8.8.2 Design and Implementation of a Component Instance

The UML class diagram shown in Figure 8.6 depicts the principal design of our instance of the User Profile Accessor and Connectors component. As for the Media Pool Accessor and Connectors component instance, we also use for the design of the User Profile Accessor and Connectors component instance the abstract factory pattern [GHJV04, Mar98] to provide a flexible support for the most different solutions for managing and processing user profile information. For it, also the locator mechanism is employed (see Section 8.7.3).
To create a connector for a particular user profile storage solution, a personalized multimedia application calls the getFactory( <IUserProfileConnectorLocator> ) method of the abstract factory class UserProfileAccessorToolkit with the connector’s locator object as parameter. Here, the corresponding factory class is created, e.g., the URIUserProfileConnectorFactory. This factory class creates all necessary internal objects required by the instance of the User Profile Accessor and Connectors component.

As the Media Pool Accessor and Connectors component instance, also the instance of the User Profile Accessor and Connectors component is realized as object-oriented framework. The connectors for the user profile stores are added to our component instance by creating a concrete Factory class of the abstract UserProfileAc-
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In addition, a corresponding locator class for the user profile connector must be provided. The UserProfileAccessor Toolkit class holds the control flow within the User Profile Accessor and Connectors component instance, which calls or propagates the calls to its concrete extensions of the specific user profile stores. As depicted in Figure 8.6, we developed among others the two concrete user profile connectors URIUserProfileConnector and XMLUserProfileConnector for our User Profile Accessor and Connectors component instance. These connectors are described in the following sections.

8.8.2.1 URIUserProfileConnector

The URIUserProfileConnector is able to read and write user profile information via the Internet using the ftp-protocol as well as provides access to this data from the local hard drive. It employs a simple implementation for the unified user model presented in Section 6.2.2. The user model is described as hierarchically ordered key-value pairs. For hierarchically ordering these pairs, the keys can be divided into sub-keys by employing the "."-syntax (dot-syntax). The concrete user profiles are stored in plain text files. A concrete user profile consists of a set of these pairs as the example in Listing 8.3 shows. Within this example, the key User.DemographicalData carries values for the sub-keys such as Name, Contact.Address, and Gender. In addition, the key-value pair model also provides support for list of values. For example, the key User.MentalCharacteristics.Interests determines the users interests. The fact that this key constitutes a list of multiple values is indicated by the $ following the key. The subsequent numbers indicate the elements within the list. As depicted in Listing 8.3, a list node can also have further child nodes such as InterestName and InterestLevel in the given example.

The provided user model on basis of key-value pairs is quite simple but already powerful enough to allow effective pattern-matching queries on the user profiles [CK00]. Due to its simplicity, the URIUserProfileConnector is dedicated to be executed on resource limited devices such as PDAs and cell phones.

The URIUserProfileConnector does not support for importing from and exporting to other formats for user profile information. Thus, only a subset of the FSA defining the component's provided protocol is valid for the URIUserProfileConnector. After opening a connection to the user profile store, the services importUserProfile(… ) and exportUserProfile(…) cannot be used. As a consequence, the usage of the User Profile Accessor and Connectors component instance is restricted to the services defined in the FSA excluding those for importing and exporting user profiles (cf. parameterized contracts as introduced in Section 8.6).

```
# User profile
# Wed Apr 19 17:05:28 CEST 2006
User . DemographicalData . Name. FirstName=Peter ; Christian
User . DemographicalData . Name. LastName=Schmidt
User . DemographicalData . Name. Salutation=Mr
User . DemographicalData . Contact . Address . Street=Main Street
User . DemographicalData . Contact . Address . HouseNumber=100
User . DemographicalData . Contact . Address . City=Hanover
User . DemographicalData . Contact . EMailList=Peter . C. Schmidt@dummymail . de
User . DemographicalData . Contact . TelephoneNumberList=0123/456789
```
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User. DemographicalData. Gender=male
User. DemographicalData. Birthplace=Berlin
User. DemographicalData. DateOfBirth=1966−12−31
User. DemographicalData. Nationality=German
User. DemographicalData. Family. MaritalStatus=unmarried
User. PhysicalCharacteristics. CharacteristicsOfTheBody. Weight=90kg
User. PhysicalCharacteristics. CharacteristicsOfTheBody. Height=1.83m
User. PhysicalCharacteristics. CharacteristicsOfTheBody. HairColor=brown
User. PhysicalCharacteristics. VitalSigns. PulseRate=73
User. MentalCharacteristics. Interests$0. InterestName=theater
User. MentalCharacteristics. Interests$0. InterestName=museum
User. MentalCharacteristics. Interests$1. InterestName=museum
User. MentalCharacteristics. Interests$1. InterestLevel=0.8

Listing 8.3: Extract of a user profile provided by the URIUserProfileConnector

8.8.2.2 XMLUserProfileConnector

A more sophisticated connector to user profile information is the XMLUserProfileConnector. This connector uses XML Schema [W3C05] for modeling the data structure of the unified user model as defined in Section 6.2.2. Consequently, it employs XML as format for storing the user profile information. The XMLUserProfileConnector allows for importing and exporting concrete user profiles from and to other user profile storage solutions and formats by employing XSLT. For example, the text format used by the hierarchical key-value-based representation of user profile information in the previous section can be imported and exported by the XMLUserProfileConnector.

Figure 8.7 depicts an UML-based package diagram of the XMLUserProfileConnector. The central package of this connector is the manager comprising the XMLUserProfileFactory. This package employs and controls its three subordinate packages for managing the unified user model (model package), the concrete user profiles (repository package), and the import and export of user profiles from and to different standards and existing systems (transformations package). These three packages build the three modules of our XMLUserProfileConnector.

Within the user model module located in the model package, two XML Schema files are used to define the unified user model. The core schema defines the nodes of the abstract user model as they are introduced in Section 6.2.2. In addition, it supports historical aspects of the user profile information. This means that changes of the user profile information can be tracked over time, e.g., when the marital status of a user changes from single to married. Other typically historic-related information that can be modeled and stored are users’ purchases (what products have the users when bought) and interaction histories (describing the users behavior on a web site). The core schema is predefined by the XMLUserProfileConnector. It cannot be modified by the concrete personalized applications using the profile connector. To support for managing and storing application-specific extensions and refinements
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of the user model a second schema called extension schema is provided. The extension schema uses the core schema as basis and stores all application-specific extensions and refinements of the unified user model. Once an extension or refinement is defined within the extension schema, it is also available to other personalized applications using the XMLUserProfileConnector.

The repository module of the repository package is the actual store for the user profiles. The concrete user profiles are stored as XML files on the local file system. However, also other formats such as simple text are possible. Here, the Transformations Module needs to be applied for correspondingly exporting and importing the user profiles first. In addition, also other persistence systems can be employed like a XML-based database.

The import and export module located in the transformations package employs XSLT sheets for importing and exporting user profiles in the internal user model from and to different user profile standards and storage solutions. The module allows for defining and applying specific XSLT sheets for importing from and exporting to a specific format or system. The transformation step can also be conducted by defining a sequence of transformation sheets. The XMLUserProfileConnector is employed by the thin-client variant of the tourist guide application Sightseeing4U of our hometown Oldenburg described in Section 10.1.

8.8.3 Summary

The described design and implementation of our User Profile Accessor and Connectors component instance is only one possibility. Like with the Media Pool Accessor and Connectors component, also a completely new instance of the User Profile Ac-
The User Profile Accessor and Connectors component could also base on different technological settings. For example, the user profile information could be managed and stored by employing a relational database connected via JDBC. In addition, it would also be possible to develop a user profile connector that integrates multiple user profile stores and brings them into the MM4U framework. For it, a locator object needs to be developed that carries a set of other user profile locator objects as parameters. With it, the locator mechanism is applied recursively (cf. transparent access to multiple media element connectors presented in Section 8.7.3.5).

8.9 Development of the Multimedia Composition Component

The Multimedia Composition component provides a dynamic composition and assembly of personalized multimedia content. The component allows for coherently arranging media elements in time and space exploiting the internal multimedia content representation model introduced in Section 6.3. This representation model abstracts from the syntax and features of today’s multimedia presentation formats.

8.9.1 Underlying Concepts

For creating personalized multimedia content, the abstract multimedia content representation model supports the composition of multimedia content on three different conceptual levels, the basic, complex, and sophisticated multimedia composition functionality. With the basic multimedia composition functionality, a set of application-independent basic composition elements is provided consisting of media elements, basic operators, and projectors (see Section 6.3.3). The complex composition functionality abstracts from the basic composition functionality and allows for encapsulating an arbitrary number of basic composition elements into bigger composition units. These larger composition units are called (parameterized) complex composition operators (see Section 6.3.4). The temporal course of a multimedia presentation defined by a complex operator remains static and cannot be dynamically changed according to different user profile information. Consequently, the Multimedia Composition component allows for sophisticated multimedia composition functionality (see multimedia composition requirement in Section 5.2.1). With sophisticated composition operators additional application logic is exploited to dynamically determine the structure, i.e., temporal course, spatial layout, interaction possibilities, and used media elements of a multimedia presentation (see Section 6.3.5).

8.9.2 Specification of the Component

The analysis of the group-hot-spot-card for the Multimedia Composition component led to one hot-spot-card only. For realizing this hot-spot-card, the doCompose(...) method is introduced in the Multimedia Composition component. It is employed for
realizing the required complex and sophisticated multimedia composition functionality. However, with evolving the MM4U framework it emerged that this hot-spot-card and doCompose( ...) method is not sufficient. This was not due to the choice of the hot-spot-card. However, it is due to the flexibility requirements that need to be captured by the multimedia composition and multimedia personalization functionality of the component. Providing for arbitrary complex and sophisticated multimedia composition and multimedia personalization functionality requires to possibly integrate the most different data sources into the Multimedia Composition component. A service like the doCompose( ...) method has a static and predefined list of parameters and thus cannot provide for such a flexible functionality. With maturing the MM4U framework, the doCompose( ...) service turned out to be the “constructor” of the Multimedia Composition component instances. Here, arbitrary (application-specific) parameters can be defined for the individual sophisticated multimedia composition and personalization functionality. The corresponding provided protocol of the Multimedia Composition component is defined by the FSA shown in Figure 8.8.

![Finite state automaton defining the provided protocol of the Multimedia Composition component](image)

**Figure 8.8:** Finite state automaton defining the provided protocol of the Multimedia Composition component

### 8.9.3 Design and Implementation of a Component Instance

For designing and implementing our instance of the Multimedia Composition component, we first designed the internal structure necessary to manage the basic, complex, and sophisticated multimedia composition functionality. This structure is depicted as a UML diagram in Figure 8.9. It consists of several interfaces, defining the relationship between the different basic composition elements, i.e., the projectors, operators, and media elements, as well as the complex and sophisticated operators. The root of all multimedia composition elements is the interface IElement. Consequently, this interface acts as supertype for all composition elements in the Multimedia Composition component (see layer supertype pattern in [FRF02]). From this supertype, we specialize to projectors and composition variables, using the interfaces IProjector and IVariable. As introduced in Section 6.3.3.2, a composition variable is an abstraction of the media elements and the basic operators. Consequently, there are two interfaces IMedium and IOperator derived from the IVariable interface for the media elements and composition operators. The IOperator interface is further subtyped to distinguish between basic operators using the IBasicOperator interface and IComplexOperator, serving for both complex and sophisticated composition functionality.

For refining the Multimedia Composition component's group-hot-spot-card, the set of basic composition operators, media elements, and projectors are not of further interest. The basic composition elements constitute fixed elements, i.e., atomic units for multimedia composition. However, one requirement to the Multime-
dia Composition component is that it shall be extensible by more complex and application-specific multimedia composition and personalization functionality (see Section 5.2.1). This is provided by the complex composition operators and sophisticated composition operators, respectively. Both kinds of composition operators are realized by the composition interface \texttt{IComplexOperator}.

As described in Section 8.9.2, we initially identified a hook method called \texttt{doCompose( ...)} as hot-spot of the Multimedia Composition component. This hot-spot is required for providing complex and application-specific multimedia composition and personalization functionality and is part of the \texttt{IComplexOperator} interface. However, with developing and further refining the Multimedia Composition component this hook method matured to be the constructor of the operators implementing the \texttt{IComplexOperator} interface, i.e., the complex and sophisticated composition operators. Once the hook method is defined in the Multimedia Composition component, its signature is fixed and cannot be modified. Concrete applications would not be able to pass application-specific parameters to their complex operators to realize the required multimedia composition functionality. Thus, with refining the group-
hot-spot-card, we changed the initial hook method to be the constructor of the concrete classes implementing the `IComplexOperator` interface. The constructor is more flexible, since its signature can be defined individually for each concrete complex operator. In addition, also multiple constructors are possible.

**Media Elements**  The internal representation model's media elements `Image`, `Text`, `Audio`, and `Video` are realized by the framework interfaces `IImage`, `IText`, `IAudio`, and `IVideo`. These are subtyped as depicted in Figure 8.9 from the media elements' interface `IMedium`. For managing and processing media elements in our Multimedia Composition component instance, we use the design pattern proxy [GHJV04]. This means that the media elements, i.e., the respective Java objects, are aimed to merely manage the meta data associated to the media elements. The actual media data of the media elements is loaded into the framework only if necessary (cf. lazy load pattern in [FRF+02]).

**Projectors**  Analogously to the media elements, we derived subtypes of the `IProjector` interface for the four projectors the internal multimedia composition model offers (see Figure 8.9). These interfaces are `ISpatialProjector`, `IAcousticProjector`, `ITemporalProjector`, and `ITypographicProjector`. Each projector in our Multimedia Composition component instance is implementing its corresponding interface in a distinct Java class.

**Basic Composition Operators**  Corresponding to the UML specification of the internal multimedia content representation model, we derived three subtypes for the basic composition operators, which are `ITemporalOperator`, `ISelectorOperator`, and `IInteractionOperator`. As depicted in Figure 8.10, we defined the interfaces for the internal model's temporal, selector, and interaction composition operators basing on these three subtypes. Like the media elements and projectors, each of the internal model's temporal, selector, and interaction composition operator implements its corresponding interface in a distinct multimedia composition class (cf. generic content format pattern in [VZ02]).

**Application of the Basic Composition Elements**  As each of the basic multimedia composition elements above is implemented as a distinct class in the concrete instance of the Multimedia Composition component, an application developer uses them as black-box and creates as much instances of these classes as needed to compose the personalized multimedia content. With creating these instances, the constructors of the basic composition elements’ classes ensure that any internal objects required for the multimedia composition are created. It is the responsibility of the constructors and methods of these classes to actually create all necessary objects and references for composing the multimedia content. Consequently, the abstract multimedia content representation model is also called an object-oriented representation of the personalized multimedia content.

**Complex Composition Operators**  For the development of complex multimedia composition functionality, the composition interface `IComplexOperator` is implemented by
concrete complex composition operators. In addition, also an abstract implementation of this interface is provided by the Multimedia Composition instance with the AbstractComplexOperator class. For application developers it is easier to use the AbstractComplexOperator class since it already provides some standard functionality the IComplexOperator interface defines. Like the basic composition elements, the complex composition operators are used by creating objects (i.e., instances) of the corresponding concrete complex composition operator classes.

To provide access to the multimedia presentation generated by a complex operator, the interface IComplexOperator defines the method getRootOperator(). This method returns the root element of the generated presentation. Starting with this root element, all other multimedia composition elements in the multimedia representation tree can be accessed recursively. The getRootOperator() method is of importance for the actual transformation of the internal representation model into
the different concrete multimedia presentation formats by the Presentation Format Generators component presented in Section 8.10.

**Sophisticated Composition Operators** Despite the different multimedia composition characteristics of complex operators and sophisticated operators, both base on implementing the `IComplexOperator` interface. The reason for this lies in the fact that for the generated multimedia presentation it is insignificant if the structure of the personalized multimedia presentation is predefined and hard-wired within a (parameterized) complex composition operator or if the structure is dynamically determined by a sophisticated operator during runtime and depending on the actual user profile information. This is also independent of what kind of user profile information or other additional parameter and data sources are used for fulfilling the composition and personalization task (cf. Section 6.3.4 and Section 6.3.5). Complex operators and sophisticated operators implement the `IComplexOperator` interface providing the formerly defined `doCompose(...)` service, which matured to the constructor of these operators. Consequently, each concrete complex and sophisticated composition operator can be considered as an instance of the Multimedia Composition component.

**Covariance and Contravariance in the Multimedia Content Representation Model** It is important to note that with subtyping the multimedia composition elements, i.e., the projectors, media elements, and composition operators as depicted in Figures 8.9 and 8.10 only new services are added to the defined subtypes. This means, that there is no descendant hiding [Mey97, 627ff.], i.e., existing services provided by a supertype are not hid in the subtypes. In addition, there is no redefinition of the existing services' parameters or return values in the subtyped composition elements. By this, we evade the problems that can occur with covariance and contravariance. For a detailed discussion of these issues see [Mey97, 621ff.].

**8.9.4 Summary**

The Multimedia Composition component provides the basic functionality required for the composition of multimedia content. In addition, it can be extended by complex and application-specific multimedia composition and personalization functionality. In future work, the set of basic multimedia composition elements could be extended to provide support for more fancy composition operators, e.g., transition effects like in SMIL or projectors for different visual effects such as blurring in SVG. Besides this, the spatial arrangement of the composition is conducted so far in a 2D space. In addition, a z-order value of the visual media elements can be specified to reach a 2.5D space. For providing support for a spatial composition in a real 3D space, an appropriate abstract description format for interactive 3D scenes and worlds would be needed. With the CONTIGRA project (COmponent-orieNted Three-dimensional Interactive GRaphical Applications), research is conducted that aims at providing such an abstract description format for interactive 3D scenes and applications [DHM02]. This XML-based format bases on and extends the Extensible 3D (X3D) [Web06] format and is aimed to be translated into different (proprietary) 3D technologies. Within the context of the CONTIGRA project, also research in
regard of developing an abstract audio format for 3D audio playback is conducted [HDM03]. Here, the aim is to provide a XML-based abstract specification language for 3D audio scenes, which is independent of specific sound APIs and sound reproduction systems.

In addition, the Multimedia Composition component could be extended to support typical form elements as they are defined in HTML and XHTML. Examples for such form-elements are check boxes, combo boxes, radio buttons, selection fields, text input fields, and submit buttons. Such an extension of the Multimedia Composition component instance and abstract multimedia content representation model by form elements has been conducted for our demonstrator application Manual4U providing for multimedia instruction manuals on mobile devices (see Section 10.3).

8.10 Development of the Presentation Format Generators Component

This section describes the development of the Presentation Format Generators component for transforming the multimedia content in the internal representation model provided by the Multimedia Composition component to the features and syntax of the different concrete (mobile) multimedia presentation formats. With it, the Presentation Format Generators component paves the last mile for multi-channel multimedia presentation generation, i.e., the delivery of multimedia content to a wide range of concrete presentation formats and end devices, including Desktop PCs, laptops, and other mobile devices like PDAs and cell phones.

8.10.1 Underlying Concepts

The Presentation Format Generators component's task is to adapt the characteristics and features of the internal multimedia content representation model provided by the Multimedia Composition component in regard of the used time model, spatial layout, and interaction possibilities to the particular characteristics and syntax of the concrete presentation formats. For it, the Presentation Format Generators component provides application-independent transformation algorithms (see Sections 6.4.1 to 6.4.4) in conjunction with distinct sets of transformation rules for mapping the internal representation model to the syntax and features of the different targeted presentation formats (see Sections 6.4.5 to 6.4.7).

For example, the temporal course of the internal multimedia content representation model is realized by nested local timelines (see Section 6.3.1.1). Such a time model with local timelines is supported by the presentation format SMIL and its derivates. However, SVG and Flash provide for a single global timeline only. Here, the Presentation Format Generators component transforms the nested local timeline to a global timeline by applying the algorithm presented in Section 6.4.1.

The spatial layout of our internal representation model is realized by a hierarchical model that supports the positioning of media elements in relation to other media elements (see Section 6.3.1.2). This relative positioning is supported by most of today's presentation formats, e.g., SMIL, SVG, and MPEG-4's XMT-Ω. However, SMIL BLP, 3GPP SMIL, and Flash only allow an absolute positioning of visual media elements in regard of the presentation's origin. In this case, the Presentation
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Format Generators component transforms the hierarchically organized spatial layout of the internal representation model to a spatial layout of absolute positioning by applying the algorithm described in Section 6.4.2.

For mapping the basic multimedia composition elements to the syntax of the targeted presentation formats, we need to consider the syntactic structure how the targeted presentation formats define their multimedia content. For defining the multimedia content, the concrete presentation formats analyzed in Section 6.3.1 provide either for two distinct parts or define the multimedia content in one large section only. When defining the content in two distinct parts, typically a header and a body of a presentation is provided. Within the header, media elements can be defined, e.g., with Flash, or the spatial and acoustic layout of the presentation is determined, e.g., in the SMIL family. Within the presentation's body, typically the temporal course of the multimedia presentation is determined such as in the SMIL family. When providing only one section for specifying the multimedia presentation, the spatial and acoustic layout are defined together with the temporal course of the multimedia content. This is provided, e.g., by SVG and its profiles.

8.10.2 Specification of the Component

For the specification of the Presentation Format Generators component, we refined the corresponding group-hot-spot-card and identified a set of hot-spot-cards on the granularity of single methods. The central hot-spot for using the Presentation Format Generators component is provided by the service doTransform(...). This service allows for transforming the multimedia content in the internal representation model to the syntax and features of the targeted presentation formats. It is defined in the provided interface IGenerator of the component, which is shown in Listing 8.4.

```java
public interface IGenerator {
    public IMultimediaPresentation doTransform(
        IVariable rootVariable, String title, IUserProfile profile) throws MM4UGeneratorException;

    public IMultimediaPresentation doTransform(
        IVariable rootVariable, String title, int width, int height, IUserProfile profile) throws MM4UGeneratorException;
}
```

Listing 8.4: Provided interface of the Presentation Format Generators component

The doTransform(...) service comes in two variants. Both variants require as first parameter an instance of IVariable as input, which is the root node of the multimedia composition tree assembled by the Multimedia Composition component. However, the first variant determines the presentation's spatial dimensions automatically. Its further parameters are the title of the multimedia presentation and the user's profile information. The latter is exploited for some additional personalization tasks in the Presentation Format Generators component, e.g., setting the background color.
of the presentation the user's preference. With the second variant of the doTransform(...) service, the application developers can manually determine the width and height of the presentation.

In both cases, the return value of the doTransform(...) service is the personalized multimedia presentation in a target presentation format. This target presentation format can be either a XML-based data structure such as SMIL and SVG but also a binary multimedia presentation stream like Flash and MPEG-4. For managing the target presentations in both a XML-based structure and binary format, an appropriate abstraction is used with the IMultimediaPresentation interface.

As the provided interface of the Presentation Format Generators component comprises only the doTransform(...) service, the corresponding provided protocol is quite simple. It is defined by the FSA depicted in Figure 8.11.

![Finite state automaton defining the provided protocol of the Presentation Format Generators component](image)

**Figure 8.11**: Finite state automaton defining the provided protocol of the Presentation Format Generators component

### 8.10.3 Design and Implementation of a Component Instance

For developing a concrete instance of the Presentation Format Generators component, we refined its group-hot-spot-card and a set of hot-spot-cards were identified that describe the internal realization of the component. For designing the instance of our Presentation Format Generators component, we applied the design pattern abstract factory [GHJV04, Mar98]. The abstract factory is provided by the GeneratorToolkit class, which also realizes the component's provided interface IGenerator.

An application developer creates an instance of the Presentation Format Generators component by calling the GeneratorToolkit's getFactory(<targetFormat>) method. The integer parameter targetFormat determines the targeted presentation format. Then, one of the two variants of the doTransform(...) service of the Presentation Format Generators component can be called to actually initiate and conduct the transformation process.

As shown in Figure 8.12, the abstract factory has two products, one for generating the temporal course and one for generating the layout of the multimedia presentation (cf. header and body in Section 8.10.1). The abstract implementation of these two products are the hook classes AbstractContentGenerator and AbstractLayoutGenerator. They provide the algorithms for adapting the internal representation model's characteristics to the features of the targeted presentation formats. The products of the abstract factory are the concrete instances of the AbstractContentGenerator and AbstractLayoutGenerator classes, each derived for a specific presentation format. These concrete transformer classes actually map the abstract document tree's composition elements to the syntax of the concrete target formats (cf. content format builder pattern in [VZ02]). Hence, they realize the transformation rules introduced in Section 6.4. The hook class AbstractLayoutGenerator is only necessary for
multimedia presentation formats that define the layout in a header section separate to the actual multimedia content, e.g., SMIL and MPEG4's XMT-Ω within the <header> tag. In cases where the hook class AbstractLayoutGenerator is not required, the corresponding createLayoutGenerator(...) method in the concrete factory classes returns null.

Examples of concrete products for our Presentation Format Generators component instance are the concrete classes derived from the AbstractContentGenerator and AbstractLayoutGenerator classes for the multimedia presentation formats SVG, SMIL, Flash, and XMT-Ω. For the presentation formats SVG and SMIL, there exists an abstract specialization with the classes AbstractSMILContentGenerator and AbstractSVGContentGenerator, respectively. In addition, for SMIL also a corresponding class AbstractSMILLayoutGenerator is defined. As SVG does not define the layout in a separate section of the multimedia presentation description, there is no layout generator class for this format. From these abstract classes, concrete generator classes for content and layout are derived for the profiles and variants of SMIL and SVG with their individual characteristics and features. For example, the classes SML_BLPCContentGenerator and SML.BLPLayoutGenerator for the Basic Language Profile of SMIL are derived. In addition, for the TinyLine SVG player a specific content generator class TinyLinePlayerSVGContentGenerator is developed. Since the structure and syntax of MPEG-4's representation format XMT-Ω bases on SMIL, its generator class XMTOmegaContentGenerator is also derived from the AbstractSMILContentGenerator class. However, the XMTOmegaLayoutGenerator is not derived from the AbstractSMILLayoutGenerator class as one could expect, because the definition of the layout in XMT-Ω is very different to SMIL, despite its very high similarity to the SMIL syntax. As the binary Flash format and its XML-based representation FML do not base on any of these presentation formats, the corresponding FlashContentGenerator class is directly derived from the AbstractContentGenerator class. Although, the Flash format provides a <header> section there is no concrete class derived from the AbstractLayoutGenerator class for this format. The <header> section in Flash is merely targeted for defining the media elements used within the multimedia presentation rather than for determining the layout of the Flash presentation.

Each hot-spot-card identified for realizing the Presentation Format Generators component instance is targeted at transforming one of the basic composition elements of our internal multimedia content representation model into the syntax of the different concrete multimedia presentation formats. The hook methods of the identified hot-spot-cards are arranged into the two hook classes AbstractContentGenerator and AbstractLayoutGenerator as depicted in Figure 8.13. Examples of these hook methods are image(...), text(...), audio(...), and video(...) to transform the media elements. For the basic composition operators, hook methods such as parallel(...), sequential(...), and temporalSelector(...) are defined. The projectors are transformed by integrating hook methods such as spatialProjector(...) and acousticProjector(...) into the framework component.

Additional hook methods for transforming the complex and sophisticated composition operators are not necessary, since the corresponding abstract transformation algorithm automatically detects them and decomposes them into their basic bricks, i.e., into media elements, basic composition operators, and projectors. For it, the transformation algorithm calls the method getRootOperator() of the complex and sophisticated composition operators’ classes to retrieve their root operator (see Sec-
Figure 8.12: Design of the Presentation Format Generators component instance
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Starting with this root operator, the transformation algorithm traverses the multimedia document tree generated by a complex or sophisticated operator and applies the hook methods introduced above for each basic multimedia composition element.

With the generic generator classes AbstractContentGenerator and AbstractLayoutGenerator the abstract algorithm for traversing the multimedia content in the abstract representation model as well as the abstract algorithms for adapting the temporal model and spatial model to the features of the target format need to be implemented only once. By creating concrete instances of these classes, the Presentation Format Generators component instance can be adapted and applied for the transformation of multimedia content into the syntax of the different presentation formats. For it, besides the concrete subclasses of the AbstractContentGenerator and AbstractLayoutGenerator classes only a concrete presentation format generator factory class needs to be developed for each target format. As the transformation algorithms provided by the Presentation Format Generators component are application-independent, developing such concrete classes for a specific presentation format enables the MM4U framework to provide support for this presentation format in arbitrary personalized multimedia applications.

The design and implementation of the presented instance of the Presentation Format Generators component is conducted as traditional object-oriented framework. The control flow within the component instance is held by the AbstractContentGenerator and AbstractLayoutGenerator classes and not by their concrete extensions for the particular presentation formats. The hook methods such as image(...), text(...), parallel(...), sequential(...), spatialProjector(...), and acousticProjector(...) defined in the AbstractContentGenerator and AbstractLayoutGenerator classes are implemented in the concrete content and layout generator classes. These implementations of the hook methods are called by the AbstractContentGenerator and AbstractLayoutGenerator classes following the call-back-principle.

8.10.4 Supported Multimedia Presentation Formats

For our instance of the Presentation Format Generators component, we implemented concrete generator classes for the presentation formats SMIL 2.0, SMIL 2.0 in the Basic Language Profile for mobile devices, SVG 1.2, Mobile SVG 1.2 con-

---

IContentGenerator
AbstractContentGenerator
ILayoutGenerator
AbstractLayoutGenerator
+doContentTransform:ITargetMedium
#image:ITargetMedium
#text:ITargetMedium
#video:ITargetMedium
#audio:ITargetMedium
#parallel:ITargetMedium
#sequential:ITargetMedium
#temporalSelector:ITargetMedium
...

+doLayoutTransform:ITargetMedium
#spatialProjector:ITargetMedium
#acousticProjector:ITargetMedium
...

---

Figure 8.13: UML class diagram of the hook methods of the Presentation Format Generators component
taining SVG Tiny and SVG Basic, Flash, and MPEG-4’s XMT-Ω. We also developed generator classes for HTML [RLHJ99], XHTML [XHT05], and XHTML Basic [BIM°00] targeted at PDAs and cell phones. The support of the mobile presentation formats is part of the mobile version of our MM4U framework, which is presented in Section 8.16.

The implementation for generating the XML-based presentation formats such as SMIL and SVG is conducted without applying additional programming libraries but by the means provided by the Presentation Format Generators component instance only. However, for implementing the generators of the binary presentation formats additional Java libraries are employed: The transformation of the FML to the binary Flash format is supported by an enhanced version of the Java SWF toolkit [Mai03]. For mapping multimedia presentations in XMT-Ω to the binary MPEG-4 format, we employ IBM’s toolkit for MPEG-4 [IBM06b].

As there exist multimedia players that do not support some of the presentation format’s tags although defined in the specification, we had to develop further multimedia player specific generator classes (see Section 8.10.3). For example, the Tinyline SVG player [Gir06] does not support the <set> tag of SVG. Consequently, we could not use the <set> tag to dynamically add or remove media elements from the presentation. Here, we had to develop a player specific presentation format generator that pursues a more complicated solution using four <animate> tags instead of one <set> tag (see Section 6.4.6). In addition, not all multimedia players do support the playback of media elements with infinite duration, e.g., the PocketSMIL player [INR02] for PDAs and image elements. So the infinite presentation duration of discrete media elements is shortened to a finite value in the specific generator classes for the PocketSMIL player. However, this value is set to a very long time period of 100 hours such that it gives the end users the impression to be infinite.

The transformation algorithms and AbstractContentGenerator and AbstractLayoutGenerator classes are flexible in regard of any possible combinations of the target format’s concrete characteristics for the central multimedia modeling aspects of time, space, and interaction. As we can expect that future multimedia presentation standards will also have to provide means for the central multimedia modeling aspects captured by our internal multimedia content representation model, we are prepared to support new versions of the presentation formats or even new formats. Thus, our instance of the Presentation Format Generators component is flexible such that it can be configured to the characteristics and features of the individual concrete presentation formats.

8.10.5 Summary

The Presentation Format Generators component is not only embedded into our MM4U framework for personalized multimedia content creation but can also be seen as a service provider for systems and applications that create multimedia content and need to deliver this content over the last mile to the individual user’s end device setting. Consequently, we set up a Transformation4U service in the Internet, where users can send us a multimedia document in a XML representation of our internal multimedia content representation model (see Appendix C), specify the targeted output format, and receive the multimedia presentation in the final format. This web service and its application is presented in Section 10.4.
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The personalized multimedia content transformed by the Presentation Format Generators component is finally rendered and displayed by the Multimedia Presentation component on the user's end device for actual consumption. As the Presentation Format Generators component provides multimedia presentations in standardized formats, the Multimedia Presentation component can fulfill the requirement to use and rely on existing multimedia presentation software (see Section 5.2.2). By this, application developers are relieved from the burden of developing their own multimedia player. The existing multimedia player software is typically provided and deployed as individually and independently executable unit. Thus, employing these multimedia players can be regarded as using a multimedia player component within the Multimedia Presentation component, i.e., nesting of software components.

The coupling between the Multimedia Presentation component and the used multimedia player software can be tight or loosely. When the multimedia player software is fully integrated into the Multimedia Presentation component instance, a tight coupling exists. However, also remote multimedia player software can be used that is only loosely coupled with the Multimedia Presentation component, e.g., in the case of a client/server-architecture where the player software is installed on a remote (mobile) client and the MM4U framework resides on a server. Here, the multimedia player software connects as client via a HTTP-connection to the Multimedia Presentation component of the personalized multimedia application.

8.11.1 Specification of the Component

For using the Multimedia Presentation component, the interface IMultimediaPlayer as shown in Listing 8.5 is provided. The interface provides services for controlling the multimedia player software such as starting the playback of a presentation, pausing and resuming it, and stopping the multimedia presentation.

The corresponding provided protocol of the Multimedia Presentation component is defined by the FSA as shown in Figure 8.14. First, the playback of a multimedia presentation is started. This can be conducted in two ways: As the personalized multimedia presentations generated by the Presentation Format Generators component are hold in an object implementing the IMultimediaPresentation interface, it can be directly consumed by the Multimedia Presentation component's play(<IMultimediaPresentation>) service. However, the Multimedia Presentation component can also playback a multimedia presentation that is stored on the local hard drive or available on the Internet. Here, the play(<URI>) service is applied. This enables the Multimedia Presentation component to be used in other contexts than the MM4U framework. The playback of a multimedia presentation can be arbitrary times paused and resumed by using the appropriate services pause() and resume(). This can be provided, e.g., by the graphical user interface of a personalized multimedia application such as our thick-client variant of the Sightseeing4U application presented in Section 10.1.4. To quit the playback of a presentation, the stop() service is called. Here again, a concrete personalized multimedia application could offer the users a stop button.
public interface IMultimediaPlayer {
    public void play(IMultimediaPresentation presentation) throws MM4UCannotDisplayMultimediaPresentationException;
    public void play(URI uri) throws MM4UCannotDisplayMultimediaPresentationException;
    public void pause();
    public void resume();
    public void stop();
}

Listing 8.5: Provided interface of the Multimedia Presentation component for rendering multimedia presentations

Figure 8.14: Finite state automaton defining the provided protocol of the Multimedia Presentation component

8.11.2 Design and Implementation of a Component Instance

In regard of integrating existing multimedia player software into the Multimedia Presentation component as introduced above, we developed an instance of the component based again on the design pattern abstract factory and the locator mechanism (see Sections 8.7.3 and 8.8.2). The principal design of our instance of the Multimedia Presentation component is shown in Figure 8.15. For this instance, we integrated Java-based multimedia player software. For example, for the thick-client version of our mobile tourist guide application Sightseeing4U (see Section 10.1.4), we exploit TinyLine’s SVG player [Gir06]. In addition, we also integrated IBM’s MPEG-4 player [IBM06a] and a simple HTML viewer [GC96]. These multimedia players are tightly coupled with the Multimedia Presentation component instance.

Regarding the usage of remote multimedia players on the user’s (mobile) end device, we employ among others the RealPlayer [Rea06], Adobe’s Flash Plugin [Ado06c] for the various web browsers and end devices, Adobe’s SVG viewer plugin [Ado06a] for Microsoft’s Internet Explorer, as well as the PocketSVG player [CSI05] and PocketSMIL player [INR02] for PDAs. This remotely connected multimedia player software is used for different demonstrator applications we developed employing the MM4U framework. For example, the thin-client variant of our personalized tourist guide Sightseeing4U presented in Section 10.1.3.

To connect the remote multimedia player software with our instance of the Multimedia Presentation component, the HttpServletPlayerFactory class depicted in
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Figure 8.15 is used. The HttpServletPlayer acts as wrapper for personalized multimedia applications to transmit their multimedia presentations in the final formats to the remote multimedia player software via a Java servlet. This results in a loose coupling of the remote multimedia player software and the Multimedia Presentation component instance. The HttpServletPlayerFactory is typically used by personalized multimedia applications basing on a client/server-architecture. On the (mobile) client resides the used multimedia player software. This player software is connected to the Multimedia Presentation component instance in form of the HttpServletPlayerFactory on the server side.

Multimedia player software that is loosely coupled via the HttpServletPlayerFactory usually does not support the full provided protocol specified by the FSA in Figure 8.14. Typically, the services pause(), resume(), and stop() for externally triggering to pause, resume, and stop the playback of a multimedia presentation are not supported. Consequently, the usage of the Multimedia Presentation component instance is restricted to a corresponding subset of the FSA (cf. parameterized contracts as introduced in Section 8.6).

8.11.3 Summary

The presented instance of the Multimedia Presentation component provides for a tight and loose coupling of different existing multimedia player software. These existing player software can be considered as subcomponent of the Multimedia Presentation component instance. In regard of user interaction, the Multimedia Presentation component is besides the pause(), resume(), and stop() services not concerned with the interaction of the user and the personalized multimedia presentation. For
example, when a user clicks on an interactive link within the multimedia presentation, this click is not passed back to the Multimedia Presentation component. The event is directly propagated to the concrete personalized multimedia application.

In regard of a future extension of the MM4U component framework towards the evaluation of the personalization quality by means of relevance feedback, an appropriate event handling mechanism could be integrated into the Multimedia Presentation component. Thus, the Multimedia Presentation component would not only be used to playback the multimedia presentations but would also serve as a unified solution to receive incoming events from the multimedia player software activated by mouse-clicks of the users within the multimedia presentation. An example of a personalized multimedia application employing such a relevance feedback functionality receiving events from the employed multimedia player is the personalized sports news ticker Sports4U presented in Section 10.2.

8.12 Development of the MM4U Component

In the previous Sections 8.7 to 8.11, we showed how component technology can be used to provide modular support for the different tasks of the general multimedia personalization process. Implementing these different tasks as distinct software components, it is now a logical consequence to design and implement the encompassing MM4U component framework itself as a software component (see also [OB02, p. 219]). Consequently, we created a sixth group-hot-spot-card for a MM4U component that captures the flexibility requirements of the entire MM4U component framework. This group-hot-spot-card describes the flexibility requirements of the single framework components on an even higher abstraction level. In addition, this component defines the order in which the single components of the MM4U framework as presented in Sections 8.7 to 8.11 are to be used [SB05a].

8.12.1 Specification of the Component

The specification of the MM4U component by the corresponding group-hot-spot-card merges the five components identified and specified for the MM4U framework into a unifying interface. This interface is called IPersonalizedMultimediaApplication and specifies the services an application developer needs to implement a concrete personalized multimedia application on the basis of the MM4U component framework. Thus, the IPersonalizedMultimediaApplication interface constitutes the provided interface of the MM4U component. The details of this interface are shown in Listing 8.6.

```java
public interface IPersonalizedMultimediaApplication {
    public boolean existUserProfile(IUserProfileAccessor profileConnector, String profileID);
    public IUserProfile createUserProfile(IUserProfileAccessor profileConnector, String profileID) throws MM4UCannotCreateUserProfileException;
    public IUserProfile getUserProfile(IUserProfileAccessor profileConnector, String myUserProfileID, IPropertyList temporaryAdditionalProperties) throws MM4UUserProfileNotFoundException, MM4UInvalidUserProfileException;
    public void updateUserProfileInformation(IUserProfile userProfile);
    public void setUserProfile(IUserProfileAccessor profileConnector, IUserProfile myUserProfile);
}
```
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```java
throws MM4UCannotStoreUserProfileException;
public void deleteUserProfile(IUserProfileAccessor profileConnector,
                            String profileID) throws MM4UCannotDeleteUserProfileException;

public IVariable doCompose(IUserProfile myUserProfile,
                           IMediaElementsAccessor mediaAccessor)
throws MM4UCompositionException,
        MM4UMediaElementsConnectorException;

public IMultimediaPresentation doTransform(IGenerator myGenerator,
                                           IVariable rootVariable,
                                           int myPresentationWidth,
                                           int myPresentationHeight, IUserProfile myUserProfile)
throws MM4UGeneratorException;

public void doPresent(IMultimediaPlayer myMultimediaPlayer,
                      IMultimediaPresentation personalizedMultimediaPresentation)
throws MM4UPlayerException;
```

Listing 8.6: Provided interface for using the MM4U component framework

The provided protocol of the MM4U component is defined by the FSA depicted in Figure 8.16. First, it can be checked by calling the existsUserProfile(...) service whether a specific user profile exists. If it does not exist, the specified user profile can be created by using the createUserProfile(...) service. Otherwise, the profile is retrieved by calling the getUserProfile(...) service. Then, the current user profile can be updated with the updateUserProfileInformation(...) service, e.g., by applying an appropriate relevance feedback component, and saved back into the user profile store. Subsequently, the personalized multimedia content is created with the doCompose(...) service. Following the composition, the content is transformed into the target format with the doTransform(...) service and presented on the user's end device by applying the doPresent(...) service.

![Finite state automaton](image)

Figure 8.16: Finite state automaton defining the provided protocol of the MM4U component
8.12.2 Design and Implementation of a Component Instance

To develop an instance of the MM4U component, the provided interface `IPersonalizedMultimediaApplication` needs to be implemented. This is done by the demonstrator applications using our MM4U framework in Section 10. Consequently, these concrete personalized multimedia applications are concrete instances of the MM4U component. Besides the MM4U component framework, arbitrary other application-specific software components can be employed by concrete personalized multimedia applications. For example, a sightseeing application could employ an online ticket ordering component allowing its users to instantly order and pay concert tickets, museum entry fees, and others.

Application developers can execute their concrete personalized multimedia application by using the MM4U component’s `MM4UApplicationRunner` class. This class captures the sequence of calling the services that are defined in the `IPersonalizedMultimediaApplication` interface. The application runner class implements one possible order of using the MM4U component’s services according to the provided protocol depicted in Figure 8.16. With it, the `MM4UApplicationRunner` class specifies when and how the framework’s components interact. This order is depicted by the sequence diagram in Figure 8.17.

8.12.3 Summary

With the MM4U component, we provide a software component that encapsulates the different components of the MM4U framework as described in Sections 8.7 to 8.11. By defining the order of how to use the MM4U component’s services by the FSA in Figure 8.16, implicitly also the order of employing the encapsulated framework components is defined. The presented `MM4UApplicationRunner` class determines one possible path through the FSA and provides application developers support for executing their concrete personalized multimedia applications.

8.13 Other Design Issues of the MM4U Framework

In the previous sections, we presented the development of the single components of the MM4U framework and the development of the MM4U component itself. Besides the specific design and implementation issues of these components, we were faced with some more general design issues during the development of the MM4U component framework. These include considering performance aspects and a common exception concept for the component framework.

8.13.1 Performance Issues

Performance issues had to be taken into account for the design and implementation of the MM4U component framework, since the framework shall be employable on web servers with high load. In addition, the framework shall be applicable and executable on mobile devices with limited resources, i.e., with limited memory and computation power in comparison to a standard Desktop PC, such as PDAs and cell phones (see requirements specified in Section 5.2).
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**Figure 8.17**: Sequence diagram depicting a possible order of how to use the MM4U framework component
To optimize the execution speed of the MM4U framework, the communication between the framework's components is conducted on basis of Java objects. Propagating Java objects between the components ensures for a fast communication of the framework component instances. For example, for implementing the Multimedia Composition and Presentation Format Generators component, the most important design decision in regard of component communication was to implement the MM4U framework's internal multimedia composition model as an object-oriented representation of the personalized multimedia content. This object-oriented representation is used as input model for the transformation into the different concrete presentation formats. By this, we achieve a very fast execution of the multimedia presentation generation process, even on mobile devices.

Another solution for communicating between the Multimedia Composition component and the Presentation Format Generators component could be, e.g., to define a XML-based protocol and thus to exchange XML-documents between the components. However, this would require more memory and computation resources and slow down the generation process of the personalized multimedia presentations.

In addition, for the Presentation Format Generators component, we could have implemented the transformation to the final presentation formats by using, e.g., XSL transformations instead of implementing it straightforward in Java. Here, again the reason for implementing it in Java lies in the performance of such an implementation. Using XSLT would slow down the personalized multimedia content creation process, especially on mobile devices.

8.13.2 Exception Concept

Within any larger software system, it is important to follow a uniform and systematic concept for treating errors [ALRL04]. These errors can lead to a system failure. Java provides with its Exceptions a mechanism for the structured definition and treatment of errors that can occur during runtime. For the MM4U framework, we designed and implemented a simple, however, very flexible and effective exception concept. It bases on an hierarchical organization of MM4U framework specific exceptions. All MM4U framework-specific exceptions start with the prefix MM4U. The central exception interface for the MM4U framework is IMM4UException shown in Listing 8.7. The IMM4UException interface is implemented by the central exception class of the MM4U framework, namely the abstract class MM4UException. The MM4UException class inherits from Java's Exception class. It is responsible for logging all exceptions that are thrown within the MM4U framework and its application-specific extensions. The tracked exceptions are stored in an appropriate log file.

```java
public interface IMM4UException {
    public String getObject(); // Object, where an error occurred
    public String getMethod(); // Method causing the error
    public String getComment(); // Additional comments describing the error
}
```

Listing 8.7: The central interface for exceptions within the MM4U framework

Starting with the IMM4UException as root class of all MM4U framework related exceptions, a subtyping hierarchy of component specific exceptions is derived.
As depicted in Figure 8.18, for each framework component a specific exception type is determined, e.g., the MM4UMediaElementsConnectorException for the Media Pool Accessor and Connectors component and the MM4UGeneratorException for the Presentation Format Generators component. From these exception classes, further refinements within each component are conducted. These refinements are conducted by further subtyping from the components' central exception class. For example, the MM4UCannotOpenMediaConnectionException is derived from the MM4UMediaElementsConnectorException. It indicates that the connection to the concrete media elements storage solution could not be opened.

![Hierarchy of the component specific exceptions of the MM4U framework](image)

**Figure 8.18:** Hierarchy of the component specific exceptions of the MM4U framework

### 8.13.3 Summary

In this section, design issues of the MM4U component framework were considered that are not specific to a single framework component. We considered the aspects of execution performance of the component framework and handling of exceptions. In addition, we also introduced a very slim debugging concept into the MM4U framework. This debugging concept is developed following the Apache Software Foundation's log4j concept [The06b]. However, it does not support sophisticated methods for analyzing the debugging outputs, like it is possible with log4j's Chainsaw.

### 8.14 Usage of the Multimedia Personalization Framework

The usage of the MM4U framework by a concrete personalized multimedia application is illustrated in Figure 8.19. The personalized multimedia application uses the functionality of the framework to create personalized multimedia content. It integrates whatever application dependent functionality is needed, either by using the already build-in functionality of the framework component instances or by extending the component instances in regard of the specific requirements of a concrete personalized multimedia application (cf. Figure 5.3).
Using the MM4U component framework for developing a concrete personalized multimedia application primarily means composing and reusing the already available instances of the framework's components, i.e., the available component implementations. For example, the existing implementations of the Presentation Format Generators component, the Multimedia Presentation component as well as the components for accessing the user profile information and media elements typically can be reused without modification but by reusing them in different configurations only. However, the Multimedia Composition component is heavily dependent on the actual application’s domain. Thus, developers of a personalized multimedia application typically implement their own Multimedia Composition component instance. For it, they reuse the basic multimedia composition functionality the component offers. In addition, any other concrete composition and personalization functionality can be used that is provided by other applications based on the MM4U framework.

As depicted in Figure 8.19, the MM4U framework provides five types of “component hot-spots” where different types of components can be plugged in. Each component hot-spot represents one particular task of the personalization process. The component hot-spots or more formally speaking the variation points of the component framework can be realized by plugging in a component instance that fulfills the contractual specification of the variation point.

To provide application developers a better overview of what is already implemented with the MM4U component framework, the feature diagram shown in Figure 8.20 depicts a feature-oriented view to the MM4U framework’s domain of personalizing multimedia content. The figure shows the single features associated to the root-feature of providing for personalized multimedia content. The notation of the feature diagram is fUML taken from [Mei06] and bases—as the name indicates—on UML. The fUML bases on an analysis and improvement of feature graphs as defined with the Feature-Oriented Domain Analysis (FODA) [KCH+90] and its extensions such as [RBSP02] and [GBS01]. Here, a feature is defined as a set of reusable and configurable requirements that helps application developers...
with understanding and using the flexible architecture defined by the feature diagram.

The feature diagram for the MM4U framework depicted in Figure 8.20 shows application developers what kind of features exists in the framework and how these features need to be configured for developing a concrete personalized multimedia application. The root-feature `PersonalizationOfMultimediaContent` is of type concept, which means that it is a conceptual feature of the considered domain. To be more precisely, in this case, the root-feature is equivalent to the considered domain. The root-feature is composed of a set of five extension points and variation points, respectively. Extension points and variation points are specific types of features, where functionality can be adapted and extended for a concrete application. Both extension points and variation points determine the type of the functionality to be adapted or extended. However, the concrete characteristic of the functionality is left open and determined by the concrete applications (see Section 4.1.1).

![Feature Diagram of MM4U Framework](image)

**Figure 8.20**: Feature diagram of the MM4U framework

As depicted in Figure 8.20, each of the five extension points and variation points corresponds to one of the framework components identified in Section 8.3. The extension points of our MM4U framework are `AccessToUserProfileInformation` and `AccessToMediaDataAndMetadata`. They provide access to user profile information and to media data with their associated meta data. As variation points there are Mul-
timeComposition, Presentation Formation Generation, and Multimedia Presentation. They represent the multimedia composition functionality of the framework in the internal multimedia content representation model, the transformation of the multimedia content to the concrete output formats, and the playback of the multimedia presentations. Alternatives are the concrete instances of extension points and variation points, respectively. They are added to the feature diagram by using the inheritance notation of UML.

The attribute IsOpen indicates that besides the depicted extension point’s or variation point’s alternatives, other alternatives can be developed and used by concrete applications. As shown in Figure 8.20, all of the framework’s extension points and variation points can be extended by additional functionality. The difference between variation points and extension points is that in the case of variation points exactly one alternative must be instantiated by the concrete application at runtime. In the case of extension points, the attribute Cardinality indicates how many alternatives can be simultaneously binded by a concrete application during runtime.

8.15 Deployment of the MM4U Framework

Components

By the nature of component-based software, the single components of a component-based system can be deployed in principle anywhere. This serves the requirement to the MM4U framework in Section 5.2.3 to provide for deploying the tasks and phases of the general process chain for authoring personalized multimedia content on different (possibly remotely connected) computers. However, as the deployment of components heavily influences the execution speed of the application, it is reasonable to think about an optimal deployment of the components. For the MM4U framework, in principle two variants of deploying the components are relevant. The first variant is the thin-client depicted by the UML deployment diagram in Figure 8.21. Here, only the Multimedia Presentation component is executed on the user’s end device. Thus, we abstract here from the discussion of tightly and loosely coupling the multimedia player software and the Multimedia Presentation component conducted in Section 8.11 for reasons of simplicity. All other four framework components of the MM4U framework reside on a remote server. Thus, a client/server-deployment of the framework components is conducted.

The second variant is the thick-client shown in the UML deployment diagram in Figure 8.22. Here, all five components of the MM4U framework are executed on the (mobile) end device. This enables the concrete personalized multimedia application in principle to work independent from an available network connection. However, it is not limited to offline solutions. If a (mobile) network connection is available, it can also retrieve, e.g., media elements or user profile information via the Internet. The second variant is typically applied for mobile applications with specific requirements in regard of being executable on a mobile end device and usable even if a network connection may be (temporarily) not available. Here, a particular subset of the MM4U framework targeted at mobile devices is employed. This subset is called the mobileMM4U framework and is presented in the following Section 8.16. Both deployment variants of the MM4U framework components have been practi-
8.16 MobileMM4U—Framework Support for Personalized Mobile Multimedia Applications

With the MM4U component framework presented so far, we have defined a common basis for developing personalized multimedia applications that need to dynamically author and deliver their content in different presentation formats on different (mobile) end devices. However, as stated in the requirements to the MM4U framework in Section 5.2.3, the framework shall not only be executed on a powerful server, providing personalized content for a set of remotely connected (mobile) clients. As personalization is one of the key challenges when dealing with mobile multimedia applications, the framework shall also be executable on mobile devices. Thus, we defined a mobile subset of the MM4U framework, which is addressing the very specific requirements that arise in the context of executing the framework on mobile systems. This subset is called the mobileMM4U framework and is implemented in Personal Java and Java 1.1.8, respectively.

The architecture of the mobileMM4U framework is depicted in Figure 8.23. As shown in the figure, the mobileMM4U framework consists of the same layers and
components like the MM4U framework depicted in Figure 8.1. The component instances of the mobileMM4U framework are configured such that they only comprise the specific functionality needed for creating personalized multimedia content for mobile devices [SB04b, BKS04]. This enables the mobileMM4U framework to be installed and executed on such devices. The specific characteristics of the mobileMM4U framework in regard of authoring personalized multimedia content for mobile devices are described in the following along the mobileMM4U framework’s components from bottom to top.

**User Profile Accessor and Connectors and Media Pool Accessor and Connectors Components** The mobile variants of the User Profile Accessor and Connectors and Media Pool Accessor and Connectors component instances provide lightweight connectors to user profile information and media data stored on the mobile device. In addition, the user profile information and media data can also be retrieved from remotely located servers in the Internet via a wireless network connection. For storing and processing user profile information, the hierarchical simple text profile format presented in Section 8.8.2.1 is employed. This is provided by the FilesystemUserProfileConnector for mobile devices. User profile information that are relevant for the mobile users are, e.g., the users' current location and surrounding such as noise level and lighting level or in the case of a mobile tourist application the sightseeing interests and preferences.

For retrieval of media elements, the particularities and characteristics of the mobile device are to be taken into account. Consequently, the mobileMM4U framework provides for a personalized access to media elements suitable for mobile devices. For example, if the display of the device does not support colors, only grayscales media
elements can be selected instead, or if only a particular color depth is supported, the media elements can be adapted to it. If the mobile device is not able to playback a particular media format at all, e.g., a MPEG-compressed video element, it must be appropriately substituted. For example, our personalized mobile tourist guide application presented in Section 10.1 selects by the FilesystemMediaElementsConnector a series of image elements if playback of video elements is not supported.

**Multimedia Composition Component** In regard of the Multimedia Composition component for mobile systems, the complex and sophisticated composition operators of the mobileMM4U framework have to take contextual information about the users and their mobile device into account. Thus, for our mobileMM4U framework, we developed for example a sophisticated composition operator CityMap for personalized mobile tourist guide applications addressing the requirements of mobile devices. The sophisticated composition operator CityMap supports the presentation of sightseeing spots on a map, which are relevant to the user according to the user profile information. The CityMap operator allows to adapt the size of the map according to the display size of the mobile device. It also automatically adapts the positioning of the selected POIs on the map. Another sophisticated composition operator taking the particularities of mobile devices into account is the SightPresentation operator presented in Section 6.3.5. This operator allows among others to adapt the presentation’s layout to the display size of the end device and to select proper media types, e.g., it uses image elements instead of video elements if the end device’s hardware or software is not capable of displaying video clips. The CityMap and SightPresentation operators are examples of extending the functionality of the MM4U framework to-
Towards mobile application support in the mobileMM4U framework; here in the area of mobile tourism applications.

**Presentation Format Generators Component** For the MM4U framework, we developed presentation format generators for the different concrete presentation formats such as SMIL and SVG (see Section 8.10.4) targeted at Desktop PCs. With the mobileMM4U framework, we provide a special instance of the Presentation Format Generators component that supports transforming of the internal multimedia content representation model to the specific capabilities of the presentation formats targeted at mobile devices. These mobile multimedia presentation formats consider the limitations of mobile devices by means of building subsets and determining profiles that are particularly designed for usage on mobile devices. For example, we developed presentation format generators for the SMIL 2.0 Basic Language Profile (see [ABC+01b]) that is a particular subset of SMIL 2.0 targeted at mobile devices. The difference between SMIL 2.0 and its mobile profile lies among others in the power of expression of their layouting functionality. While in SMIL 2.0 nested layout regions are allowed, the Basic Language Profile of SMIL 2.0 only admits a flat layout hierarchy (see Section 6.4.4) with an absolute spatial model (see Section 6.3.1.2). This means, that the layout structure of the internal multimedia content representation model, which allows nested regions like in SMIL 2.0, is automatically broken down by the abstract transformation algorithms of the Presentation Format Generators component to a flat one. In addition to SMIL 2.0 BLP, we do also provide support for the mobile profiles of SMIL 2.1 as they are SMIL 2.1 Mobile Profile and SMIL 2.1 Extended Mobile Profile [SMI05]. We also implemented presentation format generators for the two mobile profiles of SVG, namely SVG Tiny and SVG Basic, which are defined in Mobile SVG [AAA+04a]. The SVG Tiny profile is intended for multimedia-ready cell phones and the SVG Basic profile is aimed for pocket computers like PDAs [AAA+04a]. As we cannot assume that there is a mobile multimedia player available on every end user's mobile device, there is also the fallback solution to HTML or XHTML Basic. Thus, if there is no specific multimedia player installed on the mobile device, e.g., a Pocket PC with build in Internet Explorer only, a personalized mobile application can generate pure HTML as output format instead.

**Multimedia Presentation Component** For the instance of the Multimedia Presentation component of our mobileMM4U framework, we employ multimedia player software designed for mobile devices. For example, we integrated IBM's MPEG-4 player [IBM06a], TinyLine's SVG player [Gir06], as well as a simple HTML viewer [GC96]. However, we also employ external, mobile standalone multimedia players such as Pocket SMIL [INR02] and Pocket SVG [CSI05] for PDAs.

**Summary** For providers of personalized mobile applications, the mobileMM4U framework supports a more efficient and economic development of such applications. By this, we allow for a shorter and quicker time to market of mobile applications in times in which we find new types of mobile devices every six months. As the component instances of the mobileMM4U framework are seamlessly integrated into the MM4U framework, it is possible to develop applications that dynamically
create personalized multimedia content for both Desktop PCs and mobile devices. An example of an application that serves both Desktop PCs and mobile devices is our personalized (mobile) tourist guide application Sightseeing4U presented in Section 10.1.

8.17 Summary

A special challenge with developing the MM4U framework was to create a general software architecture that takes the multitude of different multimedia personalization aspects into account. Such a generalized solution shall at the same time be practical and easy to use for application developers. The main disadvantage of the also very generalized Standard Reference Model for Intelligent Multimedia Presentation Systems (see Section 3.2.11) is that it is not applicable in practice. The SRM for IMMPS describes the structure of personalized multimedia applications—called intelligent multimedia presentation systems—on the level of different tasks in the multimedia personalization process. For authoring multimedia presentations by these systems, the SRM for IMMPS focuses on knowledge bases and plans. The SRM for IMMPS does not provide software engineering support how to actually design and implement such applications. As a consequence, the application developers need to design and determine the application's architecture by themselves. In contrast, the MM4U component framework provides a generalized architecture for personalized multimedia applications that integrates the different approaches for multimedia personalization as identified in Section 3.3. The MM4U framework defines a standardized application architecture in the domain of personalized multimedia applications. It is practical, directly applicable, and can be easily adapted and extended to the requirements of a concrete application. A framework cookbook provides practical information on how to proceed with the development of a personalized multimedia application on the basis of the MM4U framework (see Appendix A). The presented description and documentation of the MM4U framework provides three important views on the framework architecture (cf. [MMHR04]). These are the structural view provided by class diagrams and component diagrams, the dynamic view with the sequence diagram, and a resource mapping view with the deployment diagrams showing the deployment of the component framework over different machines.

With the MM4U framework and the mobileMM4U framework, we provide generic support for the dynamic generation of personalized (mobile) multimedia presentations. Both, the MM4U framework and the mobileMM4U framework are designed to be independent from any special domain. This means, that they can be used to generate personalized multimedia presentations for any application area like personalized sightseeing guides or personalized e-learning applications. In the following Section 9, the general impact of personalization to the development process of multimedia applications is described. It is shown, how the MM4U framework approach supports this development process. Concrete personalized multimedia applications that have been developed with the MM4U framework and the mobileMM4U framework, respectively, are presented in the section after next.
9 Impact of Personalization to the Development of Multimedia Applications

The multimedia personalization framework MM4U (and mobileMM4U framework, respectively) provides support for developing sophisticated personalized multimedia applications. Involved parties in the development of such applications is typically a heterogeneous team of developers from different fields including media designers, computer scientists, and domain experts. We describe what challenges personalization brings to the development of personalized multimedia applications and how and where the MM4U framework can support the developer team to accomplish their job. The general software engineering issues in regard to personalization are discussed. We describe how personalization affects the single members of the heterogeneous developer team and how the MM4U framework supports the development of personalized multimedia applications.

We observe that software engineering support for personalized multimedia applications such as proper process models and development methodologies are not likely to be found. Furthermore, the existing process models and development methodologies for multimedia applications as, e.g., [RS99] and [ESN03], do not support personalization aspects. However, personalization requirements complicate the software development process even more [FHV02], make development of personalized applications more complex, and thus increase the development costs. Every individual alternative and variant has to be anticipated, considered, and actually implemented. Consequently, there is a high demand in supporting the development process of such applications. In the Section 9.1, we first introduce how personalization affects the software development process in general. In Section 9.2, we identify what support the developers of personalized multimedia applications need and consider in Section 9.3 where the MM4U framework supports the development process.

9.1 Influence of Personalization to the Software Development Process

As the term personalization profoundly depends on the application’s context, its meaning has ever to be reconsidered when developing a personalized application for a new domain. Rossi et al. [RSG01] claim that personalization should be considered directly from the beginning when a project is conceived, i.e., already during the requirements and analysis phase. Therefore, the first activity when developing a personalized multimedia application is to determine the personalization requirements, that is, which aspects of personalization should be supported by the actual
application. For example, in the case of an e-learning application the personalization aspects should consider the automatic adaptation to the different learning styles of the students as to be found, e.g., with [BZST04], and the students prior knowledge about a topic (knowledge level) as considered, e.g., in [Par89]. In the case of a personalized mobile tourism application, however, the user's location and his or her surrounding, the user's interests, preferences, and age would be of interest for personalization instead. Other aspects of personalization are described in the application scenarios in Section 2. The personalization aspects must be kept in mind during every activity throughout the whole development process. The decision regarding which personalization aspects are to be supported has to be incorporated in the analysis and design of the personalized application and will hopefully entail a flexible and extensible software design. However, this increases the overall complexity of the application to be developed and automatically leads to a higher development effort including longer development duration and higher costs. Therefore, a good requirement analysis is crucial when developing personalized applications lest one dissipates one's energies in bad software design with respect to the personalization aspects.

9.2 Required Development Support for Personalized Multimedia Applications

When transferring the requirements for developing personalized software to the specific requirements of personalized multimedia applications one can say that it affects all members of the developer team: the domain expert, the media designers, and the computer scientists. Adding personalization to multimedia applications is putting higher requirements to them.

**Domain Experts** The domain expert normally contributes to the development of multimedia applications by providing input to draw storyboards of the specific application's domain. These storyboards are normally drawn by media designers and are the most important means to communicate the later application's functionality within the developer team. When personalization comes into account, it is difficult to draw such storyboards because of the many possible alternatives and different paths in the application that are implicated with personalization (see our personalized tourist guide example in Section 1.1). Consequently, the storyboards change in regard to, e.g., the individual user profiles and the end devices that are used. When drawing storyboards for a personalized multimedia application, those points in the storyboard have to be identified and visualized where personalization is required and needed. Storyboards have to be drawn for every typical personalization scenario concerning the concrete application. This drawing task should be supported by interactive graphical tools to create “personalized” storyboards and to identify reusable parts and modules of the employed multimedia content.

**Media Designer** It is the task of the media designer in the development of multimedia applications to plan, acquire, and create media elements. With personalization, media designers have to think additionally about the usage of media elements
for personalization purposes. That means, the media elements have to be created and prepared for different contexts. When acquiring media elements, the media designers must consider for which user context the media elements are created and what aspects of personalization are to be supported, e.g., different styles, colors, and spatial dimensions. Possibly a set of quite similar media assets have to be developed that only differ in certain aspects. For example, an image or video element has to be transformed for different end device resolutions, color depth, and network connections. Since personalization means to (re)assemble existing media elements into a new multimedia presentation, the media designers will also have to identify reusable media elements. This means that additionally the storyboards must already capture the personalization aspects (see above). Not only the content but also the layout of the multimedia application can change depending on the user context. So, the media designers have to create different visual layouts for the same application to serve the needs of different user groups. For example, an e-learning system for children would generate colorful multimedia presentations with many auditory elements and a comic-like virtual assistant, whereas the system would present the same content in a much more factual style for adults. This short discussion shows that personalization already affects the storyboarding and media acquisition. Creating media elements for personalized multimedia applications requires a better and elaborate planning of the multimedia production. Therefore, a good media production strategy is crucial, due to the high costs involved with the media production process. Consequently, the domain experts and the media designers need to be supported by appropriate tools for planning, acquiring, and editing media elements for personalized multimedia applications.

Computer Scientists The computer scientists actually develop the multimedia personalization functionality of the concrete application. What this personalization functionality is, depends heavily on the concrete application domain and is communicated with the domain experts and media designers by using personalized storyboards. With personalization, the design and implementation of the application typically has to be more flexible. This is due to meet the requirements of different and changing user profile information and different end device characteristics. Thus, more abstract classes and interfaces need to be specified to provide the different personalization aspects of the application. This more flexible and abstract design makes it difficult in the design phase of the application to anticipate the application’s runtime characteristics. The requirement for providing a flexible software architecture and the challenges involved with it come along with the challenges of developing runtime-adaptive systems in general. Such systems need to provide interfaces to be able to dynamically adapt their behavior to changing requirements during runtime.

9.3 MM4U Framework Support for Developing Personalized Multimedia Applications

In respect of the software development process of personalized multimedia applications, the MM4U framework assists the computer scientists during the design and
implementation phase of their personalized multimedia application. It alleviates the time-consuming multimedia content assembly task and lets the computer scientists concentrate on the development of the actual application-specific functionality. The MM4U framework provides functionality for the single tasks of the personalization process as described in Section 5.1. It offers the computer scientists support for integrating and accessing user profile information and media data, selecting media elements according to the user's profile information, composing these elements into coherent multimedia content, and generating this content in standardized multimedia presentation formats to be rendered and displayed on the user's end device.

The MM4U framework provides the computer scientists the general, domain independent architecture of the personalized multimedia application and supports them in designing and implementing the concrete multimedia personalization functionality. The MM4U framework relieves application developers from the time-consuming tasks in the context of multimedia content composition and personalization in order to let them concentrate on the development of the application-specific functionality. Consequently, application developers require extensive support for creating personalized multimedia content. For it, the MM4U framework provides substantial support for the dynamic generation of arbitrary personalized multimedia content in respect of, e.g., the user's interests and preferences, the current location and environment, as well as the used end device. When using the MM4U framework, the computer scientists must know how to use the existing component instances and how to extend the framework functionality.

As described in Section 8.14, using the MM4U component framework mainly means composing and reusing the already available instances of the framework's components. Typically, the instances of the Presentation Format Generators component, the Multimedia Presentation component as well as the components for accessing the user profile information and media elements can be reused without modifying the source code of the component instances. Besides reusing these existing component instances, the development of personalized multimedia applications by using the MM4U framework means to the computer scientists to develop new complex and sophisticated multimedia composition operators for generating personalized content. Here, the framework provides the basis for developing such complex and application-specific multimedia personalization functionality, as for example the Slideshow and the SightPresentation operators presented in Sections 6.3.4 and 6.3.5. The domain experts provide the knowledge about the application domain and therewith the input for the computer scientists for developing the application-specific multimedia composition functionality. The media designers' role in developing an application with the MM4U framework is to create the media objects (possibly in different variants required for personalization) and develop the multimedia layout.

To assist the computer scientists methodically in applying the MM4U component framework for the development of their personalized multimedia application, a framework cookbook is provided that describes in form of guidelines and checklists the tasks that have to be conducted to apply the framework. An excerpt of this cookbook is presented in Appendix A.

Every concrete personalized multimedia application itself provides by its instance of the Multimedia Composition component new multimedia composition and personalization functionality to the MM4U framework. By this, reuse of existing
personalization functionality is increased. Consequently, the MM4U framework improves the development process of personalized multimedia applications and supports for a more efficient and economic development of such applications (see process improvement requirements in Section 5.2.3). Furthermore, the design of the Multimedia Composition component enables the framework to embrace existing approaches for generating personalized multimedia content as presented in Section 3.3. For it, the approaches only need to provide support for generating multimedia document trees in the internal multimedia content representation model that can be created with the basic and complex composition functionality of the MM4U framework.
10 Usage of the MM4U Framework in Real Applications

The usage of the MM4U framework for the development of demonstrator applications is the second evaluation step of the ProMoCF approach. In the first step, the ProMoCF approach has been applied for the development of the MM4U component framework. Now, the outcome of this employment, i.e., the MM4U framework itself is applied and evaluated by employing it for the development of real personalized multimedia applications. The development of these applications gave us important feedback about the comprehensiveness and the applicability of the framework. At the same time, it provided feedback for improving the process model and development method ProMoCF for component frameworks.

For example, during the development of the MM4U framework and the first concrete demonstrator applications employing this framework, we observed that the granularity of hot-spot-cards (and the granularity of hot-spots, respectively) of about one method as defined in Pree's original hot-spot-driven design process is too imprecise. Comparing the flexibility requirements written on hot-spot-cards were difficult in order to identify groups of cards which have a high affinity in regard of solving a particular problem in the framework's domain. Due to the imprecise definition of hot-spot-cards, it was not clear how much and which functionality actually corresponds it. Thus, it was difficult to design and to decide how to employ the MM4U component framework for the development of concrete demonstrator applications, as this appliance requires clearly specified and unambiguous interfaces. This leads to the definition of the granularity of hot-spots to be exactly one (hook) method in the programming language (see Section 7.2).

In addition, the initial version of the ProMoCF approach did not already come with the concept of group-hot-spot-cards. Once, we defined the granularity of hot-spot-cards to be exactly one hook method, we could clearly compare the flexibility requirements to the framework written on these cards. This allows us to identify groups of hot-spot-cards that describe flexibility requirements for a common problem in the framework's domain. With evolving the MM4U framework and developing further applications as well as improving existing applications employing the framework, it emerged that the identified groups of hot-spot-cards are likely corresponding to the components of the MM4U framework. This means, that each identified group of hot-spot-cards is encapsulated in the MM4U framework by a distinct framework component. To make this knowledge explicit, we introduced the concept of group-hot-spots and group-hot-spot-cards, respectively. Thus, a group-hot-spot-card is targeted at identifying the distinct components within a component
framework and defines the flexibility requirements to these components (see Section 7.2).

With the development of concrete personalized multimedia applications employing the MM4U component framework in different domains, the applicability and with it the quality of the framework has been proved. These personalized multimedia applications are described in the following sections. In Section 10.1, the generic personalized mobile city guide application Sightseeing4U is described. In the subsequent Section 10.2, the personalized multimedia sports news ticker Sports4U is presented. In Section 10.3, Manual4U is introduced, an application providing interactive instruction manuals on mobile devices. A multi-channel multimedia content creation service Transformation4U is presented in Section 10.4. In Section 10.5, the Pictures4U application is described, providing personalized photo albums in the Internet. So far, all applications are targeted at an automatic authoring of the personalized multimedia content. In Section 10.6, we present a context-driven smart authoring tool xSMART that allows for the semi-automatic creation of personalized multimedia content by domain experts. It can be extended by arbitrary application-specific and domain-specific authoring wizards that guide domain experts through the context-driven multimedia authoring process. As an example of such an authoring wizard, the Pictures4U wizard is presented in Section 10.6. This wizard is derived from the Pictures4U application presented in Section 10.5. However, it provides for a semi-automatic authoring of personalized photo albums.

For each application presented in the following, we briefly present the considered application area. We describe the usage of the MM4U component framework by the personalized multimedia application. This means, we present which framework components are actually used by the application, how is the framework adapted to the specific requirements of the application-domain, and what other particularities we were faced with developing the application. In addition, the impact of the application for the specific application-domain is considered.

10.1 Sightseeing4U—A Generic Personalized City Guide Application

- Name: Sightseeing4U
- Application area: travel and tourism
- Usage of the MM4U Framework: uses the entire MM4U framework and mobileMM4U framework
- Impact: efficient development of mobile sightseeing guides

Mobile applications such as mobile tourist guides that provide tourists with location-based information today mostly aim at adapting the multimedia content to the different end user devices. More and more, these applications also exploit positioning information like the Global Positioning System (GPS) to guide the user on the trip. What is still lacking, however, is the availability of personalized and also multimedia-rich (mobile) content (cf. Section 3.2.9). In particular, user profile information shall be exploited to provide for a personalized selection, creation, and delivery of multimedia content that meets the individual user's needs, preferences, interests, and (mobile) device characteristics. For mobile applications, the user's
profile information plays an important role which can be exploited to best meet the user's individual information needs at the mobile client.

However, as described in Section 9.1 such a personalization support increases the application’s complexity since every individual alternative has to be considered and implemented. Consequently, to provide substantial support for the development of personalized (mobile) multimedia applications, we developed a generic mobile sightseeing guide on the basis of the MM4U framework and mobileMM4U framework, respectively. This generic tourist guide is called Sightseeing4U [BKS04, SB04a, BBK+04] and is aimed at providing generic support for developing personalized (mobile) multimedia tourist applications for arbitrary cities and landscapes.

On basis of the generic Sightseeing4U application, we developed a client/server-architecture of a personalized multimedia sightseeing information system. This architecture is presented in the following Section 10.1.1. In addition, we developed two concrete instances of our generic tourist guide application Sightseeing4U for our hometown Oldenburg in Northern Germany. These two instances are a thin-client variant and a thick-client variant, following the deployment of the MM4U framework components described in Section 8.15. Both, the thin-client and the thick-client variant of our Sightseeing4U instance for Oldenburg are integrated into our architecture for personalized multimedia sightseeing information systems presented in Section 10.1.1. In Section 10.1.2, the features of the generic Sightseeing4U application for personalized mobile tourist guides are presented, before we come to the description of the two client variants in Section 10.1.3 and 10.1.4. With the client/server-architecture and the generic Sightseeing4U application, we aim at addressing the limitations of mobile devices, the unreliability of the network, and the different user's interests for the selection, composition, and delivery of personalized multimedia content to mobile and stationary devices.

10.1.1 Architecture for a Personalized Multimedia Sightseeing Information System

In this section, we draw our attention to some general architectural issues to show how personalized multimedia content can be generated and deployed to different (mobile) devices. In the domain of mobile computing, location-based multimedia content can be retrieved either from media storages on the mobile device itself or from remote servers in the Internet. Here, the content reflects the user's current position. Providing for personalized multimedia content adds an additional challenge, as the personalized application needs access to the potentially relevant media elements for the individual users. The limited resources of a mobile device and the potentially unavailability of a wireless network connection influence the generation and distribution of the personalized multimedia content.

In order to provide such an individualized information delivery, the system architecture presented in Figure 10.1 has been developed. In an optional pre-trip phase the Desktop PC is used to prepare the trip. Depending on the capabilities of the device and the network conditions, the architecture allows to pre-generate personalized content for the end user's trip (thin-client variant) or leave this open to the trip (thick-client variant). Following the trip, a post tour analysis can be carried out. Technically, the presented architecture addresses the heterogeneity of mobile
devices with regard to computing power, memory, network bandwidth, and changing network availability. It is based on a sightseeing server, which gives access to multimedia data and profile information.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 10.1:** The client/server-architecture of a personalized multimedia sightseeing information system based on Sightseeing4U

The architecture in Figure 10.1 assumes a permanent network connection between the client and the server, which is not a disadvantage in general. But for mobile applications and services this may not be appropriate because of potentially high network charges and possibly small network bandwidth. Also network failures in areas with no reception must be taken into account by the client application. For example, the personalized city tour should not just stop processing and returning a general network error message to the user when the connection is lost. To be more independent of the network connection it is inevitable that at least some parts of the application logic reside on the client device. That is, the application logic is shifted from the server to the client and media data is buffered in client's caches. The amount of available memory and processing power of today's mobile devices is already sufficient enough for it. With the application logic residing on the client side, the user profile information, the sight's media data with associated meta data, as well as further information such as the sight's location and categories are
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not read from the Internet using a wireless network connection. However, they are stored in and read from locally cached databases and repositories.

For the connectivity of the mobile client, we assume a wireless network connection as default channel to receive multimedia presentations and/or single media elements. The availability of a wireless network connection allows the client to retrieve personalized multimedia presentations or individually selected media elements from the sightseeing server that reflect the latest user profile information. If the network connection is lost, the tourist guide can use the pre-generated presentations stored on the mobile end device as fall back. Figure 10.2 summarizes how the client architecture (thin or thick) and the availability of a wireless network connection influence the generation and distribution of the multimedia content.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wireless network connection available</th>
<th>No wireless network connection available</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thin client architecture</td>
<td>Multimedia presentations are retrieved from Sightseeing4U server</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pre-generated, pre-stored minimal multimedia presentations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thick client architecture</td>
<td>Media elements are retrieved from network and presentation generation on client-side</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Presentation generation on client-side using a minimal set of pre-stored media elements</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 10.2: Impact of client architectures and network availability to the content generation

10.1.2 Features of the Generic Application for Personalized Mobile Tourist Guides

In the previous section, we presented the architecture of a sightseeing information system based on Sightseeing4U. In this section, the features of the generic tourist guide application are presented. The generic tourist guide application Sightseeing4U is applicable for the development of personalized tourist guides for arbitrary cities and landscapes. It is designed to be executed on both Desktop PCs and mobile devices. With the generic Sightseeing4U application, personalization of the sightseeing spots, i.e., the city's or landscape's points of interests (POIs), is supported in regard of arbitrary definable user interests and preferences. Depending on the specific sightseeing interests of an individual user, the generic Sightseeing4U application automatically selects the proper sights for the user. This is realized by category matching of the user's interests with the meta data associated to the sights. The selected POIs the user is—according to the user profile information—interested in are presented as sightseeing spots on a map of the concrete tourist guide's city or landscape. When clicking on a certain spot, the user receives a multimedia presentation with further information about the sight. With regard to the location, the users can also choose whether to automatically receive a multimedia presentation of the sight they are currently approaching.

For authoring a multimedia presentation for a selected sight, automatically those media elements are chosen that best fit the (mobile) end device's characteristics. For example, a user sitting at a Desktop PC receives a high-quality video about a selected sight from the Media Pool Accessor and Connectors component, while a
mobile user gets a smaller video of less quality. If there is no video of a particular sight available at all or if the used end device is not capable of rendering video elements, the generic personalized tourist guide automatically selects relevant images instead and generates a slideshow for the user. In regard of mobile devices, their limitations also effect the layout of the mobile sightseeing presentations. Consequently, not only media elements of lower resolution and size are selected, but also the layout of the multimedia sightseeing presentations is changed, e.g., the heading line of the sight's presentations used for Desktop PCs is removed for the mobile devices.

Since not all multimedia players are available on all end devices and not all presentation formats are suitable for all of these devices, the generic tourist guide employs the (mobile) MM4U framework's functionality to provide presentations in different output formats such as SMIL, SVG, MPEG-4, and Flash, as well as their corresponding mobile profiles. This enables the generic tourist guide application to deliver personalized multimedia content for different types of (mobile) end devices. If there is no proper multimedia player installed on the user's end device at all, there is the fallback to HTML, e.g., by employing the build-in Internet Explorer available on Pocket PCs.

The generic tourist guide application Sightseeing4U also provides for changing the presentations' language according to the user's preference. For it, arbitrary languages can be defined within the generic application. As far as appropriate media elements are available for the selected language, i.e., textual descriptions or spoken audio files of the sights exists, these are selected and presented to the user. If there are no media elements available for the user's preferred language, the generic Sightseeing4U application switches to a predefinable default language instead. Besides changing the language, the generic Sightseeing4U application also allows for using different modalities for the sight presentations. Thus, instead of textual descriptions of the POIs also spoken audio files can be employed. Which modalities are used for the sight presentations is determined by the user's preferences. In addition, the users can select their preferred presentation style. Here, the generic Sightseeing4U application allows for defining arbitrary styles a concrete instance of the tourist guide can provide, e.g., classic, fancy, or children style.

For our hometown Oldenburg, we developed both a thin-client variant and a thick-client variant of the generic tourist guide application. These two concrete instances mainly consider the city center. Both variants comprise more than 50 POIs and provide for each POI a textual description as well as image elements in form of photos. The thin-client variant also provides support for video clips. In addition, both client variants of our Sightseeing4U application for Oldenburg support personalization in respect of the user's interests such as churches, museums, theaters, restaurants, cinemas, hotels, and public buildings as well as user's preferences in regard of the favorite language. However, only the thin-client variant also provides support for the preferred modality and presentation style. In the following Section 10.1.3, we first present the thin-client variant of our Sightseeing4U instance for Oldenburg. In Section 10.1.4, we describe the thick-client variant.
10.1.3 Thin-client Variant of Sightseeing4U for Oldenburg

The thin-client variant of our Sightseeing4U instance for Oldenburg employs the MM4U framework located on the server of our architecture for a personalized multimedia tourist information system (see Section 10.1.1). As described in the architecture section, for the thin-client variant the personalized multimedia presentations are not created on the device itself but generated on-demand by the remote sightseeing server. These generated presentations are then transferred via a wireless network connection to the client device. The Sightseeing4U application logic employing the MM4U framework is installed and executed as Java servlet on a Unix server connected to the Internet. The servlet is provided by the Apache Tomcat web server [Theo06a]. The communication between the clients and the server is conducted via HTTP and by employing the HttpServletPlayer of our Multimedia Presentation component instance presented in Section 8.11.2. For using the thin-client variant, the users need to register by filling out the form depicted in Figure 10.3. Here, the users choose a login and password and state their individual sightseeing interests and preferences. Having successfully registered, the users first receive a map of the city of Oldenburg together with the sightseeing spots on it that meet their sightseeing interests. This personalized city map is authored by the sophisticated composition operator CityMap presented in Section 8.16. Starting from this map, the users can interactively explore the sights of Oldenburg. This means that the users can select a sight on the map and the client sends a request to the Sightseeing4U server. Here, a multimedia presentation about the sight is generated according to the user's preferences on-demand as described in Section 10.1.1. Then the presentation is sent back to the client and displayed to the user. For storing the user profile information on the Sightseeing4U server, the XMLUserProfileConnector of our User Profile Accessor and Connectors instance is employed (see Section 8.8.2.2).

The client device can be either a mobile device, such as a PDA or cell phone or a stationary Desktop PC. The Desktop PC version is used for pre-trip planning and post-trip analysis, whereas the mobile device is actually guiding the tourist during the trip. For the case that there is a wireless network connection failure during the trip, all presentations can also be pre-generated and copied to the mobile device prior to the actual tour. These presentations may nevertheless not reflect the current situation due to their prefabricated nature. In both cases, the computing power for the presentation generation is only needed at the server. The client just renders the presentations.

Figure 10.4 depicts some screenshots of our thin-client variant of the Sightseeing4U instance for Oldenburg in different output formats and on different end devices. The different interests of the users result in different spots presented on the map of Oldenburg's city center. When clicking on a certain spot, the users receive a multimedia presentation with further information about the corresponding sight (see the smaller screenshots where the arrows point at). The presentation in Figure 10.4(a) employs the crazy style, is targeted at a user interested in culture, and comprises a description in German. The presentation in Figure 10.4(b) uses no additional style, is generated for a mobile user who is hungry and searches for a good restaurant in Oldenburg. Here, the presentation is supported by an auditory narration in English. Whereas Figure 10.4(a) shows presentations in SMIL 2.0
format employing the RealPlayer [Rea06] on a Desktop PC, Figure 10.4(b) depicts presentations in the SMIL 2.0 BLP format using the PocketSMIL Player [INR02].

In addition, a user sitting in front of a Desktop PC receives a high-quality video about the palace of Oldenburg as depicted in Figure 10.4(a), while a mobile user gets a smaller video of less quality in Figure 10.4(b). In the same way, the user searching for a good restaurant in Oldenburg receives a high-quality video when using a Tablet PC as depicted in Figure 10.5(a). However, as video elements are not supported by the mobile player in Figure 10.5(b), a set of image elements are selected instead. The screenshots depicted in Figure 10.5(a) show presentations in Flash format employing Adobe's Flash plug-in [Ado06c]. The presentations shown in Figure 10.5(b) are in Mobile SVG format and are taken from the Pocket eSVG viewer [Exo05] on a PDA. While the classic style is used for the presentation in Figure 10.5(a), no additional style is employed for the screenshot in Figure 10.5(b).

10.1.4 Thick-client Variant of Sightseeing4U for Oldenburg

With the thick-client variant of our Sightseeing4U instance for Oldenburg, the multimedia presentations are generated on the client device according to the user's profile information and by retrieving the media elements from the wireless network.
If there is no network connection, the minimal media assets copied to the mobile device beforehand are used to create the actual presentations on the mobile device applying the mobileMM4U framework. Here, the FileSystemMediaElementsConnector of the Media Pool Accessor and Connectors instance of the mobileMM4U framework is employed. When a network connection exists, more sophisticated and up-to-date media elements reflecting the user’s profile information are retrieved from the remote sightseeing server. To overcome the download time, the presentation nevertheless starts with an “introduction” exploiting the minimal media assets.

**The Thick-client Variant’s Foundation** The foundation of the thick-client variant is very different to the thin-client variant presented in the previous section. Instead of employing the MM4U framework on a server machine, the mobileMM4U framework is used on the client device. In addition, the thick-client variant of the Sightseeing4U instance of Oldenburg is integrated in the Niccimon platform for mobile location-aware applications. The Niccimon platform is briefly described in the following. Within the Niccimon project\(^1\), a modular platform is developed that supports the rapid development and deployment of location-aware mobile applications [BBK+04, KBB04, RGB+03, OFF06]. The architecture of the Niccimon platform is depicted in Figure 10.6. The top of the figure shows the core of the Niccimon platform consisting of a mediator and communication interface. Here, arbitrary modules for mobile applications can be plugged into the Niccimon platform. The communication and cooperation between the different modules and the modules’

\(^1\) Competence Center of Lower Saxony for Information Systems for Mobile Usage (Niccimon) funded by the Ministry for Science and Culture of Lower Saxony in March 2001.
life cycle is controlled by the platform's mediator. The existing modules of the Niccimon platform provide typical functionality for the specific requirements of mobile applications, such as support for location-aware mobile navigation and orientation, multimodal user interfaces, management of POIs, and location-based information and services. Diverse modules of the Niccimon platform are exploited for the thick-client variant of our generic tourist guide for Oldenburg. These modules provide for determining the location of the user via GPS (Location module) and presenting the user's location and the POIs on a map (GIS module and POI module). For dynamically creating personalized multimedia presentations, we developed another module that integrates the mobileMM4U framework and its application-specific extensions towards the generic Sightseeing4U application (mobileMM4U module).

Implementation of the Thick-client On the basis of the Niccimon platform and the newly developed mobileMM4U module, we developed the thick-client variant of our Sightseeing4U application for Oldenburg. Employing the mobileMM4U framework, the thick-client variant provides for dynamically creating multimedia presentations in different mobile presentation formats like SMIL 2.0 BLP, Mobile SVG including SVG Basic and SVG Tiny, and HTML. It is implemented using Personal Java and by this it is executable on Java-enabled PDAs and cell phones. The thick-client variant employs the TinyLine SVG player [Gir06] for presenting the personalized multimedia content. In addition, it can also employ other multimedia players the Multimedia Presentation instance of the mobileMM4U framework provides such as IBM's MPEG-4 player [IBM06a] and a simple HTML viewer [GC96]. We implemented the thick-client variant of the generic tourist guide application on a Pocket PC with Windows Mobile 2003 and Jeode VM.
Figure 10.6: The modular Niccimon platform for location-aware mobile applications.

Figure 10.7 shows some sample screenshots of our thick-client variant of the Sightseeing4U instance for Oldenburg. With the thick-client variant, the users do not have to register and log in for using the Sightseeing4U application. Thus, when starting the city guide application the map of Oldenburg is shown as depicted in Figure 10.7(a). If the end device is connected with a GPS receiver, also the user’s position is displayed on the map. This is shown in the figure by the flag encircled with the compass rose. The users can select their sightseeing interests and preferences as shown in Figure 10.7(b). These are stored within the thick-client variant by employing the simple key-valued-based text format for user profile information provided by the FilesystemUserProfileConnector (see Section 8.16). Then, like with the thin-client variant, the POIs are shown on the map according to the users’ interests. This is depicted in Figure 10.7(c). However, here the POI module of the Niccimon platform is employed rather than the sophisticated composition operator CityMap. When the users click on one of the presented POIs, a multimedia presentation about the selected sight is generated according to the users’ preferences. Two examples of such multimedia presentations are depicted in Figures 10.7(d) and (e). Besides activating the presentations by hand, they are also activated when the users are changing their physical location and getting close enough to a POI such that a certain proximity threshold is reached. Here, the “position”-context of the user activates the proximity triggered POIs. Thus, these POIs are called context-aware POIs (xPOIs) [KB05]. With the presented thick-client variant of the generic tourist guide application, we integrate the support for creating personalized multimedia presentations with mobile location-based services.
Figure 10.7: Screenshots of the thick-client variant of the Sightseeing4U instance for Oldenburg

10.1.5 Summary

The presented sightseeing information system architecture addresses the specific demands of personalized multimedia tourist guide applications. Depending on the availability of a wireless network connection, a user can go on the trip with pre-generated personalized presentations but also generate those just on-demand while being on the way. Embracing the tourist life cycle, a user can use pre-planning to pack the potentially relevant media information to the mobile device. Additionally, a post processing of the tour can take place, e.g., the trip’s path can be logged and annotated with pictures taken by the user’s digital camera.

Based on our MM4U framework and mobileMM4U framework, respectively, we developed with Sightseeing4U a generic tourist application that is applicable to any city and landscape where people wander around and follow tours. With the generic Sightseeing4U application, we provide for an efficient and cost-effective de-
development of personalized mobile multimedia tourist applications. We developed an instance of the Sightseeing4U application for our hometown Oldenburg in two variants, the thin-client and the thick-client. While the thin-client employs the MM4U framework executed on a server, the thick-client applies an integration of the mobileMM4U framework and the Niccimon platform for location-aware mobile application.

### 10.2 Sports4U—A Personalized Multimedia Sports News Ticker

- **Name:** Sports4U
- **Application area:** sports news
- **Usage of the MM4U Framework:** bayesian networks for managing user profile information, MediÆther for media data
- **Impact:** automatic classification, selection, and composition of sports news

Searching for relevant information in the web today is more and more time consuming. Applications that support their users in searching and retrieving information such as sports news which are relevant and interesting to the users can alleviate this task. Thus, the second demonstrator application employing the MM4U framework is a personalized multimedia sports news ticker called Sports4U. The Sports4U application provides users interested in sports a dynamically generated personalized multimedia sports news ticker. The aim of the Sports4U application is to select and present those sports news out of a pool of sports events that are most relevant and interesting to the users.

**Technical Foundation and Implementation** Besides the MM4U framework, the Sports4U application exploits the peer-to-peer multimedia event space MediÆther [BW03]. This event space is connected to the MM4U framework via the MediÆther-MediaElementsConnector introduced in Section 8.7.3.2. For the Sports4U news ticker application, the MediÆther event space forms the basis for storing and managing the sports events. A multimedia sports event stored in the MediÆther comprises information about the event such as the event’s time and location, the people involved, and to which kind and category of sports the event is associated. With kinds of sports it is meant sports such as soccer, tennis, swimming, rowing, or dancing and categories of sports are, e.g., winter sports, motor sport, or martial arts (cf. sports genres in [Wit99]). In addition, the event type is provided such as Olympic Games, World Football Championship, Wimbledon Championship, and others. A multimedia sports event in the MediÆther also comprises as meta data the different media elements associated to the event such as a title, a textual description, one or more photos, an audio record, or a video clip. However, the actual media data are not stored within the MediÆther but in external stores.

The media data connector of the MediÆther notifies the Sports4U application when new sports events emerge in the MediÆther. Thus, a server-push retrieval of new sports events and the delivery of the corresponding media elements is used as communication direction between the Sports4U application and the MediÆther.
event space. Depending on the user profile information, the MediÆther preselects those sports events from the pool of events that best match the user's interests.

The personalized sports news ticker application combines the multimedia data of the selected sports events, employs the available meta data as well as additional information, e.g., from a soccer player database, to generate the multimedia sports news ticker presentation. The multimedia sports news ticker presentation consists of a set of smaller sports presentations, each showing a distinct sports event. These single sports event presentations are arranged in a sequence. When the playback of the ticker reaches the end of the last sports event presentation in the set, the playback of the ticker is restarted from the beginning. For authoring the sports news ticker presentation, the Sports4U application employs a sophisticated composition operator to create the sequence of the single sports event presentations. Here, the Sports4U application provides for taking different constraints into account such as time restrictions for the duration of the news ticker in total as well as for the single events. The single sports events are selected according to the user profile information. For creating the presentations of the single sports events, different presentation templates are defined. These presentation templates are provided by different sophisticated composition operators that allow for automatically arranging the media data of the sports events into a coherent sports event presentation. The provided templates employ different media types for assembling the sports event media content. Thus, different types of templates can be chosen such as a template that presents the sports event by employing an image element and text element only, a template that uses a video element with headline, or a template that uses a series of image elements and a corresponding audio element. Which template is used for presenting a specific sports event is determined according to the user's preferences as well as the media elements available for the specific sports event. For example, if the user has a low bandwidth connection and thus does not want to receive video elements, a series of images is shown instead. If a sports event is delivered with a textual description and a single image element only, a template requiring a video element cannot be applied but a template employing the provided media types of text and image.

The sports interests of the users are modeled within the Sports4U application by employing bayesian networks [Jen01]. The concrete user profile describes the values that are used by the bayesian network to actually determine those sport events provided by the MediÆtherMediaElementsConnector that are added and presented in the personalized multimedia sports news ticker. To manage these user profile information, we integrated an XMLBayesUserProfileConnector into our instance of the User Profile Accessor and Connectors component. This connector stores the user profiles with the bayesian network information in XML files.

Example Screenshots of Sports4U  The sports news ticker presentation can be viewed, e.g., with a SMIL player over the web as shown in Figure 10.8. The figure depicts two example screenshots of sports event presentations presented by our personalized sports news ticker. The screenshot on the left hand side shows a sports event presentation in a template employing an image element and text element. The right hand side screenshot depicts a sports event presentation using a series of image elements together with a corresponding audio record.
To view the personalized sports news ticker, the users need to register for the Sports4U application. When registering, the users initially state their sports interests in regard of the different kinds and categories of sports they like (see above). In addition, the users can define their preferences in regard of, e.g., the presentation's style and background color, language, and maximum duration of the sports news ticker. Once, the users have registered and initially stated their sports interests, the Sports4U application selects the most appropriate sports events for presenting them to the users.

Relevance Feedback When presenting the selected sports events, Sports4U automatically adapts the information and assumptions it has about the users' sports interests by providing a relevance feedback functionality. This relevance feedback functionality allows the users to evaluate the personalized selection of the sport news events by marking those sports events that are more interesting than others. This evaluation of the news selection is shown in Figure 10.8 by the five boxes with the numbers from one to five. The users can click on these numbers to evaluate the relevance of the currently presented sports event. A value of one indicates the Sports4U application that the currently presented sports event is very relevant to the user. On the other end of the scale, a value of five represents that the user is not interested at all in the currently presented sports event. Consequently, a value of three represents a neutral valuation of the presented event.

On the basis of the relevance feedback the users provide, the Sports4U application adapts its assumptions about the users' sports interests. For example, if a user valuates a specific sports event as not interesting, it is very likely that he or she does not want to receive similar news in future. On the other hand, sports events in the MediÆther associated to sports categories that are valued as very relevant should be more added to the user's ticker. The Sports4U application gradually adapts the user's profile information to include more relevant sports events and to exclude those who the user has valuated as uninteresting. Consequently, the valua-
tion yields in a modified selection and composition of sports events for the individual user's ticker.

**Summary**  The Sports4U application allows for an automatic selection and presentation of sports events according to the user profile information. Employing a relevance feedback functionality, the application updates the information and assumptions it has about the users' sports interests according to the provided valuation of the selection results. In a future extension of our work, we like to abstract from the relevance feedback functionality provided by the Sports4U application and aim at integrating an abstract relevance feedback component into the MM4U framework. The personalized sports news ticker provided by the Sports4U application can be, e.g., embedded into a website of a sports portal. Here, the users can continuously be updated with relevant and interesting sports news. When new sports events are added to the MediaEther, the personalized ticker is updated accordingly during runtime and thus the users burden of actively watching and searching for new and relevant sports events is alleviated.

### 10.3 Manual4U—Interactive Instruction Manuals on Mobile Devices

- **Name:** Manual4U
- **Application area:** mobile instruction manuals
- **Usage of the MM4U Framework:** extension of the internal multimedia content representation model by composition operators for form functionality, AWT-based multimedia player for the internal multimedia document model
- **Impact:** learning of procedural actions with mobile devices

With Manual4U, a flexible application is developed that aims at providing instruction manuals for different mobile devices. These mobile instruction manuals enable mobile users to gain knowledge in how to conduct specific procedural actions. The instruction manuals shall not be developed by plain programming them as this requires high effort, especially when adapting them to different mobile end devices. To provide non-programmers support for creating complex, interactive instruction manuals, the Manual4U application provides a generic and flexible instruction manual definition language (IMDL) based on XML. The aim of this IMDL is to provide for the write-once-run-everywhere principle, i.e., to write once the instruction manuals in the declarative definition language and then to execute this manual on different mobile end devices.

**Definition of Mobile Instruction Manuals**  An instruction manual in the Manual4U application consists of a set of single instruction steps that are to be conducted. For each step, the required media elements are specified. For it, different sets of step templates can be defined with the IMDL for different end devices. The Manual4U application predefines step templates that employ different media types. For example, there exists a step template that uses a single image element only, a template that supports a long textual description, a template with a short textual description
and an image element, as well as different step types including video and audio elements. For the Manual4U application, we defined two sets of these step templates. One set is targeted for PDAs such as Pocket PCs and another set is aimed at cell phones such as Sony Ericsson P800/P900/P910(i). These device specific sets of step templates are employed for the rendering of different instruction manuals on the targeted mobile end devices.

Besides defining the single steps of an instruction manual by employing the different step templates, it is important to define the order in which these steps can or must be conducted. The order of conducting the steps is important to define as there can be some interdependencies between them. For example, for employing a specific electronic device, first the power supply must be connected and the device possibly needs to be configured accordingly before it can be used actually. Thus, the IMDL allows for defining for each step in the instruction manual, when the step can be conducted, i.e., which preconditions exist and which steps need to be conducted first. With defining such step interdependencies, the Manual4U application can automatically determine when to activate and deactivate a specific step in the interactive instruction manual. This allows the Manual4U application for guiding the users through the interactive instruction manual. By this, the Manual4U application supports the users to learn how to conduct a specific procedure defined in the manual.

So far, the different steps of an instruction manual as well as their interdependencies are defined. For actually rendering the interactive instruction manual, the single steps need to be arranged on different manual pages. This page layouting task is typically left over to the Manual4U application to automatically arrange the steps on instruction manual pages for the different end devices. However, it can also be conducted manually in the instruction manual description, e.g., to force a page break at a specific step.

**Technical Foundation and Implementation** The technical foundation for developing the Manual4U application forms the mobileMM4U framework. Here, the instances of the three components User Profile Accessor and Connectors, Media Pool Accessor and Connectors, and Multimedia Composition of the mobileMM4U framework are employed. Besides these framework components, a new component has been developed for the Manual4U application. This newly developed component is called *InternalModelPlayer* and is aimed at taking multimedia content specified in the internal representation model as input in order to directly render it on the user's end device. Thus, it is a multimedia player for our internal multimedia content representation model.

For the User Profile Accessor and Connectors component, we employ the *FilesystemUserProfileConnector* the mobileMM4U framework provides (see Section 8.16). By this connector, the Manual4U application extracts the user's preferences in regard of presenting the interactive instruction manual. This includes the preferred language, media type, and length of text. In regard of the Media Pool Accessor and Connectors component, a specific extension of the *FilesystemMediaElementsConnector* has been developed. Within this connector, a medium element consists of a set of different pre-generated media resources. Each medium resource within this set describes the same medium element, however, with different concrete attributes. For example, the media resources of an image element can differ, e.g., in regard of
their resolution, format, and spatial dimensions. Text elements can be described by media resources that differ in attributes such as language and length of their description. Media resources for audio elements and video elements take into consideration the language, quality, and bandwidth. The media resources of the single media elements are described in appropriate XML files. When the Manual4U application requests a specific medium element, it employs the query object the Media Pool Accessor and Connectors component provides (see Section 8.7.1). Together with the user profile information, the query object is used by the Manual4U application to retrieve for the requested medium element that medium resource from the media elements connector that best matches the user's preferences and end device characteristics. The user's preferences include, e.g., the preferred language, whether short or long textual descriptions shall be selected, and whether image elements shall be received together with text elements or if the textual descriptions are to be replaced by audio files. In regard of taking the different mobile end devices' characteristics and capabilities into account, the media elements are provided in different resolutions, color depths, and file formats.

For the composition of the instruction manuals, the internal multimedia content representation model defined by our Multimedia Composition component instance is employed. However, for the Manual4U application the internal multimedia content representation model is extended by basic composition operators for forms functionality. These form composition operators provide abstractions of typical form elements functionality such as they are provided by HTML and XHTML. Examples of these form elements are (submit) buttons, radio buttons, check boxes, and input fields. The corresponding form composition operators in our internal representation model are, e.g., Button, CheckBox, RadioButton, and InputField. Thus, the interactive mobile instruction manuals are authored in an extended version of the internal multimedia content representation model.

For rendering the interactive instruction manuals in the extended representation model on the mobile devices, the InternalModelPlayer component introduced above is employed. The implementation of the InternalModelPlayer component bases on the Abstract Window Toolkit (AWT) of Java [Sun06]. The communication between the form composition operators of the AWT-based rendering of the instruction manual and the underlying Manual4U application logic is conducted by employing Java's listener concept for graphical user interfaces (as it is provided by Java AWT and Java Swing [Sun06]).

Example Screenshots of Manual4U  Figures 10.9 and 10.10 show example screenshots of the Manual4U application running on a Pocket PC and a Sony Ericsson P910i, respectively. In general, the screen of the Manual4U application is divided into two parts. The bigger upper part presents the actual mobile instruction manual with the single steps to be conducted. This part is rendered by the AWT-based multimedia player component. The smaller lower part contains four page-navigation control buttons of the Manual4U application. These buttons allow the mobile users to switch between the single pages of an instruction manual and to skip directly to the first and the last page of the manual, respectively. The page-navigation control buttons are provided by the Manual4U application logic.

The screenshots in Figure 10.9 depict an interactive instruction manual for baking a tuna pizza. Whereas Figure 10.9(a) shows the Manual4U application running
on a Pocket PC for a user preferring German, Figure 10.9(b) is taken from a Sony Ericsson P910i targeted at a user preferring English. The interdependencies of the single steps are shown, e.g., in Figure 10.9(a). Steps that are already conducted are marked by the users with a tick (the upper step 3). The next steps that can be conducted are indicated with an activated empty box (the step 4 in the middle). Once, the users have successfully conducted such a step, they can mark it like the upper one. Steps that require further prerequisites to be fulfilled are indicated with an inactive and thus shaded box (the lower step 5). These steps cannot be marked as finished by the users until the necessary prerequisites are fulfilled. As the screenshots in Figure 10.9 show, the layout of the manual's pages is different for the employed end devices, as the available spatial dimension of the display is different.

![Figure 10.9: Screenshots of a mobile instruction manual for baking tuna pizza](image)

Figure 10.10 shows screenshots of an interactive instruction manual for learning how to use a pipette in a laboratory. Again, the screenshot shown in the left hand side is taken from a Pocket PC and is targeted at a user preferring German and the right hand side screenshot is captured from a Sony Ericsson P910i for a user with English as language preference. Whereas for the user of the left hand side image elements as well as text elements are selected for presenting the instruction manual, the screenshot on the right hand side shows the same instruction manual employing an image element together with an auditive narration.

**Summary** The presented Manual4U application allows mobile users to learn how to conduct specific procedures defined by the corresponding interactive instruction manuals. With supporting for defining step interdependencies, the Manual4U application guides the users through the instruction manuals and shows, when which steps of the instruction manual can be conducted. By marking the steps conducted by the users with a tick as shown in Figure 10.9, the users can keep track of the activities of the instruction manuals conducted so far.
10.4 Transformation4U—A Multi-channel Multimedia Presentation Generation Service

- Name: Transformation4U
- Application area: personalized multimedia applications that need to provide for a multi-channel delivery of multimedia content
- Usage of the MM4U Framework: uses the Presentation Format Generators component only
- Impact: service provider for transforming multimedia content

Our multi-channel approach for creating personalized multimedia presentations in different presentation formats targeted for different (mobile) end devices is not only embedded within the MM4U component framework. However, this multi-channel generation of multimedia content provided by the Presentation Format Generators component can also be seen as service provider for multimedia applications to bring their content over the last mile to the end user’s device setting. This is the goal of our Transformation4U service. The service takes as input multimedia content delivered in a XML-based encoding of our internal multimedia content representation model. Then, the Transformation4U service internally employs the Presentation Format Generators component instance of the MM4U framework to create the multimedia presentation in the final format. Thus, the technical basis of the Transformation4U service is based on the Presentation Format Generators component only.

The Transformation4U service is provided in form of a Java servlet running on a Unix server with the Apache Tomcat web server [The06a]. For this servlet, we set up a web page describing how to apply the multi-channel Transformation4U service and how to integrate it into concrete multimedia applications. For using the Transformation4U servlet to deliver multimedia content in different presentation formats, the following five steps are performed.
1. The multimedia application needs to create the multimedia content according to the DTD of the internal multimedia content representation model. This DTD is presented in Appendix C.

2. Then, the multimedia application sends the multimedia content in form of a XML document as first parameter to the Transformation4U servlet. In addition, the application needs to specify the targeted presentation format as second parameter.

3. The Transformation4U servlet deserializes the multimedia content provided as a XML document and creates all required objects of the internal multimedia content representation model. Then, the Presentation Format Generators component instance of the MM4U framework is employed to transform the multimedia content to the targeted presentation format.

4. The Transformation4U servlet returns the multimedia presentation in the final format to the calling application.

5. The application displays the presentation in the final format to the user.

A concrete application employing our Transformation4U service is the multimedia database METIS, developed at the Austrian Research Studio for Digital Memory Engineering [RSA06]. The METIS multimedia database is briefly described in Section 8.7.3.4. Here, also the METISMediaElementsConnector is presented that provides the MM4U framework access to media elements stored in the METIS database. With the METISMediaElementsConnector, we integrated the METIS database into the MM4U framework. With the Transformation4U service, the integration is reversed. As depicted in Figure 10.11, the METIS database has integrated our Transformation4U service to provide multimedia documents stored in the database in different presentation formats. This integration is realized by developing an appropriate Transformation4U plug-in for the METIS database. The plug-in provides XML-based multimedia presentation templates following the DTD of the internal representation model of the Multimedia Composition component. These templates are stored in the METIS database and contain references to media elements that are also stored in the METIS database. The METIS templates are send by the plug-in to the Transformation4U service, which transforms the multimedia content and returns a presentation in the final presentation format.

The templates provided by the METIS database are currently rather static. Thus, in a future extension the MM4U framework could be integrated into the METIS database such that the METIS templates are dynamically generated by the MM4U framework. Here, placeholders for media elements would be defined in the METIS templates that carry query information for dynamically determining the actual media elements. These placeholders would be filled in by the MM4U framework with (complex) media elements from the METIS database. Consequently, such dynamically generated METIS templates would exploit the integration of the MM4U framework and METIS database in both directions. The MM4U framework uses the METIS database integrated via the METISMediaElementsConnector for determining and filling in the METIS template’s placeholders with concrete media elements. In the next step, the METIS database employs the Transformation4U service for actually deploying the dynamically authored multimedia content into different presentation formats.
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10.5 Pictures4U—A Personalized Picture Albums Generator

- Name: Pictures4U
- Application area: digital photo services
- Usage of the MM4U Framework: all components of the MM4U framework; employs the media elements connector to the multimedia database METIS
- Impact: creation of personalized photo albums

With digital cameras, huge amounts of personal pictures are taken, e.g., at conferences, summer vacation, family events, parties, and festivities. These many collections of pictures need to be managed. The aim of the Pictures4U application is to provide a personalized access to these pictures as it is often needed to, e.g., create a presentation of a “Friend’s Birthday Party”, a “Farewell Gift for a Colleague”, or to present your “Last Year’s Summer Vacation Highlights”.

With the Pictures4U application, we provide a web-based service for automatically authoring and delivering personalized photo albums. A photo album consists of a series of photos stored in the Pictures4U server. Each photo can be described by a title and optionally has a longer textual description. An optional start screen can be determined for each photo album. This start screen can be used, e.g., to show
the subject of the photo album such as a title for the summer vacation album or the name of the friend at which birthday’s party the photos were taken. In addition, an individual background music can be determined for the photo albums. When the photo album is presented to the users, each photo is presented one by one. In addition, the provider of the photos can specify for each photo album the presentation parameters such as the default presentation duration for each photo, if navigation buttons allowing for interactively navigating within the slides of the presentation shall be shown, or if a background music shall be played while presenting the photos.

For the viewers, i.e., for the users of the Pictures4U application the generated photo albums can be personalized in regard of the preferred presentation format and the characteristics of the used end device of the users. In addition, the user’s preferences in regard of different selection and presentation criteria of the photos can be taken into account when authoring the personalized photo albums. For example, a specific user may not like the default presentation duration of, e.g., four seconds for each photo but likes to watch the photos for a longer time period. Thus, the default duration determined by the provider of the photo album is overridden and the user’s preference is used instead. The same holds for the navigation buttons. If the users have a specific preference here, the default value provided by the author of the photo album is ignored and the photo album is presented either with navigation buttons or as a non-interactive slideshow. In addition, for users with time constraints the total number of photos can be reduced to a specific number. To choose which photos of an album are omitted for the presentation, different parameters are applied. These parameters are, e.g., the exposure and similarity of the photos, and are provided by the URIMediaElementsConnector presented in Section 8.7.3.1. For example, photos that are overexposed or underexposed as well as very similar photos according to their histogram are omitted first. In addition, time clustering information of the photos are taken into account to determine photos that form distinct time clusters and thus are likely to present the same event. Depending on how many photos a specific time cluster contains, only a selection of these photos is included into the actual presentation. This time clustering functionality is employed to realize the reduction of the number of photos shown in a presentation to a specified maximum number. For storing and managing the user profile information a solution on the client side is employed for the Pictures4U application. We use a CookieUserProfileConnector integrated in our User Profile Accessor and Connectors component instance for storing the user profile information as cookies within the user’s web browser.

Besides the URIMediaElementsConnector, also a second variant of the Pictures4U application has been developed. This variant employs the multimedia database METIS and the METISMediaElementsConnector for access to the media elements (see Section 8.7.3.4). Here, an appropriate import procedure has been defined to bring the photos into the METIS database. First, the meta data of the photos such as exposure, similarity, and time clustering information are determined, which are necessary for the subsequent selection of the photos for the album presentation. In a second step, the photos with these automatically derived meta data together with the manually added title and description are loaded into the METIS database for storage.
Figure 10.12 depicts some screenshots of our Pictures4U application. The screenshot on the left hand side shows the web page that allows the users for selecting a photo album they like to watch as well as to determine their presentation preferences. On the right hand side, a sample screenshot of a photo album in MPEG-4 format about “Our Vacation on Island Norderney” is shown. The photo album is targeted at a Desktop PC and employs the user’s preference in regard of showing each photo for ten seconds, playing the background music, and disabling navigational interaction within the album.

The presented Pictures4U application aims at presenting personalized photo albums in the Internet. It allows for a flexible playback of the dynamically authored photo albums according to the user’s preferences. Future extensions of the Pictures4U application could be to provide support for community building features. Here, the provider of a photo album could determine which users are allowed to watch specific photo albums. In addition, the providers of a photo album could determine whether making comments shall be provided or if further sharing of the album to the viewer’s friends shall be allowed. For providers of the photo albums, a web-based upload mechanism could be developed that allows for an easy integration of new photo albums.

10.6 xSMART—Context-driven Smart Authoring of Multimedia Content

- Name: xSMART
- Application area: context-driven creation of multimedia content
10.6 xSMART—Context-driven Smart Authoring of Multimedia Content

- Usage of the MM4U Framework: interactive graphical manipulation of multimedia content in the internal representation model, abstraction from the MM4U framework for semi-automatic multimedia authoring support
- Impact: creation of multimedia content by domain experts

In recent years, many highly sophisticated multimedia authoring tools have been developed (see Section 3.2.2). Up to today, these system's integration of the targeted user context, however, is limited. With the Context-aware Smart Multimedia Authoring Tool (xSMART), we developed a semi-automatic authoring tool that integrates the targeted user context into the different authoring steps and exploits this context to guide the author through the content authoring process [SB05b]. The design of xSMART allows that it can be extended and customized to the requirements of a specific domain by domain-specific wizards. These wizards realize the user interface that best meets the domain-specific requirements and effectively supports the domain experts in creating their content targeted at a specific user context.

Multimedia content authoring is the process in which synchronized multimedia presentations composed of different discrete and continuous media elements are created (see Section 3.1.3). The authoring of multimedia content is a challenging task and typically needs a high expertise in both the domain and often also in using the authoring tool, too (see Section 3.2.2). Multimedia authoring becomes even more challenging when the created multimedia presentation needs to meet different devices, platforms, and multimedia formats and at the same time the high demand for personalization of content for the individual user or user group [BH05]. Then, only the relevant media elements, the proper media formats, and the right modality need to be chosen such that the end users finally receive a presentation that meets their personal interest, the technical infrastructure, and (mobile) end device.

The field of multimedia authoring produced a number of tools ranging from domain expert tools to general purpose authoring tools. However, multimedia authoring is still an open issue, as these tools are still tedious to handle and not practical for the domain experts. To contribute to a less-sumptuous authoring process that is aware of the targeted user context, we developed xSMART.

This wizard-based tool integrates the user's context into all steps of the authoring process from the content selection, content composition to the creation of the multimedia presentations in the final presentation formats. It provides support for a semi-automatic multimedia composition in cases in which an automated creation of multimedia content is not desired, e.g., a very specific content domain in which an expert is still wanted for the decision which content to compose. However, we did not build yet another authoring tool but designed it such that it can be used and extended by arbitrary domain-specific wizards. Basing on the MM4U component framework, the xSMART tool exploits several of the framework provided components.

In the following Section 10.6.1, the context-driven authoring of multimedia content is described. Then, the general architecture of the xSMART tool is presented in Section 10.6.2. Finally, in Section 10.6.3 the implementation of the authoring tool is described and a concrete wizard for the domain of personalized photo albums is presented in Section 10.6.4.
10.6.1 Context-driven Authoring of Multimedia Content

The general context-driven authoring process of multimedia content and the integration of the targeted user context is depicted in Figure 10.13. It adopts the general multimedia authoring process as presented in Section 5.1 to a (semi-)automatic, context-driven creation of personalized multimedia content. In the selection phase, the targeted user context can be used to narrow down the different options for the multimedia composition. Hence, the authoring environment presents only those media elements for an inclusion into the presentation that are technically and/or semantically relevant for the presentation. For the composition, the context plays the role of determining the style and layout of the presentation. For transforming the assembled multimedia content to concrete presentation formats only those output formats are offered, that are reasonable for the selected (mobile) end device. Hence, the context stands by to relieve the author from decisions and tasks during the authoring process which can be “foreseen” by the targeted user context and, hence, are hidden from the author. What type of context information is actually needed and exploited to support the authoring process depends on the concrete application domain. It can be, e.g., the targeted end device or multimedia player, the user’s preferred presentation style and language, as well as any other domain-specific context information.

Domains in which such a semi-automatic context-driven authoring of personalized multimedia presentation is desired are, e.g., in the e-learning context. Here, one can imagine an author that designs a multimedia course in cardiac surgery and is supported in the different authoring steps for generating a personalized course for a targeted audience. Another possible application domain is the creation of personalized photo albums. Here, the authoring tool would guide the users through the creation process to create a photo album about, e.g., “Highlights of the Summer Vacation” or “My Sweet Kids”, that can also be targeted at a specific user or user group, e.g., for friends or the grandparents.
10.6.2 Architecture of xSMART

With the xSMART authoring tool, we aim at supporting the development of authoring wizards that will be employed by domain experts for the multimedia content authoring. Therefore, the xSMART architecture provides an abstraction of general purpose authoring tools and offers only the very basic set of multimedia composition functionality. This includes selecting media elements and their interactive composition in a page-oriented fashion. In addition, the xSMART authoring tool allows for the definition and employment of presentation templates for the different pages. So far, the system is not different to existing approaches in the field. However, the design differentiates a concrete authoring wizard from basic authoring features, which again abstract from the concrete composition of a multimedia document.

Figure 10.14 illustrates these different levels of multimedia authoring: The basis of this architecture forms the MM4U component framework. On top of it, the xSMART authoring tool adds another level of abstraction with suitable interfaces, targeted at a simplified multimedia authoring. Using the xSMART authoring tool, domain-specific wizards can be developed to support domain-experts in their context-driven multimedia content creation task as presented in Figure 10.13. These domain-specific wizards can be plugged into the xSMART tool by employing component technology. The wizards guide the domain expert step-by-step through the context-driven authoring process, while hiding away the technical details of the authoring process. This enables our xSMART authoring tool to best meet the requirements and needs of the domain experts, i.e., to effectively and efficiently support the domain-experts in their content creation task and hide as much technical details of the authoring process from the users as possible. In contrast with the other applications, which are employing the MM4U framework for the automatic generation of personalized multimedia content, our xSMART authoring tool provides support for the development of context-driven semi-automatic multimedia authoring wizards.

10.6.3 Implementation of xSMART

We use the MM4U framework as basis to build the multimedia composition and personalization functionality of the smart-authoring tool xSMART. For this, the Multimedia Composition component supports the creation and processing of arbitrary document structures and templates. The authoring tool exploits this functionality for composition to achieve a document structure that is suitable just for that content domain and the targeted audience. The Media Pool Accessor and Connectors component supports the authoring tool in those parts in which it lets the author choose from only those media elements that are suitable for the intended user contexts and that can be adapted to the user’s infrastructure. Using the Presentation Format Generators component, the authoring tool finally generates the presentations for the different end devices of the targeted users. Thus, the authoring process is guided and specialized with regard to selecting and composing personalized multimedia content. For the development of this authoring tool, the framework fulfills the same function in the process of creating personalized multimedia content like with the multimedia applications described in the previous sections. However, the
creation of personalized content is not achieved at once but step by step during the authoring process.

Figure 10.15 shows a screenshot of the interactive authoring tool xSMART and its central multimedia content authoring interface. As shown in the figure, different media elements such as image, text, audio, and video elements can be added and arranged in the page-oriented multimedia presentation. Pages can be added, removed, and resorted within the presentation. The buttons on the bottom left of the authoring tool allow for changing the presentation’s pages as well as switching to the template mode. To allow for interactively composing and manipulating the multimedia content via the provided graphical user interface, the design pattern model-view-controller [GHJV04] is employed for implementing the xSMART tool. The controller and view are realized by applying Java’s Swing library [Sun06]. The model constitutes the abstract multimedia content representation model of the Multimedia Composition component. Consequently, the composition and manipula-
tion of the multimedia content within the xSMART tool is directly conducted on the MM4U framework's internal multimedia content representation model. Thus, manipulating the page-oriented multimedia content authored with the xSMART tool means to directly work on and manipulate the content's representation in the internal composition model.

**Figure 10.15**: Authoring of page-oriented presentations with the smart authoring tool

### 10.6.4 Example of a Context-driven Smart Authoring Wizard for xSMART

So far, an authoring tool has been presented with xSMART that abstracts from the general purpose authoring tools as presented in Section 3.2.2.2. It provides a very basic set of multimedia composition functionality. In this section, we present an example of extending the xSMART authoring tool by a domain-specific authoring wizard in the domain of personalized photo albums. This photo album wizard conceptually bases on the Pictures4U application presented in Section 10.5. Following the general process chain for the context-driven authoring of personalized multime-
dia content presented in Section 10.6.1, the following steps are typically conducted by such a domain-specific authoring wizard.

**Selection**  First, the media elements are selected that are needed for the multimedia presentation. Here, the wizard supports the author in preselecting media elements for the considered domain and according to the targeted user's or user group's context. For example, with our wizard for creating personalized photo albums, an author can define that only pictures taken during summer time or any other specific time are selected. In addition, the users can determine that only photos with a good exposure as well as sharpness are chosen or that the album shall employ only photos taken indoor or outdoor, respectively. Therefore, the XSSMART authoring tool creates queries for the underlying profile and media databases of the MM4U framework and passes the results back to the domain-specific wizard.

The personalized photo album wizard consists of a set of authoring pages that guide the users through the authoring process of creating a personalized photo album. Figure 10.16 shows the screenshots of the photo album wizard's support for providing the selection of the pictures. The first page of the wizard is depicted in Figure 10.16(a). It allows the users to determine the directory in which the photos for the album are stored. On the second page of the wizard shown in Figure 10.16(b), the users specify the parameters the wizard shall employ for determining which photos of the selected directory are actually to be included into the photo album. Once the users switch to the third page of the wizard by clicking on the "next"-button, the photos of the directory are presented. As shown in Figure 10.16(c), those pictures that fulfill the specified parameter settings are highlighted. The pictures that did not pass the selection criteria are shaded. These pictures will not be employed for the composition of the photo album. By clicking on the shaded images, the users can manually add pictures to their album. In addition, by clicking on pictures that passed the selection criteria, the users can manually remove those images from the photo album.

**Composition and Preview**  For the composition of media elements, XSSMART defines some useful abstractions of the fine-granular multimedia composition functionalities the MM4U framework provides. For example, a medium element presented on the user interface is internally represented in XSSMART by an internal model's medium element, an appropriate projector, and a temporal selector. In addition, it can optionally comprise a link operator. These abstractions allow an authoring wizard for an as simple as possible composition of media elements and links in time and space in a page-oriented multimedia presentation. However, as these abstractions still will be too tedious to handle for the user creating a personalized photo album, our wizard hides these authoring details from the user. As shown in Figure 10.16(b), the users only need to specify some selection parameters which are used as input for the composition step. Having selected the photos that shall be used for the personalized album as shown in Figure 10.16(c), the users can specify further composition parameters such as the targeted (mobile) end device, the page layout, and the photo album's style to be used. Having selected for a specific end device, the XSSMART tool provides for automatically switching to the best suitable presentation dimension.
10.6 xSMART—Context-driven Smart Authoring of Multimedia Content

Figure 10.16: Screenshots of the photo album wizard’s support for selecting photos for composing the media elements. The wizard’s page for setting these composition parameters are depicted by the screenshot in Figure 10.17.

When the users click on the “finish”-button, the wizard actually creates the pages of the personalized photo album. Subsequently, the users can preview the authored multimedia content as shown in Figure 10.18 within xSMART’s main au-
Figure 10.17: Screenshot of the photo album wizard’s page for selecting the composition parameters

Export and Deployment  When finishing with the preview of the multimedia presentation, the users can export the authored multimedia content. For it, the users employ a second wizard of the xSMART tool. This export wizard provides a list of concrete presentation formats that are supported by the underlying MM4U framework and which are supported by the selected end device. A screenshot of this export wizard is depicted in Figure 10.19. Once selected a target format and determined a filename for the photo album, the multimedia content is exported and the transformation result can be viewed in an appropriate multimedia player. Figure 10.20 shows our example presentation exported to the Flash format and presented by Adobe’s Flash plug-in. Finally, the exported multimedia presentation can be distributed, e.g., by uploading it onto a web server or sending it by e-mail. In a future extension of our context-driven wizard for the semi-automatic authoring of personalized photo albums, we aim to provide a service to order a physical print of the just created photo album online.

10.6.5  Summary

We motivated the need for a context-driven multimedia authoring. The presented context-aware smart multimedia authoring tool can be seen as first step towards
a sophisticated authoring suite of context-driven multimedia content authoring. It forms a common basis to develop application-specific plug-ins and wizards, providing support for specialized multimedia authoring tasks. With xSMART and the underlying MM4U framework, we contribute to a more efficient and economic development of domain-specific tools for multimedia authoring. Such domain-specific authoring wizards allow the users for a quick and easy creation of multimedia content by employing context as an intuitive means to narrowing down the media elements selection task and facilitating the multimedia composition task.
Figure 10.20: Screenshot of an exported photo album in the Flash format
11 Lessons Learned

With the canonical process of media production [Har05], Hardman claims for a more integrated support for multimedia authoring and a better understanding of the media production process. The MM4U framework components define distinct interfaces, unified data structures, and services needed to author personalized multimedia content. By this, we provide for a better understanding and integration of the single tasks and different phases involved in the media production process. A specific functionality such as a media connector for a particular media storage solution can be encapsulated by the corresponding framework component. Access to such a media connector is only provided by the contractually-specified component services. Thus, a component-based approach provides for a better exchangeability of the functionality by means of replacing and exchanging component instances. In addition, as the components of the MM4U framework are realized as traditional object-oriented frameworks, the framework components shield these object-oriented frameworks from the outside world. Consequently, with the ProMoCF approach, we allow for composing different object-oriented frameworks by means of component technology. With this approach, we avoid the problem of fragile base classes that used to arise when combining object-oriented frameworks (see Section 4.1.2.1).

The MM4U framework can be used as a whole. However, the components can also be independently employed. This allows the multimedia research community to apply the MM4U framework and its single components to support and realize their multimedia content creation system in a (possibly more) specific topic in the field of multimedia engineering and thus to provide for a better understanding of the media production process. The MM4U framework defines a generic component architecture for personalized multimedia applications that can be directly applied for the development of such applications. In addition, it is adaptable and extensible in regard of the requirements of a concrete application. Thus, the MM4U component framework provides for the overall goal of a more efficient and economic development of personalized multimedia applications (see process improvement requirements in Section 5.2.3). The seamless integration of the MM4U framework and mobileMM4U framework allows to develop applications that dynamically create personalized multimedia content for both Desktop PCs and mobile devices.

The MM4U component framework is not only a generic architecture for applications in the domain of personalized multimedia content. With our modification of the hot-spot-driven development process for object-oriented frameworks towards the ProMoCF approach, we also provide for improving the development process of component frameworks. The experiences gained with applying and evaluating the ProMoCF approach for the development of the MM4U component framework are described in Section 8. The feedback retrieved from applying the outcome of the Pro-
MoCF approach, i.e., the MM4U component framework itself, for the development of concrete applications in the domain is presented in Section 10. In the following, we summarize the experiences gained in applying the ProMoCF approach. We also describe the feedback retrieved from developing the demonstrator applications that lead to an improvement and maturation of the ProMoCF approach.

With applying the ProMoCF approach for developing and evolving the MM4U component framework, we conducted an evaluation of our process model and development method for component frameworks. The experiences gained here are presented in the following.

According to the ProMoCF approach, initially a set of hot-spots has been identified for the MM4U component framework and corresponding hot-spot-cards have been written. For identifying the hot-spots, our experience's gained in developing the prototypes of personalized multimedia applications as well as the analysis of related work in the area of generating personalized multimedia content were helpful. The initial hot-spot-cards have been re-worked by conducting several iterations of the ProMoCF approach's main cycle. In addition, the identified hot-spot-cards have been arranged into logical groups. With identifying and (re-)arranging the hot-spot-cards, five logical groups emerged for the MM4U component framework. Correspondingly, five group-hot-spot-cards were written. In the beginning of developing the MM4U component framework it was not clear how many group-hot-spot-cards would eventually be necessary for the framework. However, with conducting further iterations of the ProMoCF approach for developing and evolving the framework and applying the framework for the development of concrete applications, the number of group-hot-spot-cards finally meet to five. Each of the identified five group-hot-spot-cards addresses a particular task in the general multimedia personalization process as described in Section 5.1.

With starting the development of the MM4U component framework, there had been some imagination of the flexibility requirements to the framework as well as the possible number of components needed for it. However, it was not clear, how many components would actually be necessary to realize these requirements and how to reasonably divide the flexibility requirements into distinct framework components. By identifying the five group-hot-spot-cards and developing a distinct framework component for each of these group-hot-spot-cards, we are sure that all necessary framework components have been identified. Another framework component cannot emerge, as all requirements to the framework (defined with the hot-spot-cards) have been successfully mapped to the identified group-hot-spot-cards and framework components, respectively. In addition, by employing the group-hot-spot-cards of the ProMoCF approach, we are sure that the emerged components are the right ones, i.e., that the flexibility requirements to the framework are reasonably divided into (the identified) components.

For developing the MM4U component framework, we started with designing and implementing a first prototype of the framework based on the initially identified set of hot-spot-cards. This first framework prototype has then undergone constant review, re-design, and re-implementation iterations for a step-wise refinement and enhancement of the framework's components. These re-
design activities of the component framework were mainly triggered by the experiences gained with employing the framework for the development of the demonstrator applications in the field of multimedia personalization (see Section 10). Thus, the development of demonstrator applications are mainly responsible for ensuring the quality and evaluating the applicability of the MM4U component framework.

Almost all component instances of the MM4U framework components are designed and implemented as traditional object-oriented frameworks. Only the Multimedia Composition component, which initial design was also an object-oriented framework, matured over time to a flexible and extensible toolbox for composing and assembling arbitrary personalized multimedia content. Thus, the ProMoCF approach allows not only for identifying the framework components but also for developing flexible component instances by means of object-oriented frameworks. As software components encapsulate their internal realization, the framework components shield the object-oriented frameworks from the outside world. Thus, the ProMoCF approach allows for evolving multiple object-oriented frameworks at the same time and supports the composition of these object-oriented frameworks by means of component technology into a component framework. By this, the ProMoCF approach allows for developing software frameworks of second order (see Section 4.1.2.1).

As described in Section 8.9.2, we initially identified a hook method called doCompose(…) as hot-spot of the Multimedia Composition component. This hot-spot is required for providing complex and application-specific multimedia composition and personalization functionality. However, with evolving the Multimedia Composition component this hook method matured to be the constructor of the complex and sophisticated composition operators. Once the hook method is defined in the Multimedia Composition component, its signature is fixed and cannot be modified. Concrete applications would not be able to pass application-specific parameters to their complex operators to realize the required multimedia composition functionality. Thus, with refining the group-hot-spot-card of the Multimedia Composition component, we changed the initially identified hook method doCompose(…) to be the constructor of the concrete composition operators’ classes. The constructor is more flexible, since its signature can be defined individually for each concrete complex or sophisticated composition operator. Thus, with applying the ProMoCF approach for developing the MM4U component framework, we learned that a constructor can be a hot-spot of a framework component.

The usage of the MM4U framework for the development of demonstrator applications is the second evaluation step of the ProMoCF approach. By this, the outcome of the ProMoCF approach, i.e., the quality of the MM4U component framework itself is evaluated. The experiences gained with applying the MM4U component framework are presented in the following. In addition, we describe the impact of the retrieved feedback on improving and maturing the ProMoCF approach.

The development of demonstrator applications were used as valuation of the MM4U component framework. They gave us important feedback about the comprehensiveness and the applicability of the framework in order to improve
it in the subsequent iterations. The demonstrator applications pinpointed the weak points of the MM4U framework's architecture, i.e., they identified those parts of the framework design where it was too inflexible and additional hot-spots had been added. In addition, also those parts of the framework design with too much flexibility were identified such that the control flow of the application was unclear and ambiguous to the application developers. Consequently, additional frozen-spots had been added.

During the development of the MM4U component framework and the first concrete demonstrator applications employing this framework, we observed that the granularity of hot-spots of about one method as defined in Pree's original hot-spot-driven design process is too imprecise (see Section 4.2.2.1). Comparing the flexibility requirements written on hot-spot-cards were difficult in order to identify groups of cards which have a high affinity in regard of solving a particular problem in the framework's domain. Due to the imprecise definition of hot-spot-cards, it was not clear how much and which functionality actually corresponds it. Thus, it was difficult to employ the MM4U component framework for the development of concrete applications, as this appliance requires clearly specified and unambiguous interfaces. This leads to the definition of the granularity of hot-spots in the ProMoCF approach to be exactly one (hook) method in the programming language (see Section 7.2). By this, we force the framework developers to clearly specify the functionality provided by a hot-spot-card and the corresponding service in the framework component.

The initial version of the ProMoCF approach did not already come with the concept of group-hot-spot-cards. Once, we defined the granularity of hot-spot-cards to be exactly one hook method, we could clearly compare the flexibility requirements to the framework written on these cards. This allows us to identify groups of hot-spot-cards that describe flexibility requirements for a particular problem in the framework's domain. With evolving the MM4U framework and in particular with developing further applications as well as improving existing applications employing the framework, it emerged that the identified groups of hot-spot-cards are likely to determine the components of the MM4U framework. To make this knowledge explicit, we introduced the concept of group-hot-spots and group-hot-spot-cards, respectively. The group-hot-spot-cards are targeted at identifying the distinct components of a component framework and define the flexibility requirements to these components (see Section 7.2).

Although the ProMoCF approach has its limits as described in Section 7.3, it is a very valuable improvement towards a systematic software engineering support for developing component frameworks. This process model and its methodological support for identifying framework components and specifying flexibility requirements to these components allow computer scientists to design and evolve component frameworks more systematically than the ad hoc approach so far. Consequently, applying the ProMoCF approach provides for a better planning and implementation of future component frameworks.
12 Conclusion of this Work

Having presented the conceptual design and development of the MM4U component framework as well as the conceptual design and evaluation of the ProMoCF approach in the previous sections, we now give a summary of the results achieved in this work. As presented in Section 1.2, the goals of this work are twofold. Thus, the results achieved are twofold and presented in two sections. In Section 12.1, the results in regard of personalizing multimedia content with pursuing the MM4U component framework approach are described. In Section 12.2, a summary of the results in regard of improving the development process of component frameworks with the proposed ProMoCF approach is presented.

12.1 Personalization of Multimedia Content with the MM4U Approach

Although, there has been research in the field of multimedia personalization by different research groups for more than one and a half decade now, an integration approach like it is pursued with the MM4U component framework has not been proposed so far. The research results of our integration approach are described in the following sections along the structure of the goals of this work as presented in Section 1.2.

12.1.1 Framework Support for the Development of Personalized Multimedia Applications

The research conducted in this work aims at providing a component framework for supporting the development of personalized multimedia applications. With the MM4U component framework, we created an abstract and at the same time practical component architecture providing support for a generic development of such applications. Each component in this framework provides support for a different task in the general multimedia personalization process presented in Section 5.1 from media content and user profile access to final presentation delivery. With the MM4U component framework, we define and provide a concrete application architecture for personalized multimedia applications. The goal of the framework is to provide the basic tasks that occur with the generation of personalized presentations for application developers. Developers of personalized multimedia applications can rely on the predefined architecture of the MM4U framework and can immediately apply it for the development of their concrete application. Thus, they are not burden
with developing their own application architecture. In addition, the MM4U framework provides for reusing its component instances in different configurations for the development of personalized multimedia applications in different domains. These component instances can also be easily adapted to other specific requirements a concrete personalized multimedia application may have as well as newly developed component instances can be integrated into the MM4U framework.

12.1.2 Dynamic Generation of Multimedia Content in a Two-step Approach

As we argued in Section 3, the growing demand of creating personalized multimedia content can only result in providing support for a dynamic creation of multimedia content (see Section 5.1). As this can be achieved economically on larger scale only by a single source–multiple target generation of multimedia presentations, we pursue a two-step approach for the dynamic authoring of personalized multimedia content. In the first step, media elements are selected according to the user profile information and are arranged in time and space using an abstract multimedia content representation model. In the second step, the multimedia content in this internal representation model is transformed to the syntax and features of the concrete multimedia presentation formats.

For the design of the internal multimedia content representation model, we analyzed the different presentation formats that are supported by the end user devices today. The result is the design of an abstract multimedia content representation model that embeds the support of a wide range of today’s presentation formats in regard of the central characteristics of multimedia modeling. These central characteristics are the definition of the multimedia presentation’s spatial layout, temporal course, and interaction possibilities of the user with the presentation. The composition operators of our internal multimedia content representation model provide common and application-independent multimedia composition functionality. The representation model allows the integration of very specific multimedia composition and personalization functionality (see Section 6.3). Thus, the representation model of the MM4U framework allows for the composition of multimedia content in the most different application domains. In addition, the representation model is designed to be efficiently transformed by application independent transformation algorithms to the concrete syntax and features of the different presentation formats (see Section 6.4). This allows to provide support for a multi-channel generation of the personalized multimedia content in different presentation formats and for different targeted (mobile) end devices. This multi-channeling support is described next.

12.1.3 Support for Different End Devices and Standardized Multimedia Presentation Formats

The two-step approach of authoring personalized multimedia content, i.e., its composition in an internal multimedia content representation model and then the automatic transformation into different concrete presentation formats allows for both supporting different standardized presentation formats as well as different (mobile) end devices. Thus, we provide for a multi-channel generation of the personal-
ized multimedia content. Under standardized multimedia presentation formats, we summarize the formats which are provided by the W3C such as SMIL and SVG, the ISO standard LASeR, but also the industry-standard Flash. Supporting with the mobileMM4U framework also mobile profiles of these presentation formats such as SMIL BLP and Mobile SVG, we provide support not only for Desktop PCs but also for mobile end devices such as PDAs and cell phones.

The MM4U framework supports the authoring of multimedia content in standardized presentation formats as it is difficult in principal to develop an own multimedia player software for different end devices. This is especially important in the heterogeneous mobile world, where we find new devices every six month. The standardized multimedia presentation formats we find today can be employed as they are sufficient enough to provide for the essential characteristics of multimedia content. With employing standardized multimedia presentation formats for the multi-channel generation of personalized multimedia content, the application developers can rely on existing multimedia player software on the market. Thus, the application developers can focus on the multimedia content creation task and leave the creation of the final presentations to our multi-channel presentation generation chain. Consequently, the MM4U framework alleviates application developers from the burden of developing their own multimedia player software for different devices and lets them concentrate on the development of the actual application functionality. By this, we provide support for multimedia applications to overcome the last mile in creating and delivering appealing multimedia content to the end user’s device. The explicit decision for presentation independence by a comprehensive internal multimedia content representation model and application independent transformation algorithms makes the framework both independent of any specific presentation format and prepares it for future formats to come.

12.1.4 Integration of Existing Solution Approaches and Systems on Different Levels

The MM4U framework is designed to integrate previous and existing research in the field. This design is based on the application scenarios described in Section 2, the extensive study and categorization of previous and ongoing related approaches in Section 3.2 and 3.3, and the derivation of the general process chain for multimedia content personalization in Section 5.1. The framework component interfaces explicitly allow to extend and exchange the framework’s functionality. By this, the MM4U framework allows for integrating existing solutions and approaches for the specific tasks of the multimedia personalization process. Exchange of different multimedia personalization functionality is supported by configuring and exchanging the concrete instances of the MM4U framework components. For example, a new user profile store can be integrated by creating a new User Profile Accessor and Connectors component instance. The same applies for new media storage and retrieval solutions integrated by the Media Pool Accessor and Connectors component instance. In addition, arbitrary complex and application-specific multimedia composition and personalization functionality can be integrated with the Multimedia Composition component, e.g., a sophisticated composition operator exploiting a constraint solving approach, style sheets, templates, and others (see Section 3.3). As these approaches for multimedia content composition and personalization have
their individual advantages and disadvantages, we can exploit the advantages of each approach without necessarily having also to deal with their disadvantages. New or updated multimedia presentation formats can be easily embedded in our Presentation Format Generators component instance, as the framework's multimedia content representation model abstracts from the syntax and features of the concrete presentation formats. Finally, also the Multimedia Presentation component instance can be adapted to provide playback support for a specific multimedia presentation format. Since the framework is prepared at integrating current and future approaches and solutions in the field, it is of lasting value. New approaches and solutions can be integrated on different levels and thus the framework can be kept up to date to the most current technologies for the different tasks in multimedia content personalization.

12.1.5 Independence of the Actual Application Domain

The components of the MM4U framework are designed such that they provide support for arbitrary concrete applications that require multimedia personalization. Thus, they provide an application-independent support for the specific tasks in the general multimedia content personalization process. This is achieved for the Presentation Format Generators component by providing application-independent transformation algorithms to map the internal multimedia content representation model to the syntax and features of a specific presentation format. In addition, the component instance can be easily extended to support specific presentation formats a concrete application might need to deliver. The Multimedia Composition heavily depends on the actual application area. However, with the application-independent internal multimedia content representation model the component allows for creating arbitrary multimedia content in the domain of multimedia personalization. To provide enhanced support for the most different actual application areas in the domain of multimedia personalization, the internal representation model allows for extending by arbitrary application-specific composition functionality in form of complex and sophisticated composition operators. The User Profile Accessor and Connectors component and Media Pool Accessor and Connectors component define application-independent data models for integrating the most different user profile information and media data with associated meta data into the framework. These data models allow for specialization and refinement in regard of application-specific user profile information and media meta data. Thus, they provide support for the different concrete applications in the domain of multimedia personalization. Finally, the Multimedia Presentation component instance provides application-independent support for multimedia presentation playback by employing existing multimedia player software for standardized presentation formats. As this multimedia player software is typically application independent, also the Multimedia Presentation component instance can be employed for the most different concrete personalized multimedia applications. Providing application-independent support for the specific tasks in the general multimedia content personalization process makes the MM4U framework both resilient and robust in regard of the different personalization aspects that may appear with the different concrete personalized applications. By this, we provide for a stable and application-independent architecture in the domain of personalizing multimedia content.
12.2 Improvement of the Development Process of Component Frameworks with ProMoCF

Initially, the development process of component frameworks has been conducted ad hoc. As a consequence, the quality of component frameworks has been eventually dependent on the experience and skills of the framework developers only. The research presented in this thesis provides with the ProMoCF approach an improvement of this ad hoc process towards a more systematic development support for component frameworks. Following the structure of this work’s goals in regard of improving the development process of component frameworks introduced in Section 1.2, the results are presented in the following sections.

12.2.1 Systematic Development of Component Frameworks

For a systematic development of component frameworks, we present in this work with ProMoCF a lightweight process model and development method for component frameworks. This process model for component frameworks bases on Pree’s hot-spot-driven approach for developing object-oriented frameworks. The Pree process has been modified and enhanced in regard of defining the granularity of hot-spots and hot-spot-cards to be exactly one method in the programming language. In addition, activities for identifying the framework components as well as specifying, designing, implementing, and testing them have been defined. The ProMoCF approach has been evaluated in two ways. First, the approach has been applied for the development of the MM4U component framework. Second, the result of the ProMoCF approach, i.e., the MM4U component framework itself has been evaluated by employing it for the development of multiple applications in the domain of multimedia personalization. By employing the framework for the development of concrete personalized multimedia applications, the framework evolves and matures. In the ProMoCF approach, this application of the developed component framework is reflected and conducted by an explicit activity for applying and testing the framework.

12.2.2 Methods for Identifying and Specifying the Framework Components

The ProMoCF approach provides methodical support for identifying the framework components and specifying the flexibility requirements to these components by introducing the concept of group-hot-spots and group-hot-spot-cards (see Section 7.2). The concept of group-hot-spots is a consequent continuation and improvement of the original Pree process towards a development support for component frameworks. A group-hot-spot is a set of hot-spots that describe flexibility requirements for a common problem in the framework’s domain. Thus, these hot-spots have a high affinity in regard of solving a particular problem that should be encapsulated in a distinct framework component. Consequently, the ProMoCF approach defines for each group-hot-spot-card a new framework component. The hot-spot-cards associated to the group-hot-spot-cards define the flexibility requirements to these components and provide for designing and implementing flexible component instances.
Basing on the results of this work presented in the previous section, we consider open issues and possible future work. These are presented according to the summary of the results in two sections. In Section 13.1, open issues and possible future extensions in regard of the MM4U component framework are considered. In Section 13.2, open issues and aspects for improving the ProMoCF approach are discussed.

13.1 MM4U Component Framework

In regard of the MM4U component framework, we consider open issues and future work such as integrating a relevance-feedback component into the framework, extending the framework by further domain-specific approaches for multimedia personalization, providing framework support for authoring accessible multimedia content, and extending the framework in regard of deriving emergent semantics during the multimedia content authoring process. These issues and future work are presented in the following.

13.1.1 Extending the Framework by a Relevance Feedback Component

With relevance feedback, a mechanism is understood that provides the users the possibility to mark relevant and not relevant objects of the personalization result (cf. [BDLN04]). Thus, the users evaluate the results provided by the personalized multimedia application. The application then adapts its “performance” according to the user’s feedback [DDV03]. This enables immediate response of the users’ demands and preferences in the personalization results. A relevance feedback mechanism has been integrated, e.g., in our Sports4U application of a personalized multimedia sports news ticker presented in Section 10.2. However, this relevance feedback functionality is not targeted at providing an abstract, reusable relevance feedback component for the MM4U framework. Consequently, a possible future work is to extend the MM4U framework by a component for receiving and managing relevance feedback.
13.1.2 Extending The Framework by Further (Domain-specific) Approaches for Multimedia Personalization

In future work, further existing solution approaches for multimedia composition such as composition by constraints and rules or by document transformation (see Section 3.3) could be integrated into the MM4U framework. For example, a sophisticated multimedia composition operator could be developed that integrates the constrained-based Cuypers Multimedia Transformation Engine [OCG00, GOH01]. Such a constraint-based approach would provide for a declarative authoring of personalized multimedia content. Also a template-based approach with selection operators could be applied for a future version of, e.g., our Sightseeing4U application presented in Section 10.1. This would allow domain experts for an easier exchange and manipulation of, e.g., the sightseeing presentations’ content, layout, and design.

13.1.3 Extending the Framework by Authoring Accessible Multimedia Content

Another future extension of the MM4U framework could be to provide for authoring of accessible multimedia content. This means, that the MM4U framework provides for an explicit support for conveying the same information through multiple modality. The aim is to make same multimedia content accessible to different users with specific needs, e.g., for the visually or auditory impaired. Although the MM4U framework supports the creation of personalized multimedia content in different modalities, the framework is not targeted so far at providing a systematic support for authoring multimedia content in the different modalities and conveying the same information to different users with specific needs. For it, the Media Pool Accessor and Connectors component needs to provide explicit support for determining media elements for the presentations in different modalities and targeted users or user groups. These media elements of different modalities need to convey the same information, e.g., an audio element that provides an auditory description of an image element or a text element comprising a textual transcript of an audio element. According to the modality, the Multimedia Composition component needs to be able to assemble the selected media elements into coherent multimedia presentations that serve the requirements of the different modalities. Besides changing the modality, considering the disabilities of a targeted user or user group can also result in changing other characteristics of the presentation. For example, bigger icons should be used, e.g., for people with problems in their minute motor activity or with partly visually impaired, and one should avoid using the colors green and red for color-blind users.

13.1.4 Extending the Framework by Emergent Semantics

The MM4U component framework provides for the dynamic authoring of personalized multimedia content. Research on this matter has been conducted by different research groups for more than one and a half decade now. Today, we are pleased to see many scientific approaches and industrial solutions that provide such content to the user (see Sections 3.2 and 3.3). In recent years, however, it has becoming
increasingly clear that multimedia information does not have unique semantics but exhibits multiple semantics which depend on context and use [WMS05]. Although the systems and approaches we find today exploit the semantically rich meta data for their composition and assembly task, this highly valuable source of information is currently not considered any further. The actually created multimedia presentations carry none or only a small piece of the semantically rich meta data exploited for their creation. However, also with the combination of media elements into a coherent multimedia presentation new semantics can be derived from the used media elements’ meta data. Creating personalized multimedia presentations for a specific user or user group even amplifies this effect. Thus, the MM4U framework could be extended in a future work to take the semantics into account that emerge during authoring personalized multimedia content. This extension of the MM4U framework would not only employ the semantics and meta data of the media elements for the composition and assembly task. It further would exploit the existing semantics and meta data for deriving higher-level semantics that emerge by combining media elements into new multimedia presentations and would bring this semantics to the end user. Consequently, the two challenging research fields of multimedia content personalization and emergent semantics for multimedia would be combined.

13.2 ProMoCF

In the previous section, open issues and possible future work in regard of the MM4U component framework are considered. In this section, we describe open issues and future work in regard of the lightweight process model and development method for component frameworks ProMoCF. This includes fostering the ProMoCF approach by conducting further evaluation studies and improving the ProMoCF approach by providing support for further aspects of scale and granularity of software components [SGM02].

13.2.1 Fostering the ProMoCF Approach by Further Evaluation Studies

Besides evaluating the ProMoCF approach for the development of the MM4U component framework and the application of this component framework for the development of concrete personalized multimedia applications, further evaluation studies are needed to foster the ProMoCF approach. This means that the ProMoCF approach needs to be applied for the development of component frameworks in other domains. For example, the ProMoCF approach could be applied for the development of component frameworks in the domain of business software such as billing systems for telecommunication providers, financial software, or other possibly more specific domains.

However, a further evaluation of the ProMoCF approach could also be conducted in the area of multimedia player software. For the MM4U component framework, we target with the Multimedia Presentation component at exploiting existing player software for rendering multimedia presentations in standardized formats such SMIL, SVG, and the industry-standard Flash. We aim at exploiting existing player software due to the high effort involved with the development and mainte-
nance of an own multimedia player, especially when developing such a player for different mobile end devices. Consequently, it is a big challenge for companies aiming at developing a multimedia player for the different operating systems and devices. What is needed here, is a flexible software architecture that allows for a fast and robust development of multimedia players for different end devices and platforms. This multimedia player architecture could be defined by a component framework developed with the ProMoCF approach. However, such a flexible multimedia player framework should not be targeted at presenting complex presentation descriptions such that they are possible with SMIL and SVG. Parsing and processing presentations in these formats is a very complex task which adds additional effort to the multimedia player. However, a very slim and simple structured but nevertheless very powerful document model should be employed (in contrast to the approach by Honkala et al. [HCV04] targeting at employing SMIL and XForms [XFo06] for a platform independent multimedia player). The binary Flash format has proved to be very useful as it is small, fast, and the definition of the presentations' temporal and spatial structure as well as interaction possibilities is straightforward by employing a global timeline and an absolute spatial positioning model. As a consequence, the proposed multimedia player software could be designed to natively playback the FML developed in this work. As a straightforward XML-representation of the binary Flash format, the FML has some major advantages for developing a multimedia player compared to SMIL or SVG. It is very simple and it will be easy to develop a multimedia player for it. Such a player is not burden with the complex tasks of parsing nested document structures, representing different local timelines, and the like. As the FML uses a global timeline and absolute positioning model, the playback of the multimedia presentation can be implemented as a merely sequential processing of the FML. In principle, a format such as the FML would enable the multimedia player to present the content while it is streamed over the network.

13.2.2 Extending the ProMoCF Approach by Further Framework Aspects

In the work by Szyperski et al. [SGM02], different aspects of scale and granularity for software components are introduced. As presented in Section 7, the ProMoCF approach considers these aspects of scale and granularity in regard of components being units of analysis. In a future improvement of the ProMoCF approach, the process model and development method could be extended in regard of considering software components as being units of dispute, locality, and loading [SGM02, 140ff.].

Components as Units of Dispute An interesting challenge with component software and thus with component frameworks is the propagation of errors [ALRL04] across component boundaries. Normally, software components are aimed to handle errors by themselves. It cannot be expected that other components have the necessary inside knowledge to do so. However, some errors cannot be handled locally within the component but need to be propagated to the calling component. Such propagated errors are observed by the calling component as service failures [ALRL04]. For example, consider a component retrieving data from a remote database. When executing a service of this component, it might be confronted with technical problems such as
a network failure or database breakdown. Consequently, the component will not be able to provide for a successful delivery of the requested service. An error is raised within the component that is propagated to the calling component as service failure. This service failure needs to be declared as part of the component contract. The calling component is expected to handle the service failure in an appropriate manner or again to propagate it properly. So far, the ProMoCF approach does not explicitly provide for identifying and specifying such errors and service failures. Consequently, the exception concept defined in the MM4U framework (see Section 8.13.2) bases more on experience than on a systematic approach. Thus, a future version of the ProMoCF approach might be extended by providing explicit support for identifying service failures that shall be declared in the component contracts and by this provide support for a more systematic handling of errors.

Components as Units of Locality For component software, it is important to have a good deployment plan of the components. Such a deployment plan determines where the components are actually deployed to and installed on, e.g., a server machine or a client device. This is important, since the deployment changes the communication latency between the components. Thus, it can influence the performance of a component framework significantly. As a consequence, the aspect of considering components as units of locality needs to be taken into account when determining a deployment plan for a component framework. This means that for the framework components it must be determined whether they are executed on the same machine and processor, are communicating via a local area network, or are even deployed on systems connected over a wide area network. For the MM4U component framework, the aspect of locality is important in regard of the Multimedia Composition component and the Media Pool Accessor and Connectors component. As there is a high communication load between these two components, they should be strongly coupled, i.e., preferably executed on the same machine or within a local area network. A future extension of the ProMoCF approach could provide for considering the deployment of the framework components and thus take the aspect of locality into account.

Components as Units of Loading The aspect of components as units of loading considers the problems that can occur when loading a new version of a component into an already running software system. Thus, considering components as units of loading is closely linked to the aspect of components as units of maintenance. With units of maintenance, the challenges are meant that have to be considered when maintaining and updating a software system. When maintaining a component framework, i.e., when evolving the framework, new versions of the framework components emerge. These new versions of the framework components can possibly not match some framework components of an older version. When updating an application with the evolved framework and framework components it may come to version mismatches (fragile base class problem [SGM02, WS96]). For example, an application could for any reason need to use an older version of a framework component. One possibility to alleviate this version mismatch problem is to provide for installing and loading multiple versions of the same framework component into the application (see side-by-side-loading in [SGM02, 148ff.]). However, this does
not work in all cases, e.g., if the framework component manages external resources such as information stored in a database. For example, with the MM4U component framework it is possible to have two or more versions of, e.g., the Media Pool Accessor and Connectors component and Presentation Format Generators component installed and loaded into the same application. However, loading of different variants of the User Profile Accessor and Connectors component might raise version conflicts as the component provides for storing concrete user profiles, e.g., on a file system or in a database. In a future improvement of the ProMoCF approach, it could be desirable to have version support when evolving the framework. This would allow for dealing with at least some incompatibility problems due to version mismatches in order to keep the applications up to date.
Appendix
A MM4U Framework Cookbook

When developing a new personalized multimedia application with the MM4U framework, many architectural design decisions are already conducted and predefined by the framework. For using and adapting a framework for the development of a concrete application, e.g., a corresponding framework cookbook (see Section 4.2.1) can be provided. Such a framework cookbook supports and guides the application developers with understanding the framework. In addition, it supports the users in adapting the framework to the requirements of a concrete personalized multimedia application. For it, the cookbook provides recipes, i.e., informal descriptions for conducting specific tasks in using and adapting the framework.

For using the MM4U component framework for developing concrete personalized multimedia applications, the framework component instances are reused and adapted to the specific requirements of the application. From our experiences with developing the applications presented in Section 10, we can say that it takes one day up to a week to gaining the necessary knowledge to apply and adapt the MM4U framework.\(^1\) In the following, an excerpt of the MM4U framework cookbook is presented. As a full description of the MM4U framework cookbook is beyond the scope of this thesis, this excerpt focuses on recipes covering central tasks of (re-)using and adapting the framework. These are the reuse of existing component instances in different configurations, the development of application-specific multimedia composition and personalization functionality, as well as the development and actual execution of a concrete personalized multimedia application. We show these tasks along the development of a simple slideshow application introduced in Section A.1. In Section A.2 to A.4, we present three recipes for conducting the central usage and adaptation tasks and apply them for the development of our slideshow application.

A.1 Description and Requirements of the Slideshow Application

The slideshow application aims at presenting a personalized sequence of pictures taken from a photo album according to the user’s preferences. These preferences are the selection criteria for the photos and comprise exposure, similarity, and sharpness of the photos, the playback duration per slide, the use of a background music, and the targeted output format for the presentation. Thus, the slideshow application constitutes a simplified variant of the Pictures4U application presented in Section 10.5. Like the Pictures4U application, the envisioned simple slideshow app-

\(^1\) Statements of students who used and adapted the framework.
Application shall provide its personalized multimedia content to the users over the Internet for consumption. For developing the slideshow application different tasks have to be conducted. Each task raises a specific question how to apply and adapt the MM4U component framework.

First, the existing component instances of the MM4U framework shall be reused where possible. For the slideshow application, we aim at employing the instances of the User Profile Accessor and Connectors, Media Pool Accessor and Connectors, Presentation Format Generators, as well as Multimedia Presentation component the MM4U framework already provides. These component instances need to be configured according to the requirements of the slideshow application. Thus, the question raises how to configure existing MM4U component instances in order to reuse them in a specific personalized multimedia application?

Second, a new instance of the Multimedia Composition component needs to be designed and implemented providing the required multimedia composition and personalization functionality of the slideshow application. This is realized by developing a new sophisticated composition operator for the MM4U framework. Thus, the question raises how such a composition operator can be designed and implemented?

Finally, in order to employ the MM4U framework for the slideshow application it needs to implement an instance of the MM4U component. The development of this instance includes creating an appropriate environment for executing the personalized application. As the slideshow application shall be available via the Internet to its users, we aim at providing it as Java servlet. Consequently, the last questions are how to develop an instance of the MM4U component and how to apply it for the development and execution within a Java servlet for the Internet?

The questions raised by the framework usage and adaption tasks introduced above are answered by the framework cookbook recipes presented in the following sections. Based on [FPR02, Pre95b], each recipe is roughly structured into three parts. First, the purpose of the recipe is introduced. Then, a procedure is presented how to apply the recipe. For illustrating the employment of the recipe, the development of our slideshow application as well as some source code example(s) are presented.

A.2 Recipe of How to Configure the Existing Instances of the MM4U Framework Components

Purpose The purpose of this cookbook recipe is to present how to (re-)use specific component instances of the MM4U framework in different concrete personalized multimedia applications. These component instances shall be adapted to the requirements of the concrete application by applying them in different configurations only. Thus, this adaptation of the component instances and their behavior is conducted without source code modification. Such a configuration of component instances can be typically applied for the User Profile Accessor and Connectors, Media Pool Accessor and Connectors, Presentation Format Generators, and Multimedia Presentation component of the MM4U framework.
A.2 Configure the Existing Instances of the MM4U Framework Components

**Procedure**  The component instances are configured by passing appropriate parameters to the corresponding `getFactory( ... )` method. This method internally configures the component and creates a component instance with all required objects and that provides a specific component behavior as specified by the parameters' values.

For the Presentation Format Generators component instance, this is achieved by passing the targeted presentation format as integer value to the `getFactory( <targetFormat> )` method. For it, the `GeneratorToolkit` class implementing this method provides different constants defining the values for the supported presentation formats. For example, passing the constant `SMIL2_0` to the `getFactory( <targetFormat> )` method creates an instance of the Presentation Format Generators component that provides for transforming multimedia content in the internal representation model to the syntax and features of the SMIL 2.0 presentation format. Other constants provided by the `GeneratorToolkit` class are, e.g., `SVG1_2` for SVG 1.2, `FLASH` for Adobe's Flash format, and `REALPLAYER_SMIL2_0` for creating a player specific generator for RealPlayer's extension of the SMIL format in regard of formatted text elements.

For the User Profile Accessor and Connectors, Media Pool Accessor and Connectors, and Multimedia Presentation component instances of the MM4U framework providing a configuration by a `getFactory( ... )` method, the configuration parameter is not provided as an integer value but by employing the locator concept introduced in Section 8.7.3. Here, the parameters required for configuring a specific component instance are passed via a locator object to the `getFactory( ... )` method. As described in Section 8.7.3, the parameters that are to be passed to the `getFactory( ... )` method in order to obtain a specific component behavior depend on the concrete functionality the application developers require. For example, the parameters of a locator object for creating a Media Pool Accessor and Connectors component instance to a relational database are much different to a component instance accessing media elements from a web server via the `URIMediaElementsConnector`.

When applying the `MM4UApplicationRunner` class (see Section 8.12.2) for executing a personalized multimedia application, the `getFactory( ... )`-calls for creating the component instances are hidden from the application developers for reasons of convenience. The application of the `MM4UApplicationRunner` class is described in the framework cookbook recipe presented in Section A.4.

**Examples**  Reusing the Presentation Format Generators component instance for the generation of a specific presentation format is very simple. An example source code for creating such a component instance for the Flash format is like follows:

```java
IGenerator flashGenerator =
    GeneratorToolkit.getFactory( GeneratorToolkit.FLASH );
```

For creating an instance of Media Pool Accessor and Connectors component providing access to media elements stored on a web server in the Internet, the `URIMediaElementsConnector` can be applied. A corresponding implementation of a locator object and creation of the Media Pool Accessor and Connectors component instance is shown in the following:

```java
IMediaElementsConnectorLocator mediaConnectorLocator =
    new URIMediaElementsConnectorLocator(
        "http://www.is.informatik.uni-oldenburg.de/~mm4u/Media/",
        "offis-mediaseverr_index"
    );
```
A.3 Recipe of How to Develop a Composition Operator

**Purpose** The multimedia composition and personalization functionality is heavily dependent of the concrete application's domain (see Section 8.14). Thus, typically a new instance of the Multimedia Composition component needs to be developed. This recipe describes how application developers can create their own multimedia composition functionality. For it, they can reuse existing multimedia composition functionality the MM4U framework provides as well as employing the functionality available from other concrete personalized multimedia applications.

**Procedure** Developing a new instance of the Multimedia Composition component means to implement the `IComplexOperator` interface or extend its abstract implementation the `AbstractComplexOperator` class. This interface and abstract class are described in Section 8.9.3. For developing a new multimedia composition operator a corresponding class is created, which is implementing the `IComplexOperator` interface or extending the `AbstractComplexOperator` class. One needs to decide, which and what kind of media elements are needed for the operator. Then, the temporal course of the multimedia content that shall be created by the operator is defined. Here, the selected media elements are assembled by applying appropriate composition operators. In addition, the layout of the content is specified in regard of, e.g., the arrangement of visual media elements in space as well as the acoustic layout of audio elements and video elements. For it, appropriate projectors are defined and added to the composition operators and media elements. As the example below will show, this is not necessarily a sequential procedure but can also be conducted in different smaller steps. The order in which the selected media elements, composition operators, and projectors are assembled is dependent on the actual multimedia content to be created as well as application developers' preferences and styles. One possible way to assemble the personalized multimedia content is to proceed from the leaves to the root of the presentation. First, the leaves, i.e., the media elements of the object-oriented multimedia content tree are created. These are assembled to larger units by means of basic, complex, and sophisticated composition operators. The resulting presentation parts are then combined unless the desired personalized multimedia content has been created.

**Example** From the description of our slideshow application in Section A.1, we derive that the Multimedia Composition component instance for this application needs to present a sequence of pictures together with an optional background music. The duration of presenting each picture or slide needs to be variable according the user's preferences. When the presentation of the pictures finishes, also the playback of the audio element shall stop. The result is the sophisticated composition operator `SlideshowsWithBackgroundMusic` presented in Listing A.1. For reasons of convenience we base on the `AbstractComplexOperator` class to implement this operator rather than
employing the IComplexOperator interface. The constructor of this operator takes as parameter all information required to fulfill the desired multimedia composition functionality (see line 3 to 6). For assembling the slideshow's content, first the sequence of the pictures is created (line 10 to 20). For each photo in the photoList a TemporalSelector is created with the user’s preferred playback duration. This selector is applied on the photos and an appropriate SpatialProjector is added. The presentation slides are then added to a Sequential operator. Having created the single pages of the slideshow, a logo of the MM4U framework is added to the presentation (line 22 to 29). This logo is variable and is passed as parameter to the SlideshowWithBackgroundMusic operator. The slideshow is placed directly below the logo, depending on its height (line 31 to 37). Then, the root operator of the slideshow is created (line 40). Finally, if the user wishes a background music for the slide presentation, a fixed audio element called wienna4u_audio is added (line 42 to 51). Here, we employ the already provided complex composition operator BackgroundMusic of the MM4U framework. Whether the users wish background music or not, the creation of the multimedia content is finished by calling the setRootOperator(...) method provided by the AbstractComplexOperator class (line 48 and 50). This enables the Presentation Format Generators component to retrieve the multimedia content assembled by the SlideshowWithBackgroundMusic operator via the getRootOperator() method of the IComplexOperator interface (see Section 8.9.3).

```java
public class SlideshowWithBackgroundMusic extends AbstractComplexOperator {
  public SlideshowWithBackgroundMusic (IMediaList photoList,
    int durationPerSlide, IImage logo, boolean useBackgroundMusic,
    IUserProfile userProfile, IMediaElementsAccessor mediumConnector)
    throws MM4UMediumElementNotFoundException {
    // Determine the number of slides
    int numberOfSlides = photoList.size();

    // Create a sequence of the pictures
    ISequential slideSequence = new Sequential();
    for (int slideCounter = 0; slideCounter < numberOfSlides; slideCounter++) {
      IImage photo = (IImage) photoList.elementAt(slideCounter);
      ITemporalSelector temporalSelectorPhoto =
        new TemporalSelector(photo, 0, durationPerSlide);
      ISpatialProjector spatialProjectorPhoto =
        new SpatialProjector(0, 0, photo.getWidth(), photo.getHeight(), 0);
      temporalSelectorPhoto.addProjector(spatialProjectorPhoto);
      slideSequence.addVariable(temporalSelectorPhoto);
    }

    // Add a logo to the slideshow
    int logoWidth = logo.getWidth();
    int logoHeight = logo.getHeight();
    ISpatialProjector spatialProjectorLogo =
      new SpatialProjector(0, 0, logoWidth, logoHeight, 0);
    logo.addProjector(spatialProjectorLogo);
    ITemporalSelector temporalSelectorLogo =
      new TemporalSelector(logo, 0, numberOfSlides * durationPerSlide);

    // Determine the with and height of the slideshow area for the projector
    IPresentationFragmentBoundaries boundaries =
      GeneratorToolkit.getFragmentBoundaries(slideSequence);
    // Add the slides presentation directly below the logo
    SpatialProjector contentProjector = new SpatialProjector(
      boundaries.getContentWidth(), boundaries.getContentHeight(), 0,
      boundaries.getContentBottom(), boundaries.getContentTop());
```
0, logoHeight, boundaries.getWidth(), boundaries.getHeight(), 0);
slideSequence.addProjector(contentProjector);

// Create the slideshow presentation's root operator
IParallel slideshow = new Parallel(temporalSelectorLogo, slideSequence);

// Add a pre-determined background music to the presentation (optional)
if (usebackgroundMusic) {
  IAudio backgroundMusic = (IAudio)mediumConnector.getMediumElement("vienna4u_audio");
  IOperator rootOperator = new BackgroundMusic(slideshow, backgroundMusic, 0, numberOfSlides * durationPerSlide);
  this.setRootOperator(rootOperator);
} else {
  this.setRootOperator(slideshow);
}

Listing A.1: Implementation of the sophisticated composition operator SlideShowWithBackgroundMusic

A.4 Recipe of How to Develop and Execute a Personalized Multimedia Application

Purpose This recipe of the MM4U framework cookbook provides application developers support for developing and executing their personalized multimedia application. It allows for a fast design and implementation of a concrete personalized application, i.e., creating an instance of the MM4U component. In addition, it is described how to execute this personalized multimedia application as a Java servlet.

Procedure Creating an instance of the MM4U component means to implement its services as specified in the provided interface IPersonalizedMultimediaApplication in Section 8.12.1. With implementing the provided interface's services, the application developers bring in their application-specific functionality into the MM4U framework and can adapt the framework according to the application's requirements.

For executing a personalized multimedia application implementing the IPersonalizedMultimediaApplication interface, the MM4UApplicationRunner class provided by the MM4U framework can be applied (see Section 8.12.2). This application runner is employed with the concrete personalized multimedia application as one of its parameter. Further parameters of the application runner are the locator objects for the User Profile Accessor and Connectors component and Media Pool Accessor and Connectors component, the targeted presentation format (if not specified by or exploited from the user profile information), the locator object of the Multimedia Presentation component, the profile ID of the current user, as well as any additional parameters that shall be passed. When executing the application, the MM4UApplicationRunner class calls the services of the IPersonalizedMultimediaApplication interface as depicted by the sequence diagram in Figure 8.17 on page 201. Here, the application-specific
code implemented by the application developers is called by the MM4U framework according to the call-back-principle (see Section 4.1.1).

For embedding the developed personalized multimedia application in a Java servlet, the MM4U framework provides the ExtendedHttpServlet class. This class is a slight extension of the HttpServlet class provided by Java. It extends it in regard of reading the servlet’s header and parameters and integrating these parameters into the data structures provided by the MM4U framework. Within an application-specific subclass of the ExtendedHttpServlet, the execution of the concrete personalized multimedia application by means of the MM4UApplicationRunner is called. Thus, within this subclass also the application runner’s parameters as numerated above are specified and initialized.

Example The concrete implementation of the IPersonalizedMultimediaApplication interface for the envisioned slideshow application is shown in Listing A.2. The listing shows the SampleApplication class and the application-specific implementations for the personalized slideshow. The implementation of the services existUserProfile(...), getUserProfile(...), deleteUserProfile(...), and setUserProfile(...) is straightforward and directly applies the passed user profile connector (line 3 to 12, 31 to 34, and 66 to 70). However, for creating new user profiles with the createUserProfile(...) service not an empty profile is created by passing the call to the provided profile connector (line 14 to 29). Instead, a template profile with the ID template_user_profile is loaded. This user profile template comes with default values for the personalization aspects relevant for the slideshow application. A very important service of the slideshow application is updateUserProfileInformation(...)(line 36 to 66). It provides for updating the user profile information with the additionalProperties, i.e., the parameter values retrieved from the slideshow servlet. If these parameters are provided by the servlet’s web page, the user profile information is updated. The values for the targeted presentation format, use of background music, and presentation duration for the slides is determined and stored into the user profile.

The implementation of the doCompose(...) service provides for integrating the application-specific multimedia composition and personalization functionality (line 73 to 99). First, the user’s presentation preferences are extracted from the corresponding profile. Then, the photo album to be presented is determined. This is extracted from the additionalProperties provided by the web page and slideshow servlet, respectively. In the next step, a query object for retrieving the photos that match the user profile information is created within the createQueryObject(...)(method (line 101 to 138). Here, the query object’s parameters are specified such as if the users like to include the photos’ exposure, sharpness, and similarity as parameters into the selection process. Then, the query object is executed and a list of best matching photos is determined (line 89 to 90). The MM4U logo is retrieved from the media store (line 93), before the sophisticated composition operator ShowWithBackgroundMusic presented in Section A.4 is employed for actually composing the content (line 97 to 98).

With the implementation of the doTransform(...) service, the instance of the Presentation Format Generators component is called (line 140 to 147). In addition, it specifies the title of the slideshow presentation. Finally, the doPresent(...) service employs the multimedia player software of the Multimedia Presentation component (line 149 to 152).
public class SampleApplication implements IPersonalizedMultimediaApplication {

public boolean existUserProfile(IUserProfileAccessor profileConnector, String profileID) {
    return profileConnector.existUserProfile(profileID);
}

public IUserProfile getUserProfile(IUserProfileAccessor profileConnector, String profileID) throws MM4UUserProfileNotFoundException, MM4UInvalidUserProfileException {
    return profileConnector.getUserProfile(profileID);
}

public IUserProfile createUserProfile(IUserProfileAccessor profileConnector, String profileID) throws MM4UCannotCreateUserProfileException {
    // Do not apply the createUserProfile(...) service for creating a new user profile but employ a pre-defined template user profile instead.
    IUserProfile userProfile = null;
    try {
        profileConnector.getUserProfile("template_user_profile");
    } catch (MM4UUserProfileNotFoundException exception) {
        throw new MM4UCannotCreateUserProfileException(this, "createUserProfile()", "Default template user profile not found.");
    } catch (MM4UInvalidUserProfileException exception) {
        throw new MM4UCannotCreateUserProfileException(this, "createUserProfile()", "Requested user profile is invalid.");
    }
    return userProfile;
}

public void deleteUserProfile(I UserProfileAccessor profileConnector, String profileID) throws MM4UCannotDeleteUserProfileException {
    profileConnector.deleteUserProfile(profileID);
}

public I UserProfile updateUserProfileInformation(I UserProfile userProfile, IPropertyList additionalProperties) throws MM4UUserProfilesConnectorException {
    int userSelectedPresentationFormat = additionalProperties.getIntegerValue(ExtendedHttpServlet.SERVLET_PARAMETER + "presentationFormat");
    if (userSelectedPresentationFormat != Constants.UNDEFINED_INTEGER) {
        IUserProfileNode profileNode = userProfile.getNodeByPath("user.preferences.presentation_format");
        profileNode.setValue(userSelectedPresentationFormat);
    }
    // Update use of background music
    boolean useBackgroundMusic = additionalProperties.getBooleanValue(ExtendedHttpServlet.SERVLET_PARAMETER + "useBackgroundMusic");
    if (useBackgroundMusic) {
        IUserProfileNode profileNode = userProfile.getNodeByPath("user.preferences.backgroundMusic");
        profileNode.setValue(useBackgroundMusic);
    }
    // Update playback duration per slide
    int durationPerSlide = additionalProperties.getIntegerValue(ExtendedHttpServlet.SERVLET_PARAMETER + "durationPerSlide");
    if (durationPerSlide != Constants.UNDEFINED_INTEGER && durationPerSlide > 0) {
        IUserProfileNode profileNode = userProfile.getNodeByPath("user.preferences.durationPerSlide");
    }
}
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profileNode.setValue(durationPerSlide);
// Update further personalization aspects such as the maximum number of
// photos to be shown...
return userProfile;
}

public void setUserProfile(IUserProfileAccessor profileConnector,
IUserProfile userProfile) throws MM4UCannotStoreUserProfileException {
profileConnector.setUserProfile(userProfile);
}

public IVariable doCompose(IUserProfile userProfile,
IPropertyList additionalProperties,
IMediaElementsAccessor mediumConnector)
throws MM4UMediumElementNotFoundException {
// Read user preferences from the user profile
int durationPerSlide = userProfile.getIntegerValue("preferences.slideshow.durationPerSlide");
boolean backgroundMusicEnabled = userProfile.getBooleanValue("preferences.slideshow.useBackgroundMusic");

// Determine the album for the personalized slideshows from servlet
String photoAlbum = additionalProperties.getStringValue(ExtendedHttpServlet.SERVLET_PARAMETER + "albumName");
// Create a query object to retrieve photos and the execute query
IQueryObject queryParameters = this.createQueryObject(photoAlbum, additionalProperties);
IMediaList imageList = mediumConnector.getMediaElements(queryParameters, userProfile);
// Get the MM4U logo
IImage logo = (IImage)mediumConnector.getMediumElement("mm4u_logo");
// Apply sophisticated multimedia composition operator to create the
// personalized slideshow
return new SlideshowWithBackgroundMusic(imageList, durationPerSlide, logo, backgroundMusicEnabled, userProfile, mediumConnector);
}

private IQueryObject createQueryObject(String photoAlbum,
IPropertyList additionalProperties) {
// Create query object and specify parameters
IQueryObject queryParameters = new QueryObject();
String albumPath = additionalProperties.getStringValue("albumPath");
queryParameters.put(QueryObject.ATTRIBUTE_URI, albumPath + photoAlbum);
queryParameters.put(QueryObject.ATTRIBUTE_FILTER_LIST,
MediaTranscoderAndTransscaler.getReadExtensions());
queryParameters.put(QueryObject.ATTRIBUTE_FIT, IQueryObject.FIT_MEET);
queryParameters.put(QueryObject.ATTRIBUTE_WIDTH, 800);
queryParameters.put(QueryObject.ATTRIBUTE_HEIGHT, 600);

// Employ exposure, similarity, and sharpness for photo selection
if (additionalProperties.getBooleanValue(ExtendedHttpServlet.SERVLET_PARAMETER + "useExposure")) {
    queryParameters.put(PhotoSelection.ATTRIBUTE_MDA_EXPOSURE, 0.75);
} else {
    queryParameters.put(PhotoSelection.ATTRIBUTE_MDA_EXPOSURE,
Constants.UNDEFINED_FLOAT);
}
if ( additionalProperties.getBooleanValue(ExtendedHttpServlet.SERVLET_PARAMETER + "useSimilarity") ) {
    queryParameters.put(PmsPmsPmsPmsPmsPmsPmsPmsPmsPmsPmsPmsPmsPmsPm.terminate
  queryParameters.put(PmsPmsPmsPmsPmsPmsPmsPmsPmsPmsPmsPmsPmsPmsPm.terminate
} else {
    queryParameters.put(PmsPmsPmsPmsPmsPmsPmsPmsPmsPmsPmsPmsPmsPmsPm.terminate
}

if ( additionalProperties.getBooleanValue(ExtendedHttpServlet.SERVLET_PARAMETER + "useSharpness") ) {
    queryParameters.put(PmsPmsPmsPmsPmsPmsPmsPmsPmsPmsPmsPmsPmsPmsPm.terminate
  queryParameters.put(PmsPmsPmsPmsPmsPmsPmsPmsPmsPmsPmsPmsPmsPmsPm.terminate
} else {
    queryParameters.put(PmsPmsPmsPmsPmsPmsPmsPmsPmsPmsPmsPmsPmsPmsPm.terminate

// Add further querying parameters such as determining a maximum number of
// photos to be selected ...
return queryParameters;

public IMultimediaPresentation doTransform(IGenerator generator,
    IVariable rootVariable, int width, int height, IUserProfile userProfile)
throws MM4UGeneratorException {
    String title = "Slideshow with background music" +
        Constants.COPYRIGHT_STATEMENT;
    return generator.doTransform(rootVariable, title, width, height,
        userProfile);
}

public void doPresent(IMultimediaPlayer player,
    IMultimediaPresentation presentation) throws MM4UPlayerException {
    player.play(presentation);
}

Listing A.2: Implementation of the IPersonalizedMultimediaApplication interface
for the slideshow application

As described in the procedure paragraph of this section, the implementation of the IPersonalizedMultimediaApplication interface, i.e., the SampleApplication class is passed as parameter to the MM4UApplicationRunner class to actually execute the application. This embedding of the SampleApplication class in the slideshow servlet and ExtendedHttpServlet class is shown in Listing A.3. The concrete servlet class for the slideshow application is called SampleServlet. It communicates with the clients via the doGet(...) and doPost(...) methods (the second method only refers to the first one). Within the doGet(...) method, first the parameters provided by the servlet are extracted (line 7 to 8). Then, a parameter is added determining the root path for the photo albums (line 10). In the next step, the locator objects for configuring the User Profile Accessor and Connectors, Media Pool Accessor and Connectors, and Multimedia Presentation component are specified (line 12 to 18). As the slideshow application shall be realized as Java servlet, the HttpServletPlayer of the Multimedia Presentation component instance is employed for presenting the multimedia content in the final presentation format via an appropriate multimedia player software on the user's end device. To execute the slideshow application, an instance of the SampleApplication is created (line 27), before the slideshow application is actually executed by applying the MM4UApplicationRunner class (line 29 to 39).
public class SampleServlet extends ExtendedHttpServlet {

    public void doGet(HttpServletRequest request, HttpServletResponse response)
        throws IOException {
        // Retrieve parameters from servlet
        // (a feature of the ExtendedHttpServlet class)
        IPropertyList additionalProperties =
            this.getServletParametersAndHeader(request);
        // Add the photo album path to the additional properties
        additionalProperties.add("albumPath", "file:///D:/Pictures/");

        // Create locator objects
        I UserProfileConnectorLocator profileConnectorLocator =
            new URIUserProfileConnectorLocator("file:///D:/Profiles/");
        I MediaElementsConnectorLocator mediaConnectorLocator =
            new URI Media Elements ConnectorLocator("http://www.is.informatik.uni-oldenburg.de/~mm4u/Media/",
                "offis-mediasever/index");
        IMultimediaPlayerLocator playerLocator =
            new HttpServletPlayerLocator(response);

        // Determine user profile ID from parameters provided by the servlet
        String userProfileID = additionalProperties.getStringValue(
            ExtendedHttpServlet.SERVLET_PARAMETER + "profileID");

        // Create instance of the sample slideshow application
        SampleApplication slideshowApplication = new SampleApplication();

        // Run the slideshow application by means of the MM4UApplicationRunner
        try {
            MM4UApplicationRunner.runPersonalizedMultimediaApplication(
                slideshowApplication, profileConnectorLocator, mediaConnectorLocator,
                MM4UApplicationRunner.USE_PRESENTATION_FORMAT_FROM_USER_PROFILE,
                playerLocator, userProfileID, additionalProperties);
        } catch (Exception exception) {
            String errorMsg = "Error occurred executing the slideshow application:
                " + exception.getMessage();
            this.writeOutputError(response, errorMsg, exception);
        }
    }

    public void doPost(HttpServletRequest request, HttpServletResponse response)
        throws IOException {
        this.doGet(request, response);
    }
}
B Specification of the Internal Multimedia Content Representation Model in UML

Complete specification of the internal multimedia content representation model in UML. For a detailed description of this representation model see Section 6.3. In addition, also a DTD of the basic multimedia composition elements of the internal representation model can be found in Appendix C.
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**Figure B.1**: The core concept of the internal multimedia content representation model
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The following Listing C.1 shows the XML DTD for representing multimedia content provided as input for the Transformation4U application presented in Section 10.4. It comprises a XML DTD specification of all basic composition operators, media elements, and projectors as defined for the internal multimedia content representation model in Section 6.3.3.

```
<!DOCTYPE MMU [Header?, Body]>  
<!ELEMENT MMU (Header?, Body)>  
<!ATTLIST MMU version CDATA #REQUIRED>  
<!ELEMENT Header (Layout?)>  
<!ATTLIST Header title CDATA #IMPLIED>  
<!ELEMENT Layout (SpatialProjector|AcousticProjector|TypographicProjector|TemporalProjector)>  
<!ATTLIST Layout width CDATA #IMPLIED height CDATA #IMPLIED>  
<!ELEMENT SpatialProjector (SpatialProjector|AcousticProjector|TypographicProjector|TemporalProjector)>  
<!ATTLIST SpatialProjector id ID #REQUIRED x CDATA #REQUIRED y CDATA #REQUIRED width CDATA #IMPLIED height CDATA #IMPLIED priority CDATA #REQUIRED unit CDATA #IMPLIED>  
<!ELEMENT AcousticProjector (SpatialProjector|AcousticProjector|TypographicProjector|TemporalProjector)>  
<!ATTLIST AcousticProjector id ID #REQUIRED volume CDATA #IMPLIED balance CDATA #IMPLIED>  
<!ELEMENT TypographicProjector (SpatialProjector|AcousticProjector|TypographicProjector|TemporalProjector)>  
<!ATTLIST TypographicProjector id ID #REQUIRED>  
```
<!ELEMENT TemporalProjector (SpatialProjector|AcousticProjector|
TypographicProjector|TemporalProjector)+>
<!ATTLIST TemporalProjector
   id ID #REQUIRED
   speed CDATA #IMPLIED
   direction CDATA #IMPLIED>

<!ELEMENT Body (Image|Text|Audio|Video|Sequential|Parallel|Link|Jump|Loop|
Hotspot|TemporalSelector|SpatialSelector|TextualSelector)>
<!— Projector and list of projectors —>

<!ELEMENT Projector EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST Projector refid IDREF #REQUIRED>

<!ELEMENT ProjectorList (Projector)>
<!ATTLIST ProjectorList id CDATA #IMPLIED>

<!— Basic composition operators —>

<!ELEMENT Sequential (
( Sequential | Parallel | Link | Jump | Loop | Hotspot | TemporalSelector | SpatialSelector | TextualSelector | Image | Text | Audio | Video )* ,
ProjectorList?)>
<!ATTLIST Sequential id ID #REQUIRED>

<!ELEMENT Parallel (
( Sequential | Parallel | Link | Jump | Loop | Hotspot | TemporalSelector | SpatialSelector | TextualSelector | Image | Text | Audio | Video )* ,
ProjectorList?)>
<!ATTLIST Parallel id ID #REQUIRED>

<!ELEMENT Link (
( Sequential | Parallel | Loop | Hotspot | TemporalSelector | SpatialSelector | TextualSelector | Image | Text | Audio | Video ) ,
ProjectorList?)>
<!ATTLIST Link id ID #REQUIRED

target CDATA #REQUIRED
mode ( stop|spawn) #IMPLIED>

<!ELEMENT Jump EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST Jump id ID #REQUIRED

target CDATA #REQUIRED
mode ( stop|spawn) #IMPLIED>

<!ELEMENT Loop (
( Sequential | Parallel | Link | Loop | Hotspot | TemporalSelector | SpatialSelector | TextualSelector | Image | Text | Audio | Video ) ,
ProjectorList?)>
<!ATTLIST Loop id ID #REQUIRED

repeat CDATA #REQUIRED>

<!ELEMENT TemporalSelector (
( Sequential | Parallel | Link | Loop | Hotspot | TemporalSelector | SpatialSelector | TextualSelector | Image | Text | Audio | Video ) ,
ProjectorList?)>
<!ATTLIST TemporalSelector id ID #REQUIRED

start CDATA #REQUIRED
duration CDATA #REQUIRED>

<!ELEMENT SpatialSelector (
( Sequential | Parallel | Link | Loop | Hotspot | TemporalSelector | SpatialSelector | TextualSelector | Image | Text | Audio | Video ) ,
ProjectorList?)>
<!ATTLIST SpatialSelector id ID #REQUIRED

x CDATA #REQUIRED
y CDATA #REQUIRED>
Listing C.1: XML DTD of the internal multimedia content representation model
The following Listing D.1 shows the XML DTD of the Flash Markup Language (FML). For a detailed description of the FML we refer the reader to Section 6.4.7.2.

```xml
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1" ?>
<!ELEMENT FlashMovie (
  Header, Define, Body)>  
<!ELEMENT Header (FrameSize, BackgroundColor)> 
<!ATTLIST Header 
  flashVersion CDATA #REQUIRED 
  frameRate CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT FrameSize EMPTY> 
<!ATTLIST FrameSize 
  width CDATA #REQUIRED 
  height CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT BackgroundColor EMPTY> 
<!ATTLIST BackgroundColor 
  red CDATA #REQUIRED 
  green CDATA #REQUIRED 
  blue CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT Define (DefineSound | DefineImage | DefineText | DefineVideo | DefineLoop)>  
<!ELEMENT DefineImage EMPTY> 
<!ATTLIST DefineImage 
  characterID CDATA #REQUIRED 
  imageID CDATA #REQUIRED 
  src CDATA #REQUIRED 
  width CDATA #REQUIRED 
  height CDATA #REQUIRED 
  rotate CDATA #IMPLIED>
<!ELEMENT DefineText ANY> 
<!ATTLIST DefineText 
  characterID CDATA #REQUIRED 
  width CDATA #REQUIRED 
  height CDATA #REQUIRED 
  rotate CDATA #IMPLIED>
<!ELEMENT DefineSound EMPTY> 
<!ATTLIST DefineSound>
```
<!DOCTYPE DefineVideo [ }
  <!ELEMENT DefineVideo EMPTY>
  <!ATTLIST DefineVideo }
    characterID CDATA #REQUIRED
    src CDATA #REQUIRED
    clipBegin CDATA #IMPLIED>
>
<!ELEMENT DefineLoop EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST DefineLoop }
  loopName CDATA #REQUIRED>
>
<!ELEMENT Body (ShowFrame)+>
<!ELEMENT ShowFrame (PlaceObject | RemoveObject | StartSound | StopSound | JumpTo | LoopTo)+>
<!ATTLIST ShowFrame }
  name CDATA #IMPLIED
  duration CDATA #IMPLIED>
>
<!ELEMENT PlaceObject (Hotspot)+>
<!ATTLIST PlaceObject }
  characterIDRef CDATA #REQUIRED
  depth CDATA #REQUIRED
  x CDATA #REQUIRED
  y CDATA #REQUIRED
  target CDATA #IMPLIED
  mode CDATA #IMPLIED>
>
<!ELEMENT Hotspot EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST Hotspot }
  x CDATA #REQUIRED
  y CDATA #REQUIRED
  width CDATA #REQUIRED
  height CDATA #REQUIRED
  target CDATA #IMPLIED
  mode (stop | spawn) #IMPLIED>
>
<!ELEMENT RemoveObject EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST RemoveObject }
  depth CDATA #REQUIRED>
>
<!ELEMENT StartSound EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST StartSound }
  characterIDRef CDATA #REQUIRED
  volume CDATA #REQUIRED>
Listing D.1: XML DTD of the Flash Markup Language
Glossary

C

**Component**  See ↑software component.

**Context**  See ↑user model.

**Contract**  A contract of a ↑software component guaranties in case of calling a service “as defined per contract” that the execution of a specific action is conducted “as defined in the contract”. A component contract includes a specification of all functional as well as non-functional characteristics of the services it offers. What services are offered by a component is specified in the provided interface. Thus, the provided interface determines the postconditions of a component. The services and components needed by a component to fulfill its own functionality is determined in the required interface. It defines the preconditions of a component. Concerning the component contract, this means provided that the preconditions of a component are fulfilled by offering the right execution environment, the component offers its services as described in the postconditions. As the preconditions of a component might not be fully satisfied by a specific execution environment and the postconditions of a component are not necessary to their full extend by all components using it, also subsets of the preconditions and postconditions can be modeled in the component’s contract. Such a component contract that can be adapted to different specific execution environments of a component is called parameterized contract.

**Customization**  Customization is an activity that is conducted and under direct control by the user. This means that a customized application is actively adapted by the users to their individual needs and requirements. However, the customized application does not provide to adapt itself to the users. In contrast to ↑personalization, where the provided information, services, and products are adapted by the personalized application itself according to the user profile information.

F

**Framework**  See ↑software framework.

**Frozen-spot**  Part of a ↑software framework that cannot be modified by the concrete application.
**G**

**Group-hot-spot** A group-hot-spot is a set of hot-spots that are logically coherent. This means, that the set of hot-spots describes flexibility requirements for a common problem in the framework's domain and thus the hot-spots have a high affinity in regard of solving that particular problem.

**H**

**Hot-spot** Part of a software framework where adaptation towards the requirements of a concrete application is possible.

**I**

**Interface** See provided interface and required interface of a software component.

**M**

**Medium** A medium is determined by its medium type. It can be either continuous or discrete.

**Medium Element** A medium element is an instance of a specific medium type. Consequently, a medium element can be either continuous or discrete.

**Medium Format** A medium format is a defined data structure for a specific medium element. This data structure encodes the medium element.

**Medium Type** A medium type determines the type of a medium element. There exist medium types for continuous media elements such as audio, video, and animation. Medium types for discrete media elements are image and text.

**Meta Data** Meta data are considered as additional data about data. They are describing information about data in order to provide for finding and using the data more efficiently.

**Multimedia** Multimedia is characterized by the computer-controlled, integrated creation, manipulation (i.e., interaction of the user with the media), presentation, storage, and communication of independent information. This independent (multimedia) information is encoded at least through one continuous and one discrete medium element.

**Multimedia Content Authoring** Multimedia authoring is the process in which multimedia presentations are created.
Multimedia Composition  See ↑multimedia content.

Multimedia Content  Multimedia content is seen as the result of a composition of different ↑media elements such as images, text, audio, and video into an interactive continuous ↑multimedia presentation, comprising at least one discrete and one continuous medium element. Central features of such a multimedia composition are the temporal arrangement of the media elements in the course of the presentation, the layout of the presentation, and the definition of the presentation's interaction possibilities with the users.

Multimedia Content Representation  See ↑multimedia document.

Multimedia Document  Representation of ↑multimedia content. It is an instantiation of a ↑multimedia document model. A multimedia document that is composed in advance to its rendering is called pre-orchestrated in contrast to compositions that take place just before rendering that are called live or on-the-fly.

Multimedia Document Representation  See ↑multimedia presentation format.

Multimedia Document Format  See ↑multimedia presentation format.

Multimedia Document Model  A multimedia document model provides the primitives to capture all aspects of a ↑multimedia document. The power of the multimedia document model determines the degree of the multimedia functionality that multimedia documents following the model can provide.

Multimedia Player  A multimedia player is a multimedia software that is aimed at the rendering and playback of ↑multimedia presentations.

Multimedia Presentation Format  A multimedia presentation format determines the representation of a ↑multimedia document for the document's rendering. Since every multimedia presentation format implicitly or explicitly follows a ↑multimedia document model, it can also be seen as a proper mean to "serialize" the multimedia document's representation for the purpose of exchange.

Multimedia Presentation  A multimedia presentation is the rendering of a ↑multimedia document in a concrete ↑multimedia presentation format by an appropriate ↑multimedia player. It comprises the continuous rendering of the document in the target environment, the (pre)loading of media data, realizing the temporal course, the temporal synchronization between continuous media streams, the adaptation to different or changing presentation conditions, and the interaction with the user.
Personalization  Personalization is defined as the offer and opportunity for a special treatment in form of information, services, and products, provided by an application according to the interests, background, role, facts, requirements, needs, and any other information and assumptions about an individual. The personalization of these information, services, and products is conducted pro-actively by the personalized application (in contrast to customization) and is typically carried out to the user in an iterative process.

Personalized Multimedia Content  ↑Multimedia content that is targeted at a specific user or user group. It reflects the individual user’s or user group’s needs, background, interest, and knowledge, as well as the heterogeneous infrastructure of the (mobile) end device to which the personalized multimedia content is delivered and on which it is presented (see also ↑personalization).

Personalized Multimedia Content Authoring  Process of dynamically selecting and composing media elements into a coherent, continuous multimedia presentation (see ↑multimedia content authoring) that best reflects the needs, requirements, and system environment of an individual user or user group, i.e., into a ↑personalized multimedia presentation.

Provided Interface  The provided interface specifies the services offered by a ↑software component.

Realization  The realization determines the inside of a ↑software component, i.e., the component’s internal, private design and implementation.

Required Interface  The required interface determines the services and components needed by a ↑software component to fulfill its functionality, i.e., its ↑provided interface.

Software Component  Software components are modular units of a software system that encapsulate their content and thus their internal (complex) behavior (see ↑realization). They appear to the environment as exchangeable units and interact with the environment via well-defined (contractually specified) interfaces as defined in the component’s ↑contract.
**Software Framework** A software framework typically constitutes a semi-finished software architecture for a complex application domain that can be adapted to the needs and requirements of a concrete application in the domain by its variation points. We distinguish between object-oriented frameworks and component frameworks. These kinds of frameworks differ in the technology used for adapting and specializing the frameworks to the needs and requirements of the concrete applications. In case of object-oriented frameworks, the adaptation and specialization for a concrete application is conducted by overriding abstract classes or by different implementations of predefined interfaces. With component frameworks, specialization takes place by composing different software components that implement the component framework’s interfaces.

**User Model** A user model describes an abstract data structure. This data structure defines what kind of information and assumptions about a user and his or her environment and situation is modeled and processed by a personalized software system (see personalization). The user model’s data structure includes the aspects of both classical user modeling and context modeling, i.e., classical user profile information and context information.

**User Profile** In contrast to the user model, which defines an abstract data structure, a user profile contains the actual information about an individual user of a concrete personalized application (see personalization). Hence, user profiles can be seen as “instances” of a user model, filled in with the concrete values about an individual user.

**Variation Point** Variation points are those parts in the software framework’s architecture, where the decision for a specific functionality is already defined. However, the actual implementation of this functionality is left open and will be determined by the concrete applications employing the framework.
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